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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.3 a.m. and read the prayer.
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WORKCOVER
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I
move:
That this House condemns the government for its
callous and inhumane treatment of injured workers as
a result of the implementation of the WorkCover
scheme and, in particular, for (a) creating unacceptable but avoidable delays in
the courts and in conciliation which have had
the effect of forcmg workers on to social
security or into accepting inadequate offers of
settlement;
(b) harassing and threatening injured workers with

telephone offers of settlement without
informing them fully of their rights;
(c) failing to make adequate return-to-work
arrangements for thousands of its own
employees which it is dumping from
WorkCover;
(d) deceiving employers as to the true costs of
WorkCover which means that most employers
will pay more and not less under WorkCover
as the government claims; and
(e) deceiving the public by continuing to claim that
Victorian WorkCover is modelled on New
South Wales WorkCover, when the Victorian
system provides significantly less access to
benefits.

Well might the Minister for Local Government be
absent here for this debate because he has much to
be sorry for; he has much to hide and he should be
ashamed to come into this House when a debate
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relating to WorkCover takes place. The Victorian
WorkCover AuthOrity figures show that more than
30 ()()() people are on WorkCover compensation at
anyone time and more than 60 000 people are
injured at work each year. Over the four-year life of
this government 200 000 or more workers will be
injured at work and then continue to suffer under
the most ruthless, callous and inhumane workers
compensation system in Australia.
I shall use many examples during the course of this
debate to illustrate the point about how inhumane
the present system is and why it does not work for
workers or employers. I will quote names where I
have received permission from the people concerned
and in other circumstances I will use initials.
Miss Wigglesworth, a 60-year-old music teacher
employed at Ivanhoe Grammar School was blinded
in an accident at work on 2 September 1991. It was
an horrendous injury but that did not stop the
WorkCover Authority writing her a letter on
18 March 1993 and reducing her payments to 60 per
cent of salary on the ground that the injury was not
serious enough. Being blinded at 6O-years of age is
not a serious injury under this legislation!
Mr Donald Duckworth was employed by Crane
Enfield Metals Pty Ltd as a toolmaker when his left
hand was completely severed in an industrial
accident. One can hardly imagine a more
horrendous injury than to have one's hand severed.
At the time the WorkCover laws took effect he was
undergoing medical treatment and as a consequence
did not manage to issue his common-law writ prior
to 1 December 1992. Mr Duckworth was told that he
had no right to a common-law claim for damages
under either the old Act or the new Act. That is
another example of how people are being mistreated
under this legislation where the letter of the law is
being applied to threaten and cajole people; in this
case, an individual whose hand had been severed.

Now that the Minister has arrived in the Chamber I
shall recap the two examples I have already given.
This Minister has surrounded himself with people to
insulate himself from the 200 000 people who will go
through the system over the next four years.
I referred to a 60-year-old female who was blinded
at work and whose payments were reduced to
60 per cent on the ground that the injury was not
sufficiently serious. I referred also to an individual
whose hand was severed and who was told that
because he did not get his common-law claim in in
time the letter of the law ought to apply and he is
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not eligible to claim at common law under either the
old or the new Act. Those are examples of
mistreatment.

incompetencies of the past 10 months. They include:
10 judges being sacked from the WorkCare Appeals

Another example of the way WorkCover does not
work out for employers is this: a Mr Y of Ascot Vale,
who sustained severe injuries to his dominant
hand - it was cut to the bone; he required stitches
as well as having his hand put in plaster to minimise
the risk of infection - was advised by his doctor
that he would need to keep his arm elevated during
the period of recovery. The day after the accident he
was contacted by the claims agent and told to return
to his doctor, whereupon his doctor advised him
that he, in turn, had been contacted by the claims
agent, who suggested Mr Y ought to go back to
work and lie on a couch with his arm elevated and
answer the telephone with his uninjured arm. It is
shameful! Not surprisingly, the employer thought
the whole idea was ridiculous and lodged a
complaint with the Victorian WorkCover Authority.
That is another example of how claims agents have
simply run rampant under the legislation brought in
by this Minister and under this system.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - How is that incompetent?
Tell me how that is incompetent?

The measure of a just society that values human
dignity, the rights of the individual and the rule of
law can be found in the way it cares for its sick and
injured. By its actions this government has rejected
the idea of caring for injured workers. It has taken
the care out of workers compensation in this State
and it has removed or severely watered down even
the basic human right of proper access to
compensation for those who are injured at work.
The WorkCover system is a mess. The Minister's
attempt to implement the system is a litany of
incompetence upon incompetence, of disaster upon
disaster, and of suffering and even more suffering.
This government and this Minister have not been
prepared to listen to the pleadings of injured
workers or to doctors concerned about their patients
or to rehabilitation providers who have worked with
injured workers for many years or to members of the
legal fraternity concerned about the infringement of
basic rights. With the ideological zeal of a
fundamentalist disciplinarian this Minister has
created a mess, and with that mess enormous
suffering.
When one looks back over the past 10 months it is
difficult to believe a Minister could have been
responsible for so many stuff-ups, so many
inequities and so many incompetencies and still
survive. It could only happen in a Kennett
government! Let me briefly list some of the
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The handling of
the whole system since the introduction of
WorkCover has been a saga of incompetent
management and additional cost.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - How is that an example of
incompetency?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is incompetent
because the total cost to the Victorian WorkCover
AuthOrity of all those incompetent actions has been
$15 million.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - What rubbish! You don't
know what you are talking about!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That amount
includes the payout of the Supreme Court action
concerning the closure of the court, premises being
left idle while rent is being paid and a range of other
actions. The judges were given lump sums and then
had a right of appeal. That action was condemned as
an attack on judicial independence. That did not
stop this Minister. The chief justices of the Supreme
and Family courts, the chairmen of the Bar Council
and the Law Institute, and the International Jurors
organisation all spoke out against it, but the Minister
does not even concede that it was incompetent to do
what he did. In fact, the Minister's response is that,
given the savings he has made - which are all in his
imagination - these additional costs are irrelevant.
The $150 million fund for widows and dependants is
another example of mishandling. Funds were
transferred to the Victorian WorkCover Authority
from the WorkCare Appeals Board without any
legal right to manage the funds. The Labor Party
had to point that out in this place. The Minister's
response to it was that it was a peripheral issue.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Yes - and it was.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The on-again,
off-again implementation of notional earnings is
another example of incompetency. When this
iniquitous system was brought in the claims agents
ran riot. They sent letters threatening to take people
off benefits by implementing notional earnings.
People who were working part time to rehabilitate
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themselves were the first to suffer the full impact of
the application of notional earnings. All part-time
earnings were deducted from benefits and people
were sent letters - there was no other notice telling some of them that they would receive no
further benefits and telling others that their weekly
benefits would be reduced to as low as $3.

The introduction of the premium system was
mishandled. The sale of WorkCare's compensation
service to a previously banned insurer is another
example of incompetence. The Minister did not even
know the insurer had been banned!

The Minister did not even know about the matter
until it was brought to his attention, when his
response was: I have decided to bring in guidelines
on the use of notional earnings, but at the end of the
day it is a reserve power - to put it more in context,
it is a big stick to use against workers as and when
this Minister and the claims agents decide to do so.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is right.
Then he called me a liar and said I had got it all
wrong. Immediately after that he had to return to
the House and apologise to me.

Another example of incompetency is the 5000 people
taken off rehabilitation after a purge by the
WorkCover Authority. There was no proper
assessment of rehabilitation needs. It was reported
that 19 or 20-year-old clerks in claims agent offices
were simply making decisions about whether a
person ought or ought not to stay on rehabilitation.
The rehabilitation providers were not consulted
about their patients, and 5000 people were
summarily removed from the rehabilitation system.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is true. The
Minister did not know the insurer had been banned
prior to being handed the service, and he is still not
prepared to tell the people how much was paid. He
even refused to recognise the fact that the
organisation is a public asset and said that Victorian
employers own it, not the people. That comment is
indicative of the government's philosophy.

What was the Minister's response? He said the
association of rehabilitation providers was simply a
cartel that had vested interests and he was
determined to crush it.
Another example is the hasty and unplanned
introduction of the new premium system, which
was even criticised by the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Employer
complaints about overestimates of wages by the
authority were rampant. The Herald Sun of 14 June
1993 states:
Nearly half of Victoria's employers have been sent
wrong wage estimates which will be used to calculate
insurance premiums under the new WorkCover
scheme.
Over 70 000 employers out of the State's 150 000
employers have contacted WorkCover to say their
estimates were wrong.

One out of two is not bad! The Chief Executive
Officer of the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, Mr David Edwards, who is
not a supporter of the oppOSition, said he thought
the whole thing was too rushed.

Hon. D. R. White - Not until you raised it!

Hon. D. R. White - Not with the same
enthusiasm!

Those are just some examples of the stuff-ups that
have taken place under this Minister. I have already
provided some examples of the inhumane treatment
of workers and the way the Minister has approached
the problem.
I turn now to some of the disasters about which the
motion is specifically concerned. I begin with
conciliation delays. When the Minister introduced
the WorkCover legislation he made a great song and
dance about Victoria having a non-adversarial
system that would clear WorkCover disputes
quickly. He set two months as the time in which
people would be able to go to conciliation.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Two months before they
could get to conciliation?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The time taken
from making an application to an appearance before
a conciliator was to be within two months. That
target was never achieved; it is more likely to take
six to eight months.
Hon. D. R. White - And it's blowing out!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It certainly is.
The critical point is that while people are waiting for
conciliation they are not being paid. They are
dumped on the social security system and left to
fend for themselves. The authority has no incentive
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to reduce the time to two months because if it did so
it would have to pay people their entitlements.

The fact that the delays assist the authority and the
claims agent is built into the conciliation system. If
people have to wait 6, 8 or 12 months - that is the
case particularly in the court system - they will
either give up or accept the miserable settlement
being offered to them. That is the purpose of the
delays. The Minister's response is, '1 acknowledge
that the process of conciliation is taking longer than
the government had hoped". But what is he doing
about it? Absolutely nothing!
The conciliation system is not working for a number
of structural reasons, including the fact that
conciliators cannot make judgments except in a few
cases. People have to go to the conciliator and wait
for some time; then the conciliator says he cannot
resolve the case because it is not within his power to
make a judgment. So the person is shoved into the
court system where another round of delays has to
be suffered.
Let me give some examples of delays in conciliation.
Mc Hayward, a 62-year-old milk tanker driver
employed by the Murray Goulburn Cooperative,
suffered a heart attack in the course of his
employment. His claim was rejected on 29 March
1992. No conciliation date has been set and he is still
off work. The Victorian scheme differs from the New
South Wales scheme in that it has a different
definition of "injury". A person who has a heart
attack on the job cannot necessarily rely on receiving
compensation. In this case the gentleman is off work
and on social security. He has to wait before getting
even to first base. He has to prove to a conciliator or
a court that he is eligible for compensation.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - He must prove that his
condition might have something to do with his
employment.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is right. But
he has to wait for some time. It is an example of the
way the Minister has taken the no-fault system that
previously applied and made it into a fault system.
It is the person's fault. Perhaps he smokes or drinks
a little bit too much, so the heart attack was his fault
rather than a result of stress. That is the kind of
structural feature that leads to inequities.

Miss Linda West, a 43-year-old kindergarten teacher
who was employed by St Bede's Kindergarten,
Elwood, had her claim rejected on 12 October 1992.
The WorkCover Conciliation Service did not hear
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the case until 15 July 1993. Although a genuine
dispute existed it ruled that it could not reconcile the
case. As a result Miss West faces further delays and
must take her case to court to have it properly dealt
with. She has had one eight-month delay and now
she faces delays of up to eight years to get the matter
to court. Mc M lodged a conciliation claim on
19 January 1993, but nine months later it has still not
been dealt with. He is sick of waiting and
proceedings have now been issued in the County
Court. He is surviving on a disability support
pension.
A Mrs T of Preston, who lodged an application for
conciliation on 23 March 1993, finally received a
notice of intent to conciliate on 15 September, six
months later. It could still take months to actually
reach the conciliation stage. So much for the
Minister's target of two months!
I refer now to the court delays. We all know because it has been reported in the press - that
perhaps as many as 8000 cases - Hon. R. M. Hallam - How does appearing in the
press make it right?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It has been in the
press and has also been backed up by people in the
profession.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - It is your claim. Having it
in the press does not make it right, and I look
forward to refuting it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is not my
claim. It is the claim of the lawyers who work in the
system and who are aware of what is going on in
this area. The reason why delays occur in the courts
is that the Minister responsible for WorkCover saw
fit to introduce in the WorkCover legislation a
system whereby an offer of settlement by the
WorkCover AuthOrity or the claims agent has to be
made in conference. Once it is made, that is the final
offer; it cannot be varied, and the only course of
action for an individual caught in that circumstance
is to either accept the offer or go to court.
In virtually all cases prior to the introduction of this
system the normal process was that a bit of haggling
would occur; there would be a bit of
toing-and-froing and people would make decisions
depending on whether the two sides could agree on
a figure.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Like horse-trading?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, there would
be a bit of horse-trading - the Minister is a member
of the National Party so he would know about that.
Prior to the introduction of this system decisions
would be made even on the steps of the courthouse.
People would decide not to go through a five-day
court trial because it would be costly, and they
would agree on an amount somewhere between the
two suggested.
The Minister ruled out that practice through the
legislation. As a consequence, the cases listed in the
courts can be dealt with in one of two ways: either
the person accepts the offer or the case goes to trial,
which could last up to five days. That is why people
are saying that the delays in the courts could be up
to eight years: every case will go to trial for a period
of several days and that will clog the court system.
There is nothing more certain than that.
Why did the Minister decide to handle the situation
in this way? Is it because he thought, "We will
strongarm people and put so much pressure on
them that there will be a long delay and they will
realise that they will have to wait years to get a
reasonable settlement, so they will not have much
choice and will either accept what is offered or wait
for, say, five years to get a slightly better
settlement"? That is a very powerful incentive for a
person to accept an inadequate offer.
But there is another reason why the Minister chose
the course of action he did. He saw fit to introduce
what is called the 120 per cent rule, which to my
knowledge does not apply in any other jurisdiction
anywhere in the world. It creates a situation where a
person can go to court, win the case and still lose out
because, even though the court might grant that
person more than was offered, the person must still
pay costs on both sides - and the costs will always
be considerable because the court trial will last up to
five days. That is a disgraceful situation that should
not be allowed to continue. It has been universally
condemned.
It enables the WorkCover Authority to simply
discount by 20 per cent the offer it makes because it
knows that if the claimant goes to court he or she
will have to get more than that 20 per cent more
than the offer.
I have already directed to the Minister's attentionI have still not received a response, notwithstanding
the fact that the Minister said he would deal with it
urgently and get back to me - the disgraceful case
of the quadriplegic who was not offered the full
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amount he was entitled to under the WorkCover
system. In that case the claims agent decided the full
amount should not be offered because, after all was
said and done, if he went to court he would not be
able to get the full amount anyway.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Yes he could, you know
that. What you are saying is not right.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I directed the
matter to the Minister's attention, but he has not got
back to me about it. That case is an example of what
happens if people do not actually speak up, make
themselves heard, complain and demonstrate - no
action is taken.
The Minister has shielded himself in his office. He
does not want to know about ordinary people. A
number of ordinary people have come into the
Chamber today; they are up in the Public Gallery
and are waiting to hear the Minister's response
about the way they have been treated, or mistreated,
under the WorkCover legislation. They are ordinary
people, workers. Some of them have been injured
and have suffered. They are not trying to rip off the
system; they simply want their rights preserved.
That is all they want - nothing more. They want to
be treated as human beings and not as numbers in
the Minister's counting house.
The President of the Law Institute of Victoria,
. Mr Denby, who would certainly have his finger on
the pulse in these matters, said the backlog of cases
in the County Court would take eight judges 20
years to clear. I am not as close to the court system
as Mr Denby is, and I accept the word of such an
eminent person, but whether it is 5, 8 or 20 years, it
is far too long, and the problems will not be fixed
until the law is changed and people are able to do
what the Minister refers to as a bit of horse-trading.
Virtually every lawyer on both sides has said that
the law ought to be changed. I am aware that
amendments were drafted along those lines but that
the Minister quashed them because he wanted
deliberately to create court delays to force people to
accept settlements they should not accept.
I shall give some examples of the inadequacy of the
offers that are being made. Why is it that 8000 cases
are clogging up the court system? The people
involved in those cases have all received settlement
offers. Why is it that those people do not accept the
offers?
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Hon. D. A. Nardella - Because they're crook
offers.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The reason is
that the offers do not reflect the extent of the injuries.
And the claims agents know they do not. They are
relying on two factors: the 120 per cent rule; and the
delay being so long that people will give up or
accept the miserable offers.
I refer to Donna Pandelis, a process worker with
Donson Industries, who sustained an injury to her
right arm during the course of her employment. She
was offered $3500. What did the court give her?
Fifteen thousand dollars! The Minister thinks it is
within the range!
A 40-year-old teacher, Mr Noel Anstee, sustained a
back injury and went to court after rejecting an offer
of $35 000. That sounds like a lot of money. He had a
lot of problems with his back and underwent a
number of operations.
Hon. Pat Power - What did the independent
court say?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The court
awarded him $257 000. Of course he does not receive
that amount. As the Minister knows, he receives the
maximum benefit. However, the court made that
award and that is why the Minister is keen to have
injury cases removed from the court system.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is not true.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Minister
knows juries are more likely to consider the facts of
the case and make judgments about real pain and
suffering levels. Ms Klein of Greensborough lodged
a common-law claim in 1990. Her attempts to
receive compensation for injury have been thwarted
by delays in the court system and the intransigence
of claims agents. The delays have been exacerbated
by the legislation. The claims agents refused to
attend a pre-trial conference in April this year. Why?
The reason was that Ms Klein had been referred to
me. Although the solicitor for the company was
prepared to negotiate a settlement, the claims agents
insisted on a nil offer.
Hon. Pat Power - Zero?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, zero. That

has forced her to join the growing queue for
settlements in courts. She attended up to seven
conferences before offers were made. She attended
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court on a number of occasions but, because of
priority cases, has been unable to get to court. Her
legal costs are blowing out to many thousands of
dollars. They will expand dramatically because of
the way the Minister drafted the legislation. It is
obvious to anybody who has ever had to go to court
that the court and legal costs required to clear the
backlog of 8000 cases will be horrendous.
On 11 June Judge Bamett convened a meeting of
barristers and solicitors at the Ballarat County Court
to discuss the delays. He described the backlog as
livery dim indeed". It is not just me saying it. The
newspapers also reflect what is common knowledge
and the judges involved in the process say the
delays are unacceptable and that the process must
be fixed.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - The figure of 8000 is
attributed to you in the press. Do you deny it?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am happy to
provide the Minister with the source of my figures.
The Minister should come clean for a change and
provide a figure himself.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Or was it a bit of a pork
pie?
Hon. Pat Power - Where is the Minister's press
release to correct the alleged circulated information?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I turn to another
part of my motion relating to employer costs. Under
the current system employer costs are higher now
than they were previously. The Minister has been
saying that 70 per cent of employers are paying less
than they were before. That is incorrect, and he
knows it is incorrect. The Minister knows employers
must pay additional costs. Employers must pay the
first $378 in medical expenses. They must pay wages
for the first 10 days of any injury. They have to pay
up front the first $1200 for rehabilitation. Although
that is refundable it is an additional impost on
employers.
Recently CIC Insurance, one of the claims agents,
published literature saying, 'We will provide you
with a buyout option for these additional costs". The
buyout option was to cost 25 per cent of premiums.
One does not need to be a genius to figure it out. The
Minister said average premiums have dropped from
3 per cent to 2.5 per cent. If one lines up that figure
with the 25 per cent premium buyout figure, one
finds that average premiums would amount to
3.125 per cent. That is the real cost to employers. It is
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more than the 3 per cent average that prevailed
under the old system.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is a leap in logic.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -It is not a leap in
logic; it is a simple fact. Would the Minister like me
to say it again so that he understands it?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I want you to run through
it so that you understand it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Minister
does not understand what suffering people are
going through; he does not want to understand. It is
a simple fact 25 per cent is what one pays to access
one's premium.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - To do what?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - To take out the
buyout option.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Which is what: two weeks
and the $378 you mentioned?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is right the 25 per cent. If you like, Minister, I shall send you
the literature from CIC Insurance. If every employer
did that the average premium would increase from
2.5 per cent, which the Minister admits it is, to
3.125 per cent. Does the Minister understand that?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Absolutely!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Does the
Minister accept that costs are greater now than they
were before?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, and that is where your
logic is flawed.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -It is an
interesting situation. If the Minister accepts there is
misery, pain and suffering in the community, he
must accept that there are stuff-ups. But he does not
accept that and he needs to do something about it.
Employers are unhappy not only because it is a
worker issue but also because it is an employer
issue. Employers are also unhappy because they are
being told to take back workers who are unfit for
work. I have giveJ:l one example of that and I shall
give the House another.
Mr G of Glenroy sustained such a serious injury to
his dominant hand that it had to be amputated.
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Within two weeks of losing his hand he was being
pressured to return to work, which was disgraceful.
Mr G had not even had time to have his artificial
hand fitted before a claims agent contacted him and
tried to get him to return to work. That caused him
enormous stress; he started to feel that there was
something wrong with him because he did not feel
he could go back to work within two weeks of
having his dominant hand cut off! That is but one
example of an appalling litany of suffering. The
man's employer was not all that thrilled about it
either. Having to pay the wages of employees who
are clearly unfit for work adds to the hidden costs of
employers.
In the public sector the government has failed to
make arrangements either to enable injured workers
to return to work or to offer them voluntary
departure packages. I have repeatedly asked the
Minister whether he would guarantee that those
people would be given voluntary departure
packages. I also asked him whether they would be
offered jobs, but he could not give that guarantee.
According to the Victorian WorkCover AuthOrity
there are some 1600 or 1700 WorkCover claimants in
the Public Service. That figure does not take account
of those people who work for semi-government
authorities such as the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
the State Electricity Commission and others, all of
which can be classified as being part of the public
sector.
The response of the WorkCover Authority has been
to say that it does not have any legal obligations to
offer those people employment because they were
injured under the WorkCare Act. The Minister has
said he would ask his fellow Ministers whether they
are prepared to take some of them back to work. But
I should like to know how they could be taken back
to work at the same time as the government is trying
to reduce the size of the Public Service by a further
14000 employees in this financial year. No wonder
the Minister is not prepared to give any guarantees.
The government is relying on them being treated
under a rule that applied under the WorkCare
Act - and that is the only part of their general
treatment that is different. In all other ways they are
dealt with under the rules of the WorkCover Act the 120 per cent rule, the notional earnings rule, the
two-year time limit and so on. So all those rules
apply, except that part of the Act that says that
employers are responsible for offering suitable
employment to their employees. That is the double
standard that the Minister and his government are
applying.
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I shall not give too many more examples, except to
say that the House will be aware of the example of
Mr Grundy. It took an appearance on the 7.30 Report
and my raising the matter in Parliament before the
Minister was embarrassed enough to approach a
number of departments seeking a job for the man.
Mr Grundy is a qualified person; but after all that he
was finally offered a job as a gardener somewhere or
other, which I am sure has a terrific career path
attached to it! Because he was keen to work he took
the job; but that is what it took to get one individual
some work. What will happen to the 1700 I have
referred to; or the half as many again who are
employed in semi-government authorities and who
are still to be taken out of the system before
December; or the thousands who have already been
taken out of the system and are sitting around with
no jobs and no voluntary departure packages? They
are examples of the sorts of things that are going on.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is standard practice;
he didn't have to ask for that.

It is not as though the government has made no
offers of settlement, because in some circumstances
offers have been made. I refer to the case of Mr M,
who does not want to be named. Mr M was on
WorkCover and was offered a retirement package
by the Rural Water Corporation. The case is
interesting because when he was offered the
package he was also sent papers to sign saying that
he understood that in accepting the voluntary
retirement package certain conditions would apply.
Among the conditions he had to accept - for
example, that he would not seek another job in the
Public Service for three years - was a final
condition saying that in accepting the package he
would not make any further claims against the Rural
Water Corporation. What a disgrace.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad you
put that on the record, Minister.

Hon. Pat Power - That isn't blackmail, is it?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is not
blackmail! That individual was told he could take a
voluntary retirement package only if he agreed to
say that he gave up all his rights under WorkCare by
agreeing not to make any further claims against the
corporation!
I turn to the issue of telephone harassment, which is
probably the most inhumane of the faces presented
by the Minister and his government. A Mr K was
contacted by telephone a few weeks ago and offered
a lump sum settlement to go off WorkCover
immediately - he was told that his weekly benefits
would be cut off anyway - and that a response was
wanted by the following Friday. He asked that the
offer be made in writing so that he could consult his
solicitors.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Although no
formal offer arrived, the claims agent rang on the
Friday and asked what his response was. Because he
was not prepared to say yes on the Friday, his
payments were subsequently terminated. Mrs S of
Preston was made an offer over the phone and was
told she had to accept it within a couple of days; and
that -listen to this - if she did not accept the offer
it would be reduced by $300 for every day after the
final date on which she refused to accept it. What a
disgraceful situation!
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I actually thought you
were advocating horse-trading a moment ago.
Hon. D. T. Walpole -Absolute blackmail!

Hon. Pat Power - The Minister indicates by
interjection what sort of horse-trading he supports.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Minister
likes a blackmailing form of horse-trading. He says,
''You accept this or else; if you do not accept it we
will bring out a big stick and hit you over the head
with it until you do accept". That is the Minister's
definition of horse-trading.
Mrs B was told over the phone that her payments

would be terminated. The claims agent said he had
been having discussions with her employer and that
if she accepted the lump sum her employer would
look favourably on the fact and pOSSibly offer her a
retrenchment package. Not only are offers being
made, deals are also being made between employers
and claims agents to try to cajole people by saying
they may not receive a retrenchment package unless
they accept an offer. That is the kind of thing that is
taking place.
Some of these people are actually in the public
gallery. The Minister may want to meet with them
afterwards to discuss their cases.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The honourable
member should be careful about references to the
gallery.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am sure it
would be a new experience for the Minister. Mrs P,
who was receiving 70 per cent of pre-injury
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earnings, which constitutes a total and permanent
incapacity, received a notice saying that her
payments would be terminated in December. How
is it that someone who has been classified as totally
and permanently incapacitated can be made an offer
of $5000 to get off the system? To use the Minister's
word, it is an "intriguing" situation. I thought it
applied only to people who were classified as
partially incapacitated.
Mrs M of Broadmeadows received a letter saying
her payments would be terminated in September. A
week later she received a letter from the insurance
company saying that if she - Hon. R. M. Hallam - Did she actually get the
letter saying the payments would be terminated in
September or did she get the letter in September?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - She received a
letter saying that the payments would be terminated
in September - that is when the letter arrived.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - The letter arrived in
September?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is right. A
week later she received another letter saying that if
she submitted medical reports the decision to
terminate payments may be changed. When her
doctor called the insurance company and asked if it
had received and considered the medical report, the
claims agent said that it had but that it would still
stick to its original decision. I do not know why that
decision was made and medical reports were asked
for subsequently. I would have thought they would
do it the other way around.
The claims agent then asked the doctor over the
phone if Mrs M would be taking the matter to
conciliation. When the doctor said she would, the
claims agent consulted someone in authority or
perhaps someone who knew a bit more and said,
'We have had a rethink about this; since she is going
to conciliation and we want to avoid the cost,
although we still think we could win, we will make
her an offer". He then proceeded to ask the doctor
what, in his view, he thought Mrs M would accept.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - It sounds very much like
horse-trading, Mr Theophanous, which is what you
are advocating.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - You were actually
advocating that a moment ago.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I was advocating
horse-trading between solicitors with respect to
court cases.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - So it is appropriate for
only solicitors to be involved?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is not
appropriate; if you want to say it is appropriate you
should put on the record now that it is appropriate
for people to involve themselves in horse-trading by
the claims agent asking the doctor what the doctor
thinks is an appropriate offer of settlement. You say
it is okay and it will be on the record.
Mr G is seriously injured and is receiving a benefit at
the rate of 90 per cent, but that did not stop the
claims agent from ringing him up after hours and
making him an offer of settlement. If you can get the
seriously injured cases off the books by making
them some kind of offer of settlement, it is a beauty!
A Mr Franklin, who suffers from brain damage and
is totally and permanently incapacitated, received a
phone call after hours from a claims agent making
him an offer to leave the system. Mrs Varty may
laugh; it is all a joke to her!
Everyone knows that people give up certain rights
as a consequence of accepting an offer and in case
after case people have not had those rights explained
to them. In many cases it has not been explained that
if they accept the offer they lose out on payment of
the medical fees for a period of 12 months and they
forgo rights under section 98.
It is completely inappropriate to ring people in their
homes at night and to distress them by making
offers of settlement, as has been done in many of
these cases; to bypass legal representatives and go
directly to people who are sick and injured.
I suppose the worst example of all is the tragic case
of Mark Harrison, which was reported in the Herald
Sun but which I am sure still did not move the
Minister. After being contacted by WorkCover and
told that he would no longer be able to provide for
his family, Mr Harrison took his own life.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Come on!

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Horse-trading
with a doctor! It is unbelievable that the Minister
continues to interject in this way.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I would like the
Minister to give an undertaking that he will speak to
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Mr Harrison's wife. You speak to his wife and find
out why she thinks he did it! This practice of using
phone harassment has to stop. The Minister must
put a stop to it; he must find another way. People
have representation and they can be contacted
through appropriate sources rather than being
approached directly at home.
I have spoken for a long time and there are other
speakers to come, but I should like to mention one
thing so that people will know what to expect. In its
September publication GIO Australia brags about
having introduced a new computer system called
Colossus to deal with workers compensation cases
so that it can be more efficient than it was before. It
states:
With the impending utilisation of both the notional
earnings and the 104 weeks cessation provisions of the
Accident Compensation Act GIO Australia will be
extremely well placed to undertake systematic
assessments.

The next episode in this saga will be when the big
stick of notional earnings is brought out to belt
workers over the head even more than has already
been done.
I have presented a case based on real people with
real problems and real injuries who are suffering
under this system. The system will be changed. It
may not be changed by this Minister or this
government, but it will be changed because it is
fundamentally unfair. By independent analyses it is
the unfairest system in Australia. It offers the worst
benefits for workers of any system in Australia, and
I ask the House to support the motion and condemn
the Minister for the actions he has taken that have
caused so much suffering.
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on the promotion of safety in the workplace. The
best workers compensation system known to man is
the one that avoids the claim in the first place, and
WorkCover is designed to provide the most
important and compelling incentive for employers
to provide safety in the workplace. This system is
based upon an experience premium rating.
Hon. D. R. White - We know what it is based on.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM -If you know that you
will understand the message I am about to give you.
Employers in this State will be paying WorkCover
premiums based directly upon their experience in
the workplace. They now have a direct link between
the safety they provide for their workers and their
hip-pocket nerve. If anything will make this system
work it is the recognition by the employer of the
importance of safety of the workplace.
I do not believe on any count that Mr Theophanous
can call WorkCover inhumane or callous. Is it
callous and inhumane to pursue a workers
compensation system that is designed to get injured
workers back to work? That is a simple enough
proposition. Is it callous and inhumane to want
people to go back to worthwhile employment and
the feeling of fulfilment and contribution? I draw a
comparison between the WorkCover system and the
previous WorkCare system.
Hon. D. R. White - It is not humane if you are
not fit to work.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I accept that it is not
humane to send people who are not fit to work back
into the workplace, but one should remember that
the test for fitness is made by the same medical
practitioner who made the judgment in the first
place about the worker's entitlement for
compensation. The system is based on the medical
prognosis. The same medical practitioner who
makes the judgment about whether the claim is
legitimate in the first place is the one who makes the
judgment all the way down the line.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - It goes without saying that I do not
accept the challenge put to me by Mr Theophanous
and I certainly do not support the motion. I want to
start with the fundamental challenge he offers me,
and through me, the government. He says that the
House should condemn the government for its
callous and inhumane treatment of injured workers.
I shall examine the claim of callous and inhumane
and ask in return whether Mr Theophanous thinks it
is callous and inhumane to pursue a workers
compensation system that is dedicated to the
provision of workplace safety.

I am happy to claim that WorkCover is driven by the
importance of rehabilitation. It is driven by the
recognition that if rehabilitation is to be effective it
must be work based. There must be contact and
dialogue between the two parties to the contract.
There must be discussion and arrangements
between the employer and the employee.

WorkCover is driven by the recognition that equity
and fairness in workers compensation must be based

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It is driven by your
desire to save money for your bosses.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If Mr Theophanous
thinks this systems is callous and inhumane I
remind him that there were four times as many
long-term claimants under WorkCare as there were
under the comparable system in New South Wales.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is because the
New South Wales system does not cover as many
industries and it is not a fully covered system.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I shall come back to that
because probably the most effective review of
workers compensation in this State was undertaken
by the previous administration, and what it
established was that we can actually account for
about 70 per cent of the difference in the cost of
workers compensation in this State as compared
with New South Wales on the duration of the claim.
When we came to government the average duration
of claims in New South Wales was 8 weeks
compared with 28 weeks in Victoria. That was the
difference, Mr Theophanous, and you castigate me
for having a system that is callous and inhumane!
The claims are dropping remarkably, and I am
looking forward to giving the exact details. Our
system has been in operation for 10 months and we
have had to take over the tail of the previous system.
It is difficult to isolate the effect of the change in
policy when much of it is influenced by those who
were already in the system.
I repeat: is it callous and inhumane to want a system
that is absolutely designed to get injured workers
back to work? I grant Mr White the qualification he
introduced, that it should apply only to those who
are medically capable of going back to work. It is the
same medical practitioner who provides the first test
and the second test. Is it callous and inhumane to
want to compensate injured workers while they are
absent from work? That is a simple proposition.
Hon. D. R. White - That is not happening; they
are waiting for months.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That is not correct. Let
the record show that from the time of the claim the
injured worker goes onto 95 per cent of pre-injury
earnings. How does that compare with WorkCare,
Mr Theophanous?
Hon. T. C. The9phanous - Tell us how it
compares with New South Wales.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - How does it compare
with WorkCare?
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Hon. D. R. White - They can't get on. It is taking
up to eight months.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Do you acknowledge
that under WorkCover the entitlements workers
receive in the first six months are more generous
than those that applied under WorkCare? It is a
simple question - yes or no. Do you acknowledge
that WorkCover is a better system?
Hon. D. R. White - They are not getting on to it;
it is taking six to eight months.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That is not true. Do you
not understand the process?
Hon. D. R. White - How long does it take?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It does not take any
time. It takes the time necessary for the claim to be
lodged.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Tell that to the bloke
with the heart attack, he hasn't gone on yet.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Okay, have your say,
Mr Theophanous. Once the claim is accepted, the
claimant goes on to 95 per cent of pre-injury
earnings.
Hon. Pat Power - When it is accepted.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes. And in most cases
it is accepted as a matter of course. Mr Theophanous
is introducing a red herring; he is talking about
claims in dispute. In most cases there is no dispute.
If the relationship between the place of work and the
injury is clear, as it is in most cases, there is no delay.
The injured worker immediately goes onto 95 per
cent of pre-injury earnings. The maximum he could
achieve under the old system was 80 per cent. Is that
not the fact?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - The employer made
up the difference.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - It doesn't make much
difference when the base scheme operates, because
they get 100 per cent anyway.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - They may if they are
injured in your industry, Mr Nardella.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - They do in most
industries.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I do not think that is
right. In any event, why are we arguing whether one
scheme is more generous than the other? If you say
they had the advantage of make-up pay, the debate
becomes hypothetical.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT
(Hon. D. M. Evans) - Order! The level of
interjection is far too high. Other honourable
members will have an opportwlity to contribute to
the debate in due course. I ask the Minister to be a
little less provocative in his statements. At the
moment the debate is degenerating into a rabble and
I do not wish to see that happen. I ask the Minister
to return to the debate.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I wish to correct a
comment made by Mr White. By law a lodged claim
must be either accepted or rejected within 28 days. If
it is not accepted in that time, under the process, it is
automatically accepted. That is the time scale.
Mr White has the two issues confused.
In addition, for those who are seriously injured the
entitlement is 90 per cent of pre-injury earnings for
however long it takes - perhaps until retirement.
That was not the case under WorkCare.

Hon. D. R. White - It is not exclusively a
no-fault scheme. If you have a heart attack you must
prove fault. It is a qualitative change.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I acknowledge that.
That is not what Mr Theophanous put to the House
as being callous and inhumane.
Hon. D. R. White - He did. He referred to the
heart attack and said, "moved to a fault scheme".
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - He did not.
Hon. D. R. White - He did.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The percentage of
pre-injury earnings entitlement under WorkCover is
more generous than it was under WorkCare; yet, we
have the challenge that this system is callous and
inhumane. If that is the case, where does it leave
WorkCare? By paying a greater percentage of
pre-injury earnings - Hon. D. R. White - It was no fault. Ask the
people in the Public Gallery what they want WorkCover or WorkCare. Ask the jury in the gallery.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is well aware of the Standing Orders. He
must not refer to visitors to the Chamber. I ask him
to remember the unusual consequences that
occurred previously when such references were
made. It does not help the case. I ask the House to
allow the Minister to respond in his own way.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The entitlement to
pre-injury earnings is greater under WorkCover
than it was under WorkCare. That fact makes an
absolute nonsense of Mr Theophanous's claim that
somehow WorkCover is callous and inhumane.
I have another question for Mr Theophanous: is it
callous and inhumane to want a system that is
administratively efficient?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It is.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You say it is callous and
inhumane?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why don't you ask
the people in the gallery?
The PRESIDENT - Order! If Mr Theophanous
takes that line I will deal with him. He is simply
flouting the Chair. I have specifically referred to that
type of behaviour and I suggest that he does not do
so again.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - My question to
Mr Theophanous was designed to determine
whether it is callous and inhumane to want a system
that is administratively efficient. I am pleased to
have his acknowledgment that that is the case on the
record.
Upon coming to government the coalition made two
commitments about workers compensation. The first
was to better compensate injured workers in the
most desperate need. The government did not walk
away from its responsibilities. In other words,
injured workers, who are high on the scale of injury,
are entitled to greater compensation. I acknowledge
that means fewer funds to go around at the other
end of the scale. I do not walk away from the
government's commitment that those in the most
necessitous circumstances should be given greater
compensation. The second commitment was to get
more of the hard-won premium dollars to injured
workers.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Ask whether they are
getting hard-won dollars to the injured worker?
Why don't you ask them?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Rather than suffer the
hyperbole I shall place the facts on the table. Since
the inception of WorkCover the percentage of funds
going to injured workers has risen from 66 per
cent - which is what it peaked at under
WorkCare - to 71 per cent under WorkCover.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How many people
are getting it?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That means another $5
in every $100 in the pool goes to workers rather than
to doctors, lawyers or rehabilitation consultants. I
know why they are complaining - I understand
better than you do, Mr Theophanous, why they are
complaining.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How much will it
cost to take 8000 cases to court?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The last WorkCare
budget estimated that $200 million should be set
aside for legal expenses. The incredible inefficiencies
in the previous system meant that 0.5 per cent of
every dollar paid by way of salary in Victoria would
have gone to lawyers. Do you now acknowledge,
Mr Theophanous, that there is a legitimate objective
to get the legal costs down?
Hon. D. A. Nardella - What is it now?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Legal costs are bloated
now.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Are they more?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am pleased you have
put that on the record.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I asked a question;
are they more?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If legal costs are not
declining, why is the legal profession so upset about
the changes? Its milking cow has gone dry. Fewer
claims are now being contested by lawyers. A
greater percentage of every dollar is now going to
injured workers. ,
I am concerned about the crocodile tears shed by the
legal profession. Lawyers stand to lose a great deal
of their potential income. I suspect that at least some
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of the pressure from the legal profession is
motivated by the hip pocket - I put it no higher
than that. I do not accept, Mr Theophanous, that it is
callous and inhumane to want an efficient system.
The next question I put to you, Mr Theophanous, is
whether it is callous and inhumane to want a system
that does not stigmatise the recipients?
Hon. D. R. White - Why don't you ask the
people out there?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Is it fair and appropriate
to have a system that does not treat people like
lepers? 1 suggest that if WorkCover were compared
with WorkCare, WorkCover would be more highly
regarded.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It was the reason why
the government chose the name. The New South
Wales WorkCover system was working well and
there was a general acceptance of the concept. I
remind the House that under WorkCare there was
enormous anecdotal evidence of rorting to such an
extent that those who were required to make a claim
felt embarrassed to do so. We made lepers out of
people who were faced with the most dreadful
circumstances.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The most legitimate
claims were all cast in the same die. We allowed
people to be stigmatised as a direct result of the
extent to which the system had been rorted.
Mr Theophanous knows that to be true. Even he
cannot stand by and defend what took place under
WorkCare. He recognises that the extent to which
many people were stigmatised and ostracised by
their work mates was unfair. The honourable
member knows it is unfair because many people
who were claimants under WorkCare became
unemployable. How could it be a compassionate
system when people who put their hands up to gain
the benefits of the system that was designed to help
them are left unemployable because of the stigma
attached to the system? What a dreadful indictment
of the WorkCare system. The government had no
choice other than to change the system. Even
Mr Theophanous, in his heart of hearts, knows that
the government had to do something to change that
dreadful experience.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - While Mr Theophanous
continues with his carping about the way it has been
done, even he knows that changes had to be made.
Hon. T. C. Theophanou8 interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The government had to
change not only the workers compensation system
itself but also the culture because of the sad fact that
those genuine claimants - Hon. T. C. Theophanou8 - Have you met any
injured workers?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes, several hundred of
them. The genuine claimants were treated in the
same appalling way because the system had fallen
into disrepute. Even Mr Theophanous would
acknowledge that the government had no choice
other than to change the system.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You had a choice
about what sort of system!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You had your go!
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reviewed. They would have a chance to resume their
working lives if they were able to.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Not if they were
public servants!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - And that is effectively
what they did. The government said it was not
prepared to nut the test at 1 December 1992 but it
would assume that every one of the 16 000 people in
the queue would be deemed to be seriously injured.
I suggest that the government took a compassionate
approach concerning the changes, even though the
provisions had been reviewed by Parliament. I
emphasise that it had been a terrible experience for
many people in the long-term queue. Many of them
had been there for more than two years. I remind
Mr White that it was a medical assessment that
determined whether those long-term claimants were
either seriously injured or totally and permanently
incapacitated at the end of the two years and,
therefore, whether they were entitled to continuing
benefits. That is exactly the same medical
assessment which took place to determine whether
they were unable to continue work.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - My next question is to
ask Mr Theophanous whether it is callous and
inhumane--

I am intrigued by the claim by the opposition that
although it is appropriate to have a qualified
medical practitioner assess in the first place whether
the injured worker can resume duties, it is
apparently not all right for the same medical
practitioner to decide further down the track
whether the same injured worker can resume duties.
I suggest the opposition can be accused of double
standards in the way that it has introduced the
debate.

Hon. D. R. White - He is entitled to respond to
this - he is being asked a question!

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What are you talking
about? They are automatically cut off after two years!

The PRESIDENT - Order! The Minister should
desist hom asking questions of Mr Theophanous.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, they are not.
Mr Theophanous has not even been listening to the
debate; he should know that seriously injured
people or those who are totally incapacitated are not
cutoff.

The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Theophanous is
constantly interjecting. He was given the
opportunity to speak in the debate and nominally
has a right of reply. I will not hear him if he
continues to disobey the ruling of the Chair, that is,
to keep quiet.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I will put the question
to the House. I ask the House to consider this: is it
callous and inhumane to provide a system where the
long-term claimants are given further grace?
Honourable members should recall that the changes
that took place to workers compensation became
effective on 1 December 1992 and under the terms
and conditions agreed to by the House it was
decided that long-term claimants would be given a
further 12 months grace, in which time the position
of claimants in that long-term queue - the dreadful
legacy of WorkCare -could be sensitively

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What about those
who are partially incapacitated?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Even Mr Theophanous
would understand that that is the case.
Hon. T. C. Theophanou8 interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Theophanous has
had his chance to contribute to the debate. He will
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get another opportunity later if he keeps quiet at this
stage of the debate.

also paid high premiums. Neither aspects of the
Santa Claus promise came to pass.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The point I was making
is that there is an issue of double standards here.
Mr Theophanous is suggesting that I am callous and
inhumane and that the government is callous and
inhumane. Part of that challenge is derived from the
fact that we require people in the long-term queue to
be medically assessed and to determine whether
they are totally or permanently incapacitated and
therefore entitled to continue on compensation, or
whether they are seriously injured and therefore
entitled to continue on compensation.

The real winners, those who won hands down, were
the lawyers, the doctors and those in the great
growth industry known as medical rehabilitation.
They won fantastic deals and Victorian employees
paid a terrible price. I do not accept the premise
Mr Theophanous put to this House that the
government is callous and inhumane, and I am
happy to know that other Victorians do not agree
with that assertion either.

I do not agree that the provision of a test in the first
place and then again in a similar vein further down
the track in considering the same claim is callous
and inhumane. I will tell the opposition what is
callous and inhumane in my view: the delusion that
was abounding under WorkCare; the notion that
Santa Claus was alive and well - and we had that
debate in 1985. The former scheme proposed that
workers could be compensated for almost every
conceivable ailment that had even the most tenuous
connection with their workplaces and that at the
same time the premiums paid by employers of the
State would be reduced. 1hat is what Victorians
were asked to believe and that is what is callous and
inhumane.
Blind Freddy understands that you cannot have
your cake and eat it too on every conceivable
occasion. lbat is what is callous and inhumane! The
people of Victoria were sold a pup in 1985. They
were told they could get incredible protection as
employees and they could expect to get reduced
premiums as employers.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - They were reduced!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Oh, I see. H Mr Nardella
believes that, he believes in the magic pudding! I
suggest that the WorkCare scheme was callous and
inhumane and that the government of the day - the
former Labor government - hoodwinked the
community into thinking that it would work. I pose
this question: who was forced to pay the price under
WorkCare? Those who paid the highest price were
the injured workers. They were stigmatised by the
WorkCare process. They were told that if they put in
a claim under WorkCare they would not get another
job. lbat is the terrible truth of the circumstances
under WorkCare. Those people were classified as
cheats. The most genuine people attracted the same
stigma as those who rorted the system. Employers

What really cheeses me off is that this challenge is
led by Mr Theophanous, a member of the former
Labor government and the same person who was
the great supporter of WorkCare which prompted so
much of the pain now being contended with.
WorkCare represented the poison chalice, and it is
your side of politics, Mr Theophanous, that created
the misery now being dealt with. H I am callous and
inhumane, what sort of classification does that leave
for the architects of WorkCare?
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Caring.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I suppose that means
the architects of this motion consider themselves as
the compassionate ones. I do not accept the validity
of that compassion. The honourable member should
not take that personally because I also do not accept
the validity of the compassion of the lawyers
either - in many cases that compassion comes from
the hip-pocket nerve.
I wish I had time to go through the detail of the
specific challenges levelled at me by the honourable
member. He said that the sacking of the judges was
incompetent because it cost $15 million. I am
amazed at Mr Theophanous's arithmetic! How can
sacking 10 judges cost the government money?
There may have been a cost in the first year and I
accept that.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - So it was a cost?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In the first year. There is
a difference between ongoing costs and current
costs. Perhaps Mr Theophanous should have
another accounting lesson.
I was also accused of being incompetent in the
transfer of the widows fund. I am absolutely
intrigued by that criticism because the management
of the widows fund was transferred from a body
that was defunct to one that is now operative.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - lliegally.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - H that is the best claim
of incompetence that can be levelled at me, I will
sleep pretty well at night.
I was also criticised for being incompetent when
dealing with notional earnings. Mr Theophanous
referred to some anecdotal evidence, which I do not
doubt. I do not suggest that the honourable member
is bending the truth at all, but notional earnings
were always only ever going to be a reserve power,
and it was picked up from New South Wales.
Although Mr Theophanous may describe it as a big
stick, it is important that those bending the rules, be
they employers or employees, are covered by some
sanctions at law. Even Mr Theophanous would
acknowledge the need for some control.
Mr Theophanous can describe it as a big stick, but I
stand by the contention that it is important for those
who get caught up in the system to know that
somewhere out there someone has the ultimate
power to ensure that both parties to the contract
meet their commitments.
Mr Theophanous then told the House that the
introduction of the premium system was hasty and
unplanned. I have seen the quote from Mr David
Edwards, the Chief Executive of the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VECCI), which says that things were too rushed.
Strangely enough, the day after that appeared in the
newspaper I received a letter from the same
gentleman asking me not to read too much into the
statement because VECCI thought the changes in
workers compensation were absolutely necessary for
Victoria and supported the initiatives the
government had taken. He asked me not to read too
much into what he had been quoted as saying and
not to believe that an army of Victorian employers
are cheesed off.

I can tell Mr Theophanous that those who have at
long last gained access to the processes are not
browned off but are delighted. Under WorkCare the
employer was treated as a disinterested observer,
and those who are now able to be involved in the
system are delighted with the outcome. Those who
have received dramatic reductions in premiums are
pretty happy with the world. I can introduce
Mr Theophanous to major employers who have
survived, they say, because of the reductions in the
premiums. I can introduce him to a substantial
employer in Ballarat who says that this is the issue
that turned around the fortunes of his company. He
has said that his company would not have survived
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had it not been for the changes in workers
compensation.
I would also like to introduce Mr Theophanous to a
potential new investor in Victoria who flew from
Brisbane, picked up his chief executive in Sydney
and came to Melbourne to tell me how delighted he
was with the support his company had received
from members of my staff in its search for a location
for investment in Victoria.
Hon. R. A. Best -lhat is a bit of regional
development too.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes.
Hon. Pat Power - He is claiming it as a regional
development issue, not a WorkCover issue.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - There were actually two
things those executives went to great pains to
explain: firstly, that they had been attracted by the
changes in industrial relations and work practices in
Victoria; and secondly - this really tipped the
balance - the developments in workers
compensation. In due course and for the benefit of
Mr Power I will announce the name of that
company, the size of the investment, the jobs that
will be generated and the location of that business. I
will be delighted to put that on the record.
The House has also heard other criticisms about the
way WorkCare Compensation Services was sold and
how I had made a mistake. I stand by the retraction I
gave Mr Theophanous at the time; the matter is
ancient history. I am not aware of the circumstances
because it occurred several years ago, but I can tell
the House that there are no agents in the field who
have not been carefully scrutinised. Every agent
understands that at the first sign of any bending of
the rules, out they go. The government will treat
those standards with the utmost importance and
priority.
I refer now to some of the specifics raised by
Mr Theophanous in his motion. He says that there
are delays in the courts and in the conciliation
process. He should get a few things into perspective.
I will first talk about delays in common law, but I go
one step back and remind the House that under the
changes to workers compensation from the first day
of December last year an injured worker had to
demonstrate that he or she had an injury of more
than 30 per cent impairment to qualify for access to
common law. lhat is a change in the rules. It has
been put that that is somehow leading to callous and
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inhumane circumstances. The record will show that
exactly the same test and the same percentages
apply under the rules for the Transport Accident
Commission, rules introduced by the former Labor
government. How can it be fair for those who suffer
injuries as a result of motor car accidents but not fair
to those who suffer an injury at the workplace?
Mr Theophanous uses double standards. Why is it
fair under the rules of the Transport Accident
Commission (TAC) and not fair under workers
compensation when exactly the same process
applieS? The government lifted the process directly
from the workers compensation legislation, so the
two run parallel.
In anticipation of the changes that would apply from

1 December, 19 000 Victorians stood in the queue,
representing an enormous task for the government,
but those 19 000 were claimants under WorkCare
and not WorkCover. Many of them believed they
would not qualify under the seriously injured test,
the same test that Mr Theophanous applied under
the rules of the TAC. Many of the claims came in
during the last three days before the expiry period.
To get the backlog of common-law claims into
perspective the government had to pull forward
approximately six years of claims, which should be
understood when looking at the rate of progress. For
the 18 700 people in the queue as at 1 December, 15
000 compulsory conferences have been held as of
today. Approximately 75 per cent of those subject to
compulsory conferences, or 11 400, have resulted in
settlements for workers. That system is being
criticised by the opposition, yet more than half of the
people who jumped onto the queue on 1 December
have had their cases settled by the process.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Blackmail.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Rubbish. It does you no
credit to throw that criticism at people who have
settled their claims.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It was directed at
you.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - For the 11 400 who have
had their claims settled the total payout is in excess
of $200 million! That does not sound like callous and
inhumane treatment to me. This was what the
government inherited, yet half the people on the list
have accepted settlements!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I give up.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am pleased to hear it.
Mr Theophanous implies that we should go back to
horse-trading. I do not accept the notion of
horse-trading. I do not accept that it is in the best
interests of injured workers to have lawyers
deciding in isolation what the outcome should be. I
do not accept that a lawyer is better than a medical
practitioner. I stand by the outcome on common-law
claims.
Mr Theophanous suggests that 8000 cases are
awaiting settlement He issued a press release dated
19 September which states:
The shadow Minister for WorkCover, Mc Theophanous
said, "About 8000 cases were waiting to be heard and
delays of up to 10 years were expected unless the
Kennett Government took action".

Mr Theophanous cannot hide behind someone
else - they are his words. He should examine the
real pOSition. I talked to court officials. I did not rely
on those who gave me advice off the street. I was
told 700 common-law cases were listed for hearing
in the County Court. At the court we found that
almost half of those cases had been settled and
should not have been included on the list. I do not
accept the figures presented by Mr Theophanous or
the standard of his homework. It does him no credit
to run those scare tactics.
Hon. Pat Power - What about your press release
issued to correct this mischief?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Power will have his
turn later. I now turn to the expected conciliation
delays. When WorkCover came into being 4000
cases were already awaiting judgment before the
WorkCare Appeals Board or the Accident
Compensation Tribunal. There were 4000 cases
equivalent to conciliation cases already in the
pipeline. ApprOximately four months later there
were another 3000. In other words, there were fewer
new claims than claims the government had
inherited from the previous system.
I wanted to tackle the delays that inevitably
followed. I could have used the argument that cases
before the WorkCare Appeals Board were delayed
for more than three months, but I chose not to go
down that path, even though I was goaded towards
it by the claims made by Mr Theophanous. I am
happy to reiterate that the target should be two
months. I am told the government has done nothing
to address the delays. In fact, I have doubled the
number of conciliation officers and provided them
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with appropriate support mechanisms. There are
now 31 conciliation officers working in that role. The
cases have been prioritised and I am sure there is an
anecdotal evidence that some claims are of long
duration, but I do not apologise for that because
instructions were issued requiring the conciliation
process to make judgments about priorities based
upon the seriousness of the claims. In other words,
some people had been taken off compensation and
the government wanted to ensure that the
conciliation would give those cases priority. So far as
humanly possible and given the legacy of the
inheritance, the government has ensured that cases
of long duration are of a minor nature.
Since May clearances have exceeded referrals each
month, and between June and September the
number of cases diSposed of has exceeded referrals
by between 400 and 600 a month. There has been a
dramatic turnaround and the government is
gradually heading towards its target of a two-month
application time. The conciliation service provides
an effective, non-adversarial means of resolving
disputes through the agreement of parties. I draw
direct contrast with the circumstances that applied
under WorkCare.
It is sad to hear the arguments brought to the House

today by the opposition because in many cases it is
clear that the arguments have been initiated by
lawyers. I admit that they say they are acting in the
best interests of their clients, but I also know that
they are doing their best to torpedo the system and
they have a vested interest in doing precisely that.
Still the challenge is that they are using individuals
caught up in the system as the fodder in the war,
and that is despicable. In my view the lawyers
involved in the process have a great deal to answer
for.
The conciliation process was designed specifically to
provide effective and efficient dispute resolution at a
lower cost to injured workers. That is what the
government is on about. I have news for the mover
of the motion. If he thinks for one moment that I will
be blackmailed by him or those around him into
returning to the previous system so that every visit
to the WorkCare Appeals Board or Accident
Compensation Tribunal involves a professional fee
to a legal adviser, he has another think coming.
That does absolutely nothing for the people that
Mr Theophanous says he cares about, those whose
claims arose on the factory floor. The government
can do much better. If it is the intention of
Mr Theophanous to blackmail me into going back to
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the old system, I suggest that he practise his
whistling.
The next claim made by Mr Theophanous was that I
and the authority had somehow been harassing or
threatening injured workers with telephone offers of
settlement and without informing them fully of their
rights. That approach is a sign that in politics one
cannot win. If the government had sent notices out
to injured workers without the courtesy of a
telephone call in advance it would have been
castigated for being heartless in that context as well.
The government is trying to understand the
sensitivity of those caught up in this long-term tale
and trying to act as humanly and humanely as
possible. It is trying to have a human face and to
have direct contact, but has been criticised for doing
precisely that. If Mr Theophanous thinks there
should be a return to the impersonal process of
sending letters through the mail, I am not sure what
the debate is all about.
The government is genuinely trying to overcome the
very criticism the opposition is now levelling. It is
trying to go back to the first principles and to treat
those people as people. If that means that
government officers have to ring people after
business hours when they are most likely to catch
them at home, I am prepared to do that and to have
them give up some of their time and become part of
the process in order to avoid the sort of challenge the
opposition now levels. The opposition's reaction
reinforces my view that one simply cannot win with
the opposition. It would not matter what the
government had done; there would have been
criticism.
It was a deliberate decision on the part of the

government to make the initial contact by telephone,
particularly where there is some doubt about
continuing eligibility. My advice, quite contrary to
that put forward by Mr Theophanous, is that many
injured workers appreciated the contact and
appreciated someone taking the trouble to ring them
outside business hours to talk through their personal
circumstances. The opposition can make of it what it
wants, but in my view the government's actions
showed quite the reverse of the criticism the
opposition now brings, particularly when there was
the opportunity to discuss return to work and other
options - and there are other options!
The government is determined to get the best
possible outcome for those involved. It wants as
many people as possible going back to work. That is
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why it has pumped up the WorkCover Incentive
Scheme for Employers - WISE - and other
schemes designed to provide incentives for
employers to offer jobs to those in the long-term
claim group. The government has deliberately
encouraged people to return to work.
As well the government has been determined to
make sure that no-one arrives on 1 December not
knowing what the likely outcome will be. The first
thing the government decided as a matter of policy
was to have as many people advised of their rights
as possible, at least giving them eight weeks notice
so that no one turned up on the deadline unsure of
the outcome. I knew it would always be tough, but
the government has done what it could to get people
able to work back to work. It has done what it could
to have employers offer positions and to have
people advised of their opportunities.
Now the government is told that this amounts to
harassment. I give in as far as this debate goes. I am
not sure what else the government could have done.
I am proud of my staff and the extent to which there
has been great sensitivity brought to the process.
What I did not appreciate, though, was the example
of Mark Harrison. It was inappropriate of
Mr Theophanous to introduce the sad circumstances
of that case, and I will not respond.
The next criticism or challenge was that there was
somehow an alleged failure to make return-to-work
arrangements for public sector employees. That
challenge in particular is extraordinary because by
definition the people involved are those who came
to be claimants under WorkCare - not WorkCover.
Why is the challenge of offering employment
directed to the new government? What happened to
your lot? Why did the previous government not
offer those people the chance to return to work? It
was in government when the claims arose. Why it is
now a matter of criticism directed to us? What did
the previous government do to fix the problem?
For what it is worth I am advised that one of the
opposition's former Ministerial colleagues, the
honourable Neil Pope, went to Cabinet with a
submission on how these people should be treated.
For the record I am also informed that he was
absolutely rolled. Now we have another former
member of Cabinet, Mr Theophanous, who took that
stance when he had the chance to do something
rubbing in criticism of those who are required to
manage what he left behind.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Rubbish!
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You were there. As I
understand Cabinet solidarity and that sort of thing,
Mr Pope went there with a submission on how these
people should be treated and Mr Theophanous,
among others, was not impressed with his
arguments. What is more, what did
Mr Theophanous do to create problems?
The government is now being criticised for not
managing properly. How many employees were
placed on WorkCare to solve other problems?
Mr Theophanous wants to refer to anecdotal
evidence. If he does so, I too will present plenty of
anecdotal evidence to demonstrate how managers
under the previous administration used WorkCare
as a smart way of getting people off the payroll and
out of the road. They would invite people to put in
stress-related claims. I can give anecdotal evidence
of that too. The employer would say to the
employee, "Are you unhappy? Surely you must feel
stressed". On a number of occasions people were
enticed to say yes. Lo and behold, they then became
WorkCare claimants and the problem was pushed
off in another direction. I can give plenty of evidence
of that taking place.
The previous government did not address the
problem when it had the chance, yet now the
opposition is prepared to criticise this government
for the problem that it has left. Why were there no
return-to-work programs under WorkCare? It is a
simple enough question. The government is being
criticised for the way it handled it.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - There were
programs.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Members might get to
hear about them, and I invite Mr Theophanous to
run through them in his rounding off of the debate.
Managers in the public sector did not care about
their workers compensation performance because
there was no incentive. All claims were directed
through to the keeper and no-one cared about that
great pile behind. No incentive was built into the
former government's system of public sector
management to make any of the mctnagers care
about what took place with workers compensation.
We have changed that and now there is a direct
incentive. I ask Mr Theophanous where his
compassion is now and where it was then. The
former government had the chance to do something
about the very thing Mr Theophanous is criticising
this government for, but it did nothing. The former
government introduced the WorkCare system and it
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had all those years to deal with the fact that
Victoria's scheme had four times as many long-term
claimants as the scheme in New South Wales. I am
not convinced by the crocodile tears shed by
Mr Theophanous; I do not accept them and I turn
the criticism back on him.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What are you going
to do?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - We are trying to deal
with the legacy you left us.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What are you going
to do?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Thank you for the
prompting, Mr Theophanous. For a start we have
made public sector managers responsible through
the premium system. Mr Theophanous may roll his
eyes towards the sky - I would like to have that on
record, Mr Theophanous rolls his eyes skyward but I do not accept that. I say there is a big incentive
for public sector managers. The government has
made public sector managers subject to the new
rehabilitation requirements and has encouraged the
use of the WorkCover Incentive Scheme for
Employers - WISE - where there is a direct
financial incentive to take someone back to work. In
any event, I dispute the figures provided to the
House.
Not every long-term claimant is having his or her
benefits reviewed; claimants will not be reviewed if
they are deemed to be totally or permanently
incapacitated or seriously injured. I am advised that
the figure for the number of claimants who will be
reviewed is closer to 1000.
The real issue is that under WorkCover employers
have a specific responsibility to return injured
workers to work and as a matter of law they are
required to have return-to-work strategies;
employers are required, as a matter of law, to offer
employment. Why did the former government not
think about the same thing given the criticism it is
running now?
The WorkCover system is trying to manage
claimants who are products of the previous system
where there was no incentive to get people back to
work or get compensation costs down. I cannot
believe how the previous government has the
temerity to raise the issue of public sector workers
compensation claims because the problems of the
previous administration are causing the heartache. I
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do not accept the criticism in that context, and I will
be delighted for Mr Theophanous to respond in due
course.
The next criticism from Mr Theophanous is that the
government is allegedly deceiving employees. I
think he means employers.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It says "employers"
on the pink Notice Paper.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mine says "deceiving
employees as to the real cost of WorkCover".
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why don't you read
the pink Notice Paper?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I was reading the Notice
of Motion you gave me yesterday. I now accept that
it is meant to be employers, so the allegation is that
the government has been deceiving employers about
the true cost of WorkCover. The claim is that most
employers will pay more under WorkCover than
they did under WorkCare. That is your claim,
Mr Theophanous, and I am delighted to have the
chance to respond to that.
The government has given the introduction of
experience-based rating top priority; it is the
cornerstone of the entire process, and that means
that there will be a direct incentive for each and
every Victorian employer to get the cost of workers
compensation down by providing a safe workplace
environment. That is the best response to your
stupid criticism. The employers have the best
incentive to improve safety standards.
Under the WorkCare system, no-one knew the true
cost of the process because most of the costs went
through to the keeper while there were bonuses and
penalties at the edges. The facts are that from 1 July
the estimated premiums of more than 70 per cent of
employers were reduced, and WorkCover
premiums have been reduced on average to 2.5 per
cent of payroll in contrast to 3 per cent under
WorkCare.
Hon.T.C.Theophanous-Whataboutthe
excess?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I will come to that; I am
delighted to be reminded. I do not accept that 3 per
cent was the underlying cost of WorkCare because
the former government was not holding the line in
terms of unfunded liabilities. With premiums at
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3 per cent of payroll the system was going
backwards.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - No it wasn't, there
was a $6 million profit
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I put it on record that at
the time the coalition came to office, the average cost
of premiums was 3 per cent of payroll and the
unfunded liability was blowing out. Therefore, I
conclude that the premiums were not breaking even
and they were understated.
I well remember the then Premier of this State
announcing the removal of the 0.3 per cent
surcharge. I criticised her then and I do so again for
politicising the workers compensation process.
There is no doubt in my mind that that 0.3 per cent
surcharge was removed only for political purposes
because it could not be justified on the underlying
strength of the system. I do not accept
Mr Theophanous's figure of 3 per cent, but I will
leave that argument to one side.
Mr Theophanous based his comparison on the

average cost of premiums being 3 per cent under
WorkCare and 2.5 per cent under WorkCover. I shall
introduce another argument - some 0.5 per cent of
the 2.5 per cent is directly related to the removal of
the remaining unfunded liability and has been
introduced as a super premium.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - We know all that.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It has been introduced
as a super premium to payoff the $2000 million
unfunded liability of WorkCare, and employers
have not been deluded about that. The employers of
the State have been told what it will cost and they
have been given an estimation of how long it is
likely to take to payoff the unfunded liability.
The underlying cost of workers compensation in this
State is now less than 2 per cent, and the true
comparison between WorkCare and WorkCover is
2 per cent compared to 3 per cent. However, for the
sake of argument, I will accept the comparison of
2.5 per cent under WorkCare to 3 per cent under
WorkCover.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - That is very charitable.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes, it is very charitable.
According to Mr Theophanous's arithmetic, if
people pay a surcharge to buy out the excess of two
weeks and $378 for medical expenses, that somehow
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equals 3.125 per cent of salary, which is somehow
dearer. I think that was the thrust of
Mr Theophanous's argument. However, he has
forgotten to remind the House that one of the two
weeks was already in the previOUS system and the
entire sum of $378 was in the previous system. The
buyout option under the previous scheme was
18 per cent of premium for five days and $378 of
medical expenses. On an average 3 per cent levy,
that is the equivalent of 3.54 per cent of salary.
The buy-out now is 25 per cent, I acknowledge that,
but it is for 10 days and still at $378 for medical
expenses. The equivalent is 3.125 per cent, I agree,
but under the previous scheme the equivalent was
3.54 per cent. So, the sums are incredible.
Mr Theophanous has from his own mouth and by
his own sums acknowledged that here is a
demonstrated reduction in the cost of workers
compensation in the State.
I also put on record that the actuaries tell me that the
shift from one week to two weeks in the excess
period is equivalent to no more than 0.1 per cent of
salary. I do not put that in any context other than
merely bringing it to the House as a suggestion of
the actuaries, but it is the actuaries - the same
actuaries - who do computations for programs,
aggregated liabilities, payments and so on. They say
the shift is equivalent to 0.1 per cent of salary. I do
not accept Mr Theophanous's argument. I think his
mathematics stink. I do not accept that in this
instance Mr Theophanous has made a case that the
government has been callous and inhumane.
The last criticism is an allegation that the
government has deceived the public by continuing
to claim that WorkCover is modelled on the New
South Wales system when Victoria provides
significantly less access to benefits. In the first place,
I invite Mr Theophanous to find where I said that
WorkCover would be exactly like the New South
Wales system.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Similar, modelled on
it.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Ah, similar, modelled
on New South Wales: that I accept. That is what I
said at the time of the introduction of WorkCover. I
made it clear that I was very impressed by the New
South Wales system. We had spent some time
looking at it as a working model and thought we
would do our best to capture the best aspects of the
New South Wales model and import them into
Victoria.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You have got the
worst.

is world-best practice, and not just the system of

Hon. Ra M. HALLAM - That is interesting,
because in my view the best feature of the New
South Wales system is the rate of return to work.
The rate of return to work is the best basis on which
to judge the system and, on any comparison, the
New South Wales WorkCover return to work rates
made Victorian WorkCare look an abysmal failure.
The New South Wales rates of return to work were
impressive. The average period of payments was 8
weeks; ours was 28 weeks. The comparison did not
need to go any further.

One of the reasons why we did not pick up the New
South Wales benefit structure was that after the
initial period recipients in New South Wales are
placed on a flat rate, which is then extended in
allowances for dependants. We stuck with the idea
that benefits should be related to pre-injury earnings
and on top of that added the concept of those who
had been seriously injured. Again, I make no
apology. WorkCover has increased benefits for
workers from 80 per cent to 90 per cent for the first
26 weeks of injury. That is a fact.

I remind the House of the report commissioned by
the previous Labor government from Boston
Consultants, which found that 70 per cent of the cost
differential between New South Wales and Victoria
was attributable to claim duration. That is where
70 per cent of the difference in cost was, not the
number or nature of the claims but the time it took
to get people satisfactorily back to work. That is
where the difference in the cost was; that is why we
were impressed with the New South Wales model
and why we made a commitment to support a
system that would see people returned to work as
soon as possible.

I do not apologise for picking up the best of the New
South Wales system. The reason why we chose the
options we did was that we saw them in operation. I
do not accept that WorkCover is callous and
inhumane or that the honourable member who
brings the challenge is qualified to judge what is
compassionate or callous, based on the arguments
he presents to the House.

Sure, the compensation rates are different. I do not
need to be reminded of that. I remind the House, as I
have on several occasions, that when New South
Wales reviewed its rates of compensation to injured
workers it did so knowing that it had $700 million in
reserves - the very best of circumstances. What do
we have? We came to power with $2000 million in
reverse!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Rubbish!
Hon. Ra M. HALLAM - I look forward to the
day when I can go back and review the levels of
compensation. They will be monitored and reviewed
as time progresses. I look forward to the pleasure of
doing so when in fact we have the reserves from
which to launch that review. We have picked up the
best features of the New South Wales system and
enhanced many of them. We have an expanded
conciliation service. We have an experience-based
premium.
I put on record that as much as we looked at New
South Wales and as much as we deliberately
pinched the best of the New South Wales system we
also took on board that what we should be driven by

New South Wales or any other individual entity.

In response to the claims, I went back to first

principles, and I say that what we need for the State
is a workers compensation system that promises
workplace safety. Surely, we can all agree on that.
We need a system that is designed to get injured
workers back to work as quickly and as successfully
as possible. I hope we all agree on that. We need a
system that is designed to compensate those injured
workers fairly while they are away from work. I
hope we all agree on that. We need a system that
introduces premium levels that do not create a
barrier to employment. I hope we agree on that.
I say that WorkCover passes on all those tests. I say
also that WorkCare did not. In fact, it was the
shortCOmings of WorkCare that drove the reform
agenda. No thinking Victorian will mourn the
passing of WorkCare.
In conclusion, of course I oppose the motion. The

honourable member has not made a case. I reject his
assertions out of hand. I suggest the government is
to be commended, not condemned, for its
determination to secure a workers compensation
system that is fair to both employers and employees.
On that basis, I do not support the motion.
Debate interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF SESSIONAL ORDERS
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That so much of the Sessional Orders be suspended as
would prevent General Business taking precedence
over other business unti12.30 p.m. during the sitting of
the Council this day.

Motion agreed to.

WORKCOVER
Debate resumed.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
support the motion. All workers compensation
systems are difficult to put in place, whether there is
an old system, a changing system or a system in the
process of reform or whether the system is new.
No-one is ever going to get a workers compensation
system right because always there are problems.
That is undeniable.
Certainly, the Labor government was not perfect in
its WorkCare system. The Minister for Local
Government spoke of the problems he saw in the
WorkCare system. There were problems in that
system, although there were more problems under
the old workers compensation system that operated
before 1985. There is a need for governments to
refine the system and to work at getting it right.
Last year during debate on the original WorkCover
legislation I urged honourable members to consult
further and to make sure they got it right. I
mentioned the previous workers compensation
system and the people who were genuinely injured.
I suggested that it was important that they be looked
after. Because of the system that had been in place
before 1985 we had to get it right. The Labor
government introduced its WorkCare legislation in
that year and amended it in 1989. I accept that we
did not get it totally right, but I believe some of the
problems were worked through. I suggest that
WorkCover is not right, and that is the real problem.
This is not a speculative exercise initiated by

hearsay; we are presenting the cases of people with
real injuries in the hope of making the system work.
I should like to mention the human cost of
WorkCover: the pain and suffering, the inhumane
treatment the system bestows on injured workers
and their families, their personal economic cost and
their loss of dignity. The prime issue is prevention. It
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comes before rehabilitation and compensation.
Unless you have preventative measures in place you
are dealing with the problem too late.
Now we have to deal with WorkCover. People have
to wait a long time for their cases to be heard. Justice
delayed is justice denied. Mr Theophanous
mentioned a number of cases waiting to be heard.
One such case concerns Mrs Fernandez, whose
weekly payment ceased on 2 February this year. She
asked for conciliation and the case is to be heard on
14 October this year - eight months after she first
requested conciliation. That goes to my point about
justice. Having to wait eight months to have her
benefits reinstated is not justice.
Mrs Femandez has a very serious back problem that
was caused by her work. I could go through the
medical terminology but suffice it to say that,
according to AMA guidelines, she is 34 per cent
impaired. That is what her doctor told her. Under
the WorkCover definition she is permanently
impaired. Now she has to endure the indignity of
applying for a disability pension instead of being
justly compensated under the WorkCover scheme. It
is outrageous. A workers compensation scheme
should be there to compensate for injury, but that is
not happening.
These sorts of situations occur all the time. They are
raised on the adjournment debate and during other
debates in the House, but that is not good enough.
Those people have families who are suffering
because of the present system. I have no experience
of the problem, but I assume that as time goes by
people become more desperate and disheartened.
They feel insecure about the future and that they
have been let down. It affects them, their families
and their health; in a sense the family becomes
dysfunctional. One cannot go through life with that
sort of pressure and not be affected by it.
Mr Theophanous mentioned the 8000 cases waiting
to be heard. Mr David Denby of the Law Institute of
Victoria says this as well. The Minister says the
figure is not 8000 but 700 and that 350 cases have
been dealt with, but that is not good enough.
Mrs Femandez is a real case in point. Injured
workers have to be looked after. It is not the
responsibility of other bodies to look after them.
Because of the stress of battling the system they
must take the few opportunities that present
themselves: they can settle after only one offer, or
they can wait longer for settlement. That is not really
a choice.
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It has been brought to my attention that some people

Many employers do not have a system that enables

have accepted offers just to be rid of WorkCover.
That is an indication of the callous and inhumane
treatment of injured workers, to which the motion
refers. Even worse, they have to accept social
security, which is degrading and a further kick in
the teeth.

injured workers to be rehabilitated. The government

Therefore, in a sense the Federal government is
taking over the responsibility for compensation
rather than it being the responsibility of employers
and the workers compensation system in Victoria. I
am not talking about having a social security scheme
that people go onto willy-nilly. I am not talking
about the alleged instances of rorting that the
Minister talked about. I do not believe people should
rort the system, but there should be a system in
place that provides just payment for injured workers
for as long as they are injured and just compensation
from negligent employers.
The Federal government is concerned about the shift
of costs from the Victorian WorkCover system to
social security special benefits. Mr Con Sciacca, the
Parliamentary secretary assisting the Federal social
security Minister, has made known his views on that
issue. I visited the Coburg office of the Department
of Social Security and was informed that it is now
processing more applications for special benefits
than ever before. This is because many people who
were in the WorkCover system have been kicked off
it and the only place they can go to obtain money to
survive is the Commonwealth Department of Social
Security.
I have already referred to the case of Mrs Fernandez,
which illustrates the situation of many injured
workers. Many of my constituents and their families
are hurting, and employers are getting off without
meeting their responsibilities to provide just
compensation.
The government has conducted a continuous
advertising campaign about injured workers
returning to work. Until we have a system that deals
fairly with injured workers and employers, there is
no point in wasting money on advertising and
publicising a situation that is not real. The television
advertisement depicts a doctor shuffling an injured
worker back to work, and there have been other
advertisements in newspapers. The situations
presented in those advertisements are not
necessarily real. In many cases injured workers do
not have jobs to return to.

is implementing a system on the presumption that a
process of rehabilitation exists in the workplace, but
in many industries there is no scope for injured
workers to perform light duties. In many cases the
jobs previously held by those workers no longer
exist and they are subsequently laid off or sacked.
The Minister also talked about how he had pleaded
with his fellow Ministers to help to ensure that
injured public servants are rehabilitated and return
to work. I applaud what he is attempting to do. I do
not agree with him that the previous government
did not attempt to do that, but it is difficult if there is
resistance to such a proposal.
Regardless of whether one is dealing with long-term
claimants under the previous WorkCare scheme or
the shorter term claimants under WorkCover, if the
system is not working - and I should like to see the
figures for the numbers of injured workers who
return to work within the departments - the
problems need to be dealt with as quickly as
possible. I am certainly concerned to ensure that that
occurs.
The Minister has said previously that the
WorkCover system is working well for a number of
reasons. He gave a sophisticated and involved
explanation relating to the reduction in premiums
and the reduction in unfunded liabilities from
$2 billion. They are real and important issues, and
the previous government was trying to deal with
them, but the cost in human terms is Wlacceptable.
In many cases that have been raised in this House
injured workers have not received fair and humane
treatment. I deplore that.
The Minister also talked about claims taking an
average of 28 days under WorkCare compared with
8 days under the New South Wales scheme. It is
important to examine the two systems before
making comparisons. The establishment of the
WorkCare scheme in Victoria was an attempt to deal
with injured workers in a humane way. It was a
better system than the New South Wales system and
it provided better coverage. It had some flaws every system has flaws - but it was not fair to
compare it with the New South Wales system
because that system provides a different level of
coverage and involves different responsibilities. It
does not have the full range of coverage that
WorkCare had. It is not a worthwhile comparison.
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Admittedly, if the claim period under WorkCare
was 28 days - and I have no doubt that it was that period should have been reduced by whatever
mechanisms were available, but that should have
occurred in consultation with all parties involved.
We should be looking for a better system for getting
people back to work. We should be looking after
people better. The Minister spoke about the legal
profession being upset. I believe it is upset because
on a day-to-day basis it sees its clients not being
looked after by the system. The legal profession is
also affected by the hip pocket nerve. There will
always be lawyers who are concerned about the hip
pocket nerve, but many are also concerned about
their clients. 'That is the most important aspect; I
discount the hip-pocket-nerve theory.
One must always take into account vested interests.
However, one must also listen to the people who
deal with pain and suffering. The Minister spoke
about the 12-month delay for long-term WorkCare
claimants. I understand the reason for that, but at
the end of that period the claimants do not get
anywhere anyway. It is not a period of grace; all it
does is create more stress and suffering.
The Minister spoke about WorkCare not reducing
premiums in 1985. Until 1985 I worked in the metal
trades industry. My employer continually
complained about the on-costs of the old workers
compensation system. I agree. He had to pay 56 per
cent on top of my wages in workers compensation
premiums. The WorkCare system reduced
premiums to 7 per cent. I concur with the Minister
that premiums may have been too low. In an
endeavour to implement a better system for injured
workers and employers, in 1985 the Labor
government examined the old workers
compensation scheme.
The architects of WorkCover - the private law
firms - had a vested interest; they neither cared
what they were putting in place nor learned from
the mistakes of the previous system. The Minister
spoke about notional earnings, the unrestrained
power of agents and due recourse to the law. If due
recourse to the law involves taking up to three
months or longer to hear cases, it represents delayed
justice, and should not occur.
The Minister spoke about returning to the old
system. OppOSition members do not want to go back
to the old WorkCare or workers compensation
system because we have moved on; we wish to have
a better, fairer and just system for injured workers. I
urge honourable members to support the motion.
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - In
rejecting the motion moved by the opposition it is
only fair to compare the current WorkCover system
with the scheme it replaced. The WorkCare system
was costing employers 3 per cent of salaries. Because
of the burgeoning growth of unfunded liabilities
equal to a premium of about 0.5 per cent - that is a
charitable estimate - WorkCare also had a
prospective cost. Had WorkCare been allowed to
continue without change Victoria's recovery rate
would have been much slower. On page 7 of the
Accident Compensation Commission 1991-92
annual report, the managing director states:
At 30 June 1992, the WorkCare scheme is 48 per cent
funded with an accumulated deficit of approximately
$1.9 billion. The accumulated deficit is projected to
increase in 1992-93 with an operating deficit of
$244 million forecast. This is a totally unsatisfactory
position.
The Victorian scheme, at an average levy rate of 3 per
cent of remuneration, is already considerably more
costly than many other schemes in Australia, and
particularly its major competitors NSW and
Queensland, which have an average levy rate of 1.8 per
cent and 1.4 per cent respectively.

A letter printed in the front of the report was
addressed to the Hon. John Harrowfield, MP,
Minister for Finance, Minister assisting the Minister
for Labour with responsibility for WorkCare. It was
presented to Parliament during the life of the Kimer
Labor government.
Some opposition members disputed the Minister's
assertions about the level of unfunded liability and
the rate at which it was rising. If those members
were also to dispute the Accident Compensation
Commission report, it would reinforce a view that I
have always held: the opposition, particularly the
lead speaker, does not know what it is talking about.
'That is particularly true if the lead speaker is dealing
with arithmetic that goes beyond four fingers and a
thumb.
Workers compensation is a very important part of
any developed country's armoury of community
services. But no honourable member can argue that
a workers compensation scheme should be
open-ended. The central question is, what is a
reasonable level at which workers compensation
payments should be set?
Sitting suspended 1.1 p.m. until 2.2 p.m.
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Before the
suspension of the sitting I read from and was
discussing what I trust every honourable member
accepts as an objective assessment of WorkCare,
which was established by the previous
administration. After the October 1992 State election
it became clear to the incoming government - after
listening to Mr Nardella I believe he also concedes
the truth of it - that action had to be taken to
correct the many and obvious defects of WorkCare.
It had reached the stage where WorkCare was
beyond repair and where a fundamentally new
philosophical approach was needed to the
management of workers compensation - and that
was confirmed by the experience in other States.
Firstly, a proper workers compensation system
should encourage the employees and employers
involved to effect rehabilitation and a return to work
as rapidly as possible. That is true for a variety of
reasons, not the least being the benefits that flow to
the injured employees. During the transition it
became clear to the government not only that that
had not happened during the Labor government's
regime but that, more importantly, it had been
rejected as undesirable. That was unfortunate,
because it led to many of the problems we are now
attempting to deal with.
Another objective of a proper workers compensation
system should be that it works to ensure the revenue
collected from employers goes primarily to the
people in need - those workers who are injured rather than to groups such as those that benefited
under Labor and WorkCare. I refer to the lawyers,
the doctors and a range of other service providers
who were able to attach themselves to the body of
WorkCare and divert substantial sums from the
premiums collected - to their advantage, not to the
advantage of the people who were injured. It
became clear that the system to replace WorkCare
must, as a minimum, meet those two
requirements - to encourage the return to work and
to ensure that a significant amount of the premiums
collected were returned to those who were injured in
their employment.
Another element which, although not as important,
was Significant in denoting a change of attitude, was
the need to remove the cross-subsidies among
various industries. Where cross-subsidies exist the
relationships between claims and premiums are
broken; and as a consequence, incentives to correct
workplace deficiencies that can result in injuries to
workers are removed. The incoming government
should be commended for recognising the
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importance of those principles and for taking note of
the experiences of other States that administered
schemes that met those criteria.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I am disappointed
that Mr Theophanous chooses to interject. It is
unfortunate that he was not in the Chamber when I
began my speech. I am sure he would have enjoyed
listening to the extract that I read from the 1991-92
report on WorkCare presented to the then
responsible Minister, Mr Harrowfield, the then
honourable member for Mitcham in the other place.
That report described accurately the state in which
the government found WorkCare in October 1992 although it is perhaps too much to hope that that
will diminish the willingness of Mr Theophanous to
continue to argue in face of the facts.
The government has worked to establish a workers
compensation system that emphasises rehabilitation,
focuses on the interests of employees and
employers, good work practices and healthy
workplaces, and ensures that those who need
compensation receive it - rather than those who
work in the workers compensation industry. The
neglect of those issues was the reason for the major
failures of WorkCare, not because I say so but
because it was reflected in the uncontrolled growth
in liabilities and in the fact that employer premiums
were substantially higher than those that applied in
other States, which was making Victorian industry
uncompetitive.
It is important that we adopt a humane approach to

those people who are unfortunate enough to be
injured in the workplace and that we put in place a
compensation system that compares favourably
with those that operate in other countries and States.
But we must accept that workers compensation does
not operate in a vacuum, because it must compete
for resources with other community services. It
represents a cost to the commercial environment
because of the need to raise premiums from industry
groups. Those costs must be kept to the lowest
possible levels consistent with good workers
compensation practices, if we are not to end up in
the situation where, in our endeavours to
compensate people for injuries caused in the
workplace - or to overcompensate them or to
compensate them without regard to limits - we
cause, as an unfortunate offshoot, an increase in
unemployment.
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People who are unemployed fall into an even
unhappier situation: they are not covered for
accidents at work because they have no workplaces!
I do not know whether, under the scheme
Mr Theophanous was promoting, that was seen as a
desirable characteristic; but had WorkCare been
allowed to continue, that is exactly what would have
happened. Increasing numbers of industries would
have abandoned Victoria, putting more people out
of work. I suppose one could argue that, in those
circumstances, the proportion of the population
likely to suffer from workplace accidents would
decline.
A number of industries that left the State as a
consequence were - perhaps by chance, I am not
prepared to assert a high correlation - industries
with high workers compensation claims experience.
No premiums were left; only the ongoing cost of
maintaining the workers compensation system.
The other thing that worries us all, which regrettably
was not honestly expressed in the motion moved by
the opposition, is the difficulty of the transition to
long-term recipients of workers compensation
benefits because of the inaction of the previOUS
government. There can be no argument when
talking about humanity and attitudes that reflect
care for people, that leaving people on workers
compensation benefits for two or three years
without making any effort to enable them to return
to productive employment is an extremely inhuman
practice; it destroys the confidence of people in their
ability to get back to work, puts them in a category
where employers are reluctant to assume
responsibility for them and, in some cases, puts
them in a situation where their employer no longer
exists.
The situation the government found when it came to
office was completely insupportable and could not
be allowed to continue; like everything else the
former Labor government touched, it was out of
control and grossly mismanaged.
Let us examine what happened with workers
compensation. In handling workers compensation,
rather than put up prices to reflect its so-called
generosity, the former government simply ran up
unfunded liabilities. That is not my statement; it
comes straight out of the report. The former
government did nothing but increase unfunded
liabilities and increase prospective costs by from
3.5 per cent to 3.75 per cent, depending on how long
it was permitted to let the disaster continue.
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That was not entirely unexpected; it was what the
former government did in every element of its
administration. That was how it ran its public
accounts system; rather than tell the people that it
was $2 billion or $3 billion in deficit, it pretended it
could work miracles - it deceived the people and
misrepresented the situation. The former
government did exactly the same thing with
WorkCare as it did with the rest of its
administration. I was not surprised that when the
government came to power it had to deal with the
mess left by WorkCare in the same way that it had
to deal with the mess left in every other area of
public administration
Unfortunately the government has not yet
uncovered all of the defects in Labor's
administration. In some of the areas in which I work
matters come out into the open every day - we lift
a stone or we roll a log and we find another hidden
disaster! Unfortunately for the Labor Party this
disaster could not be hidden. In a short period the
government has had to cope with an extremely
difficult situation and I think the Minister has coped
brilliantly.
I oppose the motion. The presentation of
Mr Theophanous wavered between hysteria and
hypocrisy and did nothing to persuade anyone with
any sense to not believe that the government was
left with a situation that was out of control. The
government has now restored control to a system
that offers the prospect of appropriate compensation
for people who are injured, will reduce the incidence
of injuries and will assist in the recovery of the State.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS aika Jika) - I do
not wish to comment on the rambling contribution
of the previous speaker; rather I will address some
of the issues the Minister addressed in his response.
The Minister sought to characterise the WorkCare
system as a Santa Claus system. If WorkCare can be
characterised as a Santa Claus system, the current
system would have to be characterised as a Grim
Reaper system! The current system is hurting people.
The Minister concedes that the benefits structure in
Victoria is different from the structure that applies in
the rest of Australia - it is worse! The Minister's
justification was that he had to do it because
unfunded liabilities under WorkCare had to be
addressed. Even if you accept that argument - I do
not accept it - the fact is, as the Minister well
knows, that unfunded liabilities were coming down
and the actuaries predicted that by 1996, given
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unchanged policies, the scheme would have been
78 per cent funded. The Minister knows all those
facts.
Even if you accept the Minister's premise, why
should injured workers be the ones who have to
pay? Why not establish a scheme with appropriate
levels of benefits equal to those applying in New
South Wales and concede that although there will
need to be some catching up, that will occur over
time or at the cost of the wider community?
Instead, a decision was made to make injured
workers pay by not offering them the benefits they
are entitled to. Benefits are for people who are
injured and that is the principle upon which the
scheme should be based.
The Minister tried to make light of the delays in the
court system by saying that rather than between
6000 and 8000 cases there are only 700 cases waiting
to be processed in the courts. I took the opportunity
of ringing the registrar of the County Court to get an
indication of how many cases are outstanding.
Cases can be classified in two ways: cases in which
writs have been issued but in which a certificate of
readiness has not been issued, which means that all
the relevant material such as medical requirements
and so on have not been gathered together in
preparation for the case so that an application can be
made for a certificate of readiness, and cases in
which a certificate of readiness has been issued. The
figure of 700 refers only to cases in which certificates
of readiness have been issued. In any case, the
registrar estimates the number of cases in that
category to be 810, so the Minister got even that
wrong!
In fact 18500 writs have been issued and 14000
conferences have taken place. At least 3500 to 4000
of those cases were not settled and are still alive, and
4000 or 5000 conferences are still to take place. Based
on the same kind of estimate, there must be at least
6000 to 7000 cases in which writs have been issued
that are still alive in the system.
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cases outstanding, not including those on the
compensation list, which do not include cases heard
in Magistrates Courts, or a further 1100 that come
under WorkCover.
So there are already 6000 cases in the compensation
list with a further 1000 to be added. The Minister
almost got it right. He said 700; if he had added
another nought he would have been closer to the
figure. So much for the delays in the courts. His
explanation is indicative of the fact that the Minister
is prepared to put up bodgie figures and not explain
fully to the House the meaning behind those figures.
On behalf of the opposition I again assert that there
will be lengthy delays in the courts. Writs have been
issued for thousands of cases in which conferences
have already taken place but the cases have not been
settled. They will therefore have to go to the courts
sooner or later.
The Minister also went on about lawyers' costs, but
he forgot to add that the lawyers' costs during the
period of his administration were higher than for the
previous 12 months he talked about.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is true because there
was six years of backlog.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I simply ask
what will be the lawyers' costs for those 6000 cases
that will go through the courts because, as the
Minister said, the current system does not allow for
proper horse-trading to take place.
The Minister also spoke about return-to-work
initiatives. We have no problem with that because
we believe in return-to-work initiatives. They were
instituted under WorkCare in a variety of ways and
provided for proper rehabilitation. The Minister has
taken away the most important incentive to return to
work - the incentive for workers to return to work
part time. No worker will go back to work part time
under WorkCover because for every dollar he or she
earns in an attempt at gradual rehabilitation a dollar
is taken off the WorkCover payment. That is a
brilliant incentive to get people back to work!

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Wrong!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - If you think you
are so smart, Mr HalIam, you ring up the registrar
and tell him he is wrong. The only difference
between the cases is that certificates of readiness
have been issued in some and not in others. If the
Minister had not been away getting more advice he
would have heard that there are not 700 but 810

Apart from that people are being offered jobs that
are clearly unsuited to what they can do or were
doing previously. One example is a person being
asked to go back to work two weeks after having
had a hand cut off; a person was asked to go back to
work and lie on a couch while answering the
telephone. I do not consider that an appropriate
return-to-work strategy but it is the strategy
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supported by the Minister who believes that is the
way injured workers should be treated. 1hat is not
the way the opposition believes people should be
treated.

Cox, Mr (Teller)
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr

Everyone is sick and tired of the Minister carrying
on about WorkCare. We want to hear what the
Minister has to say about the WorkCover system
and how he will make it fair, how he will stop the
delays and how he will provide appropriate benefits
to workers.

Motion negatived.

The problems of WorkCare were being addressed by
the previous government. The Minister knows the
unfunded liabilities had already come down from
$4.5 billion to $2 billion and the actuaries said they
would continue to come down. The Labor
government was not opposed to proper reform and
that reform normally involved consultation with the
trade union movement, because its members were
affected, consultation with rehabilitation providers,
because they knew what was needed, and
consultation with doctors. 1hat consultation makes
it possible to put together a system that people can
support.
People will not support the WorkCover system.
Sooner or later it will be changed, and the Minister
will finish up with egg on his face. The WorkCover
system is an abomination. We condemn it and we
condemn the actions of the Minister in the way it has
been brought about. I ask honourable members to
support the motion.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 14
Davidson, Mr
Gould,Miss
Henshaw, Mr (Teller)
Hogg, Mrs
Ives,Mr
Kokocinski, Ms
McLean,Mrs

Mier,Mr
Nardella, Mr
Power, Mr (Teller)
Pullen,Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr
White,Mr

Noes, 28
Asher,Ms
Ashman, Mr (Teller)
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Connard,Mr

Evans,Mr
Forwood,Mr
Guest,Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith,Mr
Stoney,Mr

Storey,Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding,Mrs

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
AGENDA 21
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - The
Minister for Major Projects will be aware that the
Vi<=!orian unemployment rate is not the 11.7 per cent
prOjected by the Treasurer; it is now more than
13 per cent. The Minister will also be aware that this
year $200 million will be dedicated to Agenda 21
projects. As I said, the unemployment rate is 13 per
cent and rising, but only $26 million of the
$200 million will be spent on Agenda 21 projects in
1993-94. What steps will the Minister take to ensure
that the $200 million dedicated to Agenda 21
projects will be spent on essential capital works this
financial year?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Major
Projects) - What does Mr White expect us to do throw it out the window? The money will be
received soon; it will be used prudently. We usually
sign up contracts before we spend money. We know
the ALP comes from cloud-cuckoo-Iand, but we will
not follow its practices.
Government Members - Hear, hear!

CITY OF GREATER GEE LONG
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - As the
Minister for Local Government knows, the City of
Greater Geelong is making rapid changes - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The House allocates
20 minutes for question time. If honourable
members want to waste that time and abbreviate the
number of questions, I will accommodate them. The
House has sufficient time for 10 questions to be
asked and answered. Mr Hartigan should be
permitted to ask his question without interruption
so that the Hansard reporter can hear both his
question and the answer.
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN -Given the unruly
nature of the opposition, that was a very proper
ruling, Mr President. As its principal architect the
Minister for Local Government knows full well that
the City of Greater Geelong is making rapid and
considerable progress towards a consolidation of
activities in that city.
Will he explain to the House the status of the
arrangements between the Geelong Regional
Commission and the City of Greater Geelong on the
integration of planning and other activities carried
on by the commission?
Hon. D. R. White - And its assets.
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purchasing those assets at inflated prices. I was
intrigued to read the claim by the honourable
member for Geelong North in another place that if we were to use the figures attributed to him in the
article - the value of those commission assets
would be something like $10 million. If only we
were that lucky! I suggest we will do well if we
come out of the distribution of the assets at par.
My real concern is that it would seem from the press
repons that there is little else, apart from the
commission, that is of concern there. I note the
criticisms and the basis on which they are mounted.
But it is unfair to look at that process only in respect
of developments in Geelong.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - The short answer to Mr Hartigan's
question is that the process is proceeding very well. I
pay tribute to the commissioners of the City of
Greater Geelong and the administrator of the
Geelong Regional Commission.

I remind honourable members that many positive
developments have been taking place in Geelong.
For instance, it is a matter of great pride that the
standard-gauge rail network is to proceed; the
Geelong community should be delighted that the
route selected goes through Geelong.

I am aware that some criticism has been made
locally about the transfer of assets. I noted the recent
comments of the honourable member for Geelong
North in the other place. I understand why he
would make those comments with some feeling and
acknowledge that he was a member of the
commission. I have applauded him for his
contribution in the past, but I do not accept the
scenario he is painting now; nor do I accept the
concerns he has raised.

We should be proud of the developments at Avalon
airport and Aerospace Technologies of Australia Pty
Ltd. Some wonderful and exciting events are taking
place. I am delighted to see the developments - -

..

:
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I remind honourable members that this House
decided to wind up the commission. The legislation,
which allowed for an administrator to be appointed
and for the assets to be disbursed, was passed by
Parliament. In that context - I point this out
particularly for the benefit of Mr White - extensive
and mtensive negotiations have been held between
the commissioners and the administrator of the
commission. The negotiations about public
portfolios are nearing completion.

Hon. D. R. White - Who got the standard-gauge
line? Who was responsible for Avalon?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I give credit where it is
due. Irrespective of who claims the credit, I believe it
is exciting news. For that reason I wonder why there
is this hang-up about the transfer of the assets of the
Geelong Regional Commission. I am delighted to
put on record the importance of the BWK
development, which was initiated but not funded by
the former government.
Hon. D. R. White - Yes, it was.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, it wasn't.
Hon. D. R. White - Yes, we put money in.

I shall not intervene in that process, but I can report
that, by and large, it has involved the initial process
of determining which properties are commercial and
which properties, by their nature, are community.
The prospect is that those that are commercial will
be either transferred or sold by the commission at
the Valuer-General's valuation or beyond, and that
the community assets will be transferred at no cost.
I dispel any concerns that the City of Greater
Geelong may be saddled in some way with

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - How much? The
$5 million that you claim credit for was funded in
the recent Budget. Be that as it may, I am delighted
by the developments at Deakin University. Again I
give credit where it is due. Although the
developments were initiated by the former
government, no funding was provided. Many
exciting events are taking place in Geelong,
including the imminent redevelopment of the port
of Geelong. The transfer of the assets of the Geelong
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Regional Commission will be consistent with a
general trend in Geelong that in my view is exciting.

PUBLIC HOUSING RENTALS
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I
direct my question to the Minister for Housing. On
several inner metropolitan Department of Planning
and Development housing estates, two levels of
market rent are currently being charged by the
department - Hon. R. I. Knowles - Two levels?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, one lower
amount for residents whose tenancies commenced
before 24 January 1993 and a second higher amount
for residents whose tenancies commenced after 24
January.
This has resulted in non-rebate tenants - those
people paying full or market rent - who live next
door to each other in exactly the same type of
housing paying two different levels of rent. Is this a
decision by the Minister and, if so, can he give a
rationale for this inequitable situation? If not, will he
redress this iniquitous situation?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) The answer to the first question is no, but I will
make inquiries about the issue referred to by
Mr Theophanous and report back to him.
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opportunity of arriving at Southgate by boat. It is
ridiculous that our great asset, the Yarra River, is
almost boat free because there are few berthing
opportunities for individuals who want to take a
boat up or down the river or for commercial
operators. Prior to the government's recent initiative
there has been no opportunity for commercial boat
operators to tie up a boat outside Southgate.
Last weekend my department advertised for
expressions of interest for passenger ferry berths at
Southgate Wharf. As a result commercial operators
will be able to transport thousands of tourists and tie
up their boats directly outside Southgate. At present
that is not possible. The closest berths are several
hundred metres away and tourist opportunities are
lost. The commercial tendering process being
conducted by Melbourne Parks and Waterways will
ensure that we get a popular tourist asset outside
Southgate.

I am also pleased to announce that the government
has opened up a jetty for use by the public so that
they can take boats up or down the Yarra and tie
them up in an individual capacity. The new floating
jetty, which I ask honourable members to inspect
next time they are having a cappuccino alongside
the Yarra, is installed opposite Southgate on the
north bank of the river and will be available to
anyone who wants to tie up his or her boat and walk
alongSide the river. It will encourage people to use
the area in a way that they have not been able to
before.

YARRA RIVER TRANSPORT
Hon. G. H. COX (Nunawading) - Taking into
account the interest of the Minister for Conservation
and Environment in putting life back into the river
environs and a submission I have received from the
Yarra Link company for the provision of a ticket and
kiosk facility, will the Minister advise the House
what progress has been made in providing the
facility, keeping in mind Victoria's push to
encourage more tourist visits to the State?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - We are all aware of the
growing popularity of developing restaurants along
the Yarra River, particularly with the recent success
of Southgate. The government has now moved to
improve waterfront transport opportunities along
the Yarra and to do something that is long overdue:
to use the Yarra for commuter and tourism transport.
Southgate is a natural focus for people and it is
important that we allow them to experience the

I am also pleased to advise the House that further
action will be taken to obtain more recreational use
of the Yarra River by ensuring that berthing facilities
are installed to accommodate large passenger
cruisers and small ferries to tie up outside the
exhibition centre or the new casino site. With these
additional facilities we will be bringing a great deal
of boating opportunities which have long been
overdue-Hon. B. E. Davidson - That will help
unemployment!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I hear the inane
interjections from the opposition. The government
recognises the opposition is against building the
exhibition centre and against the casino being built
on the chosen site. I recognise that it is against the
city circle tram route, or is that only what is said in
Shepparton? I regret that the opposition has
continued to maintain its negative policies and that
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when the government announces any developments
to liven up the Yarra River it is criticised.

CITY OF GREATER GEELONG
Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong) - I direct a
question to the Minister for Local Government
which complements that asked by my colleague,
Mr Hartigan, concerning the assets in the Geelong
area. I am pleased to learn that the Minister has
confirmed that community assets will be transferred
at no cost but a considerable capital cost might be
involved in commercial assets. Bearing in mind the
statement of concern by the chairman of the
commissioners, Mr Dix, about raising the money
involved and the pre-existence of a $30 million debt
of the city for the Market Square, will the Minister
provide some assurance that any proposal
acceptable to the commissioners will be put before
the people of Geelong?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am sorry that I did not catch the
entirety of the question, but I understand
Mr Henshaw is asking whether any borrowings that
are required as a result of the transfer of assets will
be put to the people of Geelong. I cannot provide an
assurance to that extent. If the borrowings required
are within the existing entitlements, obviously the
commissioners can make that judgment as a
day-to-day management decision. However, if the
commissioners seek to take over assets which
require borrowings, which go beyond the existing
entitlements under the laws of the land, they are
required to advertise that and in my view it would
be the most transparent process available.
Again I hear the concerns being expressed about the
transfer of assets in respect of the Geelong Regional
Commission, but I do not share those concerns. If
there have to be any borrowings by the City of
Greater Geelong to accommodate those transfers, the
normal rule of law will apply.

TERTIARY EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - The Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training will be aware of the
increasing discussion in business and education
circles of the need for closer cooperation and
linkages between tertiary institutions and industry.
Will the Minister advise the House of recent
developments in this important area?
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Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - It is important that
TAPE and other training institutions be closely
linked with industry so that we can provide for and
be responsive to the needs of industry and enhance
Victoria's ability to compete not only within
Australia but also on overseas markets. A number of
cooperative agreements have been made between
TAPE colleges and industry to achieve those
objectives.
One in particular involves three education
institutions operating in the Latrobe Valley. The
Central Gippsland College of TAPE, Monash
University through the Churchill campus, and the
Gippsland Group Training Office have formed a
consortium to market and deliver a range of training
services for the energy industry. Operating out of
the Latrobe Valley the consortium will go under the
name of the Asia-Pacific Energy Education
Consortium. This development is being encouraged
by the State Electricity Commission and the Latrobe
Regional Commission. The three institutions will
bring together a unique range of skills to make a
powerful and effective consortium.
The Central Gippsland College of TAPE has had a
long history of prOviding training programs in the
industry and of delivering services not only in the
Latrobe Valley but also throughout Australia. The
Gippsland group training office is a leader in
educational training and apprenticeships and has
expertise in placing its students in industry,
particularly in the energy industry, and Monash
University is a major provider of distance education
throughout Australia and South-East Asia.
That consortium will build on the training needs of
the emerging energy industry of South-East Asia,
particularly when it is based on brown coal which is
plentiful in South-East Asia. The new consortium
has great potential to add to Victoria's export
earnings. It has been suggested that it may be
possible to earn millions of dollars in export revenue
through the activities of the consortium.
The chairman of the consortium is Mr Alan Reiher,
the Chairman of the Public Transport Corporation.
He will lead the consortium which will be of great
benefit to the Latrobe Valley and Victoria generally.

FISHERIES
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - Will the
Minister for Conservation and Environment inform
the House whether it is true that, as a result of the
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government's proposal to abandon fish breeding
and production at Snobs Creek, the ongrowing
facilities for native fish at Benalla and Koorangi near
Kerang are in the process of being closed and the
breeding and research programs for endangered
native fish species, such as trout, cod and Macquarie
perch,willcease?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - The question relates to the
responsibility of my colleague the Minister for
Natural Resources and I will have much pleasure in
passing it on to him.

FLOOD DAMAGE TO LOCAL
GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Hon. P. R. DAVIS (Gippsland) - As honourable
members are aware, local government infrastructure
has been substantially damaged following the floods
in Gippsland last month and in the north-east of the
State recently. Will the Minister for Roads and Ports
explain what assistance is available to municipalities
to reinstate roads and bridges to a satisfactory
condition and to replace those bridges that are
beyond repair?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - There is no doubt that floods have caused
serious damage to roads and bridges throughout the
State, particularly in Gippsland and north-eastem
Victoria. Mr Davis is correct in drawing attention to
that and seeking some information about what
assistance will be available to municipalities to
restore roads and bridges to satisfactory conditions.

A long-standing agreement exists between the
Commonwealth and State governments for disaster
relief in times of flood, bushfire and storm. That will
apply to the floods in East Gippsland on
18 September and to those in north-eastem and
northern Victoria recently. VIC ROADS acts as an
agent for the Treasury Corporation of Victoria in
assessing flood claims lodged by municipalities.
Those claims will be evaluated and reimbursement
will be made in due course. The State Treasury will
pick up 100 per cent of the cost of any emergency
works that need to be undertaken. The first $10 000
to be expended is entirely the responsibility of local
municipalities. However, a municipality need pay
only 25 per cent of the next $100 000 to be expended.
Once local expenditure exceeds $110 000 the balance
is borne entirely by the State government. In the
event of a serious disaster, the State and
Commonwealth governments will share the costs.

I recommend that Mr Davis and any other
honourable member who receives inquiries about
this matter advise municipalities that their engineers
should gather as much evidence as they can by way
of photographs and other documentation to back up
their claims for compensation. They should
approach the regional manager of VIC ROADS
before lodging their claims with that organisation.
They should also be informed that their claims
should be lodged as quickly as possible so that the
assessment procedure can get under way.
I advise the House that the flood waters in
Shepparton will probably peak today and have
probably peaked already in the Goulburn Valley.
There is more water in the Pine Lodge,
Tallygaroopna and Tamleugh areas than has ever
been recorded in living memory; so this is a serious
flood.
Two main problems should be dealt with
immediately. One involves the sticky beaks who are
driving down the flooded streets of Shepparton
causing waves that send water gushing into the
front doors of people's homes. I also appeal to the
public not to telephone Shepparton UIU\ecessarily
because the local exchange is becoming jammed by
the large number of telephone calls coming in. I
advise people to telephone only in an emergency.

TOBACCO INDUSTRY
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - A month ago I
met with the tobacco farmers in the Myrtleford area
who are deeply concerned about their future. They
told me that they need direction and support and
money for regional development. Has the Minister
for Regional Development had a formal meeting
with the tobacco farmers at Myrtleford and will he
advise the House of any proposal to assist tobacco
farmers in making the transition to alternative
farming?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - The short answer is no, I have not
met with the tobacco growers from Myrtleford.
However, I would welcome such an approach from
the tobacco industry generally. I have had extensive
discussions at a Parliamentary level with members
representing that area with the objective of
addressing the issue to which the honourable
member has referred.

I understand the sensitivity of the matter; although
tobacco is a legal product, the people who support
that industry face a difficult task. All I can report is
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that there have been extensive discussions between
the Department of Business and Employment and
the members representing that area, but it has not
been restricted to the tobacco industry or the
particular location to which the honourable member
referred.

AGED CARE
Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham) - Aged
care is a very important issue, and perhaps this
question is pertinent to me. The Auditor-General's
report into aged care was tabled yesterday and I ask
the Minister for Aged Care to respond to it.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - I thank Mr Connard for both being here
and for his question. The report tabled yesterday is
comprehensive, and although it looks at the period
1991-92 it draws attention to a number of changes
which need to be made to improve both the outcome
and efficiencies of the services provided. More
importantly, the report recognises the changes
which have been made and which were outlined in
the document I released in July.
The Auditor-General has embraced the strategic
directions, but more significant is the way in which
the service providers have responded to those
changing directions. Many of the State geriatric and
extended care centres that were commented upon by
the Auditor-General have responded positively and
constructively to the directions issued by the
government and embraced by the Auditor-General.
The government has responded to some of the areas
of need by providing additional funding for the
home and community care program, which with
Commonwealth backing will provide an additional
$12 million this year. Additionally, the government
provided $7 million to allow the conversion of a
number of nursing home beds in the State geriatric
extended care centres to be converted to
rehabilitation and assessment beds so that those
centres of excellence can play a more
complementary role in the State hospital system. It is
an important document. Its endorsement of the
government's program is Significant, given that it is
a field study by a source that is at arm's length from
government.
As I said earlier, the more Significant issue is the
constructive and positive way service providers are
responding to the challenge that confronts this field
as it faces the significant changes in the
demographic structure of the State.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND
(BRAILLE AND TALKING BOOK
LIBRARY) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) introduced a Bill to
provide for the construction of gifts and
dispositions of property made in favour of the
Braille and Talking Book Library and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

PETROLEUM (SUBMERGED LANDS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill proposes some amendments to the
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1982 which will
mirror amendments made by the Commonwealth in
June 1991.
The arrangement that exists between the
Commonwealth and State governments is known as
the Offshore Constitutional Settlement. It was first
negotiated in 1967 and renegotiated in 1979. The
purpose of the agreement was to settle constitutional
legal issues concerning jurisdiction over the seas
adjacent to each State. To give effect to the
agreement in relation to exploration for oil and gas
mirror legislation was introduced into State and
Commonwealth Parliaments.
The Bill aims to continue the legislative relationship
that exists between Victoria and the Commonwealth
for the administration of petroleum exploration and
development in offshore waters. Victoria will
continue to ensure that amendments will be made to
maintain the relationship.
Not all the amendments made to the
Commonwealth Act can be translated to the
Victorian Act. Some matters dealing with an overlap
in some prosecution provisions may require
amendments to other Victorian Acts. lhat is under
investigation and may be the subject of other
amendments in the future.
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The Bill will replace the requirement for holders of
offshore petroleum titles to lodge securities with a
mandatory requirement for titleholders to take out
insurance against potential liabilities arising from
their operations. Currently the requirements for
insurance, while usually attached as a condition of
grant or renewal of a title, are not mandatory.
The amendments will reduce the administration
costs borne by industry while ensuring that the
community is well protected against any liabilities
arising out of offshore petroleum operations.
Although there has never been a major spill from
petroleum exploration operations in this country,
this action will ensure that, in the unlikely case that
an oil spill does occur, environmental clean-up costs
will be fully met by the operators and their insurers.
The Bill will provide an additional incentive for
seismic surveying operations by giving the Minister
the discretion to extend the confidentiality period for
the basic information collected in such operations to
up to five years prior to providing public access to
the information.
Seismic surveying undertaken with approval by
contractors on a speculative basis over offshore areas
not held under a petroleum title is a valuable means
of encouraging exploration. It encourages
exploration companies to express interest in, and to
bid for, exploration permits over those vacant areas.
Such action can only enhance the offshore search for
petroleum in Australia.
The Bill also provides that unauthorised petroleum
exploration operations are an offence. None of the
amendments has any Significant financial impact.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

SUNDAY ENTERTAINMENT (REPEAL)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
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The purpose of the Bill is to repeal the Sunday
Entertainment Act 1967. The Sunday Entertainment
Act regulates the holding or conducting of public
entertainments on Sundays. A public entertainment
includes virtually all entertainments where
admission is charged. The Act regulates those
entertainments by prohibiting them from being held
or conducted on a Sunday without the written
permission of the Minister.
It is the view of the government that the Act has
become irrelevant because it no longer reflects
community attitudes to entertainments held on
Sundays and does not now serve the community as
was Originally intended. The government also
believes it imposes unnecessary and restrictive
controls on business, industry and the public by
requiring permits to hold or conduct entertainments
on Sundays.
The repeal of the Act will also remove duplication of
regulatory controls over Sunday entertainments and
will complement current community views to
entertainments being held on Sundays.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. D. R. WHITE
(Doutta Galla).
Debate adjourned until next day.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The central theme of this Bill is the importance of
sensible, cooperative relations between employer
and employee when dealing with occupational
health and safety issues. The Bill reinforces the
existing emphasis in the Occupational Health and
Safety Act on the value of consultation over
confrontation. As there are only a small number of
clauses in the Bill I propose to briefly describe the
intent of each of them.
Clauses 1 and 2 set out the purpose of the Bill and
describe its commencement arrangements. Clause 3,
for the most part, corrects some anomalies caused by
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amendments made to the Occupational Health and
Safety Act by the Accident Compensation
(Workcover) Act 1992.

that this is the accepted procedure at present, but it
is so fundamental to good practice that it should be
expressed as a specific requirement under the Act.

Clause 4 alters the employees' duties as described
under the Act in two ways. It removes the current
reference to employees being required to take care
for their safety to the extent they are capable, to
requiring reasonable care from the employee. This is
consistent with the duty as expressed in other States'
health and safety legislation. In addition, a specific
requirement is placed on the employee to cooperate
with the employer with respect to any action taken
by the employer in complying with the Act. This
codifies a requirement which would ordinarily be
expected of an employee.

Clause 9 removes some imprecise grounds for
proving discrimination against an employee who
has been a health and safety representative or has
been involved in associated committees.

Clause 5 replaces the existing section dealing with
establishment of designated work groups with
provisions which help to focus on the primacy of the
relationship between employers and workers. The
preferential role given to trade unions in
establishing designated work groups has been
removed.
In its place is a more straightforward process which
calls for cooperation between employer and
employee. If employees wish, they are free to have
negotiations on establishment of deSignated work
groups handled by their representatives, and this
may well be a trade union. Importantly, however,
the Bill ensures that the participants that are most
important in the business of establishing designated
work groups will be described as such in the Act.
Clause 6 continues the theme of the previous clause
and removes trade unions from their existing role in
arranging elections for health and safety
representatives. In addition, the exclusive power of
trade unions to nominate who may be a health and
safety representative is to be removed from the Act
by the Bill. The proposed new provisions are simpler
and more conducive to good communications
between employer and employee in the workplace.
The intention of clause 7 is to implement some
reasonable limitations on both the capacity of a
health and safety representative to inspect the
workplace and the extent to which an employer is
expected to consult on changes to the workplace.
In clause 8 a related amendment is proposed for that
section of the Act providing for health and safety
representatives to issue provisional improvement
notices. The amendment requires that consultation
occur before the notice is issued. It is acknowledged

The ability of codes of practice to provide practical
guidance on compliance with the Act and its
regulations is to be extended by clause 10. The
amendment proposed will ensure that codes can be
written to provide guidance to any person with an
occupational health and safety obligation, rather
than being limited to employers and employees,
which is the case at present.
The final clause follows from the amendments
proposed in clause 3.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. D. T.
WALPOLE (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND
(BRAILLE AND TALKING BOOK
LIBRARY) BILL
Second reading
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

In October 1990 the Association for the Blind
merged with the Braille and Talking Book Library,
assuming responsibility for the library service and
offering a commitment to its development and
improvement. The amalgamation provided for the
library service offered to visually impaired persons
by the Braille and Talking Book Library to be
integrated with the general services of the
Association for the Blind.
The provisions of this Bill will complement the
amalgamation and thereby contribute to the smooth
operation of the library service. The major purpose
of the Bill is to enable gifts and other dispositions in
favour of the Braille and Talking Book Library to
pass to the Association for the Blind.
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The library was established by the trustees of the
Edward Wilson estate in 1918, largely in response to
the needs of soldiers blinded in the first world war.
Over time the library's services expanded to include
all print-handicapped persons: large-print books
were added to the library's collections in the 1960s
and the talking book service was introduced in the
1970s.
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Blind to support and develop the library and
information services.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. C. J. HOGG
(Melbourne North).
Debate adjourned until next day.

The Braille and Talking Book Library was declared a
public library in 1980 and has received funding from
the Victorian government since that time. The
library also relies heavily on public fundraising,
volunteer workers, gifts and bequests.
A Significant and increasing proportion of the
population is print handicapped and cannot access
normal print. Print-handicapped persons require
information in alternative formats - braille, large
print and audiotape. The Braille and Talking Book
Library provides information in these alternative
formats.
Prior to the merger of the Braille and Talking Book
Library with the Association for the Blind the library
had a history of financial and operational
difficulties. Since the library was integrated with the
services of the association its operation has been
streamlined and improved by the introduction of
automated systems which may be accessed by all
mainstream library users.
Since the association has taken responsibility for the
management of the library, the waiting list of
borrowers has been eliminated, the turnaround loan
period has been reduced from several weeks to same
day service, the magazine service has been
reintroduced, the book collection has grown by
10 per cent and there has been a 25 per cent increase
in loans to print-handicapped persons. Computer
production of braille has been introduced and there
has been a 5 per cent increase in the number of
books produced in audio and braille.
The Association for the Blind has a vision for
developing future opportunities and new ways of
delivering information services to
print-handicapped people and linking them with the
mainstream public library system. It has plans to
further upgrade and improve the services of the
Braille and Talking Book Library.
The Bill will further streamline the association's
operation of the library. It will ensure that legacies
and bequests left to the Braille and Talking Book
Library will succeed in law to the Association for the

BUDGET PAPERS, 1993-94
Debate resumed from 5 October; motion of Hon.
R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development):
That the Council take note of the Budget Papers,
1993-94.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I draw to
the attention of honourable members the fact that
this is Miss Gould's maiden speech before the House
and I ask that they give her the normal courtesies
and attention accorded to a new member on such an
occasion.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - Thank
you, Mr Deputy President. Honourable members, I
wish to address my comments to the Budget and
how it affects the province of Doutta Galla, but first I
must say that it is a great honour to be standing
. here, having the privilege to represent the province
of Doutta Galla. It is also a privilege to be replacing
John Brumby, the Leader of the Opposition and
honourable member for Broadmeadows, who
during his brief time as the honourable member for
Doutta Galla made a valuable contribution to the
House, and I know that he will make a great Premier
in 1996.
I would also like to thank my previous employer,
the National Union of Workers, which has given me
total support and encouragement. I would like to
thank my mentor for the past 13 years, Brendon
Eames. I would also like to thank the Australian
Labor Party and the local people of Doutta Galla
who helped and worked tirelessly during the
by-election campaign which resulted in a swing of
over 18 per cent from the last State election.
Of course I would also like to thank my family, who
have not seen much of me lately, especially my
daughter, Catherine. Perhaps they think that is a
good thing, but anyway I thank them for their
support and their filling the gaps at home that I left
behind when I decided to run for Parliament. To my
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extended family, I also say thank you. I thank my
parents -my mother died in 1977 -who produced
a large family of nine children within a
working-class atmosphere and managed to give us
all both material and moral support as individuals.
Also many friends outside the electorate helped
with my campaign. I would like them to know I
appreciate their work and their friendship.

Doutta Galla and society as a whole. Doutta Galla is
one of the larger electorates in the State and one of
the most diverse and cultural. In that electorate there
are many different languages and customs. The
people are forward looking and are committed to
and involved in community activities. All of that
adds up to the people of Doutta Galla being able to
have important input into the north west.

Parliament House has a long and interesting history.
I realise that many of the early politicians had
incredible foresight, and their idea of looking
forward has been carried on down through the
years. I would hope that I am able to represent my
constituents, having the knowledge of what their
needs and desires are, and to help administer to
those needs and desires with foresight and wisdom.

What the people of Doutta Galla need reflects what
most people in the State are looking to achieve. The
electorate has older established areas and over the
past few years newer areas have developed. There is
room for massive growth if economic conditions
allow. It is unquestionably an area of the future.
Sunshine, Keilor, Essendon, Broadmeadows and
Melton municipal councils fall within the
boundaries of Doutta Galla. I am looking forward to
working with all the councillors and their staff.

During most of my working life I have held
positions within the trade union movement. Most of
those positions have involved representing people
both directly and indirectly on various bodies
including the Australian Council of Trade Unions
Executive; as National Chairperson of the Food
Industry Training Council, a tripartite body; and as
a union representative on a delegation to Canada.
As a senior industrial officer and General
Vice-President of the National Union of Workers I
have represented people directly to employers. In
my negotiations for the membership I firstly had to
find out exactly what the problems and/ or needs
were of the members and then discuss them with
employer representatives.
Many times my personal position on a matter would
not reflect that of the membership. However, it is
my duty to represent what the members want and
not what I want. I must say that it was often not easy
to please all of the members all of the time when
attempting to develop an agreement that was
satisfactory to both themselves and the employers. I
will endeavour to do the same while I represent
Doutta Galla Province in this Parliament.
I have represented members of various bodies
where direct input from members is not possible. I
have, therefore, been in positions of great
responsibility where I have had to interpret what
was best for the overall membership within an area,
workplace, industry or larger community body. It is
necessary in those circumstances to gain knowledge
and facts before making commitments.
I will endeavour to be diligent in that area and
interpret correctly what will be best for the people of

Many of our community services are run through
local councils thus affording councils an important
role in developing local lifestyles. As most would
know by now, the area has one of the highest
unemployment rates in the State. I feel that our
unemployed are becoming just statistics. Those
statistics are quoted from time to time, and when we
hear the latest figures we make verbal sounds and
gestures of concern and that is where we think our
responsibility ends.
I have been concerned about several issues in recent
times, and those views were confirmed by many in
the electorate during the by~lection campaign. I am
afraid the problems start from birth and run all the
way through to secondary schools and employment.
In recent times it has been of grave concern to some
women and their families that women are being sent
home from hospital with one and tw<Hiay-old
babies. That is a tragedy that I hope is rectified
expeditiously. An immediate health risk is involved
and there could be longer term problems with the
mother not being confident in handling the baby
through not having the knowledge that is gained
from the nurses and staff in the first few days after
the baby is born.
Generally, a couple of days after giving birth various
post-natal symptoms can occur. When those medical
problems set in they can be painful and frightening.
There is no comparison between having the support
of medical staff at a hospital and being up and about
at home.
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In addition, maternal and child services are being

inappropriately restructured. Where before a mother
could get ongoing support and advice and gain
confidence from maternal and child-<:are centres,
they are now being left to their own devices. They
are not expected to need the experience and the help
which the centres have adequately provided for
many years. To allow only 10 visits to a centre in the
first three and a half years of a child's life is
unacceptable. Previously, mothers who had
difficulty adjusting to a new baby always had the
opportunity to go to the maternal and child-<:entre
for professional advice and, if necessary, a referral to
specialists.
Women told me that it is not only first-time mothers
who need support; it is often mothers with their
second and third children who have difficulty
adjusting. They told me that some women visited
the local maternal and child-<:are centres at least
15 times in the first three months as their children
had difficulty feeding. When those types of
problems occur help should be readily available.
That may seem a plight for mothers only, but if care
is needed and not given problems flow through the
family and ultimately through to society. Everyone
says that these days people do not care for and
respect each other. As a result, we are developing a
society that is ugly and fearful of itself.
The people of Doutta Galla will be affected by the
cutbacks to kindergartens and preschools. Those
cutbacks will result in four-year-old children being
disadvantaged. Many of their parents have told me
that they will be unable to meet the increases in fees.
For many children from migrant backgrounds their
first contact with spoken English is at kindergarten
or preschool. Therefore, by the time those children
reach school they are capable of understanding the
language and are on an equal footing with their
peers. They are ready to participate fully in the
programs.
Our kindergartens and preschools have structured
programs which assist integration into our primary
school system. Parents do not send their children to
kindergarten and preschool for child-minding
purposes; they send them to learn and to develop
learning skills.

Many parents with school-age children raised
concerns with me -about the closure of schools in the
area. At least five of the schools that I visited are
part of the quality provision task force and are
threatened with closure. The parents and students
who I spoke with are fearful of the quality and
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availability of future education facilities and
opportunities.

If any of the schools that are threatened with closure
are closed, five-year-old children will have to travel
4 kilometres to school, many having to cross main
roads and freeways. Many parents are not in a
position to drive their children to and from school.
One of the schools iJl the province has undertaken
appropriate renovations to allow for special needs
integration. One of the children attending the school
is confined to a wheelchair and attends the school
three days a week. The family selected that school
because they have one car and it is only a 3-minute
walk from where they live. If that school closes, the
nearest school to them, which is not equipped to
handle a wheelchair, is at least 20 minutes away.
The area has the potential for growth, and
indications are that most of that growth will be
among be young families. It follows, therefore, that
programs aimed at maintaining at least the schools
already in the area should be adopted rather than a
program of closures.
I shall refer to the government's industrial relations
policy with the elimination of minimum
common-law awards covering workers and the
introduction of employment contracts in this State.
Reasonable living standards have been eroded.
Those working-<:lass people who previously looked
forward to a reasonable income and·stability in
employment now find themselves working for
eroded wages and conditions with little or no
prospect of advancement in the future. It is a fact
that non-English speaking workers have been
exploited for a very long time in this country. That
situation can only worsen under the current
industrial relations system.
Since October last year household taxes and charges
for households have been increased by $1200. Those
increases relate to charges for gas, fuel, electricity,
water rates, public transport and motor registration,
as well, of course, as the $100 home tax. This added
financial burden on the working people of Victoria,
particularly the people in the north-west, has led to a
further decline in living standards. Governments
need to govern for the betterment of all society.
Governments need to consider the overall effects
their decisions will have on working-<:lass people
who can ill afford to have their conditions and their
incomes continuously eroded.
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I asked the people of Doutta Galla Province to send
a clear message to the Kennett government on all the
issues raised by me during the course of the
by-election campaign, and the result of the
by-election clearly sends the message: enough is
enough - stop the cuts to preschools; stop the cuts
to education; stop the worsening of working
conditions; and stop the increases in taxes and
charges.
Mr Acting President, I thank you and my colleagues,
and I look forward to the many challenges that lie
ahead.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - On
behalf of the government, I congratulate Miss Gould
on her first speech. I think she will make a
Significant contribution to the workings of the
Chamber as the years go by. Without doubt, her
contribution will be far greater than that made by
her predecessor, the empty suit, who is now in the
other place. The honourable member who preceded
that honourable member was before my time. I
know the new honourable member will bring
compassion to the House. I congratulate her on her
speech and welcome her.
I also welcome the opportunity to participate in the
debate. I am sorry Mr Henshaw is not present
because I wish to respond to some of the matters he
raised in his contribution yesterday.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - A good contribution!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Yes; he stood up and
said that when he came into the House in 1982 he
came as a research scientist and did not know
anything about accounts and budgets. Twice he said
he did not know much about accountancy or about
budgets! As my colleagues so rightly pointed out by
interjection, the honourable member proved it
during his speech.
Mr Henshaw particularly referred to the
St Augustine's establishment in Geelong. I am not in
the least critical of the work of that establishment. It
has done good and important work in a difficult
area. I do not doubt that at all. However, I remind
the House that Mr Henshaw explained that the
establishment had 13 clients at a cost of $780 000.
The equation is simple: that is $60 000 per client.
Hon. Louise Asher - Geelong Grammar is
cheaper.
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Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Indeed, one could
send the people to Geelong Grammar.
Hon. C. J. Hog -It would be cheaper than
sending them to Turana.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - The issue is not the
dollar cost; it is, the quality of outcome.
I shall now run through the cuts to the placement
and support program. As I am sure my friend
Mrs Hogg knows, cuts across the board have been
10 per cent. The budget for the placement and
support program was $74 million. A cut of 10 per
cent would be $7.4 million. Most of the reduction
will be absorbed internally by the department. Only
$3.1 million will be coming out of the external
component of the placement and support program,
and that will be done over the next two years. The
agencies will continue to receive substantial funding
and will continue to provide the quality services that
have been provided in the past.
This government made a decision early on when it
began reviewing the changes it would need to make
in health and community services that it would
operate on four principles. I am sure all honourable
members know what those four principles are. The
first is to put people first, not institutions and
systems; the second is to ensure a fair distribution of
the limited resources, and we have seen some of the
changes in that area; the third is value for money
and value for the taxpayers' dollar; and the fourth is
to provide a better outcome for the health status of
Victorians.
The government has followed those principles
straight down the line in the programs it is
implementing. The total number of beds being
currently funded is 1668. Of those, some 30 per cent
or 400, as I interjected yesterday, are empty. The
previous government was funding 400 empty beds.
It is the same with the kindergarten system. Under
the old system 62 000 places were being funded for
59 000 clients. There should be a better system,
better quality outcomes and better value for money.
The average cost per bed in the placement and
support program is about $28 000. That amounts to
$11 million being wasted.
I point out to Mr Henshaw - in his absence - that
the coalition government is not being callous. The
government is not slashing and burning. The
government, to use the words of Mr Theophanous
this morning, does not have a callous disregard for
outcomes. The government is getting better value
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and better quality outcomes. It is sticking to the four
principles. It is ensuring that there is a fairer
distribution and that there is value for the taxpayers'
dollar in providing better health status and services
for all Victorians. It is putting people first.

pandering to sectional interests, deferring
maintenance, making funny-money deals and
teaching people that it is bad to make a quid. We are
not destroying the fabric of society. We are cleaning
up Labor's mess, and it is a big job.

The government knows that by increasing reliance
on family and community-based care the number of
placements under the program can be expanded. I
suggest to Mr Henshaw that it is wrong to take
specific examples where changes are being made
and extrapolate from there to the position that the
government is slashing and burning and that the
fundamental premises are therefore wrong.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What about content
instead of rhetoric?

It is important as we go through the process that we
try to educate people so that they understand what

we are doing. That is not helped by the rhetoric that
comes from Mr Henshaw. In his bizarre contribution
yesterday Mr Henshaw said on more than one
occasion words to the effect that the government
was significantly endangering the very fabric of
Victorian society.
I see a nod from my friend Mr Nardella.
Mr Nardella has a big heart; he is a man of
compassion and he brings that to the House. But he
does not have a refined brain. By nodding in that
manner he is showing that he has missed the point.
The opposition's rhetoric is that this is a
slash-and-burn government that is upsetting the
fabric of Victorian society. Let me tell the opposition
about the destruction of the fabric of Victorian
society. It happens when you continually spend
more money than you have; when you run up
deficits one after the other and get into the debt
spiral; when you convince people there is a free
lunch; and when you let the union movement
capture the delivery of services!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I feel passionate about
the issue and I am happy to let that passion show
because the opposition's contribution to the debate
has been passionless. Mr Theophanous's
contribution was even more bizarre than
Mr Henshaw's.
You do not destroy the fabric of SOCiety by
undertaking the remedial works the government
finds it necessary to undertake. We do not like to
make cuts and increase taxes but we are committed
to getting the structure right and rebuilding the
fabric of society. You destroy that fabric by

Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I welcome that
interjection because it reminds me of the last time
the House debated economics. I said that if you need
to fix up a current account deficit you increase your
revenue and decrease your expenditure.
Mr Theophanous interjected by saying, "What about
debt?" He should look it up; it is in Hansard. Some
things are impOSSible, and it is impossible for me to
teach Mr Theophanous fundamental economics
during a 20-minute speech. So long as he holds the
view that we can fix current account deficit
problems by borrowing, he is in big trouble.
We all know there is a factional plan for Mr White,
the only person on the opposition benches with any
understanding of economics, to go to the other place.
Then Mr Theophanous will be left to run the
economic argument on behalf of the opposition. I
cannot believe it!
Yesterday he again proved his lack of knowledge by
making the wonderful suggestion that instead of
spending the $1.3 billion on redundancy packages
we ought to hang on to it, put it into capital works
and keep paying salaries. If you do that,
Mr Theophanous, there is a problem with next year
and the year after that.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I understand that
perfectly!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Then why didn't you
mention it yesterday?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You create growth at
the same time. Yours is a non-growth strategy.
That's the point.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - The Age editorial of
Wednesday, 8 September states:
a government that is presiding over a State that is
virtually broke cannot promise very much beyond
doing what it has to do to mend the State's finances as
quickly as possible. The Kennett government has a
strategy for doing that and it basically involves
reducing the size of the public sector through voluntary
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redundancies ... What is more, one of the Budget's
strengths is that it is honest and straightforward about
the State's finances. The four documents tabled
yesterday by Mr Stockdale give Victorians as well as
outside investors the best picture they have ever had of
Victoria's present and future.

create an environment where there can be business
growth and private sector investment. The second
objective is:

It seems salutary to me that while we are trying to
establish ground rules for Victoria's recovery
Mr Theophanous is saying we should scrap the
strategy and go for a quick fix. That suggestion is
similar to Mr White's views on unemployment.
There is no such thing as a quick fix in this business.
It is very sad; every person feels for Victoria's 13 per
cent unemployed - -

It is very simple to say, but difficult to do -we do
not live in the funny-money world. The other
objectives are:

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Do something about
it!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - We are fixing it
properly. We will not develop the artificial job
creation schemes of your government. Recently
Mr Nardella mentioned 18 months or whatever it
was-Hon. D. A. Nardella -It was 68 months!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - The previous
government did not create real jobs on a sustainable
basis. We will reduce unemployment, but if we do it
the way the opposition suggests we will never get it
back to where it was, which horrifies me. Society has
to consider different ways of operating. It will be a
long time before we reduce that 13 per cent to
anything like an acceptable level. The way to
address the problem is to put a strategy in place and
follow it through. That is what this government has
done.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - When are you going to
get it down to 11.7 per cent?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - There is an old saying,
"Empty vessels make the most noise", and when I
hear Mr Nardella's booming voice I know it is true.
We have in place a strategy that was outlined when
the government came to office last year. It has been
followed through since then. The clear objectives of
the government were outlined at page 2 of the
Budget speech. The first is:
to make government a contributor to growth and job
creation, and not the dead weight .. ,

It is a simple proposition but it is true. The objective
is to get government out of the way of business and

to provide sustainable quality services to the people of

Victoria ...

to restore integrity to State government finances;
to end the problems forcing up State taxes and charges;
and
to restore our capacity to maintain the State's assets and
invest in new infrastructure.

That is the simple structure within which this
Budget fits.
No-one could put it better in the global sense than
Mr Hartigan did yesterday or in a more detailed
way than Mr Bowden, when he spoke at some
length last week. Rather than repeating what those
gentlemen said, I shall concentrate on just three
aspects of the Budget. I shall touch briefly on the
continuing strategy and refer to the honest and
accountable side of government. I shall then
mention briefly - surprise, surprise! - the Eastern
Freeway, which, as Mrs McLean knows, is a project
dear to my heart and the hearts of many people in
my electorate.
The worth of the continuing strategy is
incontrovertible. It needs to be continued, and that is
being done. I am pleased that in his bizarre
contribution to the debate Mr Theophanous agreed
with part of the strategy, but I am even more
pleased that the empty suit in the other place is also
on the record as agreeing with the strategy.
We need to strive for a balanced Budget and it goes
without saying that unless we return to a surplus we
do not have a hope. We are moving in that direction
quickly. I am pleased that the Leader of the
OppOSition in another place, Mr Brumby, regards it
as part of his role to endorse the strategy the
government has put in place. I am even more
pleased that the strategy is endorsed by so many
people elsewhere. I need only refer briefly to the
54 per cent of people mentioned on the front page of
the Age last week.
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Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - We do endorse a
balanced Budget. I did, as well.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - Let the record show
that Mr Theophanous now supports balanced
Budgets. The socialist left has two economic
strategies. Mr Hartigan explains them better than I
do, but the first is the head-in-the-sand strategy,
which means you put your head down because you
don't want to know what is going on; and the
second is just wanting to pluck the money off the
trees. I am pleased that Mr Theophanous has now
acknowledged that Victoria needs balanced Budgets.
I walked through the car park near my electorate
office in Eltham a week ago and a fellow walked up
to me and said, "You're the politician bloke, aren't
you?" I thought that here was someone who had a
comment to make about the way things were going,
but he said, '1 just want to let you know I think
you're doing a good job". That was an unsolicited
comment from a person I had never met.
It is clear to me as I move around my electorate -

and this was also reported in the Age at the
weekend - that people do understand what is
happening. They understand the direction we are
taking and the efforts we are making to return this
State to a sustainable base so that growth and
prosperity can occur. As I move around my
electorate people say, 'We understand what you are
doing, we just wish you weren't doing it to us.
Couldn't you do it to someone else rather than us?"
They do not dispute the fact that we need to take the
action we are taking, but they sometimes ask that we
do it in a different manner. But there is no other way
of doing it, and it must be done with compassion.
I become cross on occasions when the government is
accused of lacking compassion, having the
slash-and-bum mentality and ripping the fabric
apart. It is not true.
Hon. Jean McLean - It is true.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - It is not. If we do not
go through this process Victoria is in big trouble. I
shall touch briefly on honest and open accounting
and refer particularly to Chapter 8 of Budget Paper
No. 2. After 10 years of the funny-money deals of the
Labor government it is refreshing to note that the
government is implementing the government
finance statistics system and that later this session or
perhaps early next year we will introduce two new
Bills, a proposed financial management Bill and a
proposed new audit Bill. Both measures will be
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designed to move away from funding inputs to
funding outputs and outcomes, which will have a
number of effects.
The process is not new, and I can demonstrate that
by referring to the Nicholls report, which talks about
it at some length at page S17:
It would be desirable for Victoria to adopt a revised
approach to its budgetary management processes to
secure the efficiency and flexibility gains that the
Commonwealth, New South Wales, Queensland and
other State governments have made in recent years. In
particular, Victoria needs to give careful consideration
to improving Budget implementation, monitoring,
reporting and performance outcomes.

It recommended that we move to a system of rolling
three-year forward estimates to facilitate Budget
agency planning and management. In particular, at
page S18 the report states:
The Victorian budgeting and accounting system is in
need of further change. The current practices and
procedures are not fully documented, vary from year to
year and are unnecessarily complicated. Apart from
lacking administrative simplicity and transparency (a
key test of effective budgeting), the State's Budget
outlays and revenues are subject to an artificial
year-end nil balance test.

That theme was followed in some detail by the
report of the Victorian Commission of Audit, but it
is not necessary for me to quote the approach the
report recommended. It goes into detail about the
system of inputs, outputs and outcomes and
explains how the system should be implemented so
that Victoria has a transparent accounting system
that will provide for the accountability of individual
officers down to the subprogram level - so
allowing us to be sure about the State's financial
position. It is a crucial issue. The lasting legacy of
this government will be an accounting system that
will enable people to know exactly the State's
financial position.
Hon. Jean McLean -Creative accounting by the
Labor government?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - We can talk about the
funny-money deals Mr Hartigan spoke about
yesterday and the $300 million repayment in the
transport system for operating leases; we could talk
about the deferral of interest and the fact that
maintenance was put into the capital works budget.
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The best example is what the Auditor-General said
in his 1989-90 report at page 478:
In recent years, the nature and extent of complex
financing arrangements in Victoria has increased.
Audit found it necessary to issue qualified audit
opinions in cases where these arrangements had, in my
opinion, been reported in accordance with their strict
legal form rather than the substance of the financial
transactions.

They were funny-money deals, they were designed
to hide the true financial position of the State. A
lasting legacy of the government will be an
accounting system to be proud of, one that focuses
on outputs and outcomes and one that does not fund
only inputs. It is a significant change.
Chapter 8 of Budget Paper No. 2 goes into detail on
Budget sector financial management reforms. Page
8-5, under the heading 'The management
improvement initiative", states:
The Victorian financial management improvement
program is a major component of the government's
management improvement initiative ...

The government will be introducing a financial
management Bill and an audit amendment Bill that
will put these reforms in place, so we will have an
opportunity to debate them in detail. The five
principles that will underpin the financial
management system in the Victorian public sector,
which are set out on page 8-4 of Budget Paper No. 2,
are:
budget processes should seek to fund clearly defined
and measurable outputs which in turn relate to the
outcomes which Ministers wish to attain;
policy advisory and regulatory functions should be
separated from the service delivery functions to
minimise the risk of capture by service providers;
service delivery functions should be exposed to
competition with details of funding and expected
performance spelt out in contracts or contractually
based agreements;
accountability should be explicit, unequivocal and able
to be enforced through strong positive and negative
incentives imposed by government; and
funding arrangements should be fully transparent with
full attribution of all costs to each output, and explicit
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identification and funding of obligations undertaken at
the direction of government.

I reiterate that a lasting legacy of this government
will be an accounting system to be proud of.

At page 6 of his book Reinventing Australia Hugh
Mackay says:
Largely by accident, Australians in the last quarter of
the 20th century have become a nation of pioneers;
some herOically, some reluctantly, some painfully. We
have been plunged into a period of unprecedented
social, cultural, political, economic and technological
change in which the Australian way of life is being
radically redefined.
Everything from the roles of men and women, through
marriage and the family to the structure of the labour
market, the party political process, the constitution and
the racial and cultural composition of our society is
being questioned. Whether we realise it or not, all
Australians are becoming new Australians as we
struggle partly to adapt to the changes going on around
us, and partly to shape them to our own liking.

We all have a responsibility to pick up that challenge
to put in place the parameters that will enable us to
create the society in which we all want to live. The
Budget goes down that path; it is a responsible,
honest and open Budget that goes as far as it can in
areas such as the construction of capital works - the
government will find the funds to commence the
extension of the Eastern Freeway from Doncaster
Road to Springvale Road. The Budget takes us
further down the path of reform, out of the tunnel of
darkness into the light. I commend the Budget to the
House.
Hon. C. J. nOGG (Melbourne North) - The
people of the Province of Melbourne North that
Mr Nardella and I represent do not get much joy
from the Budget. For them the Budget represents a
lot of hardship with the continuation of the $100
home tax, increases in taxes and charges, cuts to
schools that by and large are disadvantaged schools,
increases in kindergarten fees, reductions in
community health services, cuts to hospital services
and a cut of $450 000 to the Turana centre, the major
non-government provider of community services.
Melbourne North is by no means a wealthy area.
The Budget serves only to exacerbate the day-to-day
difficulties of the people we represent. Many people
in the area are from non-English speaking
backgrounds and are unemployed as a result of the
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massive changes to the industrial and
manufacturing base of the State. The $100 home tax
is not equitable. The amount may be equal to the
$100 paid by people in wealthier areas, but the tax is
not equitable.
Staffing cuts to schools will remove programs that
were developed over many years to redress
disadvantage, and most of the enrichment programs
that have survived through to this year will come to
an end. Kindergarten fees will increase and parents
will not be able to afford them, despite the fact that
they want kindergartens because families in my
province believe they provide a good head start for
their children.
Five years ago at a large meeting in Broadmeadows
held to discuss schools, several mothers stood up to
discuss kindergartens. It proved to be such a lively
topic that they almost hijacked the meeting. The
message from those mothers was very clear. They
said, '1t might be okay for families in other areas to
have all sorts of changes to kindergartens, but in
Broadmeadows we want sessional kindergarten, and
we want a year of it for our four-year-olds". Those
were their words: "We want sessional kindergarten,
and we want a year of it for our four-year-olds". All
the suggestions and strategies for kindergartens that
the road show, as it was called, was trying to
promote were not accepted by that community, a
community where most mothers do not have jobs
but where they know their children have enjoyed
the structured start that kindergarten offers and
should continue to offer to all four-year-olds.
The sorts of changes that were being promoted by
departmental officers had little relevance to an area
where the links that are needed between child-care
and kindergartens already exist. Whenever there has
been the possibility of accepting more children,
those children have been accepted; whenever there
has been the possibility of extending a program, it
has been extended; and whenever there has been the
possibility of establishing links between several
programs, those links have been made. They are the
sorts of human service activities that have been
going on in that region for a long time. Mothers in
Broadmeadows want a year of sessional
kindergarten for their four-year-olds. That
expression sounded strange to me - "sessional
kindergarten" is a rather technical expression - but
that is what they asked for.
I am pleased to say that the two areas for which I
have opposition responsibility have held up well in
the Budget. What was known as the Ministry for the
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Arts, which has made savings through the
acceptance of voluntary departure packages, has a
substantial capital works program. Members of the
opposition are disappointed by some aspects of the
program. We find particularly disappointing the
government's intention to move the site of the
proposed new museum. However, given the overall
stringency of the Budget, it appears that the arts are
doing well. That is an important consideration in
our bid to consolidate Melbourne as the arts capital
of Australia.
Melbourne has its wonderful International Festival
of the Arts, which many honourable members
attend and care about. Towards the end of the
century the arts festival may provide a tremendous
boost to the Victorian economy if it can be linked to
the Sydney Olympic Games schedule - in
particular, the activities that will take place in the
four or five years preceding the games. Although
members of the opposition are pleased that the arts
have done relatively well, we recognise that, because
of the number of voluntary departure packages that
have been taken up, the resources of Arts Victoria
are now fully stretched. So if significant additional
responsibilities need to be taken on in the coming
years to meet the cultural challenges thrown up by
the staging of the Olympic Games, more people may
need to be employed.
It is pleasing to see that the Department of
Agriculture has been allocated $21 million over three
years for certain capital works programs - the first
of which is the development of the State Chemistry
Laboratory at Werribee, followed by further
upgradings for Bendigo, Tatura and Kyabram.
Those works should create a number of local jobs
over the three years. The farming community has
welcomed the removal of stamp duty on the transfer
of the family farm within the family, a decision that
will ease anxieties and the possibilities for
intergenerational changes.
The handling of the handing over of the family farm
is a sensitive issue. Some 18 months ago I had the
honour of launching a booklet called Transferring the
Family Farm, written by Patten Bridge, who had
worked with the former Office of Rural Affairs.
After listening to other speakers and taking note of
the reviews the booklet received, I realised how
useful it is. The booklet suggests ways in which the
transfer of the family farm can be raised and
particular difficulties sensitively handled. It is a
useful and much-praised text.
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I note that the reduction in recurrent expenditure in
the Department of Agriculture budget has been
achieved through the taking up of voluntary
departure packages, but I also note that that has cut
deeply into the department's staffing and service
levels. Farmers have told me that extension services
are so stretched that in many cases they feel they
have been abandoned by the department, which is a
serious claim. Although I spend a lot of time
thinking about the role of government in providing
certain services, the Department of Agriculture has a
particular role. So for farmers to volunteer the
information that sometimes they feel abandoned by
the department - by its overstretched extension
services and extension service offices - is an
indication of the seriousness of the situation.
Although I am pleased that seven principal scientists
will be appointed and that the cadetship program
will be developed, I wonder whether the services
designed to give everyday practical advice to
farmers about specific problems have been too
deeply cut. I hope that, as he reviews the
implementation of his budget, the Minister will
reflect on the levels of staffing needed for the
extension service. Although I always believed that
the initial cuts made to the Department of
Agriculture were too deep, and although concerns
continue to surface about the capacity of the
veterinary laboratories, there is no doubt that the
agriculture allocation is one of the brighter aspects
of the Budget.
I spend a good deal of my time visiting, listening to
and learning from country Victorians. If Victoria is
to have a viable rural sector, it is imperative that the
government do a great deal more than provide a
sound agriculture allocation. There are 30 000
farmers in Victoria - their activities have the
indirect spin-off of creating another 100 000 jobs, not
all of them in country Victoria - and approximately
six times the number of other small business people.
In other words, some 180 000 people in country
Victoria are involved in small businesses, and they
are only some of the million people who live outside
the metropolitan area.
Country Victoria is made up of a million people
doing many different things. Therefore it is vital that
the government do all it can to lift the confidence of
those communities, not dash it. One of the
responsibilities of government is to help them deal
with the very difficult problems they have to deal
with.
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The problems threatening the viability of rural
communities are not susceptible to one-line
solutions. Usually they require thoroughly
coordinated, bipartisan approaches, which need to
be fostered at all levels of government. None of the
issues facing our rural communities can be
addressed piecemeal; all the issues to do with the
development of rural Australia are complex and
interrelated.
I do not deny that the health of rural Victoria is
intimately linked to the health of the agriculture
sector, and that good years and good seasons give
buoyancy to local economies. But there are other
strong points in rural Victoria, and the government
should think long and hard about where those
strong points may lie. The first is the strength of its
infrastructure - the existence of excellent schools,
health facilities, kindergartens and local government
and other public buildings. Although as I speak I
know there is a good infrastructure in country
Victoria, I ask myself how long that will be so.
During the past eight years I was lucky to have an
opportunity of visiting many examples of that
infrastructure. I know that the bush nursing hospital
at Birchip is lovingly kept and tended; that with
assistance from the Federal government the local
community at Kyabram has built a wonderful new
theatre and film complex from a dilapidated
building; that the Bass community went through
enormous efforts to get for itself the Bass community
hall; the conversion of the old nurses home in
Stawell was so good it is now a hub of community
health and general services; how carefully the
people of Orbost care for their neighbourhood
house; how proud Wangaratta is of its wonderful
accident and emergency unit; and how proud are
Portland and Sale of their almost brand-new
refurbished hospitals. I could probably spend an
hour listing examples of physical infrastructure in
country Victoria that are second to none.
I was always struck by the number of people in
country Victoria who asked me how their facilities
compared with those in metropolitan Melbourne.
When I was asked that question in Wangaratta on
the day the accident and emergency unit was
opened I remember saying they compared more
than favourably. However, the expert from the then
Health Department Victoria who had accompanied
me on the trip looked at the questioner and said, '1
have seen many examples across Australia of
accident and emergency units; there may be one as
good in Western Australia but for a community of
this size this is probably the best in Australia".
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Hon. D. M. Evans - They are top people up
there!

agriculture. We must look carefully at the role of
government in sustaining communities.

Hon. C. J. HOGG - I hear Mr Evans when he
says by way of interjection that the people in
Wangaratta are top people. They are top people and
they have some wonderful facilities; there are
wonderful facilities and infrastructure right across
Victoria. The point I make and the point I will
continue to make in this contribution on the Budget
is that although the allocation of the Department of
Agriculture may be satisfactory in the context of the
Budget as a whole, the strength of country Victoria
is linked more to the departmental budget.

Mr Power spoke eloquently about regional Victoria,
where to some extent trends and strengths are
clearer. Opposition members believe - in my case,
passionately - in a future for smaller towns and
communities. Cuts to public services in the country
and the closure of services are as important as any
feature of the agriculture allocation.

In 1988 at Ouyen I was again asked how the Mallee

tech-pack schools compared with schools in the city
and whether their students were disadvantaged. On
that very day I had seen the most innovative
telematics teaching I could have imagined. I
watched tech-packs being opened and used by
technical studies students. I replied to the young
reporter who asked me the question that probably
we were seeing the future in those schools and that
nobody interested in education could believe that
those students were disadvantaged. That cluster of
schools was offering everything that any parent in
metropolitan Melbourne could want for his or her
children.
Although the health of rural Australia and rural
Victoria may be tied to agriculture, it is also tied to
the retention of infrastructure and the maintenance
of the public payroll. There is no point in denying
that Public Service salaries for teachers, nurses,
police and various other departmental officers
underpin the prosperity of many country Victorian
towns. Communities are adding up the dollar cost of
the cuts and the withdrawal of services.
The health of rural communities depends on
infrastructure. We all know that if the school or
hospital in a small town closes it is virtually a death
sentence for that town. In the same way, the closure
of a kindergarten can be a powerful disincentive for
a family that is considering moving to that town.
Much of the infrastructure of country Victoria is
currently under threat - enough to put at risk the
good economic and civic health and, therefore, the
future of rural Victoria.
I have the impresSion that there is no coherent,
overall policy of rural development that takes into
account the million people who live in country
Victoria or the four-fifths of the rural community
that makes its living from industries other than

Policies for agriculture cannot be isolated from
policies for the wider community; nor can
opportunities for economic development in rural
areas be ignored. The government has a Significant
role to play in fostering local initiatives and
enterprise. The Rural Enterprise Victoria (REV) and
Federal Business Advice to Rural Australia (BARA)
schemes are extremely important. They succeed in
part because of the infrastructure that is in place.
The other feature in their success is the
inventiveness of their participants. The most exotic
example I can remember is the participant in the
REV scheme who developed a cover for underwater
camera lenses and who needed the local Kaniva
swimming pool in which to test his invention.
Many participants in the REV and BARA schemes
and the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS) are
successful because they are able to make use of
existing infrastructure in country Victoria.
Honourable members who know anything about
country Victoria know that that is true. It may sound
obvious but it needs to be said again and again. The
infrastructure in most areas of country Victoria
could sustain greater populations, more industry
and more enterprise. Many enterprises are
successful because of existing infrastructure.
The natural and man-made facilities in rural Victoria
are pivotal to the physical and economic survival of
the communities in which they are located and the
public infrastructure that comprises transport,
schools, hospitals and kindergartens should be
fostered and maintained rather than threatened and
closed.
Without doubt the constant describing of a crisis and
the atmosphere of crisis have been the springboard
for the government's agenda, for the autumn
statement and for this Budget which now spells out
much of the detail that shows us about the plans and
changes that will be made to things we know and
regard as important.
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The Nicholls report demonstrated that although
there were serious economic problems in Victoria
caused by the erosion of our manufacturing base,
reduced Federal government grants and the failure
of a number of private sector institutions, there was
not a crisis but rather a situation where the
combination of the factors I have mentioned made
the recession deeper in Victoria than it has been in
other States.
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Compared with many other countries we do not
have many public holidays. I know the few public
holidays we have annoy employers - and peak
bodies certainly fulminate about them and have
done so for decades - but in fact Victorians use that
time to go away and do things they would not
otherwise do. The plethora of small restaurants and
bed and breakfast accommodation that one sees
everywhere now in rural Victoria relies on those few
days.

This Budget and the parameters set by the autumn

statement tragically threaten our recovery from the
recession. They include the $2 billion redundancy
program which has meant so many people have
become unemployed; the first round of school
closures and the next round of school closures which
I fear must encompass many rural schools; the
health cuts, bringing with them the possibility of
small country hospitals closing, and the cuts to the
kindergarten budget allocation which impose either
conditions or fees on kindergartens and parents.
These overall cuts to community services are a
tragedy for many country communities which in
difficult times rely on the services and the income
that flows from the salaries from the service
providers - the public sector payroll and the
infrastructure.
When I speak about cuts, closures and mergers I am
not using those words lightly. I learnt yesterday and I am sure it is much to the consternation of local
members who are trying to work out a future and
some salvation for kindergartens - that in the little
town of Minyip the projected kindergarten fees for
the next year are $287 a term. That does not really
look like a viable kindergarten service for those
children. I have tried hard to speak neutrally about
these things and to describe them as they have been
pointed out to me from one side of the State to the
other.
The proposed cut to public holidays will bring yet
another reduction of income to country areas, and
what employer organisations talk about so gleefully
as a gain will turn out to be a real loss to a whole
range of small businesses which have actually found
a niche in tourism and hospitality. The proposed
axing of Show Day - which not only provides a
strong source of revenue to the Royal Agricultural
Society but is also a natural link between the show
and the sporting season, with racing, football and
the Melbourne International Festival of the Arts
about which I spoke some time ago - is a terrible
mistake and not an economically intelligent act. It
does not seem to be smart economics.

We cannot expect the maintenance and development
of community life in rural Victoria to continue
without integrated effort and commitment
Although I am happy to say the Department of
Agriculture has done better than nearly every other
department for rural Victoria generally, the news is
bleak. Where is the vision for rural Victoria? In these
extraordinarily deep cuts to human services there
will be no message of hope or confidence until those
human services and the infrastructure of which
I have spoken are stabilised. Without some
restoration of those services there cannot be
confidence. It is too turbulent a time and the
resources and infrastructure are too precious to
those communities for them to have confidence.
Certainly services have been taken for granted in the
past.
The produce of farms and the activities of farmers
are important to country life, but four-fifths of
people living in country Victoria are not farmers;
they run small businesses or, like the rest of us, they
have different sorts of jobs and their needs must be
catered for.
I have spoken about my own electorate and about
the Department of Agriculture's budget allocation,
which in many senses has been welcomed by the
farming community, but I have concentrated on the
plight of country Victoria at this moment. The anger,
the upset and the unrest across country Victoria are
not being fabricated; they are deeply felt.
For all the reasons I have mentioned I have found it
hard to be positive even about the better aspects of
the Budget. Obviously this side of the House
supports the Budget Papers with great reluctance.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) - I welcome
this opportunity to take note of the Budget Papers
introduced by the Treasurer in another place and
shortly to come before this House. I also take this
opportunity to compliment our new colleague in
this House, Monica Gould, on an excellent speech
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and one that augurs well for her future contributions
to debates and deliberations in this Chamber.
I appreciated the contribution of Mrs Hogg because
it was reasoned and made a number of important
points. It certainly stood in stark contrast to the
contributions of most other opposition members to
the debate so far. Before moving on to the points I
want to make I shall comment on some of the
matters raised by Mrs Hogg.
Certainly the government is keen wherever possible
to try to facilitate the sorts of initiatives about which
she spoke in such glowing terms, especially in the
context of rural communities. The government
recognises the tremendous initiative and
contribution that people make throughout this State
and in the small communities where they rally
together, put facilities on the ground and contribute
many hours of voluntary work to the ongoing
running of them.
Australia is still the lucky country with the
inventiveness, innovation and spirit of enterprise in
rural communities that were exemplified in
Mrs Hogg's comments.
I am sure Mrs Hogg would agree that the concerns
being expressed about many of those facilities relate
to the programs rather than the bricks and mortar.
We are talking about facilities that are put in place
and are sustained by people, and they grow through
the initiative and ongoing enthusiasm and energy of
people. In many cases the programs can be
transferred to other areas.
Given the current economic circumstances,
particularly in Victoria, programs should be
designed around people thinking of better solutions
for problems, not being confined to the rigours of
buildings, premises and land that in the past have
been the key factors in detennining where facilities
should be located. Facilities and programs should be
located and available where people need and want
them, not where the State is fortunate enough to
have buildings or land that served the appropriate
purpose at an earlier time but may have outlived
their usefulness. One of the government's priorities
and challenges is to balance accessibility and
affordability, taking into account the economic
circumstances confronting Victoria and Australia.
I was particularly interested in Mrs Hogg's
comments on the Rural Enterprise Victoria (REV)
program because I have some experience with it and
have been impressed by its achievements. The
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program has been maintained by the government in
the Budget and has continued to receive the strong
support of the responsible Minister and his
colleagues, particularly in the former Small Business
Development Corporation area, now known as
Small Business Victoria, which will also provide
resources. The government has continued to
maintain those programs that have been strongly
supported.
I accept what Mrs Hogg said in her contribution
about the chap who wanted to test the goggles at the
Kaniva pool, but to counter that I am sure that man
and most inventors around Australia would say that
not having a local pool and having to travel some
kilometres to find another body of water to test the
invention would have been the least of their worries
in overcoming the obstacles placed in front of people
who are trying to develop and market new
inventions. The REV program has been a fantastic
source of support and encouragement for people in some cases it has advised them that they might
not be millionaires quite as quickly as they thought
they might be.
Rural communities in Australia are facing significant
changes that have been brought about by world
economic trends, the creation of more international
markets and changing consumer attitudes and
requirements. The attitudes of Australian farmers
and producers in many industries have been
changed by the need for them to come up with
products that are more relevant to new international
markets.
Our own domestic and retail markets are unable to
insulate rural communities from those effects. It is
important to recognise that communities are living
and, in some cases, dying entities. They are similar
to organisations to which we all belong - sporting
clubs, debating groups or whatever. Communities
grow because they have a purpose, which may be
based on local industries or on something else that
can sustain growth. If an industry moves away or
the resources are depleted, the communities often
fall back to a much more modest level of population
and infrastructure.

When making a trip to Kyabram honourable
members may have passed through the historic
township of Whroo, which was a bustling
goldmining community in earlier days and today
consists of a lilly pilly tree, a puddle wheel and a
couple of outlines of where buildings used to be.
Industries come and go, and we should not lose
sight of that when considering maintaining them -
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governments have a habit of doing that - when
they have long passed their usefulness, not just in
community requirements and facilities but also in
what people expect for the future and the different
services that can be provided. I hope the
government is alert to that issue. In some rural
communities tourism will be a major factor. Again
that area of the Budget has received additional
funding from the government.
The Budget delivered by the Treasurer is, as my
colleagues have suggested, a responsible Budget and
arguably the most honest Budget we have had for
some years - it has gone back to sound and
prudent accounting practices. It has made sure that
the money will be in the bank before the expenditure
commitment for certain initiatives is made. It
certainly builds on the previous economic
statements of the government made in November
last year and April this year.
I was surprised that Labor Mps were not ready to
debate the Budget Papers at an earlier stage. We had
the spectacle of Mr Davidson attempting a tactic to
delay the debate because a supplementary paper
had not been tabled. The Leader of the House said
that in the past those supplementary papers were
not available until 30 December and in some years
had not been available until March or April of the
following year. The tactic was designed to stall the
whole debate, which was foolish, although in some
ways it is understandable because opposition
members probably did not understand the figures in
the Budget Papers, as proved by Mr Theophanous in
his contribution.
Mr Henshaw made a similar admission. Perhaps
they were spending too long trying to prepare and
fortify their new Leader for the other House. I am
not sure whether that was time well spent!

In the 1992-93 Budget delivered by the
government - and I say lithe government" because
the previous government put in place a Budget that
to all intents and purposes was a sham; many of the
figures had not been tested against departmental
estimates but were put in to buoy Labor's chances as
it went to the election.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Like your unemployment
figures now!
Hon. 8. N. ATKINSON - I will come to
unemployment in a moment. I am sure Mr Nardella
will concede that some of the points I make are
correct. The Budget delivered by the former
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government was clearly designed to paper over the
cracks in the walls, and even in the foundations, of
government services. This government, on taking
office, in November brought down an economic
statement that started to address some of those areas
where figures had been fudged in the Budget it
inherited. In April this year the government went
further in repairing the Budget and making sure that
a better result for Victoria was achieved in 1992-93
and a firm foundation was provided for the key
recovery of Victoria in the future.
The 1993-94 Budget measures further seek to restore
the State's finances and provide sustainable, efficient
and relevant quality services for the future. That is
an important issue in the context of this debate,
given that opposition members have on a number of
occasions raised the importance of spending big
now and trying again to eradicate unemployment
difficulties for some short-term gain.
This government is not trying to achieve short-term
gains funded by Monopoly money or financed on
Bankcard, as was the wont of the former Labor
government. It is looking for opportunities for
long-term sustainable gains in the economy and in
the performance of government. That is important
because the ability of government to provide quality
and relevant services in the future is the heart of
what a government should be about, especially
when it plans Budgets which are essentially
planning tools and part of the apparatus of a
government's policies.

Some positive signs have already emerged in
Victoria. Investment in gross domestic product has
increased by 3.5 per cent. Last year Victoria had the
third fastest growth rate of all Australian mainland
States, and some of that growth can even be
attributed to the initiatives of the former
government. That could not have been sustained
under the policies of the former government because
Victoria was faced with spiralling debt and it would
not have been able to sustain growth in the future.
Mr Nardella referred to unemployment. Although I
will refer later to unemployment and how it applies
to this Budget, it is interesting to note that between
December 1992 and July 1993, 21000 new jobs were
created in Victoria. Although that was offset in part
by a fall in part-time unemployment, there was
continued growth, and there will be some Significant
results in the not too distant future. I will discuss
that matter later for the benefit of Mr Nardella, as he
has shown a particular interest in that part of the
Budget.
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An encouraging result in the Budget is Victoria's
inflation rate, which is lower than the national
average. The government made a commitment not
to introduce any new taxes in this Budget, and that
promise was made in part because there was limited
scope for higher taxation. As Mr Hartigan would
say, the economy is a fairly simple thing, and it is
strange that the opposition cannot grasp that from
time to time. If money is to be spent, it must be
borrowed from somewhere, in which case it
eventually will have to be paid back, unless it is the
St Kilda Football Club. The government must earn
the money it wants to spend, yet opposition
members seem to have missed that point. The fact is
that the government has to raise revenue before it
can spend money.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - An uncomfortable
consideration.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Indeed, it has been for
some years. In comparison with other States,
Victoria's level of taxation is high. Tasmania is the
only other State that has a higher level of taxation.
To attract business investment, which will create
jobs - which the opposition has expressed such an
interest in and which the government is also
interested in - the rate of taxation should be
considered seriously.
This Budget will move Victoria's finances to a
surplus by 1994-95, although the importance of that
seems to have been lost on the oppOSition. The
Budget establishes a degree of confidence in
Victoria; it establishes financial markets through
which the State can be assessed, which leads to
decisions that affect the interest payments of the
government. It gives business confidence and
improves Victoria's position Significantly. Victoria
will not be so constrained in some service delivery
areas as it has been.
The Budget also contains a $1500 million allocation
for capital expenditure this year, which again seems
to have been ignored by the opposition. Opposition
members have continually referred to the need to
spend more on capital works. Capital works
expenditure is contained in the Budget and includes
$312 million for new projects. That allocation could
have been higher had it not been for the requirement
for the government to make a one-off payment for
the employer's contribution to the superannuation
fund so that some integrity could be renewed in the
superannuation fund and the Victorian economy.
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Opposition members do not seem to have
understood the importance of debt despite their
experience in the last 10 years and despite the
verdict of Victorians at the last election. There is no
doubt that Victoria's debt is significantly higher than
all other mainland States. In fact, debt in Victoria is
represented by 32 per cent of gross State product
despite Mr Theophanous's attempts to argue it away
and to put it into all sorts of interesting pigeonholes.
That 32 per cent of gross State product compares
unfavourably with the two mainland States that bear
greatest comparison to Victoria in economic
performance - New South Wales where the figure
is 17 per cent and Queensland where the figure is
only 14.5 per cent. The impact of the higher debt the
government has inherited has reduced the amount
of revenue available to deliver services.
Much has been made about the impact on certain
services of the government and some of its
decisions. In many cases the government shares the
disappointment of opposition members about the
need to make some cuts. Those cuts have been
necessary simply to ensure that in the future the
government is able to sustain service delivery. There
is no doubt that the government's ability to provide
services has been severely limited because of the
amount of revenue available and the impact of debt
on the State. Of course, it has also affected Victoria's
credit rating.
Significant problems also result from increases in
interest rates. I do not intend to canvass all the
things the government has done to tackle
unemployment, but it has put in place a number of
financial strategies in the two economic statements it
has released and in this Budget so that debt can be
centralised, in some cases to retire debt and in other
cases to try to restore the integrity of certain
government undertakings so that confidence is
improved and the investment situation for the
future is improved.
.
Some of the criticisms by opposition members and
some of the community perceptions about the
government are based on the assumption ttut it is
driven purely and simply by an economic agenda.
As Mr Forwood said, the government has been
criticised because it has a slash-and-bum approach
to government. The government is aware of and
committed to providing quality services to people.
As a member of the government I am committed to
supporting the development of services appropriate
to the needs of the community. However, we must
understand the context in which the government is
able to deliver those services. When the government
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came to office it inherited high debt and overruns on
recurrent spending. Victoria was borrowing on
Bankcard simply to pay interest and to fund its
recurrent spending. The government inherited
future black holes in the Budget that would have
meant the non-provision of certain services because
superannuation needed to be paid out and because
rolling stock that Victoria once owned had to be
leased back at such a high rate. The State has now
paid twice the value of the rolling stock but it still
will not own it in two years.
The government inherited high levels of
unemployment, which fact seems to be lost on the
opposition. During the last few years of the Labor
government the level of unemployment was high. It
is not a new phenomenon created by the
government. The government also inherited a poor
credit rating, which as I said earlier adds to the cost
of borrowings and therefore infringes on the ability
to provide services to the community. More
importantly, the government inherited a lack of
confidence that inhibited people from investing and
providing new job opportunities.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - What is the level of
confidence now?
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON -OppOSition members
are good at quoting from articles in the Age. They
should read the editorials, letters to the editor,
consumer research and articles written by journalists
who have not been friends of the coalition and,
indeed, in some cases have been strong critics. They
will find an emerging confidence in the newspapers.
Opposition members have behaved like Pontius
Pilate. They washed their hands of the responsibility
of their past actions in government. Because they
want some credibility they say, '''There is a problem,
but what you should do is tackle it more slowly.
Don't go at it too quickly. Don't do all the things you
are doing. Ease up and consult more with the
community and eventually it will come good". It is
Alice in Wonderland stuff. The only reason
members of the opposition admit to the problems in
the economy is to gain some credibility. No
alternative prescription is presented by the
opposition.
Mr Theophanous said he offered an alternative. It is
like a souffl~; when you prick it with a pin it
deflates. There was no alternative. Members
opposite fiddled at the edges and involved
themselves with minor issues.
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Apart from the financial legacy inherited from the
former Labor government the coalition government
must restructure services. It has recognised the need
to restructure the education and preschool systems
to cope with the changing demographic and
community needs. Services must be more relevant
so that they are adequate for the 199Os. Although the
adjustment is difficult in some areas and may not
have been explained as well as I would have liked,
when one talks to people about the changes they
understand quickly the necessity for the
government's actions.
The community understands that changing
demographics mean some areas have fewer young
people coming into the preschool and school
systems but at the other end older people are
demanding better health and community services.
The government cannot continue supporting
under-utilised facilities that are not meeting the
current needs of people.
Australia and the world must face up to the need to
develop new technologies that impact on the way
governments provide services. Many government
departments do not recognise the importance of new
technology. The education system must equip
people for the future so that service delivery can be
improved. I have been concerned for a long time
that it took a supermarket promotion to put
computers into many schools. That is extraordinary.
Clearly governments were not meeting the needs of
young people in education. Some people may argue
that the education system was good under the
former Labor government and bad under this
government, but if resources are stretched over more
and more schools that are under-utilising their
facilities the quality of education reflected in
curriculum development, computer programs and
science will not improve.
Federal government policies have a significant
impact on policies and investment strategies in
Victoria. Unfortunately the Federal government is
unable to provide leadership, particularly since the
last election in which it stumbled unexpectedly to a
win. Because the Federal government had no plan
for government it has wallowed in superfluous
issues and undermined many opportunities for
recovery in Victoria. It is my experience that when
there is confusion and lack of confidence in the
community people stop spending. Far be it from me
to give the Prime Minister some advice to help him
electorally, but if he had stayed with the main game,
concentrated on the economy and forgotten about
peripheral issues to deflect the attention of people he
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would have been better off. People are prepared to
invest and to build a recovery in Australia. The
export market is moving and the companies I talk to
in my electorate are becoming more optimistic about
their future, but the Federal government is not
providing the lead.

women in the work force. The second is industry
rationalisation and productivity gains in companies
that have been seeking to compete in an increasingly
international market in developing export
opportunities. The third is the impact of technology,
particularly in the area of computers and machinery.

The thrust of the two previous economic statements
and the Budget is to restore Victoria to its
pre-eminent position as the control room of the
Australian economy. Unlike the former Labor
government, whose Budgets contained desperate
unfunded election promises and raised community
expectations, the government has sought to bring
down a Budget and economic program that will
allow it to sustain economic services into the future
with a reduced tax burden. This will result in
economic growth, the restoration of confidence and
a reversal in the decline of the standard of living in
Victoria. It also seeks to restore the integrity of State
government finances, including maintenance of
assets - something lost on the previous government
- and restore the capacity to provide the services
and care required of a compassionate government.

All three of those factors have combined, and
nobody should be surprised that particularly in the
manufacturing sector we face Significant
unemployment problems. The difficulty that faces
Victoria is that under Federal government policy indeed, under the previous State government
policy - there was not that support and
encouragement for more change in industry,
encouraging industries to move into new areas and
create new job opportunities at a rate that was likely
to be in line with job shedding in some of the major
companies.

The government is also seeking, through each of its
economic statements and the Budget, to restore the
capacity to maintain the State's assets and
investments for the future of all Victorians. Victoria
spends more than other States on all areas of
government services, and some of those services
should be brought into line because it is important
that the government have the revenue to pay for its

expenses.
The opposition said that the Budget does not
address unemployment. It believes the way to fix
unemployment is to hire more people in the public
sector. That is an extremely Simplistic and
unfortunate philosophy, and it has not assisted the
development of the State over the past few years. It
ignores some of the key points contributing to
unemployment. Victoria was always going to have
more difficulty than other States with the level of
unemployment because of its large manufacturing
base. Mr Nardella, with his background, would
appreciate that more than most people.
The opposition does not recognise the impact of
Federal government policies on the level of
unemployment. Federal policies are far more
influential in either increasing or reducing the level
of unemployment than State policies will ever be.
There are three key factors contributing to
unemployment in Australia and particularly in
Victoria. The first is the higher participation rate of

It is certainly interesting to me that in future most
jobs in Victoria will come through small business
rather than larger corporations. It is small business
that continues to be most shackled by government
regulation, taxation burdens and compliance
problems created by government rules, regulations
and law. In the past couple of days I have received a
press release from the Federal government on
changes in provisional tax, which makes it difficult
for entrepreneurs and small businesses to start
getting ahead.

I conducted a survey of industry in my electorate to
find out its views on a range of issues, and obtained
some interesting results. Sixty-six firms responded
to the survey. What was encouraging to me was the
high level of support shown for the State
government. This goes to the heart of the issue of
confidence, which Mr Nardella raised by way of
interjection earlier.
Around 58 per cent of respondents said that the
policies and actions of the State government were
expected to lead to improved company
performance. Not only were they happy with some
of the directions, but also they saw that they would
have a direct benefit from the sorts of policies we
have had.
Seventy-eight per cent of firms had invested in new
plant or equipment in the past year; 70 per cent of
firms were expected to invest in new plant or
equipment this year; 57 per cent of firms expect
higher profits this year and a further 25 per cent
expect at least to hold their current profit levels;
45 per cent of firms expect to employ more people
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this year and 45 per cent were certainly going to
hold their current staff numbers.
So there is stabilisation at least and some growth or
opportunity in the private sector, which is where we
need to create employment because small business
will create products and services that consumers can
buy and that can be exported. lbat contributes to the
growth of the State economy and to productive
employment. Interestingly enough, 71 per cent of
firms surveyed expected to develop new products or
services this year and 75 per cent added new
products last year, and that is all very positive.
I asked those firms whether they have had any
difficulty soureing components or raw materials of
Australian origin for the company's products and
services and, if so, what types of local components
or materials are difficult to find locally. Of those
who responded, 32 of the 66 said that they had no
difficulty in soureing raw materials locally, but 23
said that they had difficulty. Therefore there are
opportunities for import replacement if companies
are prepared to take up the opportunities.
In my electorate there is an organisation called
Eastnet which is involved in import replacement
and is trying to network businesses better, making
sure that they are looking to import replacement,
particularly in component technology. I also asked
companies surveyed whether they were working at
full capacity and, if not, at what capacity they were
working. Only 27 per cent of companies said that
they were working at full capacity and 36 per cent
said they were not. The percentage by which firms
were running under capacity ranged from 25 per
cent for 2 firms, up to 50 per cent for 8 firms, up to
75 per cent for 15 firms, and up to 99 per cent for
11 firms.
The Budget still contains many reminders of Labor
in government. For State Bank Victoria and
Tricontinental, $125 million has to be prOVided;
there is the continuing subsidy of the Victorian
aluminium facilities; yet to come are the lease
payouts on rolling stock; there is the public sector
superannuation fund reimbursement; and
continuing amounts of debt have to be serviced. The
credit rating left by the former government has
saddled Victoria with high interest rates on the debt.
lbat debt was boosted by a Labor government that
refused to make responsible decisions when in office
and was the captive of various sectional interests at
times. It obviously borrowed too much for recurrent
expenditure. Its policies when in government
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reduced public confidence and the confidence of
investors and eroded living standards, putting the
living standards of our children at risk. It certainly
drove away investment and jobs.
While it is all very well for members of the
opposition to talk about jobs now and the
importance of employment in the economy, jobs are
not created oVernight. One cannot make a decision
and suddenly have a job appear.
Hon. Bill Forwood - The previous government
did. It put people on the public payroll.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Of course we had the
contorted calculations of Mr Theophanous on how
much it cost to have people on the public payroll.
Extraordinary figures were advanced. It is not hard
to understand why the previous government got
into trouble when we hear Mr Theophanous explain
basic economics.
Hon. Andrew Brideson - Theo-economics!
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - We are likely to hear
more of that. It should make for some entertaining
debate.
The previous government certainly reduced our
ability to sustain services in the long term. It
reduced the funds applied to the maintenance of our
assets. This was one of the crunch issues that the
government has faced and has measured up to in
economic statements and in its latest Budget. This
matter has not received a lot of attention in the
media and certainly has been ignored by members
of the opposition in their contributions to debate.
Not only did the government inherit enormous debt,
it also inherited State infrastructure that had been
run down. State schools, for instance, had an annual
maintenance budget allocation of around
$120 million which was meant to keep the schools
up to scratch. The previous government was
spending only a smidgin over $20 million on that
sort of work. The State roads system was collapsing.
The Minister for Roads and Ports in the current
Budget introduced a program called Stitch in Time,
which addresses the problem of roads infrastructure.
Also the sewerage system has been literally
collapsing, again because money was taken from
statutory authorities - money that had been held in
reserve to fund new work and improvements to
facilities, essentially maintenance of facilities - but
clever Labor accountants thought that reserves were
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fun money, play money, and spent them. The
statutory authorities saw their reserves run down,
and the infrastructure has not had the maintenance
and spending it ought to have had.

Spending by the previous government had been
diverted from productive investment to funding
debt and all sorts of programs including
maintaining a bloated Public Service that we could
not afford - Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - And did not need.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - That is certainly true.
In 1982-83 just 12 per cent of State expenditure was
going on interest and 4 per cent on superannuation.
Some 84 per cent of income was available for service
delivery. If Labor's policies had continued
unchanged, only 58 per cent of government income
would have been available for service delivery
because interest and superannuation would have
taken up 42 per cent. In its two economic statements
and in this Budget the government has ensured that
71 per cent of funds raised by this State are available
for service delivery after paying for interest and
superannuation and allowing for the repayment of
the Tricontinental debt. This government has tried to
maintain as much money as possible within the tax
base to provide services.
The Budget has a number of highlights: $700 million
has been allocated to public housing, and the
allocation for tourism - which is a key growth
opportunity for this State - was increased to
$4.5 million. A community-based job program was
announced two weeks ago by the Minister in
another place, and that program tackles the very
issue that members opposite have raised on a
number of occasions in this debate. Some $10 million
will be available in investment assistance packages,
and an additional $16.5 million will be available
over three years for research and development as
part of a business development strategy focused on
a program that will benefit the whole State. The
government is not simply trying to pick winners,
which was the case with the Victorian Economic
Development Corporation.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - It was a great winner.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - It was a fantastic
winner, and we are still paying the price!
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - I suspect that that is
the intervention they want us to undertake.
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - It has been advocated
by Mr Theophanous and some of his
contemporaries. I am concerned, and there is a
strong community concern, about security and law
and order. The Budget provides for an increase in
police strength of some 300 in 1993-94 and an
increase of 300 in the following financial year. It also
provides for more 24-hour police stations. That is
good news in many electorates, including Koonung,
which I represent.
Additional work on Agenda 21 projects will provide
massive direct and indirect jobs to the Victorian
community. The short-term construction phase and
the long-term tourism benefits of those projects will
be Significant contributors to Victoria in the future.
The casino deal negotiated by the government with
the tender parties was an exceptional result for
Victoria that will see this State able to provide a new
economic centre, a new museum, an upgrade of the
State Library, a living museum for Aboriginal
culture and the productive use of the old Treasury
building and old Customs House.
As Mr Forwood mentioned, the Stitch in Time
program tackles the infrastructure neglected by the
Labor government. Those repairs include the
widening of the Tullamarine Freeway; the
improvement of intersection treatments on the South
Eastern Arterial; and the extension of the Eastern
Freeway which is so important to my electorate of
Koonung.
Mr White consistently asks about the date of
commencement, but all he has to do is read the press
releases and the Budget Papers because they say
early 1994. He should have a look at what has been
achieved. The investment in roads by this
government is part of a $312 million investment in
new capital works, which also includes schools and
public buildings, that will create up to 8000 jobs.

As Mrs Hogg mentioned, the Budget is seen as a
positive development in regard to the removal of
stamp duty for transfer of property used for primary
production between family members, and in regard
to land tax reforms.
It is interesting to reflect on some of the statements
Mr Theophanous made yesterday because they
really were a lot of fun. I could not believe the
contribution he made. I can only imagine that his
mind was on the debate he was to participate in
today rather than on the debate he contributed to
yesterday. He used the analogy of wanting to
educate his children but not having the money to do
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it; he had a liability but he did not have the money
yet. He suggested that that is the way we ought to
run Victoria.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan -It is the way they ran
Victoria.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - It certainly was the
way the Labor government ran Victoria. It had a
total lack of appreciation of unfunded liabilities.
Unfunded liabilities are debts we have today; they
are debts for which we currently do not have the
money to payoff.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Mr Theophanous
thinks they are somebody else's problems.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON -Indeed, well they are
someone else's problems; they are this government's
problems, and it has been big enough government to
tackle them. Superannuation cannot be put off to
another time if you are the employer and the person
responsible for the funding the scheme. Unfunded
superannuation liabilities have been incurred and
the cash~ut value of those schemes must be
recognised as against the opportunity cost
Mr Theophanous used in his analogy. The
government must provide that sort of funding.
There is no point in saying the State has enough
assets to cover the debt if those assets are not being
maintained. In some cases the State's assets are
collapsing and they cannot be sold. If assets cannot
be realised, debts cannot be covered. Many people in
private enterprise, let alone government enterprise,
have learnt that lesson to their severe detriment.
The public sector is different to the private sector
with regard to asset management. Mr Theophanous
advanced an extraordinary argument which showed
very little understanding of the situation. He should
have had the grace to admit that he did not
understand the Budget but that he had been asked
to speak on the day.
The coalition inherited a State that was in
considerable difficulty, and although members of
the Labor Party is now on the opposition benches,
they apparently have not had the opportunity to
mull over some of the problems that they when
created in government. They have not been able to
suggest alternatives to the sort of action this
government has taken. They are at a loss to suggest
that they have learnt anything from the exercise.
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I was intrigued by the response of the Leader of the
Opposition when asked on the 7.30 Report what was
new about the opposition apart from the Leader. He
said, ''Well, there's a new Leader." That sums it up;
if members of the opposition do not understand the
issues, how can they expect to develop solutions.
Mr'I1leophanous suggested that the Budget offers
no growth and no hope. I suggest that this
government has offered a great deal of hope and a
great opportunity for growth. Already optimism in
the cOmmunity has been shown even in the simple
survey that I conducted in Koonung; it has certainly
been shown in the surveys done by industry
organisations and the media generally.
There is a growing confidence in Victoria that this
government has things under control, that it is on
the right track, that it is starting to restore Victoria's
economy, that it is providing for the future of young
Victorians rather than looking to mortgage their
future, that it is generating a vibrant and vital State
that restores the quality of life that people expect,
and that it is providing quality services relevant to
the needs of people for the 1990s and beyond.
The government is not shackled by past decisions
and practices, be they industrial practices or quaint
little operating practices. It is not shackled by the
sorts of burdens that the debt policies of the
previous government pursued. This government has
recognised the need to restore confidence in this
State by developing prudent financial measures, by
bringing down responsible Budgets that recognise
the need to maintain services in a wide range of
areas, by providing funds for growth opportunities
in this State particularly those areas such as tourism,
business and investment, and by providing for the
future of Victorians in a way they think there will
increase hope and growth in this State in the
not-too-distant future.
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - We are a
Parliament which, in the broadest sense, provides in
an efficient and cost effective manner services to
needy individuals and sustains the communities that
elect it. Against that criterion the government's
Budget has failed.
I must confess that were we the board of a large
public company and were this Budget the annual
general report, there would be a justifiable case for
considerable rejOicing and celebrating. We would
break out the champagne, the cigars and the brandy.
It would call for an appropriate reward for the
senior executive staff - perhaps even an extension
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of their term of contract - because the figures for
1992 and 1993 show an increased revenue of
$450 million, an expenditure of $500 million, a staff
reduction of 20000 and a current account deficit of
$1.14 billion.
The report would show a solid improvement over
the previous year, but for 1993-94 the outlook would
be quite sensational- no further revenue measures,
further reductions in expenditure amounting to
about $730 million over the two years to June 1995,
with further reductions of about 14 000 staff and a
current account deficit of $1.5 billion.
The figures are presented in a way that downplays
the satisfactory result; indeed, it is hiddenotherwise the customers of the enterprise who, it
could be argued, are also the shareholders could
expect a better deal or a larger dividend.
A closer examination of the books would show a
$1.4 billion debt retirement to the superannuation
fund, which had grown over 30 years, serviceable at
a 6 per cent rate of interest; a shrugging off of
$174 million of anticipated revenue from a major
casino investment not allowed for in the books; a
deflation of operating profit by reclassifying
$514.5 million in capital outlays, making them
current outlays; and certainly not advertising the
fact that in 1992-93 the current account deficit was
$148.3 million below target or, to put it another way,
unnecessary cuts of $148.3 million were made,
equivalent to the cuts in education or almost the
entire revenue from the State deficit levy. Similarly
the capital account deficit was $125 million below
target or $125 million of capital outlays were
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deceive and hide the real figures. Taking the point of
view that attack is the best means of defence, on
page 1 of Budget Paper No. 1, the Treasurer states:
After a decade of distortion and deception, this is an
honest Budget.

In the best traditions of Orwell's Animal Farm the
Treasurer suggests that it is for the very good and
ultimate long-term satisfaction of those who are
being ripped off! On page 2 of Budget Paper No. 1,
the Treasurer announces:
This is not a Budget just for today. Much remains to be
done but this Budget continues to assemble the
building bloclcs for a more confident, secure and
prosperous future for all Victorians.

Indeed, that approach has been echoed by the first
six government speakers during the debate on the
Budget Papers. At page 34 of Hansard of 28
September, Mr Hall is reported as saying:
People also argue that the cuts the government is
imposing have impacted harshly on the education,
transport and health systems in this State. Had we not
taken this action now the problem would have been
magnified many times over in the next six or seven
years, and we simply cannot afford that.

At page 39 of the same Hansard Mr Bishop is
reported as saying:
Confidence in rural Victoria is growing.

At page 41 Mrs Wilding is reported as saying:

unspent.
Even the Treasurer has been forced into an
admission. I refer to page 6 of the 1993-94 Victorian
Budget summary. The Treasurer said the Budget
would reduce the current underlying deficit to
$122 million but for the effect of removing a one-off
superannuation payment, with a reduction of
$1 billion compared to the 1992-93 outcome.
The Treasurer is somewhat modest. He understates
his own achievements. If one takes into account the
balance of the casino licence fee and the adjustments
that receive no mention in the April statement, one
realises that in 1993-94 the government will achieve
a surplus of $525 million - a very sound result.
Were I the chairman of the board of directors of the
public company and by sleight of hand I did not
wish our shareholders to receive a better dividend, I
would consider it important wherever possible to

We are here to do a job for our State, for our
community and for our children so that their futures
are not as bleak as they would have been under the
previous Labor government.

Hon. M. A. Birrell - Are you quoting Hansard
from the current session?
Hon. R. S. IVES - I understand it is okay to
quote people from the Legislative Council.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Ives is entitled to
paraphrase.
Hon. R. S. IVES - I shall paraphrase
Mr Bowden's contribution. He said that if there were
such a thing in the future as an Australian icon
museum, this document would need to be put in
that museum as an example that the government is
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prepared to make the harsh judgments and take the
tough action necessary to preserve us.
Although I am tempted to paraphrase the
contributions, however short, of Or Wells and
Mr Skeggs, suffice it to say that all these extracts
contain a common theme. For government speakers
it is obvious that the action of the government was
necessary. I refer to a common phrase used by
Margaret Thatcher - the phrase is known as TINA
by her critics - that is, there is no alternative. The
No. 1 theme of this government is that the actions
were absolutely necessary.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I wish to correct a
previous ruling. Members are not permitted to quote
the Hansard report of debates in this place or the
other place for this session. I did not realise Mr Ives
was quoting from debate on the Budget Papers,
1993-94. That is not permissible.
Hon. R. S. IVES - You, Mr President, are most
magnanimous and gracious in pointing out your
error. Nevertheless, faced with the prospect of
starting again and quoting Mr Skeggs and Or Wells,
I shall continue rather than strain the patience of the
House.
The second common theme is that the government's
actions have engendered confidence and the start of
recovery in the city and the country. The third
common theme is that the actions were for the
benefit of all Victorians - not only sectional
interests, not just the rich, but for all Victorians. The
fourth common theme is that the actions of the
government will ensure the future of our children.
The opposition disagrees with the four propositions.
It believes the actions of the government were
unnecessary. Alternatives are available. A more
fairly managed, less severe program over a longer
period would have led to a much more effective
result.
The opposition does not believe the actions of the
government have engendered confidence and the
start of recovery in either the city or the country or
have been to the benefit of all Victorians. They
ignore the needs of the less well off, women,
children, the disabled and the injured. Finally, they
place the future of our children at risk.
Before pursuing these themes further I wish to
examine real life in my electorate. Why have I
stressed the term "reallife"? Recently a few
passersby and I heard Mr Hartigan and Mr Strong in
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conversation. It was impossible not to overhear
them as it was a loud and animated conversation
and they were obviously enjoying each other's
company tremendously. I heard the phrase, 'We
who live in the real world realise this". Obviously
government members like to think they live in the
real world. It does not seem unreasonable to ask
what the real world is. I should have thought that
the real world is in places like Eumemmerring
Province and in both the city and country areas of
my electorate. I shall pursue the notion of a real
world in the hope of finding out what the impact on
it will be following the Budget.
Before doing that I should like to quote from the
1993-94 Victorian Budget Summary, which is a
concise document that appeared in my pigeonhole
last night. Parts of it need elaboration because
certain statements in it do not spell out their full
impact, others present an element of sleight of hand
that should be challenged and some are very
interesting in their own right. The opening statement
says:
Victoria's economy grew by 3.5 per cent in 1993, the
third fastest of all Australian States. In 1993-94,
Victorian GDP is expected to increase by 3 per cent, in
line with the growth rate expected for Australia as a
whole.

Such views are markedly in contrast with the reports
presented by the independent analysis groups
Syntex and Access Economics. I refer to the bleak
picture painted by their 1993 August and June
reports. They point out that any recovery that can be
expected because Victoria is starting on a low base
will not be sustainable. For instance, we are already
2.2 per cent behind our economic activity of 1989-90
whereas the national economy is only 1.1 per cent
behind and Queensland is 6.6 per cent above the
economic levels of two years ago.
The report predicts that growth in Victoria will be
under 2 per cent. It predicts slow employment
growth and, contrary to the trends in the rest of
Australia, Victoria's share of national employment,
which is currently 25 per cent, will drop - after four
years it will have diminished to somewhere between
14 and 21 per cent. It is all very well to say there will
be growth, but the question is: is this sustainable
growth? The answer would seem to be no.
On page 1 of the summary one finds the bald
statement:
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Despite a deterioration in Victoria's relative economic
performance following the 1990-91 recession, Victorian
levels of household disposable income and GDP per
person remain above the national average ... In 1992-93,
Victorian GDP per person increased relative to the
national average.

The graph stops at 1990-91 and one has to ask: why
make such a statement and not present the evidence
to support it, particularly when 1992-93 was when
additional taxation such as the State deficit levy was
introduced and citizens were taxed another $1200 to
$1400 per household? It must affect the level of
disposable income and it is a sleight-of-hand trick
not to include the most recent figures in the Budget.
In respect of employment, at page 1 the summary
rather gratuitously says:
21000 new full-time jobs were created in Victoria
between December 1992 and July 1993, although this
was offset in part by a fall in part-time employment.

Since the government came to office the seasonally
adjusted unemployment figures have shown that a
further 41 000 people are unemployed. So much for
the revitalisation of Victoria as soon as the coalition
came to office! It is worthwhile noting that of the
289 000 unemployed, 66 000 are retrenched public
servants. Although at present Victorian employment
comprises 2S per cent of the nation's employment, if
the trend continues that will be reduced to between
14 per cent and 21 per cent in four years. It is not a
happy prospect for the government to look forward
to, but the Budget should have commented on it.
Page 3 refers to the Budget estimate of the
unemployment rate for 1993-94, which is 11.7 per
cent. That has been commented on several times;
already events have overtaken it. In June Victoria's
rate was 12.4 per cent and in August it reached
13 per cent; therefore the very estimates in the
Budget seem to lack foundation and are spurious.
Page 3 of the summary states:
Victoria's trade and investment policies will promote
investment in industry sectors which build on
Victoria's key industrial, educational and research
strengths. They include strengthening Victoria's
educational and training institutions; promoting
research and development activity; providing specific
investment incentives, including tax concession; and
assisting firms to gain entry to export markets.
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All the evidence we have to hand suggests we
cannot assume recovery will occur. The State must
fight to secure a share of the new industries. The
proposals mentioned in the Budget are too little, too
late. The government's industrial development
policies were judged by its own Speaker in the
Legislative Assembly as being nothing new, and
those policies are not adequate to meet the demands
of the State.
At page 4 the summary says:
Government recurrent spending in Victoria grew faster
than current income during the late 19BOs and early
19908. This resulted in a rapidly increasing operating
deficit requiring strong corrective action.

It is worthwhile reflecting on that statement because
at least it implies something the government has
hitherto been reluctant to admit: under the previous
government the current account was in surplus until
1987. Until 1987 under the previous government
Victoria was a low-taxing State. During recovery
from the recession in the 1980s our economic activity
was the best in Australia.

Up until 1987 very little criticism had been made of
the former government. Subsequently, of course, it is
true that when faced with the worst recession in
60 years - completely unpredicted in length and
severity - the former government borrowed to
maintain a level of services, disposable income and
economic activity, and Victoria was characterised by
the Nicholls report as an economy with problems
but not in a state of crisis, although it required
careful and sensitive management in order for it to
extradite itself.
That the situation has been turned around in a
year - although the government is loath to admit
it - suggests that indeed there were underlying
problems but there was no crisis and the same result
could have been achieved in a much better, fairer
and more effective manner, and certainly much
more humanely, if spread over four years.
At page 6 of the 1993-94 Victorian Budget Summary is
the statement:
Although the 1992-93 Budget outcome was better than
expected, it still left a large unsustainable current
account deficit of $1.14 billion (after adjustment for
reclassifications) and a total deficit of almost
$2.2 billion, highlighting the need for further action in
1993-94.
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It is this statement on which the government bases
its claim of the need for further action. We all know
what that further action will be: in real terms it will
mean further deprivation and fewer government
services for those who are less well off, children,
women and the injured in our community. The
statement quite deliberately uses the sleight of hand
of ignoring the $1.4 million returned to the
superannuation fund and the balance of $174 million
of the $200 million casino licence, which has just not
been shown in the books - it has somehow just
evaporated.
At the same time I could go on and talk about the
expected capital deficit. Unfortunately it is almost
impossible to understand the Budget Papers. They
seem to confuse additional funding with new works
and current and future year spending. However, it
does not seem as though, despite the claims of a
$75 million increase, that we are anywhere near the
level of the capital works budget we had two years
ago. Therefore, although there has been an attempt
to truplp up the capital works budget it is also seen
to be sleight of hand and a sham.
I refer now to the initiative to reduce the debt
burden. The Budget summary on page 10 also states:
Victoria's financial management strategies are designed
to contain thP. rate of growth in debt, to manage the
State's debt and liabilities and to reduce interest costs.

It is true that the twin goals of the government have
been to achieve a current account surplus and to
reduce debt. Ironically, one achievement has been at
the expense of the other. It is very hard to reconcile
the statements I have just read out with the fact that
total Public Service debt will increase from
$31.7 billion in 1992-93 to $36.1 billion in 1994-95.
Also, at a time when interest rates are falling interest
payments seem to be increasing. Rather than
reducing debt the government is increasing it, which
is an ironic result.
Let us consider the Budget's impact on real life in
the real world. What is the real world? Let us take,
for example, the growth corridor of the Western Port
region, where a large section of Eumemmerring is
situated. At present it has a population of 600 000.
The population has increased Significantly over the
past decade and it is anticipated, according to
population growth projections - and nothing will
really reduce them - that the population will be
900 000 by the year 2010. To give a Simple
comparison, the current population is higher than
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that of Canberra; by the year 2010 it will be higher
than that of Adelaide.
We need to think now about how we will find
employment and provide a satisfactory lifestyle for
the thousands of families that are moving out there.
In the city of Berwick alone, if memory serves me
correctly, some 40 houses are built every week.
That represents a colossal challenge to a
government - and it certainly was a challenge for
the previous government. It was a challenge in
terms of defining Oandenong as a twin city; in terms
of the planning provisions that were undertaken; in
the development of facilities such as the Lend Lease
development of the Dandenong shopping centre; in
the development of the Fountain Gate shopping
centre; in the provision of social infrastructure such
as preschools and schools; and in the provision of
roads and other infrastructure - a great deal was
done to at least cater for the growing population in
the region, but more needs to be done and the
momentum must be maintained.
It is a little known fact, but from figures sourced
from the ABS statistics by the Western Port
Development Council, during the period November
last year to February this year - a period during
which the present government was in office - some
12 000 jobs were lost in the region. The employment
prospects simply collapsed, and 8000 of those jobs
were in manufacturing industry. So much for the
revitalisation of and growth in business confidence
that can be expected under the current government!

As the older style industries collapse, small
industries in emerging fields must be found to fill
the gaps. The region needs expressions of
confidence, stimulus to the economy, recognition of
Western Port as a distinct region - a satellite
development, not some long-distance adjunct to the
central business district - basic infrastructure such
as a port at Hastings, an airport, twin city status, a
road link to the north along the Scoresby reserve and
an additional rail line to Hastings.
These are all projects that need to be commenced
now and, in particular, assistance needs to be
provided for the development of export industries in
areas like food processing, technology and chemistry
and to establish the area as a metropolitan
warehousing centre.
The talent, skill and drive are there in the Western
Port area. Indeed, a great deal of the 16 per cent
increase in Victoria's exported goods comes from
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that region. I shall name just a few of the hundreds
of firms in the region that could be mentioned: GBC
Co., which exports 95 per cent of its production of
highly complicated, expensive, value added
scientific instruments; ABB Transport, which
produces carriages and trains for India and Hong
Kong; Fujitsu (Aust), which produces a range of
scientific, technological and consumer products; the
BHP plant in Hastings, which produces colourbond
rolled steel; Dynamic Fertilisers in Pakenham; an
export abattoir at Pakenham that is devoted entirely
to preparing meat for export; Heinz, which produces
processed food; Cousins Chemicals; Volgren, which
exports aluminium bus bodies to Asia; and Gilson,
which exports carpet manufacturing machinery to
Malaysia.
In order to realise the potential of the area the
government needs to recognise it as a region; build
the basic infrastructure of roads, airports, ports and
railways; coordinate government services to the
region; locate government buildings and agencies
there; encourage small export-orientated businesses
in new growth industries; involve in the process
expert local bodies such as the Western Port
Development Council, which is an excellent
resource; and assist the region to develop its export
potential.
It is the prospect of such action that is precisely
lacking in this Budget, which offers nothing for
regional development in Western Port; nor does it
offer anything for the quality of life of the
inhabitants. For instance, children play a very
important role in the area. I have already explained
that we have more children in the area than there are
in the city of Canberra. An Institute of Family
Studies survey earlier this year showed that parents
are moving to what they consider to be the
metropolitan fringes because of the advantages of
space and the lifestyle it provides to their children.
Government actions have heightened parents'
concern for their children, for whose sake they were
prepared to move to the outskirts of the
metropolitan area.

Under this government consider chronologically
what occurs during the life of a child: in the case of
the hospital, mother and child are currently sent
home too soon, without adequate care. When they
arrive home they cannot go to the infant welfare
centre to receive support, assistance, advice and
counselling. Young mothers, who are often isolated
from families and neighbourhoods, are limited to 10
centre visits. After that the user-pays system
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operates. The Budget gives the wrong signals about
children.
I turn to preschools. At the very least there will be a
doubling of costs, which will exclude many families
who cannot afford the extra fees. Unemployment in
the corridor areas of the electorate is currently 15 per
cent. In the rural areas it is probably 12 per cent, and
increasing. Families will not be able to afford the
added preschool costs. In the less well off suburbs
such as Doveton a number of kindergartens will
close.
Even if children get through preschool there are
costs associated with primary school. There will be
larger schools and larger classes with no support
and no special or extra curricula activities. Teachers
will be harassed. Larger schools mean children have
farther to walk to school. When the Joseph Banks
Secondary College closed the children had to go to
other schools. There has been a shortfall. Children
have dropped out of the education system.
Many children have considerable difficulty
adjusting to the new schools and that has led to
behavioural difficulties, but there has been no
attempt to provide counselling, assistance or
mOnitoring of the situation. It is assumed that all
schools have a value of one and the children and
parents can look after themselves. The opposition
believes our children deserve a better beginning, but
the Budget will have a worse impact on families
with low incomes. It will have an adverse effect on
children's prospects and their subsequent lives. So
much for the real life experience of the city part of
my electorate.
I turn to real life in the country. For this purpose let
us consider the country town of Bunyip. Mrs Hogg
described with sensitivity the part that government
employment and the provision of services play in
country towns and the dire effect their removal can
have. Concrete instances can be given from the town
of Bunyip. It is a small town in a rich agricultural
area; but it is threatened with a loss of identity and
employment. The government's actions are not
helping. Now that the station has closed the
statiorunaster, Ms Margaret Bogart, is unemployed.
She is well liked and widely respected in the
community. During her five years as statiorunaster
she drummed up considerable business. She has
increased the level of business significantly. With
her gone the deliveries from the station will be no
more. Local residents will be dependent on road
deliveries from Warragul; they will take up to a
week to arrive in Bunyip.
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It is difficult for local farmers to send hides to

Ballarat. It will be difficult for the Red Cross to get
supplies and it will be difficult to purchase tickets or
arrange group tours without going to Pakenham or
Warragul. The simple removal of the Bunyip
stationmaster by the Public Transport Corporation
should be condemned; it will have a considerable
impact on the life of that little town.
Both Bunyip and Garfield primary schools will lose
one teacher. That will have an impact on the life of
Bunyip. The school cleaner, a well respected person
who has worked at the school for many years and
who needed the job, was totally at a loss with the
tendering procedure. She is no longer the school
cleaner.
The preschool will have to increase its fees from $45
to $90 for 40 enrolments, but as a result it is faced
with decreasing enrolments. Therefore higher fees
may have to be charged. They have maintained the
two preschool assistants because they feel it is
important to have assistant teachers in the
kindergarten to monitor the children and bring a
certain level of trained professionalism. However,
many county towns will be dismissing their
assistants which will mean more people will be
unemployed and there will be less Vitality in the
towns. Outlying schools are also under threat. The
Modella Primary School will close. The excellent
Iona Primary School, which is a haven for visually
impaired children, is fighting to remain open.
Funding cuts to the community health centre will
have a further impact on the town.
The Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources has laid off local people who travelled to
Warragul and Drouin. That represents a further loss
of employment in a small town. The winding down
of activity encourages private firms to pull out of the
town and withdraw their agencies. H one wants to
carry on serious business, more and more one has to
travel either to Pakenham or Drouin or Warragul.

In addition, the range of community groups that
were funded directly by the government or by the
government through the Shire of Pakenham have
had their funding reduced or stopped. For example,
in Bunyip and throughout the Shire of Pakenham
the local lolly-pop ladies, who perform a great job in
all types of weather protecting the safety of the
young at school crossings, now work for half an
hour less a day. They earn $10 an hour and they
need the money. How stupid that through
government action a municipality is forced to reduce
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the hours of the school crossing attendants because
of such a miserly amount.
Organisations such as the Pakenham Volunteer
Group perform a range of essential volunteer tasks.
They have had their funding cut. All this hardly
adds up to the picture of confidence and reassurance
in the country that was painted by Mr Bishop.
Emerging in my part of the world - I hope it will
not be a Statewide trend - is a most alarming
statistic. In the past some 90 per cent of students
from the Bunyip, Garfield and Nar Nar Goon
primary schools went to State secondary colleges at
Warragul, Drouin or Pakenham. With the recent
expenditure cuts to State schools, the lowering of
education quality and the doubts and upheaval in
our schools, this year only 45 per cent of students
have said they intend to go to State secondary
colleges. On preliminary figures, some 55 per cent
have said they will go to private schools.
That is an alarming statistic. If it becomes the trend it
will lead to the marginalisation and decline of the
State school system. That would be a tragedy,
although we also suspect it is part of the coalition's
agenda. That is a local trend I intend to monitor
carefully because of the potentially grave
consequences.
Government members have spoken about reform,
restructuring and the increase of quality in the State
school system, but that could finish up leading to the
decline and marginalisation of State schooling. The
great tragedy is that one aspect of the current
educational turmoil and the move to larger schools
may be neither educationally nor economically
justified.
An article in the Herald Sun of 16 August entitled
"Smaller schools backed" reports:
Closing small schools has a devastating impact on
communities and children felt disadvantaged, alienated
and ignored by the change, a report to the Education
Minister has found.
A report has also found that the annual cost of
amalgamating 10 schools in the Wimmera is twice as
much as maintaining the original 10.

The two findings have been released in a research
paper by Melbourne University senior lecturer, Neil
Day ...
The report concluded "for the students from the small
rural schools in this study, dealing with larger and
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more complex structures may have worked against
optimising the curriculum gains".
Mr Day also quoted from a 1991 historical report into
the "Economic costs of consolidation of rural primary
education in the Wimmera district of Victoria in the
1950s", which found it was twice as costly to run the
Kaniva Consolidated School than 10 small rural schools.

So much for real life in the rural part of my

electorate. The final component of the real world in
Eumemmerring is that which falls somewhere
between the country and rural areas -namely, the
hills area of the Dandenong Ranges. During a debate
on education last week 1 mentioned that the hills
were aflame with protests about the cuts in funding
for community houses, schools and preschools,
because that region has a series of relatively isolated
small communities. As a result, anything that
impinges on community life, such as reduced funds
for preschool centres, schools, neighbourhood
houses, community health centres and other
community groups, hits hard at the quality of life in
the hills community.
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will be of benefit to all Victorians, and are essential
to the futures of our children, and despite the
distorted and misleading presentations in the
Budget Papers, in real life - in the real world in my
electorate, whether in the city, in the country or the
hills - the evidence is that the contrary is true.
When 1 began I said that if we were the directors of a
large public company, we would see much to
recommend in such a budget or annual report. If we
regarded the Budget as an annual general report, we
could say it represents a very good bottom line. But
we are not members of the board of a large public
company. We are Parliamentarians charged with the
duty of delivering necessary services and of
sustaining communities in the most cost-effective
and cost-efficient ways. Judged by those criteria, the
government has failed.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. LOUISE
ASHER (Monash).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
The tenor of the growing protest in the hills is best
captured by an editorial in the 1 July edition of the
Free Press:
Education bosses need to use sensitivity, not bullyboy
tactics, as they reform our school system.
If we are to emerge as a clever country, we need to
ensure our children's education is not left wanting.
And this is where the government must wear kid
gloves.

Our schools are the life blood of our towns. They are
not just places where our children learn the three Rs.
Our youngsters also learn the essentials of life there.

To add insult to injury, residents of the Shire of
Sherbrooke, which already spends a large
proportion of its budget on conservation, have been
taxed by Melbourne Water at an average rate of
$39 a property to fund environmental and
conservation works that were once funded from
general revenue by the former Ministry of
Conservation and Environment. So in the real world
of the hills, the Budget has nothing to recommend it.
Despite the glowing speeches of government
members who have trumpeted their beliefs that the
overly severe and unfeeling Budget measures are
necessary, will engender confidence and mark the
start of a recovery in both the city and the country,

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - 1
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
19 October.

Motion agreed to.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)-I
move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Second kindergarten year
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I ask the
Minister for Housing to direct to the attention of the
Minister for Community Services in the other place a
matter brought to my attention by a constituent. The
Minister for Housing may know the answer to the
matter I raise, in which case he may be able to give
me a direct answer.

In the past fairly clear procedures were laid down
for children who needed a second year of
kindergarten. For example, a child may have needed
a second year because the kindergarten teacher, the
parents or the receiving school, or all three, believed
that the child was not yet ready for primary school.
If that was the case, and if that was the decision the
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parties made, the child was entitled to a second year
of kindergarten.
Given the current confusion accompanying the
changes to preschools, I ask the Minister for
Housing to take up the matter with his colleague to
ascertain whether there are clear procedures for
children who need a second year of kindergarten. I
also ask him to ascertain whether any rebates on
kindergarten fees are payable to parents with twins
or triplets.

Royal Agricultural Show
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - I ask the
Minister for Roads and Ports to direct to the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture in the other
place the importance of People's Day - the
Thursday public holiday - at the Royal
Agricultural Show. Members of the opposition were
recently entertained at lunch by the Royal
Agricultural Society of Victoria committee. During
that lunch comments were made about the status of
next year's public holiday; and since then members
of the committee have contacted me about the issue.
The Royal Melbourne Show is a very successful
event, which I am sure all honourable members will
acknowledge. Nevertheless, the Royal Agricultural
Society believes that success is fragile because it
could be easily spoiled by an unsatisfactory decision.
I shall read to the House figures provided by the
society for 1992, which demonstrate that, based on
average daily figures, attendance at the Royal
Melbourne Show, which is held over 10 days, was
topped only by that for the seven AFL finals and
was higher than those for the Melbourne Cup
carnival, which is held over 4 days, and the
Australian tennis open, which is held over 14 days.

Some 654 000 people attended the show, which
exceeded the total for the six AFL finals held in
Melbourne and the total attendance at - -
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Agriculture in the context of the deliberations about
the future of the Royal Melbourne Show public
holiday. I ask him to determine whether they have
been taken into account and whether the decision on
the public holiday may be altered given the effect
that it could have on the overall viability of the show.

Municipal rating
Hon. B. A. Eo SKEGGS (Templestowe) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government I understand that the Office of Local
Government recently circulated a discussion paper
to municipalities and to the Municipal Association
of Victoria. I understand the office seeks a response
by 11 October but that there is a desire on the part of
some councils for that date to be extended, possibly
for up to another month, to enable a number of
organisations and people to comment adequately on
the paper.
I understand that the discussion paper speaks about
two clear revaluation cycles and about the system of
rating, with particular emphasis on capital
improved value as a basis of rating. Heidelberg City
Council was supportive of the proposition but
believes more time is needed to provide other
people and a number of organisations that are
apparently interested in the issue an opportunity of
commenting on it.

The Heidelberg City Council believes the discussion
paper is a valuable opportunity for councils and
other people to comment and that the proposal
needs a much more prescriptive system that will
have its support. A capital improved value rating
base would not result in a significant shift in the
rating burden in the City of Heidelberg between
residential, commercial and industrial properties.
On the other hand, in some instances, particularly in
other municipalities, that system would have
support; others would not agree with it. It is felt
more time would allow the Municipal Association of
Victoria to respond adequately.

Hon. Bill Forwood - For 1993?
Hon. PAT POWER - These are 1992 figures. The
attendance at the show far exceeded the attendance
at the four-day Melbourne Cup carnival. Whereas
some 654 214 people attended the Royal Melbourne
Show in that year, a combined total of 648 228
attended the AFL finals and the spring racing
carnival.
I ask the Minister for Roads and Ports to direct those
figures to the attention of the Minister for

St Mary's School for Children with
Impaired Hearing
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Housing, as the in
this House representative of the Minister for
Community Services in another place, funding of the
kindergarten at St Mary's School for Children with
Impaired Hearing, which is a matter of great
concern. The school has three campuses prOviding
kindergarten, primary and secondary education for
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hearing impaired children. The school opened in
1948 in Portsea and in the 1980s moved to Wantima
South.
The school has been involved in discussions with the
Department of Health and Community Services,
which have to date been inconclusive, on
continuation of funding for the kindergarten. It
would be a great travesty if the school were not able
to secure funding for teaching staff. I seek
assurances from the Minister that there will be
continued funding of the kindergarten. Although
St Mary's is a Catholic school, 39 per cent of its
students are not Catholics and therefore much of its
funding represents a saving to the State government.
I ask the Minister to seek an assurance from his
colleague in another place that funding of the
kindergarten at St Mary's School for Children with
Impaired Hearing is assured.

City of South Melbourne
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - I seek the
advice of the Minister for Local Government on the
appropriate course of action to be taken by the South
Melbourne council. I have received a number of
representations from South Melbourne councillors,
as has my colleague Mr Guest, and we conjointly
seek the advice of the Minister.
Councillors have indicated· they anticipate that
$5 million in rate revenue will be lost and at this
stage they are debating how best to approach the
problem, either by increasing rates or by using some
other mechanism.
I have also received a letter from the City of South
Melbourne, as I believe have other honourable
members. I have received two letters from the city.
Although I will not quote from the letter sent only to
me, I will quote from the letter sent to other
honourable members. The letter is signed by the
Mayor of South Melbourne, Councillor Frank
O'Connor, who advises that South Melbourne
council has resolved to:
initiate discussions with the City of Port Melbourne
with a view to the possible merger of the remaining
parts of the two municipalities into a viable local
government unit.

I ask the Minister to advise both Mr Guest and me as
to how best the council should approach the
situation.
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Western Port
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I wish to
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Regional Development. In my recent address on the
Budget Papers I described in some detail the
Western Port region. Unfortunately the Minister
missed that speech so I will now recapitulate on it.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! The
honourable member will not recapitulate on his
speech but will refer only to new matters.
Hon. R. S. IVES - The Western Port area
currently has a population of 600 000, which will rise
to 900 000 by the year 2000. The area is currently the
size of Canberra and will be the size of Adelaide by
the year 2010. There is a desperate need for
infrastructure in the area and to find some way of
employing people there.
It is a commonly held view of numerous
organisations in the area that it should not be
regarded by the government as some sort of
second-rate adjunct to the far-distant central
business district, but rather as a region in its own
right and as a satellite development, and should be
treated accordingly.

I wish to know whether the government is prepared
to give the area a special regional status?

Responses
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I am pleased that Mr Power enjoyed his
lunch with the committee of the Royal Agricultural
Society of Victoria and that he had a fruitful and
pleasant afternoon looking at exhibits at the show. It
is true that the Royal Melbourne Show has a long
and proud history and has been the showcase for
Victorian agriculture for many years.
I will refer the matter to the Minister for Agriculture
in another place as the honourable member
requested. I should draw to his attention, however,
that the matter he alludes to falls within the
jurisdiction of the Minister for Industry Services.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - Mr Skeggs raised with me an issue
concerning the circulation of a discussion paper on
municipal rating and sought an extension of time for
councils to respond to the paper. I take it that
Mr Skeggs is seeking that extension of time for the
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Municipal Association of Victoria rather than on

If the council is running the line that all that will

behalf of any individual municipality.

happen is that it will lose the advantage of the
$5 million in rates, what it is really doing is
admitting that an enormous cross subSidy is built
into the rating structure. I do not accept that as a
principle, nor do I accept it as being necessarily
there, but in any event I am delighted to learn that
the City of South Melbourne has examined a whole
range of other issues that would go to the question
of viability, and I am also delighted that discussions
have been initiated with at least one of its
neighbours. In my view that is an appropriate
course for the City of South Melbourne to take, and I
extend to it, and to the local members directly
involved, the resources of the Local Government
Board to assist in the search for a viable outcome.

I advise the honourable member that the return time
was a matter of some debate when the discussion
paper was released. At the time I was confronted
with a dilemma, given that there is a municipal
clock ticking in the background and there is a clear
need to have any legislative change introduced early
so that any changes to be introduced can take place
from 1 October next year.
We do not have the luxury of extending the time.
These issues are not new; most municipalities have
framed their position over years if not generations
and we would not gain much by extending the time.
In deference to an argument put by the Municipal
Association of Victoria I agreed to extend the time to
allow this issue to be debated at the association's
annual conference, which is taking place right now.
That debate will give a good indication of an
industry position in respect of all the rating issues
that were raised by the discussion paper, so to some
degree the government has already accommodated
Mr Skeggs's request.
Ms Asher sought my advice about the City of South
Melbourne. She said that the city was faced with a
substantial reduction in rate revenue simply on the
relocation of the boundaries. The point I make to
Ms Asher and her colleague Mr Guest is that the
reduction in rates that has been quoted by the city
would have as a precondition that nothing else
changed, and that certainly would not be the case. I
remind Ms Asher and the council of the City of
South Melbourne that the government has
embarked on an extensive reform program for local
government and would not accept the principle that
there is a need for a rate increase to take up the
totality of the rate revenue lost as a result of changes
in boundaries.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - How will they make up
the money, though?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Nardella should
bear in mind that the area excised or relocated does
not bring with it only rates, it also brings service
requirements and presumably there will be some
cost in providing the services. I have heard the
argument about scales of advantage and so on, and I
know one cannot draw a direct comparison, but
there should be some connection between the rates
imposed on a specific sector of the community and
the services provided.

Mr Ives raised with me the suggestion that Western
Port should be nominated as an area for satellite
development rather than being some sort of Tail-end
Charlie. I could not agree more. Western Port has
enormous potential and deserves special
consideration. The problem is that there are many
areas with similar claims that are competing for the
dollar - it is an issue that goes way beyond
government initiative.
We can get the planning right and we can get all the
other things that go with it right, but at the end of
the day the thing that will make Western Port
progress - almost explode, in my view - is the
recovery in the private sector. Given that it does
have enormous natural advantages, I have no fears
about those advantages coming to the surface, but I
extend to Mr Ives the invitation that if he has a
specific concept he wishes me to take up or a view
he thinks is worthy of consideration I shall be
delighted to receive a submission along those lines.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Mrs Hogg raised the issue of a second year of
preschool for children who need it. I am not familiar
with the details of the problem mentioned.
Hon. C. J. Hogg - And whether there was a
rebate.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Yes, I shall seek overall
information from the Minister for Community
Services.

Miss Gould raised with me a concern about
St Mary's School for Children with Impaired
Hearing. I visited the school some years ago; it was
an impressive structure. I am not sure whether it is
still the case, but at that time it was the only Catholic
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school for hearing-impaired children. The school
had structured its services in such a way that it
provided a separate unit for specialist support and
moved the hearing-impaired children into the
classroom as part of an integrated set. The students
were integrated at the pace that each individual
student could cope with.
With regard to the continuing operation of the
school, I understand one of my colleagues in another
place, the honourable member for Wantirna, has
been working with the school and the Minister to
seek a resolution of the issue. I shall convey the
school's concern to my colleague and have him

provide MisS Gould with whatever information is
available on that issue.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 6.37 p.m. until Tuesday,
19 October.
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Tuesday, 5 October 1993

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ATTORNEY-GENERAL - CONTRACT/CONSULTANCY EMPLOYEES
(Question No. 10)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Attorney-General:
(a)
(b)

How many people are employed on a contract basis in each of her Ministries, departments or agencies, and what
is the nature and value of those contracts?
How many people have been employed to undertake consulting work since 3 October 1992 and what is the
nature and value of those consultancies?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Attorney-General is:
The answer is detailed on the attached table.
It should be noted that the attached table does not include information from the Director of Public Prosecutions, the
Solicitor General, State Trust Corporation, Legal Aid Commission, Estate Agents Board and the Victorian Financial
Institutions Commission. This is because these agencies are either not funded by department appropriations, or are
statutory offices whose staff do not form part of the department.
Furthermore, as the question was asked of me in my capacity as Attorney-General, I believe it is unnecessary to include
information from those areas of the Department of Justice administered by the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and the Minister for Corrections. I have, however, included information from areas of the department
administered by me in my capacity as Minister for Fair Trading and Minister responsible for Women's Affairs.
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to 31 August 1993)
Consultancies - Attorney-General's Department (3 October 1992
Date
92/93

Consultant
Marion Fox & Associates

92/93
92/93
4/92 to 10/92

Mast Organisation - Brian Clarke
Change Australia
Infact Pty Ltd

7.92 to 12.93
10/92

CRS Consulting Group Pty_ Ltd
Hill & Knowlton (Australia) Pty Ltd.

10/92

Michael Bethune & Associates

10.92

Andersen Consulting

10.92
10/92
11192
11192 to 11193

Coopers & Lybrand
Marion Fox
Barrie She~ard
Jenny Bright - Writer

12.92
92/93

David Brereton
Bolster Neat Fahey PIL

92/93
1.93

Marion Fox & Associates
Chris Corns

1193

IPP Security Pty Ltd.

1193

IPP Security Pty Ltd.

2/93
2.93
2/93
--

CRS Consultants
Bentley & Chau

Mr Michael Schilling
(Department of Premier & Cabinet - South
Australia)

o

Project
Conduct four one day training programs for "Customer Service &
Advanced Telephone Techniques" - Office of Fair Trading
Pr()ject Management - OBS working party training - Office of Fair Trading
Change Managem ent - OBS working party training - Office of Fair Trading
Land Titles Office (ALTS Branch) Consultancy for management of
Business Analysis
FSS
Land Titles Office (ALTS Branch] Consulting Services - Lodgement
time
Provided the State Electoral office with Public Relations advice at the
of the 1992 State election.
Consultancy services regarding the optimum integration of the State
Electoral Office's Election Management System, its election night votes
_~stem and the State Roll System.
Land Titles Office - Professional services relating to the review of the
ALTS Project
Advice to Chief Justice on fee structures for Insolvency Practitioners
Staff Training - Presentation Skills
Staff Training - Advanced Business Writin..K Courses
To research & write a general Carer's Guide covering all disabilities
Advocate
Public
Office of the
Bureau of Crime Statistics
Technology training and development services in relation to the OPC
computer system
"
Staff Training
Research, Writing and production of drafts for proposed publication entitled
"the Victorian Crimina l Justice System" (Bureau of Crime Statistics)
Sheri.fl's Store, Oakleigh
Review of Security uj)grade
Remote Witness Facilities Victorian Regional Courts:Telecourt
Preparation of draft operational procedure manuals
FSS
Land Titles Office (ALTS Branch) Consulting Services - Lodgement
of
structure
finance
the
of
review
ent
independ
an
out
carry
to
ncy
Consulta
the new Melbourne Magistrates' Court
Review of Office of Fair Trading & Business Affairs Division. Schilling
Report. (reimbursement to SA government to release M. Schilling for

Cost
4,280
2,500
2,000
65,916
75,840
6,337
9,600
10

38,000
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1,860
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2,072
11,378

14,454
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Date
2/93

2/93
2.93 to 3.93
2/93 to 3/93
2/93 to 9/93

--

--------~

-

- ------ -- - -

Consultant
Clarke & Company Consulting Ply Ltd.

Sequel Ply Ltd
Michael Bethune & Associates
Morgan & Banks pty Ltd
Craig B. Merrett & Assoc. - paid in May 1993
Vicki Pridmore
(secondment from Department ofHea1th & Community
Services Victoria)

3/93 to 5/93
4/93

Reark Research PIL
Towers Perrin

3.93

Craig B. Merrett & Assoc Pty Ltd

3.93
3/93
3/93

4193

4/93

GregLapham
IPP Security Pty Ltd.
Dr Meg Montague - Social Researcher

DDB Needham Worldwide

IPP Security Ply Ltd.

5193
5193

VGRS
lngres Pty Ltd

5193 to 8/93

Concerto Consulting Group

--

-

-

---~---

"'-i

-- --

Project
Consultants engaged during the SchiIfing review of Fair Trading &
Business Affairs: provision of an options analysis and recommendations
regarding future Business Affairs EP systems' options
Provided consultancy services regarding options for an upgrade of the State
Electoral Office's automated office systems
Out-placement services
Professional services in relation to salary packaging, including meetings
with employees
To develop procedures and practice standards for the advocacy program
advocacy guidelines - Office of the Public Advocate
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(11

Cost
5,000

Q.
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5,600

{

6,269
1,950

IN

~

nla
I

Conduct Message and Menu tests on VRU - Office of Fair Trading
Negotiations with the major banks regarding the interest on bond monies Office of Fair Trading
Professional costs in relation to salary packaging training seminar held
18/2/93
Employee relations advice on Fringe Benefits Tax for executive
remuneration packages
Remote Witness Facilities Victorian Regional Courts! Telecourt
Prc?'p'aration of final operational procedure manuals and staff training
To undertake an initial investigation of the privacy issues facing people
with disabilities and services towards codes of practice - Office of the Public
Advocate (funding from the Human Rights Australia - Privacy
Commissioner)
Placed advertisements in statewide, rural, local and ethnic papers seeking
expressions of interest in membership of the Victoria Women's Council.
Consultancy was subcontracted through the Communications Unit of the
Office of Premier & Cabinet
Sheriffs Store, Oakleigh
Preparation and tendering of design documentation for electronic security
services
Duty Barristers at the Melbourne Childrens Court
Consultancy services regarding options for improving data base and
apJ)lication performance
Review the market for special birth certificates; and to develop a strategy to
increase sales.
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Consultancies - Attorney-General's Department (3 October 1992 to 31 August 1993)
Date
5/93

Consultant
Sequel Pty Ltd
Michael Bethune & Associates
Carlene Boucher
Copelan Street Child & Family Services
lPP Security Pty Ltd.

Cost
Project
3,200
Provided consultancy services regarding options for an upgrade of the State
Electoral Office's automated office systems
5/93
2,000
Staff Training - Managing Personal change workshops
5/93
1,080
Staff Training - Family Violence
6/93
880
Review, preparation and tendering of security requirements for Building
Industry Task Force - 160 Queen Street
6/93
Design Bite
4,060
Desktop publishing, layout, deSign work and printing for the Office of
Women's Affairs and Victoria Women's Council newsletter and letterhead
and business cards for the Victoria Women's Council
6/93
15,000
KPMG - Peat Manvick
Accounting advice in relation to the Solicitor's Guarantee Fund
1,550
6/93
Barrie Sheppard
Staff Training - Advanced Writing
360
6/93
Copelan St Child & Family Services
Staff Training - Family Violence
3,383
6/93
Broadmeadows TAFE
Staff Training - CBT Seminar
4,000
7/93 to 9/93
J Taytor (La Trobe Universi!y)
Costs of Banking colPOration - Office of Fair Trading
850
7/93
Murray Ainsworth
Staff Training - Managing Change
26,130
7/93
PA Consulting Group (via Premier & Cabinet)
Professional services in relation to searching for a Chief Executive Officer
for the Department of Justice
3,000
93/94
Bolster Neat Fahey PIL
Technology training and development services in relation to the OPC
computer system
III addition, on 5 August 1992 the Office ofFair Trading entered into a 12 month agreement with Borland (Aust) Ply Lld to provide upgrades/or the Ministry's
standard database software, Paradox. The agreement requires that OFI' upgrade all its copies ofParadox when upgrades are released and prOVides a 15% discount
per copy on normal upgrade prices. This agreement accords with Ministry pplic:£ which requires that all Hcensed software copies be upwaded at the same time.
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Contractors - Attorney-General's Department (as at 31
August 1993)

Contradors

Nature

Value I

Laura Jayne Personnel - Courts & Tribunal Services
Direct ApQQintrnents PIL - Victorian Government Solicitor
Datatime Pt~ Ltd - Land Titles Office
Alf Barnett & Son, Title Searchers - Victorian Government Solicitor

Secretarial support services
Wordprocessing and Data Key Operator support services
Data Ca....l!ture of titles (black & white)
Undertake Title searching. lodging and stamping of legal
documents in the Titles Office and State Revenue Office on an "as
needs" basis.
Provide the services of a young commercial lawyer for the purposes
of assistin~ with the Pyramid litigation. (Reimbursed by Treasury)
Devel<?'p'il!& the State Roll System

2,4361
3,219
nla
nla

Sly & Weigall, Solicitors - Victorian Government Solicitor
Sequel Infonnation Management Ply Ltd - State Electoral Office
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38,273 pa
200,000 I
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Does not include staffon permanent or temporary employment contracts.
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Tuesday, 5 October 1993

EDUCATION - ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(Question No. 114)
Hon. LIeIA KOKOCINSKI asked the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training, for the Minister for
Education:
In relation to the teaching of English as a second language (ESL):
(a)
How much State money is available for ESL teaching in primary and secondary schools?
(b)
How many teachers and resources does this represent?
(c)
What are the criteria for the disbursement of resources to schools for the teaching of ESL?
(d) What is the Federal government's contribution?
What accountability measures are used to obtain Federal moneys?
(e)
(f)
Under what agreements are Commonwealth funds obtained?
(g) Which other programs, funded through the department, deliver ESL teaching to students and what are the details
in each case?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and Training) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Education is:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

$18.6 million of State money is available for ESL teaching in primary and secondary schools in the calendar year
1993.
State funds provide the salaries of 370.6 equivalent full-time ESL teachers.
ESL teachers are allocated to primary schools and secondary colleges on the basis of data supplied annually by
schools as part of the Non-English Speaking Background Census. Formulae, which are weighted for the length
of time non-English speaking background students have been enrolled in any Australian school, are applied to
data from the census. The shorter the period of enrolment, the higher the weighting.
The Federal government's contribution under the ESL general support subcomponent of the National Equity
Program for Schools is $12.4 million for the period 1 November 1992 to 30 October 1993.
A financial accountability certificate, which certifies that an amount equal to the funds received has been applied
for the purposes of general education in English as a second language, must be signed by an authorised
person. Educational accountability requirements are discharged through participation in the annual national
report on schooling in Australia.
Commonwealth ESL funds are obtained under section 62 of the States Grants (Primary and Secondary Education
Assistance) Act 1992.
Full-time intensive ESL programs are provided for newly-arrived immigrants and refugees in 13 English
language schools or centres in the Melbourne metropolitan area. A program for new arrivals also operates in
the Geelong area. Per capita Commonwealth grants provided under the ESL new arrivals subcomponent of
the National Equity Program for Schools partially fund the salaries of 42.3 equivalent full-time primary
teachers, 131.0 equivalent fuU-time secondary teachers and 27.3 equivalent full-time multicultural education
teacher aides.
The State funds the salaries of an additional 204.5 equivalent full-time multicultural education teacher aides who
work in primary schools and secondary colleges. These teacher aides support ESL, mother tongue
development and bilingual programs and facilitate the involvement of non-English speaking background
parents/ guardians in the activities of schools.
ESL consultants in some school support centres provide expert advice to schools about devising programs to meet
the educational needs of the range of ESL students in primary schools and secondary colleges. The Directorate
of School Education also produces ESL course guides and support materials for use in schools.

APPROPRIATION (1993-94, No. 1) BILL
Tuesday. 19 October 1993
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Tuesday, 19 October 1993

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
The PRESIDENT - Order! I have received the
following message from the Senate:

The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 2.33 p.m. and read the prayer.

APPROPRIATION (1993-94, No. 1) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
1993-94, No. 1) BILL

Dear Mr President
The Senate acquaint the Legislative Council with a
resolution agreed to by the Senate this day, which is, in
relevant part:
That the Senate request the Legislative Council to
require the attendance of the following person
before the Senate Select Committee on the
Functions, Powers and Operation of the Australian
Loan Council to provide public evidence:
The Honourable D. R. White, MLC.

Received from Assembly.

The Senate refer the Legislative Council to the first and
second reports of the Senate Select Committee on the
Functions, Powers and Operation of the Australian
Loan Council, concerning this resolution, copies of
which are enclosed.

Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).

Yours sincerely
Kerry W. Sibraa

Introduction and first reading

LAND (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Deve)opment).

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) By leave, I move:
That the Honourable D. R. White be given leave, if he
thinks fit, to attend before the Senate Select Committee
on the Functions, Powers and Operation of the
Australian Loan Council.

Motion agreed to.

PROBATE DUTY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).

TATIERSALL CONSULTATIONS
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).

MELBOURNE CASINO
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - The
Minister for Gaming would be aware that the
Chairman of the Victorian Casino Control AuthOrity
has indica ted that the licence for the casino will be
issued on 24 November, after the successful
consortium has paid $200 million. It is now
suggested that the National Australia Bank is not
prepared to finance the $200 million until it has been
advised by the quantity surveyors, Rider Hunt
Melbourne Pty Ltd, that there are no problems
associated with the construction of the underground
car park. Will the Minister inform the House
whether there is likely to be a delay in the issuing of
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the licence that would postpone the issue date
beyond 24 November?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - As Mr White and other honourable
members know, legislation has been introduced into
another place to ratify the management agreement
and to make various amendments to the Casino
Control Act. That legislation is proceeding and in
due course will come to this House. I anticipate it
will be dealt with and will come into effect before
24 November. It will then be appropriate for the
application for the licence to be made and for the
licence to be issued.
I have no knowledge of the matter raised by the
Leader of the Opposition. It would be a matter
between the preferred licensee and the financiers of
the preferred licensee. They would need to resolve
the matter. It is not a matter that will or should affect
the process being undertaken by the government for
the issuing of the licence.
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applied on average under WorkCare, which were
3 per cent. The evidence suggests that that
represents a reduction of $200 million for Victorian
employers.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What about small
business?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The particular aspect of
premiums that I want to deal with is the buy-out. On
the last occasion when this House met
Mr Theophanous structured an argument about
buy-out and he made the comment that under the
rules of WorkCover where the excess was two
weeks and $378 of medical expense - Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Oika Jika) - On a
point of order, Mr President, debate was held in this
House on this issue not long ago, and during the
course of that debate the Minister had the
opportunity to refute my argument on how
employers have to pay 25 per cent on their
premiums if they want to buy out the excess.

WORKCOVER BUY-OUT PROVISIONS
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - Will the
Minister responsible for WorkCover comment on the
validity of claims that under the buy-out provisions
of WorkCover the premiums paid by some Victorian
employers have increased?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I thank Mr Bowden for his question
and for the opportunity to comment upon the
speculation on the relative costs of workers
compensation, particularly those which apply under
WorkCover compared with its predecessor,
WorkCare.
.
In addressing the issue raised by Mr Bowden I will
leave aside the question of unfunded liabilities and
the extent to which their reduction has affected
workers compensation in this State. I also leave
aside the extent to which Victorian employers have
been exempted from make-up pay and the extent to
which that has reduced the cost of workers
compensation. I further leave aside those Victorian
employers who have been exempted completely
from workers compensation premiums as a result of
the $15 000 threshold under WorkCover.

I welcome the opportunity to comment upon two
issues that go to this important subject, and they are
that under WorkCover the premiums payable on
average by Victorian employers have been reduced
to 2.5 per cent of salary compared to those which

Hon. Bill Forwood - What is your point of
order?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - My point of
order is that the debate has been held and it is
inappropriate for the Minister to use question time
to debate something that has already been debated.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There is no point of
order.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I thank Mr Theophanous for his
attempted point of order because it underscores the
reason why I find it appropriate to put these facts on
the record. Mr Theophanous attempted to suggest
that, because the 25 per cent of premium relating to
buy-out added to the 2.5 per cent of salary that
applies on average across the State comes to a cost of
3.125 per cent, it is more expensive than the 3 per
cent of salary that applied under WorkCare.
It is important to put this matter to rest once and for
all. Mr Theophanous was comparing apples with
pears. If he wants to draw that comparison, he
should compare the buy-out under WorkCover with
the buy-out under WorkCare. If he had done that he
would have found that the comparison under
WorkCare was 3.54 per cent of salary as opposed to
3.125 per cent under WorkCover. I welcome
Mr Theophanous's comments because it appears
that the mathematics he used were basically flawed.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! The Minister is now
embarking on a debate on the merits of a previous
argument. The question related fairly specifically to
the rights and wrongs of a particular claim, which
should not lead into a debate that goes over old
ground. The Minister might care to wind up his
answer.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - My point is that under
the WorkCover buy-out option the premiums paid
by Victorian employers are dramatically less than
those that applied under WorkCare.

WAGE FLEXIBILITY
Hon. PAT POWER Uika Jika) -Hansard reports
that the Minister for Regional Development told the
House that the Industry Commission's
recommendations on flexibility for wages and
working conditions in regional areas was not
supported by "my department or by the
government". Is the Minister aware that his Cabinet
colleague the Minister for Industry and Employment
issued a press release on 21 September in which he
states:
the Industry Commission report endorsed the Victorian
government's industrial relations position.

Which Minister is correct or is this a clear example of
a division between the Liberal and National parties
on regional policy issues?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I am delighted to take the
opportunity to reinforce and restate the commitment
I gave to the House on that occasion.

FLOODS IN NORTH-EASTERN
VICTORIA
Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern) - I refer the
Minister for Roads and Ports to the recent flooding
in north-eastern Victoria and ask whether the
Minister can give an estimate of the cost of repairing
road and bridge damage caused by the recent
disastrous floods?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The short answer to Mr Evans is no. It is
not possible at this stage to make an accurate
estimate of the road and bridge damage caused by
the severe flooding, simply because the flooding is
continuing, despite the fact that the media has, not
unnaturally, lost a deal of interest in it.
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The floods are still spreading over vast areas of
northern Victoria, particularly the shires of Nathalia,
Deakin and Rochester and further on. At this
moment more dairy farms downstream from
Nathalia, Barwo and the Narioka district are being
flooded, more wheat crops are going under and
more roads are being damaged. The Murray Valley
Highway is still under water north of Nathalia, as
are a number of other main roads in the district.
Similarly, in Echuca the high River Murray will
remain so for some time. The water is being kept out
of Echuca by the levee banks. If they are breached,
and they become increasingly weakened the longer
the water stays up and seepage occurs, damage is
still possible. A further downpour of rain will cause
even more damage because it is not possible for that
to be drained while the river is above its natural
level.
It is not possible to give an accurate assessment, but
as of now the damage bill runs to something like
$13 million for roads and bridges alone, about
$7.5 million for local roads, about $4.5 million for
roads under the control of VlC ROADS and about
$1 million for Federally funded roads - to wit, the
Goulburn Valley Highway and the Hume Highway.
It is a massive destruction of vital infrastructure in
north-eastern and northern Victoria. It will be a
Significant burden on the Budget to restore those
roads, but it is absolutely essential that they be
restored as soon as possible so that commerce can
continue and citizens can continue their daily lives
in the normal fashion. Municipalities are beginning
to assess the damage and make claims to
VIC ROADS, and they will be assessed under the
well-established practices that are put in place on
each occasion there is a natural disaster of this kind.
I am confident that municipalities will be treated
fairly in the allocations made to assist and to repair
damage.

WORKCOVER
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Local
Government the current stand off between the
courts and the Victorian WorkCover Authority
where the courts have refused to give up their right
to judge the merits of cases and have therefore not
referred a single case to the doctors on the
government's medical panel. What does the Minister
intend to do about the stand off?
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am intrigued by the suggestion
that there is a stand off between the authority and
someone else -

Tuesday, 19 October 1993

I am saddened by the debate that has taken place
but I am not surprised by it. I put on the record that
there is a factual mistake in the way the honourable
member raises the question because some issues
have been referred to medical panels by the courts.

Hon. T. C Theophanous - And the courts.

LIBRARIES
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - To the extent that there
is a stand off, it is between two professions - the
judiciary and the medical profession.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - The WorkCover
Authority made application and was rejected by the
court.

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) - Will
the Minister for the Arts outline the action taken to
improve cooperation and communication between
local libraries in Victoria?

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The stand off to which
you refer, Mr Theophanous, is in most senses a
division between two professions. I remind the
honourable member that the WorkCover reforms
were to ensure that medical issues regarding
individual claimants were to be determined by
medical assessment teams. The government made it
clear that there was to be an assessment by a medical
panel rather than the system of drawn-out fights
within the courts and the notion of duelling doctors.
Mr Theophanous has his wires crossed if he is
suggesting that there is some stand off.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I suggest that the
House settle down before I call the Minister to
answer the question.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Not a single case has
gone to the medical panel.

I am delighted to inform the House that I have
recently approved 25 cooperative activity grants to
libraries throughout Victoria with a total value of
$987 500. They range from comparatively small
grants, such as the program to establish a pilot
program for a minority language collection through
the Coburg library, to major initiatives such as a
grant to complete the computer links between
Victorian public libraries in country areas. That will
be of enormous value to libraries throughout the
State. One of the interesting aspects of the grants is
the way in which linkages between libraries are
being established, and modem information
technology has made that possible.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That is not true.
An honourable member - Do you want to put it
on the record?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I have just put it on the
record. The argument is that it is the lawyers - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Not a single case
from the court.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - What is at stake here is
a professional debate revolving around the question
of who is most appropriately qualified to make
judgments based upon medical facts. No matter how
many times I talk round it, I cannot change that.
I understand that lawyers are nervous about the
changes because they do not get a guernsey in the
process. My long-held view is that where the issue
to be determined is one of medical fact, the
judgment should be made by a medical practitioner.
That is exactly the cultural change talked about at
the time the reforms were introduced in this House.

Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for the
Arts) - I thank Mr Skeggs for his question, despite
the outburst that seemed to follow. Cooperative
grants are important because libraries in Victoria
will be better able to provide effective services to the
people of this State if they develop cooperative
activities, work together and utilise to the maximum
extent the information and services they provide.

As well as the initiative that sees the completion of
computer links between Victorian public libraries,
two initiatives will enable the services of the State
Library of Victoria to be better utilised by public
libraries. There is a jOint initiative to develop
fast-track, specialised information services to be
provided exclUSively by the State Library to public
libraries, and direct computer links are also to be
established to the State Library's catalogues for
access by all Victorian public libraries. Both those
initiatives will make better use of the State Library's
facilities and will enable people throughout Victoria
to access them in ways they could not in the past.
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A number of projects involve links between libraries
at tertiary education institutions, TAFE colleges and
universities and public libraries. All those steps are
helping to improve Victoria's libraries by being
easier to access and by providing better and more
speedy information.
Although 25 projects are related to specific libraries
around Victoria, 50 per cent of the grants will go
towards establishing or helping to develop services
which will be of use to all library users in the State. I
thank Mr Skeggs for his question and I thank the
Libraries Board of Victoria for the work it has done
in processing applications for the grants. I look
forward to the projects being successfully installed
and improving Victoria's library services.

REDUCTION IN TRAINING
PROGRAMS
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - Will the
Minister for Tertiary Education and Training explain
how Victoria has maintained its effort in training
when the Budget Papers indicate a 22 per cent
reduction in student contact hours in subsequent
vocational training and a 20 per cent reduction in
preparation and transition training?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I do not know what
Mrs Hogg is referring to in relation to those Budget
items. The Budget shows that Victoria will maintain
its effort with technical and further education
courses this year. Student contact hours will increase
marginally over 1993 and in 1994 they will increase
marginally over the 1993 figure. In 1994 some
several million more contact hours will be provided
than in 1992, which is the base year for the
Australian National Training Authority agreement
between the Commonwealth and State governments.
Officials have visited Victoria, as they have visited
all States, to closely examine the proposal to ensure
that this State will be able to maintain the
requirements under the agreement.
I have been informed by members of the board of
authority that the Victorian profile and presentation
were outstanding. That is an indication of the
quality of the people employed in the Office of
Training and Further Education and the lengths to
which they went to ensure the achievements were
made.
As I have explained to the House in answer to a
question asked by Mr White, it has been agreed that
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the savings required of my portfolio of tertiary
education and training will be achieved over three
years. To the maximum extent possible, they have
been directed at areas that do not impinge on the
delivery of services to colleges of TAFE, because
they cover universities and colleges of technical and
further education, as well as administration and the
delivery of services.
I assure Mrs Hogg that next year the student contact
hours set down will be achieved, which, as I have
said, will be more than those set down for this year
and certainly a good deal more than those for the
base year of 1992. It also appears that we will go
close to matching the amount of money allocated in
1992 for the delivery of services of TAFE, because
the savings initiatives have been directed at other
areas.
If Mrs Hogg wishes to ask a particular question
about a particular line item in the Budget, I will
ensure that she is given a full explanation. I assure
her that at a meeting held last week in Melbourne it
was agreed by all those present, including State and
Commonwealth Ministers, that all States, including
Victoria, had observed the requirements of the
agreement for 1994.

STATION PIER
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - Will the
Minister for Major Projects advise the House of the
progress of the reconstruction work at Station Pier,
Port Melbourne?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Major
Projects) - All honourable members will remember
with a sense of dismay the failure of the Bayside
project and the former Labor government's
mismanagement that added to it. Action was
required to ensure that the blighting of that site did
not affect one of the commercial activities in the
area, which is visits by passenger ships and, in
particular, the use by the TT-Line of the facilities at
Station Pier.
As a result we ensured that funds were provided for
work which commenced earlier this year and which
is now nearing completion to upgrade certain key
parts of Station Pier and its environs.
The new facilities incorporate an attractive
waterside boardwalk and viewing area from which
the public will be able to gain new and spectacular
views of the bay and of new facilities for the
TT-Line's new ship, the Spirit o/Tasmania, which will
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commence operations from Port Melbourne in late
November. New cargo facilities will greatly speed
up the loading and unloading of road freight on the
Bass Strait service and have the capacity to turn
around 90 semitrailers each time the ship visits.
The Office of Major Projects is currently undertaking
work to reconstruct the access links to Station Pier.
This is required because of the demolition work on
the Bayside site, which left a massive hole in the
system. That work included the demolition of
Centenary Bridge, which was carried out as part of
the previous government's plan. The demolition of
the bridge and its access ramp removed the only
structurally sound access to Station Pier and meant
that the two remaining wings of the pier had to cope
with all of the traffic, including cars, trucks and
semi trailers. Those wings were never designed to
carry that load.
I am pleased that we have been able to ensure that
remedial action is taken and that we will have a
solution-Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - It is being paid for from
the Office of Major Projects and is part of the
remainder of the Bayside project.
The pier is being refurbished to a standard we
consider will be useful in the short and medium
terms. I am pleased to advise the House that the
arrival of the new Tasmanian passenger ship in late
November and the availability of far better environs
will enhance this important tourist asset.

REGIONAL LIBRARY SERVICES
Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong) - The
Minister for Local Government will be aware that in
the last month the Office of Local Government wrote
to all municipalities proposing the repeal of section
799(D) of the Local Government Act, which enables
the provision of regional library services, and
suggesting that regional libraries be incorporated.
I understand the strong view is that incorporation
would be disadvantageous for regional libraries.
Does the Minister for Local Government intend to
legislate on the matter? If so, will he give the House
an assurance that there will be considerably more
consultation on the issue than has so far occurred?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - The short answer is no. I am not
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intending to legislate. I shall be happy to take on
board any views put to me by Mr Henshaw.

WATER RATES REFUNDS
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Central Highlands) - Will
the Minister for Housing advise the House of the
accuracy of recent suggestions that many tenants are
entitled to refunds on water rates paid prior to 30
June 1993?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) There has been some recent publicity suggesting
that as a result of a Supreme Court case many
tenants are entitled to refunds of the money they
had paid for the water they had consumed.
Mr Craige's question gives me the opportunity to
tell the House that the advice of the department is to
the contrary. The Supreme Court has found in
favour of the Director of HOUSing, who took the
matter to court seeking clarification as to who was
responsible for water consumption charges prior to
30 June this year.
Honourable members will be aware that legislation
has been passed that puts beyond all doubt the
question of responsibility for paying for the water
consumed after 1 July this year. Further legal
opinion available to the department suggests that
the minimum rate has been paid by the Director of
Housing as part of the annual ad valorem rates on
properties. Therefore the director has satisfied all
landlord liabilities for water consumption costs.
There are still some matters to be resolved in the
Residential Tenancies Tribunal. But it is unfortunate
that the publicity may have raised the expectations
of many tenants that they would receive refunds for
water consumption costs they had met, when the
advice is that they will not.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) By leave, I move:
That the Honourable M. M. Gould be a member of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee.

Motion agreed to.
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SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

State superannuation benefits
Alert Digest No. IS
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that a reduction in benefits under the State
Superannuation Fund not be allowed (66
signatures).

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) presented
Alert Digest No. 15 of 1993 from Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee, together with
appendix.

Laid on table.

Laid on table.

Education services

Ordered to be printed.

Victorian Equal Opportunity Act

Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) presented
a petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that, in the light of proposed education budget cuts
by the Directorate of School Education, the role
and scope of education services be maintained at
current levels (67 signatures).

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) presented
interim report from Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee on review of Victorian
Equal Opportunity Act 1984.

Laid on table.

Laid on table.

WORKCOVER

Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) presented:

Laid on table by Clerk:
actuarial report on WorkCover at 30 June 1993; and
report and financial statements of WorkCover
Authority for 1992-93-

given to Mr President pursuant to section 38 of the
Accident Compensation Act 1985.

Annual Reporting Act 1983 - Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training's report of failure of South
West College of TAFE to submit 1992 annual report to
him within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Auditor-General's Office - Report, 1992-93.

Laid on table.
Coal Corporation - Report, 1992-93.

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL
RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Eductor dredging in Victoria
Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern) presented
interim report of Environment and Natural
Resources Committee on inquiry into eductor
dredging in Victoria, together with appendices,
minority report and extracts from proceedings.

Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Minister's order of
6 October 1993 giving approval to granting of lease
(Elsternwick).
Dairy Industry Authority - Report, 1992-93.
Egg Industry Licensing Committee - Report, 1 July
1992 to 11 June 1993.

Egg Marketing Board - Report, 1 July 1992 to 11 June

Laid on table.

1993.

Ordered to be printed.

Estate Agents Board - Report, 1992-93.
Forensic Pathology Institute - Report, 1991-92.
Gas and Fuel Corporation - Report, 1992-93.
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Grants Commission - Report, year ended 31 August
1993.
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 - Amended
documents replacing documents tabled on 13 May 1993
which were applied, adopted or incorporated by the
Local Government (Reporting and Accounting)
Regulations 1992 (Statutory Rule No. 276/1992):
Statement of Accounting Concepts - SAC 4 Definition and Recognition of the Elements of
Financial Statements (issued 3.92) (amended 3.93),
pages 0053-0056 and 0085-0086.
Australian Accounting Standards AAS 1 - Profit and Loss or other Operating
Statements (OS 1.2/301) (issued 12.73)
(reissued 11.89) (reissued 8.92) (amended 6.93),
pages 1005-1006.
AAS 4 - Depreciation of Non-Current Assets (OS
5/302) (issued 4.74) (reissued 11.89) (reissued 4.93).
AAS 10 - Accounting for the Revaluation of
Non-Current Assets (issued 6.81) (reissued 9.91)
(reissued 4.93).
AAS 24 - Consolidated Financial Reports (issued
6.90) (reissued 9.91) (amended 5.92), pages
1291-1292,1299-1300,1321-1322.
AAS 25 - Financial Reporting by Superannuation
Plans (issued 8.90) (revised 5.92) (amended 3.93).
AAS 27 - Financial Reporting by Local
Governments (issued 7.91) (reissued 9.93).
AAS 28 - Statement of Cash Flows (issued 12.91)
(amended 6.93), pages 1487-1488.
Statement of Auditing Standards - AUS 1 (issued
2.77) (reissued 1.83) (revised 11.90) (amended
6.93), pages 2010.1-2010.2.
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AUP 32 - Audit Independence (issued 8.92)
(amended 6.93), pages 3295-3296.

Land Conservation Council- Reports, 1991-92 and
1992-93 (two papers).
Melbourne Water Corporation - Report, 1992-93.
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act
1978 - Summary of Returns, June 1993 and Summary
of Variations notified between 19 May and 1 October
1993.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
Approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes:
Ballaarat (City) Planning Scheme - Amendment
LSO.
Ballarat (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment
LSO.
Bright Planning Scheme - Amendment U7.
Brunswick Planning Scheme - Amendment US.
Bungaree Planning Scheme - Amendment LSO.
Collingwood Planning Scheme - Amendment U6.
Echuca Planning Scheme - Amendments L7 and
U2B.
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme Amendments U4, R19, R21 and R26.
Grenville Planning Scheme - Amendment LSO.
Hastings Planning Scheme - Amendment U05.
Heidelberg Planning Scheme - Amendment L53.
Maffra Planning Scheme - Amendment U4.
Malvern Planning Scheme - Amendment UO.

Statements of Auditing Practice -

Melton Planning Scheme - Amendment L23.

AUP 12 - Consideration of the Internal Control
Structure and its Impact on Risk Assessment in a
Financial Report Audit (issued 1.83) (revised 3.93).

Moe Planning Scheme - Amendment U7.

AUP 14 - Audit Evidence - Confirmation of
Receivables (issued 1.83), Supplement 1 (issued
12.92), pages 3122.1-3122.8.
AUP 16 - The Auditor's Responsibility for
Detecting and Reporting Irregularities including
Fraud, Other megal Acts and Error (issued 6.83)
(revised 3.93).
AUP 30 - Inherent and Control Risk Assessments
and their Impact on Substantive Procedures
(issued 7.90) (withdrawn 3.93).

Otway Planning Scheme - Amendment US.
Sebastopol Planning Scheme - Amendment LSO.
Seymour Planning Scheme - Amendment L26.
South Gippsland Planning Scheme - Amendment
UO.
Traralgon (City) Planning Scheme - Amendment
L41.
Wangaratta (Shire) Planning SchemeAmendment L9.
Warmambool (City) Planning SchemeAmendments L40 Part 1 and U3.
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Wodonga Planning Scheme - Amendment L51.

APPROPRIATION (1993-94, No. 1) BILL

Woorayl Planning Scheme - Amendment L46.

Second reading

Premier and Cabinet Department - Report, 1992-93.
Public Prosecutions Director's Office - Report, 1991-92.
Public Service Commissioner's Office - Report,
1992-93.
Renewable Energy Authority - Report, 1992-93.
Rural Finance Act 1988 - Treasurer's directive of 13
October 1993 to Rural Finance Corporation.
South West College of TAPE - Report, 1992.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Corrections Act 1986 -No. 180.
Local Government Act 1989 - No. 179, together
with copies of the following documents which, by
section 32 of the Interpretation of Legislation Act
1984, are also required to be laid upon the Table:
Statements of Auditing PracticeAUP 34 - Knowledge of the Client's
Business, Australian Accounting Research
Foundation, March 1993.
AUP 35 -Communication to Management
on Matters Arising from an Audit, Australian
Accounting Research Foundation, March 1993.
Optometrists Registration Act 1958 - No. 181.
Supreme Court Act 1986 -Sentencing Act
1991-No.182.
Tobacco Act 1987 - No. 178.
Tomato Industry Negotiating Committee - Report,
1992-93.
Wine Grape Industry Negotiating CommitteeReport, 1992-93.
..

..

..

..

..

Proclamations of His Excellency the Governor in
Council fixing operative dates in respect of the
following Acts:
Barley Marketing Act 1993 -11 October 1993
(Gautte No. G39, 7 October 1993).

Murray·Darling Basin Act 1993 -6 October 1993
(Gautte No. 573, 6 October 1993).

For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development), Hon. R. I. Knowles (Minister for
Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill provides the necessary legislative authority
for payments from the Consolidated Fund for the
purposes of recurrent and works and services
expenditure for the financial year 1993-94, including
amounts appropriated under the Supply (1993-94,
No. 1) Act.
The Treasurer's speech of 7 September reaffirmed
the government's commitment to rebuilding
confidence in Victoria and restoring the State's
ability to provide services and rebuild its essential
infrastructure.
In his previous economic statements to Parliament
in October 1992 and April this year the Treasurer
spelt out the details of the financial problems we
inherited when we came to office and outlined
details of the government's medium-term strategy
for returning the Budget sector current account to a
sustainable surplus during its first term of office.
Early elimination of the current account deficit was
identified as essential to ensure that borrowing to
cover current outlays would cease as soon as
possible.
The initial targets set by the government for 1992·93
have been fully achieved. This has lifted revenues,
established a firm base for containing outlays, and
put the government on course to achieve its
medium-term objectives.
Victoria is already starting to reap the benefits of this
change in the State's finances. Despite the
continuing nationwide recession, there are
encouraging signs of returning confidence on the
part of the State's businesses and consumers. This is
shown in such indicators as gross State product, job
advertisements, retail turnover, new motor vehicle
registrations, the labour force participation rate and
apprenticeship commencements, where Victoria is
now outpacing the rest of Australia.
The Treasurer's April 1993 statement established
planning allocations for each department for the
1994-95 financial year. These allocations allowed for
further savings on unchanged policy projections
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amounting to an estimated $730 million over the two
years 1993-94 and 1994-95. Prime responsibility for
the development of strategies to operate within
these planning allocations continues to rest with
individual Ministers and departmental heads.
To deliver savings of this magnitude a managed
program of work force reductions within
departments will continue to be necessary. In
1992-93, 15 630 employees accepted voluntary
departure packages and a further 468S separations
occurred through targeted separation packages. A
further reduction of some 14 000 effective full-time
positions is expected to be required in 1993-94 and
provision of $1.3 billion for separation packages has
been made in the Budget.
The additional borrowing required to fund early
departure packages adds to interest costs in the
short term, but this is more than offset within a
relatively short period by ongoing savings in salary
and related expenses.
To complete the task of eliminating the recurrent
Budget deficit without further increasing the range
of taxes, the government has no option but to spend
less on services. However, key services are being
maintained and even improved. This is possible
through efficiency improvements to ensure that
Victorian taxpayers receive value for money.
These improvements in efficiency are supported by
Budget management reform, which was identified
as essential by the Victorian Commission of Audit. A
number of reform measures have already
successfully been put into effect in time to exert a
favourable influence on the 1992-93 Budget
outcome. They will be further extended by proposed
financial management legislation which the
government will bring before Parliament in the
current session. This legislation will greatly increase
the flexibility and therefore the efficiency with
which departmental managers are able to manage
resources while at the same time giving them
incentives to improve performance. It will also
enhance accountability to the Parliament by
requiring information about departmental activities
to be reported to Parliament.
The government is committed to honest budgeting.
The longstanding practice of effectively borrowing
from the State superannuation funds to meet lump
sum payouts has been terminated and, at a cost to
the Budget of $1.39 billion, past borrowings will be
repaid this year. Deferrals of Budget sector interest
payments, initiated by our predecessors, are being
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progressively reversed. Last year $67 million of prior
year deferrals of interest were brought to account,
and a further $40 million will be brought to account
this year. Deferrals of grants to non-government
schools are also being reversed at a cost of
$24 million in 1993-94, and deferrals of grants to
municipalities for rate concessions will be reversed
in 1994-95.
On the capital side of the Budget, the government
has significantly boosted spending on new works
projects. Projects with a total end cost of $424 million
are to be committed in 1993-94. In addition, further
funding will become available for new capital works
with an estimated total end cost of $899 million from
special purpose revenue initiatives such as the petrol
levy and gaming revenue. Revenue from the Better
Roads levy will fund essential rural and
metropolitan road works. The additional revenue
from the Melbourne casino will be dedicated to the
Agenda 21 program of major civic projects that will
restore Melbourne's pre-eminence in the nation's
business and cultural life.
Turning to the Appropriation Bill itself, one notes
that clause 4(1) provides for the issue and
application of the sum of $15 621 998 630. This is the
amount requiring appropriation from the
Consolidated Fund in the 1993-94 financial year for
both recurrent and works and services purposes. In
accordance with established practice, subclauses (2)
and (3) of clause 4 provide authority for additional
appropriation where necessary for salary increases
which may be awarded through de terminations or
legislation during the year.
Clause 5 terminates the operation of the Supply
(1993-94, No. 1) Act 1993, while clause 6 ensures that
the total amount that may be expended under the
authority of this Bill and the Supply (1993-94, No. 1)
Act 1993 does not exceed the amount of the
expenditure prOVided for under this Bill for the
1993-94 financial year. Clause 7 provides the
necessary appropriation for this amount.
Clause 8 provides for individual revenue items
received as user charges or specific purpose
payments from the Commonwealth to be credited to
a department's appropriation, subject to agreement
between the Treasurer and the Minister concerned.
Clause 9 gives relevant Ministers authority to
reallocate resources between and within programs,
but not between the recurrent and the works and
services components of these programs. Provision is
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also made in this clause for reporting all such
transfers in the Treasurer's financial statement.
Clauses 10 and 11 provide appropriation authority
for additional funding approved in 1992-93
pursuant to the provisions of section 16 of the Public
Account Act 1958 and Advance to the Treasurer
respectively.
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Annual Parliamentary appropriations for future
years will continue to be reviewed for additional
expenditure restraint in line with the approach taken
for departments. This is necessary to achieve the
government's medium-term objective of a balanced
current account.
I commend the Bill to the House.

Finally, clause 12 meets the requirements of section
21 of the Audit Act in so far as warrant is concerned.

Debate adjourned for Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta
Galla) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned until next day.

Debate adjourned for Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta
Galla) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.

LAND (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

Debate adjourned until next day.

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
1993-94, No. I) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development), Hon. R. I. Knowles (Minister for
Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Honourable members will be aware that a separate
annual Appropriation Act for the Parliament was
adopted in 1992-93, consistent with the
recommendations of the Joint Select Committee on
the Parliament of Victoria set up to investigate the
issue. A separate Bill is again presented for 1993-94.
The Bill provides appropriations for the
administration and operations of the Parliament in
so far as they are funded by way of annual
appropriation.
Honourable members will be aware that other funds
are appropriated for Parliamentary purposes by way
of special appropriations contained in various
legislation. Details of these can be found in table A2
of the Budget Paper The Consolidated Fund 1993-94.
In line with the wishes of both the President and the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly appropriations
in the Bill are presented in a program format
consistent with the 1992-93 Act.
The appropriations contained in the Bill reflect the
same level of expenditure restraint as has been
applied to departments generally.

For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development), Hon. R. I. Knowles (Minister for
Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the Land (Further
Amendment) Bill 1993 is to amend the Land Act
1958 to permit the leasing and sale in strata of
interests in Crown land. The Bill also makes further
provision in relation to licences granted over strata
of Crown land.
The Bill contains provisions that are intended to
reduce the differences between the treatment of land
held by the State of Victoria - Crown land - and
that which is in private ownership. The current Land
Act provides only for the very basic forms of leasing
and sale. Apart from an ability to issue licences for a
stratum of Crown land, there is no capacity for the
State to convey strata interests. The government has
a determination to ensure that alienation of the
State's interests in property assets will be on a fully
commercial basis and provide the maximum return.
To achieve these objectives the treatment of Crown
land must parallel those arrangements that are
available to the private sector. The legislation will
enable government to take the initiative in its
consideration of the sale and leasing of Crown land
and will ensure it has the capacity to respond
positively to the demand from the private sector to
make available, on a commercial basis, strata
interests over Crown land.
The Act imposes a very clear obligation to satisfy a
number of specific requirements that ensure the
granting of strata interests will not adversely impact
on the interests of others. Indeed, the provision for
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the creation of easement rights provides a capacity
to formally recognise and protect these interests.
Existing provisions within the Land Act that govern
the alienation of Crown land will also apply to the
alienation of strata interests. It goes without saying
that the government's administrative arrangements
of valuation by the Valuer-General and referral to
the land monitoring division will continue to apply.
Finally, it is necessary for me to make the following
statement under section 85(5) of the Constitution Act
1975 of the reasons why it is the intention of the Bill
to alter or vary that section. The new sections 134A
and 339A proposed to be inserted by the Bill into the
Land Act 1958 provide, in summary, that no
compensation is payable by the Crown where
certain land above or below roads is used
inconsistently with a road reservation, and where
certain road reservations are revoked in so far as the
revocations relate to Crown land to be granted in
strata.
The Bill also inserts into the Land Act 1958 a
proposed section 412, which provides that it is
intended to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court awarding compensation
where the provisions mentioned above prohibit it.
Specifically, the reason for this provision is that it
would be impossible to achieve the government's
intention of creating more flexible alienation options
for Crown land if grants and leases were delayed or
frustrated by compensation claims.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned for Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta
Galla) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.
Debate adjourned until next day.

PROBATE DUTY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development), Hon. R. I. Knowles (Minister for
Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to repeal the provision of
the Probate Duty Act which requires the
Commissioner of State Revenue to certify that the
appropriate amount of tax has been paid or that he
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consents to a dealing with an asset of a deceased
person before that asset can be dealt with.
Probate duty was phased out over a number of years
and no duty is payable in relation to estates of
persons who died on or after 1 January 1984.
However, the estates of persons who died before
that date are subject to duty. A number of those
estates have not been fully administered and
continue to attract liability to duty.
It is no longer cost effective to administer section 14,
as the yearly returns for probate duty are
approximately $100 000 while the administration
costs involved are approximately $43 ODD, 80 per
cent of which is required for the purposes of
administering section 14.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned for Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta
Galla) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.
Debate adjourned until next day.

TATTERSALL CONSULTATIONS
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development), Hon. R. I. Knowles (Minister for
Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Tattersall
Consultations Act 1958 to exempt profits deriving
from Tattersall operations in jurisdictions which do
not form part of the Victorian lottery pool from the
profit-sharing provisions of section 6(1A) of the Act,
and to provide that only instant lottery tickets with
three identical numbers, symbols or amounts, not
three pairs of matching numbers, symbols or
amounts, are entitled to a prize.
TATTERSALL OPERATIONS IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES
In addition to the lotteries that it runs in Victoria,
Tattersalls currently also conducts lotteries in
Tasmania, the Australian Capital Territory, the
Northern Territory, Norfolk Island, Christmas Island
and the Cook Islands and will shortly commence
operations in the North Mariana Islands.
Subscriptions to consultations in the above
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juriisdictions form part of the Victorian lottery pool
and the consultations are conducted within the
framework of the Tattersall Consultations Act and
the- Tattersalllicence.
As a consequence, Tattersalls is liable for the
payment of duty on the sale of subscriptions in these
jurisdictions, most of which is returned to the
relevant jurisdiction, as well as for a proportion of
the- net profit arising from Tattersall operations in
these places. The above jurisdictions have opted to
become part of the Victorian lottery pool because
their populations are too small to sustain a separate
independent lottery.
Tattersalls, in a joint venture with Rothschilds, the
Bri tish bankers, now proposes to tender for the right
to conduct lotteries in the United Kingdom. It may
in the future enter into similar businesses in other
countries. With a population of about 60 million it is
obvious that Great Britain can sustain its own lottery
and has no need to join the Victorian lottery pool.
Accordingly, these lotteries will operate outside the
framework of the Tattersall Consultations Act and
the Tattersalllicence.
However, because of an inconsistency in the
wording of the Tattersall Consultations Act, a
United Kingdom lottery run by Tattersalls could be
construed as being subject to the profit-sharing
provisions of section 6(1A) of the Act. The
inconsistency arises from the fact that whereas
section 6(1)(A) of the Act provides that duty shall be
paid only in respect of "consultations conducted
under the licence", section 6(1A), which requires
Tattersalls to pay a proportion of its net profit to the
government, refers to consultations in general
without restricting the profit payment to those
consultations which are conducted under the licence.
Since the sale of Tattersalls products in the United
Kingdom would represent the sale of consultations,
that could lead to a situation where Tattersalls could
be liable for the payment of a proportion of its net
profit relating to its United Kingdom operations.
The purpose of the amendment, which will restrict
the definition of a consultation in section 3 of the Act
to a consultation conducted in Victoria, is to remove
that uncertainty.
INSTANT LOTTERY
It is generally understood among the playing public

that to win a prize in an instant lottery it is necessary
to uncover three identical numbers, symbols or
amounts on an instant lottery ticket. The New South
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Wales Court of Appeal recently found in favour of a
player who purchased an instant lottery ticket that
contained three pairs of matching numbers, rather
than three identical numbers. The judgement of the
New South Wales Court of Appeal was based on the
argument that on a strict construction of the words
the player had satisfied the conditions stated on the
ticket for winning a prize - that is, he had matched
three numbers.
As the Premier in his capacity as Acting Treasurer
foreshadowed in a media release on 16 June 1993,
the Act is being amended to make it unambiguously
clear that three identical numbers, symbols or
amounts must be uncovered to win a prize and that
that is the only basis for winning a prize.
Tattersalls has already changed the instructions on
instant lottery tickets to make that clear. The
amendment ensures that Tattersalls will not be
required to pay prizes to players who bought tickets
in the past which have three pairs of matching
numbers, symbols or amounts, and which players
might now present to Tattersalls on the basis of the
New South Wales judgement.
It is acknowledged that the legislation will be

retrospective in its effect. Although retrospective
legislation is undesirable as a matter of principle, the
government believes it is appropriate in this
instance, given that the legislation will simply
confirm what has always been understood by the
playing public to be the rules of the game - that is,
three identical numbers, symbols or amounts are
required to constitute a win. It will avoid situations
where players may make windfall gains in situations
where it was never intended that they should win
prizes, and it will ensure that Tattersalls will not
become involved in expensive litigation.
Importantly, the retrospective legislation will not
impose a burden or liability on any person nor
confer a benefit or create an offence where no such
burden, liability, benefit or offence previously
existed. It should also be noted that other
jurisdictions in Australia are in the process of
enacting similar legislation for the same reason as
Victoria.
Honourable members will note that clause 5 of the
Bill alters or varies section 85 of the Constitution Act
1975 to the extent necessary to ensure that the
courts, including the Supreme Court, apply the
provisions of clause 4 to claims whenever made and
in respect of existing proceedings.
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Clause 4(1) provides that certain expressions
appearing on tickets in instant lotteries are deemed
always to have had a particular meaning. Clause
4(2) limits the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court by
providing that the interpretation in clause 4(1)
applies to a claim that such an expression had a
different meaning, whether the claim was made
before or after the commencement of section 4, and
whether or not proceedings have been brought in
respect of that claim. The reason for preventing the
Supreme Court from entertaining such claims is that
the interpretation given by section 4 confirms the
common understanding of the rules of instant
lottery games by those who had played them.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned for Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta
Galla) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.
Debate adjourned until next day.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND
(BRAILLE AND TALKING BOOK
LIBRARY) BILL
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT
(Hon. D. M. Evans) - Order! I have examined this
Bill and am of the opinion that it is a private Bill.
Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I move:
That this Bill be dealt with as a public Bill.
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In 1918 in response to the many soldiers coming
back from the Great War who had been blinded in
battle, the braille library was established. In the early
days the library delivered its services directly to
borrowers, who despatched and returned their
braille books in large cane hampers on the railways.
In the first 40 years or so of the library only braille
books were produced and distributed. The name of
the library has now changed from simply the braille
library to the Braille and Talking Book library for
obvious reasons. Fifty years after the establishment
of the library large print books were not widely
available in mainstream libraries but were added to
the services provided by the braille library, and they
are still part of the service. The library specialises in
large print titles for children who are not catered for
by municipal or school libraries. Children who are
visually impaired are catered for through the large
print book collection of the Braille and Talking Book
library. Large print books have been a boon for
many people who are visually impaired or who are
growing old and are finding it difficult to read the
fine print of many books.

In 1972 a further innovation of the library was the
talking book service, which has benefited visually
impaired or blind people. The Association for the
Blind considers its information services as one of its
core services, and it is right to do so because when a
person begins to lose his or her sight one of the first
things he or she loses is access to information. An
elderly relative of mine is blind, and one of the
things she finds most stressful is no longer having
easy access to information.

Motion agreed to.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 October; motion of
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training).
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
opposition is delighted to support the Bill. The
Braille and Talking Book library was formed by
Tilly Aston, a most remarkable young woman who
was blind from childhood but who was admitted to
Melbourne University in 1892. She was unable to
complete her studies for her arts degree because of a
lack of text books in braille. It was then that she
gathered together a group of friends and taught
them to write braille. In 1894 they formed the
Victorian Association of Braille Writers and slowly
built up a collection of books in braille. In 1895 Tilly
Aston founded the Association for the Blind.

The Braille and Talking Book Library and the
Association for the Blind have been fantastic service
prOViders in this area and have also influenced other
service providers. I refer here to municipal libraries.
The elderly relative of mine I mentioned earlier
happens to live in the municipality of Moorabbin.
The Moorabbin City Council provides a tape of
informative items to do with its services - a type of
local news service - which is updated every two to
four weeks.
In addition, the Moorabbin library has a huge
collection of talking books. My relative, a person
who loved to read books in her youth and who now
has access to books in the talking book form, had 12
different book titles sitting on her living-room
table - a fair selection. Three of the titles were By
Herself and Her Friends by Joyce Grenfell, another
relatively new novel by Joanna Trollope and a book
by Virginia Woolfe.
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Although many young people take for granted that
we have talking books for people of my age, I
always consider it a miracle that we have these
things, that libraries supply them and that people
who are blind can discuss classics or novels that
have been released in the past 12 months.
I commend the Association for the Blind on the
work it has done and continues to do. In addition to
its library services and the influence it has had on
mainstream library services, it should be awarded a
plaque naming radio station 3RPH, the marvellous
service that provides radio for the print
handicapped, a cultural treasure. During the
morning newspapers are read and during the rest of
the day magazine articles and further updates on
newspaper items are read, as well as all manner of
other interesting information.
People in other parts of the world would admire this
brilliantly organised service - it is largely operated
by volunteers - which we in Victoria tend to take
for granted. My elderly relative would not have
survived the early months following the diagnosis of
blindness and the anger that goes with it without the
comfort provided by radio for the print
handicapped.
An ageing population means visual impairment and
blindness are great challenges for social planners.
The Association for the Blind has set a tremendous
standard in its services; it remains a tremendous
influence in both metropolitan and country areas for
people from both English and non-English speaking
backgrounds.

ApprOximately 18 months ago I visited the Braille
and Talking Book Library and watched a tape being
put down in Yiddish. It was intended for use by
people of Jewish extraction who had come from
Poland or Russia and whose first language was
Yiddish. Although many of those people have good
English, as they grow older and lose their sight their
original language becomes more and more
important to them.
The woman who read the story in Yiddish was a
noted actress in the Yiddish theatre. Many people in
the theatre donate their services to the Association
for the Blind and to radio for the print
handicapped - it is a service that taps into
everything.
At the same time work was being done on the
production of tapes in Vietnamese. Although by
most standards the Vietnamese community is a
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newly arrived community, some of its members are
visually impaired and workers from the Association
for the Blind had assessed there was a need for
assistance.
The merger of the Association for the Blind and the
Braille and Talking Book Library, which occurred in
1990, has been a healthy and beneficial merger. The
waiting list has been substantially caught up and
distribution problems have also largely been dealt
with. I understand that the association requested
this Bill.
Following a short conversation with the Executive
Director of the Association for the Blind, Mr John
Cook, I was assured that not only was the
association delighted that the Minister was
introducing the Bill, but also that it hoped for a
speedy passage so that gifts, bequests and other
dispOSitions made to the library will pass to the
association.
From what I know as a former Minister and from .
personal experience I cannot speak highly enough of
tlle services of the Association for the Blind and the
people who work for it; its resourcefulness, practical
initiatives and ability to plan solidly for the future
make it an organisation of the utmost stature and
importance.
The opposition has great pleasure in supporting
what is really a technical Bill. We wish the
Association for the Blind and the Braille and Talking
Book Library every success in their future activities.
We also wish the former president, Mrs Diana Jones,
and the executive director, Mr John Cook, and the
staff every success. We hope that in its own small
way the Bill facilitates the work they are doing.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

I thank the House for its support of the Bill. In
particular I thank Mrs Hogg for her understanding
and sensitive appreciation of the Bill and the work
done by the Association for the Blind. I am sure we
all agree with the sentiments she expressed.
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The association is a worthwhile organisation that
brings a lot of joy to and allows participation by
many people in the community. I am pleased that
the House supports the Bill, which will enhance the
association's ability to provide services in the future.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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Later I shall demonstrate some of the concerns the
residents have about their long-established
communities being, in their view, artificially and
arbitrarily divided by a roadway. People in the
communities of North Melbourne, Flemington and
Kensington have expressed concern that the
residents on the opposite side of the street Macaulay Road is a classic example - will now live
in a different municipality and the tradition of
community bonding, interaction and participation
that makes it possible for them to feel structurally
part of one family has been torn from them.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 September; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government).
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - The opposition
opposes the City of Melbourne Bill and I place on
record some of the reasons for that position. Some
black days have occurred in Victoria since the
election of the coalition government in October last
year. People in the community talk with despair
about the introduction of the State deficit levy and
the injustice and inequity that represents. People in
Geelong considered that the City of Greater Geelong
Bill substantially interfered with their democratic
rights and last Friday was a particularly black day
for education.
Today we are addressing what people in the
community view as another black day in the
democratic process; the decision of the government
to take action against the City of Melbourne. This is
the ninth council the coalition government has
sacked, terminated or shown the door in 12 months.
As the opposition has done in the past, today I seek
to set out the differences in philosophy and process
between the coalition government and the
opposition.
People in the community have contacted the
opposition expressing concern about the impact this
decision will have on the City of Melbourne. They
are equally concerned about the impact it will have
on the cities of Port Melbourne, South Melbourne,
Richmond, Collingwood and Fitzroy. These matters
have been brought to our attention by people who
have long been resident in those communities. They
are concerned about their future rights as residents
and ratepayers. They are concerned about the
reduction of council services in regions such as
Flemington and Kensington. They anticipate
substantial increases in rates in those regions.

Government members would acknowledge that
changes affect people; people represent the human
face of government decisions. I have said before that
I recognise the government's right and obligation to
proceed with the changes to which it is committed,
but its decision about splitting communities is
unfortunate and, in the view of many people,
unnecessary. It will sow seeds of discontent, concern
and alarm.
Ratepayers in the City of Melbourne say they have
been disenfranchised because no clear indication has
been given that democratic elections will be held.
They say the decision to have a revamped,
reorganised Melbourne City Council is an
unnecessarily heavy-handed and arbitrary decision.
It would have been more democratic and more
acceptable if there had been an immediate
opportunity, or at least a time line in the future, for
them to practice democracy in local government
level through the ballot box.
People in the communities affected by the legislation
say they are concerned that the coalition
government is opposed to residential management
of the city. They say the government wants to create
a city council that is centrally dominated and
controlled by commerce and industry - by the
business community - and that the residents will
have a small part to play.
When I ask residents about their concerns that the
city council is dominated by commerce and
industry, they say, 'The parks and gardens around
the centre of Melbourne resulted from momentum
created by resident ratepayers; it was not led by
corporations or businesses". An example supplied
was the decision to create a native landscape at
Royal Park. Concerned residents ask whether such a
project would have got off the ground under a city
council dominated by commerce and industry.
Residents wonder whether that project will
continue. More sadly, the question in some people's
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minds is, "Will that project be reversed?" They
wonder whether a commercially orientated city
council will have a different view about the
appropriate use for that land than a residentially
influenced Melbourne City Council.
The opposition supports the concerns expressed by
many residents of the City of Melbourne who
believe commercial control of the Melbourne City
Council will substantially change the style and
character of Melbourne. They believe the residential
areas of West Melbourne, North Melbourne, East
Melbourne and South Carlton could become light
industrial areas because of their proximity to the
central business district. They are concerned about
the different approach that might be taken to traffic
planning. They are concerned that the coalition
government will allow the spread of high-rise office
accommodation outside the central business district.
They believe that will infringe on the current
residential living in those suburbs.
One of the classic examples that has been suggested
to me by people who are concerned about this new
direction is the Queen Victoria Market. Many people
believe under the type of council the government is
proposing the market site might become an
international hotel or bus terminal. They agree with
the early residents of the City of Melbourne who
lobbied, argued, fought, scratched and shouted in
their attempts to retain and upgrade the Queen
Victoria Market to ensure that it continued to
perform an important function. I support their
concern about whether a Melbourne City Council
dominated by commercial representatives, driven by
the aspirations and motives that commerce and
industry leaders have, will guarantee the survival of
facilities such as the market and Royal Park. Will
they be supported and replenished as they have
been under the Melbourne City Council?
Many people believe Lygon Street, which is
supported by small not big business, is the centre of
the multicultural restaurant industry. Those people
support small business and understand the role that
family businesses can play. They wonder whether,
under the new City of Melbourne, the ambience and
atmosphere of places such as Lygon and Brunswick
streets will continue to exist or whether people will
have different ideas about the way those retail strips
might commercially prosper and what sorts of
people should be allowed to operate businesses
there. They wonder whether there will be a change
from the commitment of the former Labor
government to small business and whether family
businesses will be seriously affected in those areas.

SOl

The opposition argues for the retention of a strong
Melbourne City Council that properly reflects what
major international cities are like. It wants a proper
balance between the level of commerce existing in
international cities and the residential component
that is necessary to make any international city
healthy.
The opposition is concerned that if the Melbourne
central business district is pushed towards
commerce it will irrevocably lead to a situation
where the services available to residents and the
rates that they will be required to pay will be a
substantial disincentive to living in the city.
Together with the planning changes that the new
council might introduce there will be an exodus of
residents from the City of Melbourne at a time when
most international cities are trying to reverse the
trend.
The Kennett coalition government has no vision for
Melbourne. It is interesting that in the few days that
have passed since the government's announcement
no leader has come forward and said that he or she
would like to head up the City of Melbourne. No
prominent person has come forward.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER -Mr Atkinson scoffs. I
would love to hear the list of people he believes
have put themselves forward seeking that task.
I remind the House that in 1981 administrators were
installed in the City of Melbourne. The coalition
government should have learnt a lesson from that
experience. It is important for any city to have a
democratically-elected council. The appointment of
administrators is not the correct way to bring about
this process of change.
At 1 p.m. on 28 September this year the Minister for
Local Government and the Premier made their
official announcement about the City of Melbourne.
At that time the Minister said:
The first point I would like to make is that this is not
the Melbourne City Council being sacked for
incompetence or any other issues ...
It seemed to us to be a bit unfair and impractical to ask
existing councillors to manage the change.

I consider that his comments demonstrate the
difference in philosophy and process between the
government and the opposition. If the councillors
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were not sacked for incompetence or for any other
issue, why were they sacked? Who made the
decision? What consultation did the government
undertake before concluding that it would be "a bit
unfair and impractical to ask existing councillors to
manage the change"? I am not sure whether there is
consensus in the community or among councillors
about that position. It is unfortunate and perhaps
patronising that the councillors were dismissed, not
just from office but from having the opportunity of
managing the processes of change.
At the outset I said that it is not helpful, when
seeking community change, to remove democracy
and the right of the community to determine
through the ballot box whom it wants to hold public
office. It is clear that if the ballot-box element had
been present in the City of Greater Geelong and City
of Melbourne experiences greater community
acceptance and ownership of the changes would
have been apparent.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You can't let the people
have a say, Pat.
Hon. PAT POWER - In his comments on that
day, the Premier said:
Can I further clearly indicate on behalf of the
government my thanks to the existing councillors. Each
and every one of them has contributed to this process.
The councillors are allowing us therefore to reposition
Melbourne.
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positions and tha t they feared democracy had been
abused. Cr Bill Gardner is quoted as having said:
I'm very disappointed that Mr Kennett didn't even
bother to notify democratically elected councillors ...
The very dismissal is a blatant breach of democracy.

Other councillors commented about the lack of a
democratic process. Cr Martin Brennan states:
It is clearly the action of a Premier who thinks he has

the right to dismiss democratically elected
representatives. This is a sad day in the history of
Melbourne.

Those who heard or read reports of the Premier's
comments were led to the conclusion that the
Melbourne City Council had contributed to the
process or had allowed the process to develop;
however the comments of councillors lead one to a
different conclusion. The adjoining municipality of
South Melbourne will also be affected. Its mayor
states:
I am particularly angry that this decision was the result
of a secret process.

He was referring to the process which, according to
the Premier, included contributions by the MCC
councillors and was one that they allowed to
happen. The mayor said:
Despite assurances before the State election, the
Premier refused to see us.

I do not accuse the Premier of being untruthful but it
is a considerable exaggeration to say that every
councillor of the City of Melbourne contributed to
the process that led to the introduction of the
legislation. It is provocative to suggest that the
Melbourne councillors are, in the Premier's words,
"allowing us" to do so. The Premier's public
announcement that "each and every one" has
contributed to the process or has allowed this
legislation to proceed is not something I would say.
Had I made that statement and were I consequently
accused of being untruthful, I would find it difficult
to refute.

I await with interest the comments of government
members about whether that claim is correct. Did
the coalition government give an undertaking prior
to the State election that it would talk to the
municipalities affected by its decision? I do not
contest the government's right to proceed with
change; I merely illustrate that the decision on the
City of Melbourne -like that made on the City of
Greater Geelong - is flawed. Decisions affecting
due process and democracy would have achieved
better results if such considerations had been
addressed.

Let us consider the views of the dismissed
councillors of the City of Melbourne. The Age of
29 September contained the headline ''Dismissed
councillors fear an abuse of local democracy". Those
are the same councillors that the Premier claims
"have allowed us" or "have contributed" to the
process. The article reports that the councillors were
bitter about being dismissed from their elected

I have already referred to the comments of
councillors of the MCC and the Mayor of South
Melbourne. The Herald Sun of 29 September reports
statements made on behalf of the City of Port
Melbourne which condemn the changes saying they
would do nothing to boost the efficiency of inner
city government. On 24 September the Age
published a letter from the President of the
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Municipal Association of Victoria who, in
anticipation of the legislation, said:
Local government around Victoria is getting tired of
people in high places making statements about sacking
councils because they are allegedly inept, inefficient or
parochial. It displays an ignorance of reality.

He further states:
There is absolutely no need to sack Melbourne City
Council ... even if boundaries are changed.

Then, most importantly, he states:
Change should be managed in such a way that citizens
who have taken on the demanding role of elected
councillors as volunteers are not treated in a
high-handed manner by citizens who have been elected
as paid members of Parliament and Ministers of the
Crown.

A substantial body of community evidence supports
the opposition's alarms and concerns about the Bill.
We say it is flawed and we oppose it. In support of
its argument that the Bill should be withdrawn, the
opposition has community evidence.
It is my understanding that apprOXimately 7500

residents within the boundaries of the Melbourne
City Council will reside within the municipality of
Fitzroyand that approximately 12 800 will live in
the municipality of Essendon. I mentioned earlier
that many of the residential areas affected by the
legislation are areas in which people have lived for
substantial periods. They are settled communities
and have had longstanding levels of coopera tion
and participation within their municipalities. It is
unfortunate that those communities will be
dissected.
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long-term spending commitments will be honoured.
Some of the spending commitments affect street
works and tree planting in Kensington and
Flemington and the renovation of the North Carlton
library in Ra thdowne Street.
The opposition has received a list of concerns and
alarm bells during its consultation and dialogue
with the community. The consultation has been
conducted in a climate where people recognise the
need for adjustments to municipal boundaries, as
was the case with the City of Greater Geelong Bill.
So the opposition and the community are not in the
trenches over this issue, but the community is
looking for good government and a process for
making deliberations so that the outcomes are
managed and there is a substantial level of
ownership about the decisions that will be made.
When the government operates behind closed doors
it is cutting off the generoSity, goodwill and
cooperation that exist in the community.
Many people are concerned about the implications
of clause 9, which refers to the meetings of the
commissioners of the Melbourne City Council. I do
not remember whether the City of Greater Geelong
Bill had a similar clause, but clause 9(3) of the City of
Melbourne Bill states:
The call of the first meeting may be made without the
giving of any prior public notice.

What should people make of such an explicitly
worded clause? Is it reasonable for people to
conclude that the first meeting will be held in secret?
Is it reasonable for people to conclude that the
government is seeking to hold the first meeting of
the commissioners in secret?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Not at all.

The Melbourne City Council has advised that the
cost of the delivery of services to residents of North
Carlton, Flemington and Kensington will exceed the
amount collected from rates. It has advised the
councils of Essendon and Fitzroy that they will have
to foot the bill for the delivery of those services. That
led to the Mayor of Fitzroy advising the residents of
North Carlton that their rates for a lesser service will
increase. If the mayor's comments are unwise I wait
with interest to hear an assurance from the
government.
Melbourne City councillors who represent the
residential areas of North Carlton, Flemington and
Kensington cannot obtain an assurance that

Hon. PAT POWER - The Minister says that is
not a reasonable conclusion. That being the case, the
Minister may explain why subclause (3) is so
worded. Either the first meeting will be held after
due public notice, in which event anybody who
wants to attend may attend the meeting, or it will be
held without public notice, which the legislation
allows. If the government wanted people to know
about the first meeting it would say that the call of
the first meeting will be subject to public notice, but
if it wanted the first meeting to be held in secret
without the giving of any public notice it would
draft the subclause in the way it is drafted.
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Proposed section 136A of the Local Government Act,
inserted by clause 18, refers to the powers of the
Minister in respect of the use of revenue. Proposed
section 136A(3) states:
The Melbourne City Council must provide to the
Minister any information which the Minister requires
so as to determine whether the Melbourne City Council
has complied with an order under sub-section (1).

No definition is included to indicate what the
information might be. It is an open-ended demand,
and the Minister could ask the council to provide all
documents it has in its records.
Hon. C. A. Strong - It is complying with the
order under subsection (1).
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Strong is implying by
his interjection that the people in the community on
whose behalf I am raising these concerns are
dimwitted because they have not read proposed
subsection (1).
Hon. C. A. Strong - No, just you.
Hon. PAT POWER - I do not mind Mr Strong
accusing me of being dimwitted because that is part
of the reason why he is of the right. The government
is faced with the challenge of accepting that when
people examine the legislation, which they have
done in considerable detail, some clauses cause
alarm.
They are clauses which, in the view of these people,
indicate a high-handed, over-the-top government,
and I look forward to Mr Strong convincing them,
through Hansard, that their fear about those clauses
is unfounded.
Clause 12 is another clause that has caused concern.
It is a transitional provision covering contracts and
leases. Essentially, it ties to $25 000 the value of any
activity that Melbourne City Council commissioners
can undertake in their own right.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, that is not right. It is
not the commissioners.
Hon. PAT POWER -Sorry, the Melbourne City
Council.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That's better, and that
explains why it has been done.
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Hon. PAT POWER - Yes, I am sorry. That is
right. What we see here is a situation where not only
has the Melbourne City Council been told that it is to
be dismissed but until the day when that dismissal
becomes effective the government, through the
Minister, will watch very heavily over the council's
professional activities. Once again, this is not put
forward to contest the government's right to govern.
It is put forward as an example of the substantial
vote of no confidence in the democratic process: the
government is telling these people - of course,
earlier on I reported that the Minister said on 28
September that the council was not being sacked for
incompetence or for any other similar reason - that
if in the meantime the council wants to undertake
professional work that will cost more than $25 000 it
cannot do so without the government's approval,
through the Minister.
This measure is seen as being provocative,
over-the-top and high-handed and indicating that
these people in their capacity of democratically
elected councillors are on the nose; that somehow
between now and the date of enactment they will do
a Christopher Skase, that they will make bad
decisions and throw money against the wall. If that
is not the imputation, why does the transitional
clause exist? If there is not a suggestion that they are
untrustworthy and on the verge of making
unsatisfactory and wrong decisions, why does that
transitional clause exist?
One of the issues that is of most concern to the
community - it is certainly understood and
supported by the opposition -is the capacity of the
community to vote. There is nothing in the
legislation that indicates when the good people of
Melbourne will get to practise their democratic right,
but when they do they will find that if they are
residents they will be entitled to one vote each but if
they are corporations they will be entitled to two
votes each.
When they look at the way the boundaries have
been rejigged and how the residential areas of the
current City of Melbourne have been affected,
that - in our view, understandably - causes them
concern. They can see simply by looking at the
geography of the City of Melbourne that it is to be a
business-orientated council. They can look at the
legislation and say, 'We will have one vote each; but
the geography that establishes the
business-orientated council is such that in fact
businesses will get two votes each". Their alarm is
understandable.
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I shall run through some other concerns that have
been expressed. One of the questions I invite the
government to address is the provision of a
significant explanation, if I may thus term it, of the
access the Municipal Association of Victoria has had
to this process. The MA V is a substantive body in
the local government industry and it seems to the
opposition that the MA V is asserting that its
involvement in the process and outcomes of the
legislation has been less than satisfactory. I
emphasise that I invite a significant explanation of
the access the association has had to the process.
Despite what has occurred in Victoria since October
of last year, democracy still does exist, and I would
like to hear an explanation of the proposal for an
election date. When will the people who make up
the soon-to-be City of Melbourne have an
opportunity to practise their right to vote
democratically through the ballot box, or is the
situation likely to be similar to the situation the
people in the City of Greater Geelong are facing,
where the question of an election gets further away
the closer it gets - if that is not a contradiction.
Hon. G. P. Connard -It is.
Hon. PAT POWER - It might be a contradiction,
Mr Connard, but everyone understands what we are
saying. Residents of the proposed City of Melbourne
are claiming that democracy has been stolen from
them, that they have awoken to hear that overnight
their democratically elected councillors are to be
dismissed, and that without, in their view,
appropriate consultation, boundaries have been
established that take many of them out of the
community in which they live and place them in
another, different community.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The PRESIDENT - Order! I advise the House
that in the gallery today we have the President of the
National Council of Switzerland, Mr Paul
Schmidhalter, who is accompanied by the
Secretary-General of the Swiss Parliament, Mrs
Anne-Marie Huber-Holz. As well, we have the
Ambassador of Switzerland and the Consul-General
of Switzerland to Victoria. I warmly welcome
Mr Schmidhalter and his entourage to the
Parliament of Victoria.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
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Debate resumed.
Hon. PAT POWER Uika Jika) - Democracy is
held dear by the people who currently reside within
the City of Melbourne and those who will reside in
the new City of Melbourne. They are particularly
worried about it given that, in the transition, the
Melbourne City Council will be undertaking only
minor works and will be unable to make
professional decisions unless it has the approval of
the government through the Minister.
The opposition claims the Bill will allow the State
government to direct where local government rates
will be spent. The boundaries will split
communities. I have talked about Kensington,
Flemington and Carlton, where people who have
made life choices about where they want to live in
the inner city find themselves separated by
proposed municipal boundaries.
One really needs to talk to the people to gain some
understanding of their sense of loss and fear. As I
am sure government members would acknowledge
at the local government level, substantial
community networks exist. Local government
officers know where to go to access a service and
they know where the people who need services live,
so the communities operate in an effective,
close-knit, cooperative fashion.
From my experience communities such as
Kensington and Flemington are classic examples of
that cooperation. They have an almost natural
support system for anyone who is in need of
assistance, whether it be a shoulder to cry on or
meals-on-wheels. Problems will be faced by those
who will be living in different municipalities. People
on one side of the street will live in a different
municipality from those on the other. The services
for people who have had a lifetime of sharing will be
different. They will need different telephone
numbers for emergency services or for contacting
their local government bodies. The difficulties are
exacerbated by the fact that a profile of the people
living in those communities shows that they are
mainly the elderly and those from non-English
speaking backgrounds. The change will be a
substantial problem for them, and they will need
assistance.
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I invite the government to demonstrate the support
that will be offered to the elderly and people from
non-English speaking backgrounds to communicate
to them the realities of their new lives at the local
government level. Will the elderly be visited - not
necessarily in their own homes but perhaps at
elderly citizens centres - to have these changes
explained to them in a way that they are able to
accommodate? Will the people from non-English
speaking backgrounds have the realities of the
changes explained in their community languages?
What decisions has the government made to ensure
that these people are able to learn of the changes and
read about them in their own languages?

the Bill is passed, just as it did not go away when the
City of Greater Geelong Bill was passed.

The government has given to business and
commercial interests the central business district
plus the prime assets of South Melbourne, Port
Melbourne and Essendon, and my colleagues will
expand on that point. It is reasonable for the
opposition to ask why that has occurred and to
challenge the government to refute our claim that it
is a reward to big business interests.

Indeed, the Melbourne City Council has already
advised the Municipal Employees Union and the
Australian Services Union (Victorian Branch) that its
prior undertaking that there would be no further job
shedding is no longer valid. I accept that it is
possible for the government to say, "This is a
decision that flows from factors other than our
legislation", but that would be stretching it! The fact
is that the Melbourne City Council has advised the
unions that it can no longer stand by the
undertaking it gave earlier this year, after it had
reduced its work force by 25 per cent over three
years, that no further jobs would be shed.

In many ways the Bill is history repeating itself,
because in 1981 the then Liberal government sacked
the Melbourne City Council, and I notice that the
National Party component of the coalition has not
altered its judgment on these matters. I notice also
that there is some evidence to suggest that the
Premier and the Minister have different views.
I invite honourable members to look back at what
happened after the 1981 decision and to ask whether
the City of Melbourne prospered during that period
or whether it was not until the reinstatement of a
democratically elected council and the election of a
Labor government that the City of Melbourne
started to come alive.
One of the issues often forgotten in these major
decisions is the future of the workers employed by
local councils. What will happen to them? One of the
great problems resulting from the changes in the
education field has been the morale of the people
working in that industry. During the debate on the
City of Greater Geelong Bill Mr Henshaw went to
great pains to point out that when a legislative
change such as this is made not only does it affect
residents of the relevant municipalities but it also
has a substantial effect on the morale of the work
force. Most reasonable people would acknowledge
that substantial trauma was experienced by a
significant number of employees in the Geelong
area. We now have the same situation with the City
of Melbourne, and the issue will not go away when

People right across Victoria know that the
government is about substantial structural change,
and that is why teachers are fearful for their futures
and their profession. The same issue concerns local
government employees. It is clear that there was no
guarantee of a job for those employed by the City of
Greater Geelong and now the City of Melbourne so
that they can go to bed at night and wake in the
morning and be sure that they will not be affected
by these changes and that their jobs and their careers
will be secure.

I take this opportunity to put on record the concerns
of the broader community. It is critical that we do
not forget the people who keep the Melbourne City
Council ticking over. I shall now refer to a resolution
carried at the meeting of the Melbourne City Council
last night, and I request that the Minister respond to
the issues raised.
Last night the Melbourne City Council resolved that
it would assess the views of the ratepayers and
residents within the proposed annexed area by
conducting a poll in line with the Municipal
Association of Victoria policy asking voters whether
or not they were in favour of or opposed to such
so-called annexation.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - He predicted this in his
second-reading speech!
Hon. PAT POWER - That means the Minister
for Local Government will have an answer. I ask the
Minister to address the question of whether he
believes the conduct of such a poll is appropriate
and what regard he or the government will give to
the findings. The resolution in part says:
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The council expresses its extreme dismay at the failure
of the State government to implement the council
policy as outlined in Reforms to Effective City Government
... particularly in respect to ... removal of residents and
other ratepayers of North Cariton, Flemington,
Kensington and North Melbourne from the City of
Melbourne ... taking away the fundamental democratic
rights of elected councillor representation ... (that the)
Minister for Local Government be informed that this
council led the reform processes for inner city reform.
However, the Bill does not accurately reflect the
council's preferred direction for such reform.

That resolution is interesting when one remembers
the comments made by the Premier when he
implied that each and every councillor had
participated in the process. The resolution also
invited the Minister to attend a public meeting in
North Carlton tomorrow night when the legislation
will be explained to residents.
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accepted by the conference. Those principles include
a commitment to the role of local government with
municipalities being retained so that we do not
repeat the circumstances experienced by people in
Geelong and in the City of Melbourne.
I shall read three brief extracts from a letter
circulated to the Victorian press on
15 September 1986. The Portland Observer - it is a
good paper - was one of a number of rural
newspapers that carried a letter from Jeff Kennett,
the then Leader of the OppOSition, which states in
part:
I thank and congratulate those of your readers who
actively worked against Mr Cain's plans to force
council amalgamations.

This is where it gets exciting.
The Liberal Party -

What evaluation has the government made of
similar exercises across Australia? I invite members
of the government to put their views about the
Sydney experience and I also invite them to
comment on whether the Sydney City Council has
been a financial and administrative disaster. What is
the truth?

obviously he can now speak for the National Party
aswellwill continue to give rural Victoria tough leadership on
all issues - now, and when we are returned to office.

He continues:
Hon. R. M. Hallam -And what relevance that
might have!
Hon. PAT POWER -Absolutely! Is it right that
in the Sydney council elections of some 17 000
eligible voters only 12000 voted. Those who chose
not to vote were not residents but were
corporations - the business houses. Is that
consistent with the government's view of how
democracy ought to be reflected?
I shall conclude by expressing the policy of the
Australian Labor Party on the City of Melbourne. At
the last ALP State conference it was resolved that:
(The ALP) condemns the State government for its
proposal to create a CBD-based council.
(The ALP) gives notice that if the proposal proceeds the
decision will be reviewed by an ALP State government.
(The ALP) rejects a proposal which takes the assets of
neighbouring councils and rejects and hives off
residential communities.

A set of principles that would control the ALP
commitment to local government reform was

The Liberal Party, on your behalf, will continue to
defend your right to live where you wish, and be
administered by the local government system of your
choice.

I do not know whether that is a somersault or a
turnaround.
I conclude by saying that the opposition does not
stand in the way of change: it understands that all
communities need to be led into the future and that
there are good ways of going about that change and
less than satisfactory ways. Like the City of Greater
Geelong Bill, this legislation has too many
unsatisfactory elements to it which interfere with
democratic rights and tip upside down the
communities in which people have lived for long
periods. The Bill puts in place decisions about
boundaries and management so that few people in
the community will feel a sense of ownership.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) - I am
pleased to support this Significant legislation
because it reflects the government's policy of
revitalising the City of Melbourne and the State. The
Bill confirms Melbourne's role as the capital of
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Victoria and puts in place a local government
structure that will ensure that the city continues to
be one of the world's finest and leading cities into
the next century.
I am disappointed that the opposition opposes the
Bill and does not see the opportunities it presents for
a revitalised Melbourne as a centrepiece for this
State through its international and national standing.
I was disappointed that Mr Power, the spokesman
for the opposition in this area, did a lot of nitpicking
but did not propose any alternatives. As so often
happens with the opposition, Mr Power
acknowledged support for the principle but
continued to argue the toss on every issue.
Mr Power queried various clauses of the Bill, all of
which amounted to little in terms of the debate. The
issues were either misconstrued or misunderstood
for the purposes of the debate, and Mr Power did
not recognise the thrust of the legislation and the
way the clauses would operate appropriately in the
context of the legislation.
Great store was placed in the fact that some clauses
provided for Ministerial direction. If Mr Power
referred to almost any legislation he would find
exactly the same sort of provisions. Pertinent to the
Local Government Act is the relationship between
the Minister for Local Government, representing the
Victorian government, and the various local
government authorities.

The power is not to be exercised in a way that is
detrimental to local government authorities or in a
way that questions their integrity and right to
govern their municipalities appropriately. However
it recognises the constitutional powers of the State
government. It recognises the need for the Minister
to have input into some decisions because although
individual municipalities cover a small area of the
State, their actions obviously have repercussions for
their neighbouring municipalities and local
government across the State. That is why it is
pertinent that the legislation include Ministerial
powers. I am sure Mr Power would concede that
that is a significant issue in this debate, and yet he is
looking for problems with the Bill where they do not
exist.
It was interesting that Mr Power concluded by
quoting a 1986 letter written by the then Leader of
the Opposition, the current Premier, Mr Kennett. I
was interested in that because the current opposition
was part of a government that rigorously pursued
the amalgamation of local government. At the time
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that that debate was raging I was involved in local
government and I do not recall the issue of changed
telephone numbers looming large on the agenda as
an issue. Mr Power suggested it was a major
problem for many people affected by the Bill.
The opposition claims to support local government
reform, as the Liberal Party did in 1985-86, yet to my
dismay the opposition has taken an opportunistic
view of local government reform when presented
with this important piece of legislation that is in the
interests of all Victorians.
The coalition took clear policies about the cities of
Melbourne and Geelong to the last election. It made
it clear that it sought to revitalise those two districts
and review their boundaries. There is no secret
agenda. This legislation has not suddenly been
pulled out of the air; it was discussed and widely
canvassed before the election.
Although Mr Power suggested that the
municipalities involved were denied some
consultative process, I -no doubt all of my
colleagues have received the same material - have
received numerous documents from the Melbourne
City Council, the City of South Melbourne and other
municipalities canvassing the government's
approach to the structure and management of the
City of Melbourne into the next century.
Those municipalities realised the government would
pursue a change in the structure of the City of
Melbourne, and they sought input in the process.
They presented cases to the government and those
cases were considered and adjudicated upon by the
Minister, Cabinet and the government.
To use Mr Power's term, the decision does not
match the preferred position of either the Melbourne
City Council or the neighbouring municipalities.
Nevertheless the decision was made taking into
account all the information placed before
governments over many years by a range of
organisations.
The issue of the amalgamation of municipalities is
not new; and proposals affecting the restructuring
and role of the City of Melbourne have been on the
public agenda for a long time. For most of this
century various proposals have been discussed
dealing with how the City of Melbourne should
function as a capital city, how its boundaries might
best be restructured and how local councillors might
better represent the interests of our capital city.
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Many suggestions have been made, ranging from
establishing a council based on the central activities'
district (CAD) to expanding the current council to a
size similar to that of the City of Brisbane, which
includes a number of residential districts. The Bill
proposes neither of those solutions. For example, it
does not propose the establishment of a central
activities district-based council. In that light I take
issue with Mr Power's claim that the new council
will represent only business interests, because the
interests of many others will be represented.
The new municipality will include many areas other
than the CAD. One of the most exciting aspects of
the Bill, which Mr Power overlooked, is that it will
enable the bringing together of all the capital city's
significant assets in one municipality. The State's
major sporting and recreational facilities will be
included in the same municipality as our
educational, cultural and business precincts; and
Melbourne will maintain the residential vitality that
we have come to recognise as a key aspect of the
city. All of us are fond of Melbourne, and all of us
are anxious to preserve those characteristics that
make it the most livable city in the world, as one
survey recently found.
Mr Power claimed that communities would be
divided by the Bill. He said that people on one side
of a municipal boundary would suddenly be unable
to talk, mix or have any association with people
living on the other side. Based on my local
government experience, I am confident that, as
Mr Power continues his knowledge-gathering
travels throughout country Victoria, he will find that
the make-up of local communities is not determined
by lines on a map. Those lines are sometimes
artificially drawn and often quirks of history; and
they certainly do not determine how communities
are formed.
Throughout the State people constantly use the
facilities of neighbouring municipalities. It would be
absurd to suggest that the people of Fitzroy shop
only on the side of Smith Street that is in their
municipality and that the people of Collingwood
shop only on the other side, or that people from one
municipality do not use the swimming pools and
libraries of other municipalities.
Victorians seek out the best services at the most
convenient locations. Based on my years serving the
City of Nunawading I know that most of the
residents of Vermont South use the facilities of the
City of Waverley - including the railway station,
which is a State government responsibility - more
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often than they use the facilities of the City of
Nunawading, simply because the former are more
conveniently located.
Changes in boundaries do not influence either the
formation of communities or the activities they
engage in. That does not happen in rural areas and it
does not happen in metropolitan areas. It is absurd
to suggest that the boundary changes will divide
local residents.
Mr Power expressed concern that the Bill will take
away from people their right to vote in elections. He
said he was especially concerned about the Bill's
failure to specify when elections will be called.
Similar concerns were expressed during the debate
on the formation of the City of Greater Geelong,
when commissioners were appointed to form a
transitional government to oversee the restructuring
of the municipalities involved. Mr Power is aware
that clause 14 provides for the restoration of an
elected council. He is also aware that the Bill makes
it clear that the appointment of the commissioners is
meant to be only transitional.
He also suggested that the current group of
councillors could be retained, despite the boundary
changes. I should be surprised if the claims made by
the President of the Municipal Association of
Victoria in the letter read by Mr Power are correct.
Nevertheless anyone familiar with local government
will know that when boundaries are changed the
retention of the current group of councillors is
simply not possible.
Boundary changes necessitate a spill of councillors
and the calling of elections, both of which are
stipulated by the Local Government Act. The Act
also contains quotas that specify the number of
voters for each ward. Changes in boundaries can
Significantly change the number of voters resident in
each ward, which can necessitate a spill. The
suggestion that the councillors could have continued
to represent the ratepayers is absurd. For example,
some councillors represent areas that will become
part of other municipalities; and the residents of
those areas to be included in the City of Melbourne
would have no-one to represent them.
The appointment of commissioners during the
transitional phase will allow the Melbourne City
Council to be restructured and to prepare - Hon. D. R. White - What is the time frame for
that?
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - I have been discussing
that. I have said that the Bill provides for the calling
of an election at an early date. The Minister may
wish to elaborate on the time frame he has in mind. I
suggest that that will be determined by the progress
made on the restructuring of the council, the
completion of transitional arrangements, the
financial restructuring of the municipalities affected
and the putting in place of a strategy to manage the
new assets to be included within the city's
boundaries.
I am not sure that the government is in a position to
say that elections will be called in 6 months or
12 months, because the election date is contingent on
the progress made by the commissioners. I am not
putting that forward as either the government's or
the Minister's view; that is something for the
Minister to comment on. Given that the Bill has not
been passed and the commissioners have not yet
been appointed, it would be presumptuous of me to
nominate a time.
I do not share Mr Power's pessimism about either
the future role of the council or the fact that it is not
to be controlled by residents to the extent that it has
been. Since its reinstatement by the Cain
government, I believe the council has been
representative of all its ratepayers, both residential
and business. The council has been cognisant of the
needs of its business ratepayers.
The council has achieved and will continue to
achieve the election of people of a high calibre who
have a vision for Melbourne and who are able to
deliver the services for which people are looking.
Hon. Pat Power - You're not saying that those
who are there are not of a high calibre, are you?
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Certainly not. If
Mr Power had listened carefully he would know
that is not what I said. We are talking about a capital
city; we are not talking simply about another
residential suburb, although the residential
component of the City of Melbourne is part of its
vitality and makes for a living city, which is very
important.
I am sure the needs and aspirations of the
restructured city will be met by the councillors,
irrespective of who is elected to the council. In the
past residents had a role in the decisions that were
made. There was a question about whether that
should continue in respect of native tree planting in
Royal Park, the retention of a number of parks and
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the development of the Queen Victoria Market. The
residents of the City of Melbourne were not the only
ones to recognise the importance of those facilities to
Melbourne's character; all residents of Melbourne
supported them, and they will continue to be
supported because they are part of Melbourne's
character.
Mr Power raised the important issue of the council's
approach to traffic management and development.
The current planning responsibilities of the State
government occurred because the Cain government
believed it could not trust the Melbourne City
Council to plan properly for the city and to take
responsibility for Melbourne as a capital city. The
expression Mr Cain used at the time was that the
then council could not plan a chook shed. Given the
move of residents back to the city, there must be a
balance between the planning arrangements for the
city and ratepayers' accountability. I am sure that
issue will be addressed by the legislative controls
and the Minister's relationship with the council via
the Local Government Act. This legislation and via the ballot box - residents will maintain and
enhance Melbourne's essential character and unique
areas such as Lygon Street.
The suggestion that the Melbourne City and South
Melbourne councils were not consulted is incorrect;
they made a significant contribution to the decision.
Various documents were prepared and closely
considered. I did not catch his exact words but in a
recent newspaper article Mr Power said that the
Municipal Association of Victoria suggested that
people in high places - presumably State
governments - should not sack councillors and that
the rationale behind it was that the councils were
inept, parochial or incompetent in their areas of
jurisdiction. It does not need to be said that the
government is not suggesting that the Melbourne
City Council has been incompetent or inept. The
argument is not that the council has been parochial.
The City of Melbourne has done a better job in
recent years; it has made significant progress in
improving administration and adding to
Melbourne's assets.
The legislation is not a reflection on the council's
competence - it has been well led by recent Lord
Mayors. I am impressed by some of the work of the
current chief executive officer. However, a need stil!
exists for greater action by the council. It needs a
structure which better reflects the needs of the city
and the State and which brings together the State's
major assets to provide better coordination of such
facilities such as traffic management. Certainly
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promotion and ongoing development is much
needed.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - She speaks, and I
missed it!

In respect of council sackings, I reiterate that the
Melbourne City Council could not have continued
as it was. Mr Power said that at its meeting last night
the Melbourne City Council sought a poll on the
issue. But who should conduct that sort of poll?
Who should exercise the voting responsibility on
behalf of all Victorians? The issue is not about
residents or the ratepayers of Melbourne; the
legislation goes to the heart of establishing
Melbourne as a major capital city. I suggest that the
issues raised by the legislation ought to be put
before the people of Victoria rather than simply the
residents and ratepayers of the City of Melbourne.
They are all significant stakeholders in the issue.

Hon. Jean McLean - With all those huge
supermarkets and shopping centres outside the city,
people don't come to the city. It's not because of the
suggestions you are making about the council.

Mr Power sought assurances about long-term
spending and commitments being determined by
the commissioners. They will provide a process for
dialogue with surrounding municipalities about the
transfer of annexed areas, future rates and other
consequent changes. There is a process in place for
discussions on commitments that might have to be
made when boundary changes are made.
One change that distinguishes this legislation from
previous measures is that, for the first time, the
boundaries are not being redrawn on the basis of a
particular freeway, road or some other artificial line;
the legislation is designed to reflect the needs of
Melbourne as a capital city and to bring together the
major assets of the State. It is designed to give it a
prime focus as a capital city council and to make
sure that the major assets and their administration
and development are under one authority that can
work constructively with State governments and the
private sector to advance the interests of Melbourne
and the State of Victoria.
Obviously the City of Melbourne is the major retail
heart and financial and business centre of Victoria. It
is the tourism hub of the State. It has sports, arts,
education and culture. But Mr Power failed to
express one important thing in his contribution that
goes to the nub of why this legislation is necessary.
One of the key factors that suggests there is a need to
look at the structure of the City of Melbourne and
address its administration in a different way from
what has been the case historically is the alarming
decline in the role of the city as a retail and business
centre.
Hon. Jean McLean interjected.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - That is fine. I am
appreciative of the fact that the person who formerly
occupied my office understands retailing so well.
The fact is that the City of Melbourne has declined
as a retail centre. It is true that there has been
development in the suburban areas, but much of
that has occurred because of competitive
opportunities. Developers saw that the City of
Melbourne was not able to address the needs of
people coming to the city. The opposition can mutter
on about that for a little while but, despite
multimillion dollar city developments in new retail
facilities at Melbourne Central, the Sportsgirl Centre
and Australia on Collins, we have been unable to
arrest the decline.
In the decline of the central business district (CBD)
and Melbourne as a capital city there has been an
exodus, with headquarters and office developments
going from the city into suburban areas and in some
cases interstate. This alarming trend has to be
addressed. It cannot be easily excused by saying that
it is due to development in the suburbs or
elsewhere. It has occurred because the City of
Melbourne has not responded to the needs of some
developers, corporations, retailers and other people
using the city with the sorts of facilities and
opportunities they have been looking for.

The City of Melbourne, as a capital city council, will
address those issues as well as others that relate to
the funding of Melbourne as a capital city. It plays a
key role in the economic development of the State. It
is clearly the window of our community and it
needs to be strengthened and developed.
The legislation brings about the opportunity to
prepare a corporate plan for the first three years of
the city under the commissioners. It gives an
opportunity to negotiate the transfer of assets with
adjacent municipalities and certainly to start
building some of the major areas central to the
government's platform in the Agenda 21 policy - a
policy that is imaginative, bold and important for
the leadership of this State. The change in the focus
of the City of Melbourne will ensure that that policy
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is achieved and that again Melbourne becomes a
central focus for economic development in Australia.
That covers most of the points pertinent to this
debate. There is little doubt that the resurgence in
the City of Melbourne is very much sought and
desired by the government and by all Victorians
because it will provide an opportunity to stimulate
employment and enable Melbourne to gain a greater
share of the tourism dollar and other economic
development opportunities.
Clearly the need for local government reform and
change through restructuring boundaries will be
high on the agenda in future. This example is
different in that Melbourne is very much the capital
city of Victoria, and this proposal went to the people
before the election as part of the policy of the
government.

Mr Power suggests that the government is handing a
council and major assets of the State over to big
business. I would rather suggest that it has handed
the administration, coordination, development and
promotion of a capital city to a reconstituted council
with a new vision - a vision that encompasses the
needs and aspirations of residents of not only the
City of Melbourne but of the entire State of Victoria.
That is commendable. I look forward to the passage
of the Bill.
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residents. The transformation of Royal Park,
recreating an original Australian native landscape,
may now be halted or reversed. It certainly would
not have been initiated by a commercial council.
Without the intervention of the former residential
councillors, Victoria Market would now be the site
of an international hotel and bus depot. That was the
view of the CBD councillors and would remain the
view of a commercially dominated council. The
development of Lygon Street as the centre of our
multicultural restaurant industry would not have
occurred without the support of residential
councillors and those representing small business.
The commercial control of Melbourne City Council
will eradicate most of the remaining residential
areas in West Melbourne, North Melbourne, South
Carlton and East Melbourne in favour of light
industry to service the CBD. Traffic planning will
revert to opening up residential streets to through
traffic. The coalition government will allow the
spread of high-rise offices and flats outside the
confines of the central business district and into the
fringe residential and light commercial areas. This
will ruin residential living in East Melbourne, South
Carlton, North Melbourne and West Melbourne.
It is essential that we retain a strong compact central

area served by metropolitan-wide public transport.
If the central city weakens it will make Melbourne

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - The first
consequence of the coalition government's decision
to sack Melbourne City Council - the ninth to be
sacked by this government - is that the cities of
Port Melbourne and South Melbourne will be forced
to merge and residents will experience massive rate
rises. The same will probably occur for the cities of
Richmond, Collingwood and Fitzroy, including
North Carlton. The second consequence is that there
will be a significant reduction in council services to
Flemington and Kensington, despite a huge rate
increase, and Kensington will be artificially divided
at Macaulay Road.

more dependent on private transport and freeways,
clogging up the streets and causing pollution.
The coalition government has clearly made the
wrong decision. What Melbourne needs, if a change
is to be imposed, is a Greater Melbourne council
with strong residential representation. It would be
preferable that the forced mergers of Collingwood,
Fitzroy, Richmond, Port Melbourne and South
Melbourne be changed to allow those councils to
form the Greater Melbourne council.

The new legislation allows the coalition government
to direct where rate revenue will be spent. It also
disenfranchises Melbourne City Council ratepayers
for an indeterminate time. This is not necessary
because a restructured council could be elected
immediately.

The vitality of the city is to be found in Brunswick
Street, Lygon Street and Acland Street, which are
close to key inner suburban residential areas. Their
vitality has been preserved and enhanced by the
residents and small businesses in the area with no
involvement of CBD people, as was the case with the
preservation of Victoria Market and the
revitalisation of Royal Park.

The Kennett government is opposed to residential
management of the city. Future control of parks will
be dominated by a commercially orientated council
without regard to the interests or wishes of adjacent

The CBD councillors destroyed the top of Collins
Street and messed up the Mall, the City Square, the
Regent Theatre and Swanston Street; they had
nothing to do with the success of Southbank, the
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Index is divided into:
Bills
Subjects
Members
Questions on Notice

1-3
4 - 10
11- 25
26 - 29

BILLS
Adult, Community and Further Education
(Employment) Bill- Received from Assembly and
first reading, 683; second reading, 719, 856; third
reading, 868.
Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 1; second
reading, 15, 103; third reading, 105.
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill- Received from
Assembly and first reading, 485; second reading,
493,563,571,609,640; concurrent debate, 563, 571,
609,640; Committee, 645; remaining stages, 651.
Appropriation (Parliament 1993-94, No. 1) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 485;
second reading, 495, 651; remaining stages, 651.
Association for the Blind (Braille and Talking Book
Library) BilI- Introduction and first reading, 444;
second reading, 446, 498; declared private and
motion to treat as public agreed to, 498; third
reading, 499.
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Amendment)
Bill - Received from Assembly and first reading,
812; second reading, 837, 1004; third reading, 1005.
Building Bill - Received from Assembly and first
reading, 1335; second reading, 1346, 1493; second
and third readings agreed to by absolute majority,
1502.
Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 879;

second reading, 916, 940, 952; concurrent debate,
940, 952; remaining stages, 965.
Casino (Management Agreement) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 935; second
reading, 937,.940, 952; concurrent debate, 940, 952;
third reading, 963.
Cattle and Swine Compensation (Amendment)
.Bill - Received from Assembly and first reading,
812; second reading, 836, 908; third reading, 910.
Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill- Introduction
and first reading, 325; second reading, 330, 672; third
reading, 674.
Choice of Law (Limitation Periods) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 935; second
reading, 935, 1007; third reading, 1007.
City of Melbourne Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 326; second reading, 326, 500, 505; second
reading agreed to by absolute majority, 527;
Committee, 527; third reading agreed to by absolute
majority,534.
Classification of Films and Publications
(Amendment) Bill - Received from Assembly and
first reading, 973; second reading, 973, 1102; third
reading, 1113.
Credit (Administration) (Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 245;
second reading, 329, 401; third reading, 407.
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Crimes (Amendment> Bill - Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1335; second reading, 1352, 1503;
second and third readings agreed to by absolute
majority,1520.

Land (Further Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 485; second reading,
495, 671; second reading agreed to by absolute
majority, 671; third reading, 671; third reading
agreed to by absolute majority, 672.

Education (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1335; second reading,
1401,1424; second reading agreed to by absolute
majority, 1445; Committee, 1445; third reading
agreed to by absolute majority, 1447.

Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 812; second reading,
835,998; Committee, 1002; remaining stages, 1004.

Electricity Industry Bill- Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1335; second reading, 1461, 1521;
third reading, 1538.

Land Titles Validation Bill- Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1; second reading, 17,
49,80; second reading agreed to by absolute
majority, 100; Committee, 101; third reading, 102;
third reading agreed to by absolute majority, 103.

Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1335; second
reading, 1351, 1520; third reading, 1521.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment> Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1121; second
reading, 1138, 1260, 1294; second reading agreed to
by absolute majority, 1299; Committee, 1299; third
reading agreed to by absolute majority, 1302.
Evidence (Proof of Offences) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 167; second reading,
229, 276; Committee, 276; remaining stages, 277.
Gaming Machine Control (General Amendment)
Bill- Received from Assembly and first reading,
1121; second reading, 1136, 1235; third reading, 1239.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 683;
second reading, 722, 843; second and third readings
agreed to by absolute majority, 856.
Health (Amendment) Bill - Received from Assembly
and first reading, 659; second reading, 667, 744; third
reading, 747.
Health and Community Services (Further
Amendment) Bill- Received from Assembly and
first reading, 1335; second reading, 1344, 1463, 1487;
second reading agreed to by absolute majority, 1488;
Committee, 1489; third reading agreed to by
absolute majority, 1493.
Health Services (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1335; second reading,
1336,1404; second reading agreed to by absolute
majority, 1409; third reading agreed to by absolute
majority, 1410.
Historic Shipwrecks (Amendment) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1; second reading,
106, 178; Committee and remaining stages, 179.
Interpretation of Legislation (Amendment) Bill Second reading, 839; Committee, 840; third reading,
841.
Juries (Amendment) Bill- Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1121; second reading, 1133, 1149;
third reading, 1160.
La Trobe Univenity (Amendment) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 167; second
reading, 226, 255; third reading, 264.

Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 812; second
reading, 838, 1006; second and third readings agreed
to by absolute majority, 1006.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1259; second reading,
1317, 1356, 1377; Committee, 1390; remaining stages,
1401.
Local Government (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Bill- Introduction and first reading, 716; second
reading, 812, 965; Committee, 994; remaining stages,
997. Assembly amendments dealt with, 1403.
Loy Yang B (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1; second reading, 105,
176; remaining stages, 178.
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit oInd Vegetable Market
Trust (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1335; second reading,
1338,1410; third reading, 1417.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment)
Bill - Received from Assembly and first reading,
588; second reading, 665, 775, 796; Committee, 808;
third reading, 811.
Nunes Bill- Received from Assembly and first
reading, 1121; second reading, 1161, 1194, 1210;
second reading agreed to by absolute majority, 1222;
Committee, 1222; third reading, 1232; third reading
agreed to by absolute majority, 1233.
Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill - Received from Assembly and
first reading, 363; second reading, 445, 588, 597;
third reading, 606. Assembly clerical error dealt
with,724.
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Blll Received from Assembly and first reading, 363;
second reading, 444, 675; third reading, 677.
Pharmacists (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 683; second reading,
718,841; third reading, 843.
Physiotherapists (Amendment) Bill- Received from
Assembly and first reading, 659; second reading,
667,743; third reading, 744.
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Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 1335;
second reading, 1339, 1418; second reading agreed
to by absolute majority, 1423; third reading, 1423;
third reading agreed to by absolute majority, 1424.
Police Regulation (Discipline) (Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 1233;
second reading, 1260, 1316; remaining stages, 1317.
Probate Duty (Amendment) Bill- Received from
Assembly and first reading, 485; second reading,
496,674; remaining stages, 675.
Public Holidays Bill - Received from Assembly and
first reading, 971; second reading, 971,1007;
Committee, 1062, 1069; third reading, 1073.
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 651;
second reading, 668, 724; second reading agreed to
by absolute majority, 741; Committee, 741; third
reading agreed to by absolute majority, 742.
Public Sector Superannuation (Administration)
Bill - Received from Assembly and first reading,
1121; second reading, 1233, 1239; second and third
readings agreed to by absolute majority, 1255.
Racing (Further Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 659; second reading,
669,766; third reading, 774.
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 760; second reading, 833.
Rural Finance (VEDC Abolition) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 659; second
reading, 716, 1087; second reading agreed to by
absolute majority, 1099; Committee, 1099; third
reading agreed to by absolute majority, 1100.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 965; second reading,
992, 1073; third reading, 1076.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 743;
second reading, 765, 918; third reading, 934.
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill- Received
from Assembly and first reading, 937; second
reading, 975, 1078; second and third readings agreed
to by absolute majority, 1087.
Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations) Bill Received from Assembly and first reading, 965;
second reading, 992, 1076; Committee, 1077;
remaining stages, 1078.
Summary Offences (Stolen Cattle) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 167; second
reading 230, 269; third reading, 275.
Sunday Entertainment (Repeal) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 363; second reading,
445, 675; remaining stages, 675.
Tattersall Consultations (Further Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 485;
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second reading, 4%, 562; second and third readings
agreed to by absolute majority, 563.
Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 683; second reading,
721,868; second and third readings agreed to by
absolute majority, 879.
Telecommunications (Interception) (State Provisions)
(Amendment) Bill- Received from Assembly and
first reading, 974; second reading, 975, 1100;
Committee, 1101; remaining stages, 1102.
Tobacco (Amendment) Bill - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 651; second reading,
664,747; third reading, 759.
Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2) - Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1121; second reading,
1134, 1302; second reading agreed to by absolute
majority, 1313; Committee, 1313; third reading
agreed to by absolute majority, 1316.
TT-Line Gaming Bill- Introduction and first
reading, 908; second reading, 915, 998; third reading,
998.
Unclaimed Moneys (Amendment) Bill - Received
from Assembly and first reading, 167; second
reading, 229, 267; third reading, 269.
University of Ballarat Bill - Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1121; second reading, 1130, 1140;
third reading, 1149.
Water (Amendment) Bill- Received from Assembly
and first reading, 167; second reading, 227, 265;
remaining stages, 267.
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SUBJECTS

("q" = question without notice)
A

Boating - Patterson River dredging, q 713. Water
safety program, q 950.

Aboriginal Affairs - Needs of Koori elders, q 1124.

Breakwater Pier, 181, 183,287,289.

Aerospace Technologies of Australia, q 321.

Brunswick-Coburg Rooming House Group Management, q 987.

Aged Care - Home and community care programs,
q 78, q 167, q 989, q 1124. Health services, q 79.
Continence aids, 232, 234. Housing for war disability
pensioners, q 323. Auditor-General's report, q 444.
Older Persons Consultative Council, 534, 537. Eye
surgery in Shepparton, q 637. Multipurpose centres,
q 659. Pensioner rate concessions, 679, 680. Palliative
care, q 795. Community visitors report, 906.
Podiatry services, q 989. Needs of Koori elders,
q 1124.
Agenda 21, q 439. (See also ''Major Projects")
Agriculture - Tobacco industry, q 443, q 712. Dairy
and fruit industries, 1257, 1258. Werribee Food
Research Institute, q 1293. Barley growers, 1319,
1322.

Budget - For 1993-94, 174,254,277,332,371,447,563,
571, 609, 640.

Building and Construction Industry - Government
contracts, 355, 357. Report of Economic
Development Committee, 370. Construction
Industry Development Agency criteria, q 952.
Business (See "Industry and Employment'')
Business of the House (See "Parliament")

c
Caravan Parks - Regulations, q 638.

Air Services - Avalon airport, q 321.

Casinos (See "Gaming - Casino")

Albert Park - Classic motor race, q 1371.

Castlemaine, "MAS, 41, 43.

Animals - Endangered native fish species, q 442.
Helmeted honeyeater, 1447.

Chemical Storage - Relocation of Coode Island
facility, q 75, 108, 111, q 1121, q 1370, q 1486. Safety
of Docklands, 355.

Arts, The - Melbourne international festival, q 324.
Somebody's Daughter Theatre Inc., 408, 409.
Museum of Modern Art at Heide, q 638. Victorian
Performing Arts touring strategy, q 794. Grants for
1994, q 829. Maritime Museum of Victoria, q 1207.
Van Gogh exhibition, q 1376.
Auditor-General - Independence, q 369. Reports:
investment management, 1179; management of
heritage collections, 1260; Legal Aid Commission
and Office of the Valuer-General, 1336.
Australian Defence Industries - Benalla complex,
q 795. Bendigo clothing plant, q 1122.
Australian National Training Authority, q 989.

B
Barley Industry - Assistance for growers, 1319, 1322.
Beave Ltd - Financial statements for 1990-92, 1125.
Beech Forest Preschool Play Centre, 1447, 1448.
Bills - Adjournment, 173.
Birds (See "Animals")
BLF Custodian - Reports: No. 23, 10; No. 24, 174;
No. 25, 1449.

Children (See "Community Services - Children")
Christmas Felicitations, 1539.
Community Services Children - Community Support Fund, q 250.
Second kindergarten year, 473. St Mary's School
for Children with Impaired Hearing, 474, 476.
Early childhood services, 683, 708. Preschool
funding, 683, 708. Maternal and child health
service, 683, 708. Speech pathology services in
Broadmeadows, 1175. Beech Forest Preschool Play
Centre, 1447.
General- Home and community care programs,
q 78, q 167, q 989, q 1124. Supported
accommodation assistance program, 108, 112,
q 365. Melbourne Foodbank, 286, 290. Wimmera
West Grampians Neighbourhood House Network,
651. Counselling for assault victims, 652, 653.
Multipurpose centres, q 659. Energy concessions
for health benefit card holders, 760. In Dandenong
Ranges, 1176.
Community Visitors - Ministerial statement on
report, 906.
Conservation and Natural ResourcesConservation - Volunteer programs, q 8, q 636.
National parks: management, 180, 182; chief
rangers, q 325, q 948; fire protection, q 660, q 1206;
use of firearms, q 1065. Milanesia Creek hut, 232,
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233. Endangered native fish species, q 442.
Campus corps, q 636. Proud foot's boathouse,
Warrnambool, q 793. Sand-belt project, q 827.
Anglesea-Airey's Inlet heathland, q 911. Marble
Gully flora, q 950. Black gum eucalyptus, 1113,
1114. Helmeted honeyeater, 1447. (See also
"Environment Protection Authority" and ''Parks'')
Department - National Parks Service, 180, 182,
q 325, q 660, q 948, q 1065, q 1206. Tourism
initiatives, q 714, q 988. Project grants program,
q 793. Staff, 816, 1113, 1114. Unused roads, q 1066.
Daishowa Paper Manufacturing Company, q 1068,
1113,1114.
Environment - Proposed national authority, q 4.
Yarra River: sewage pollution, q 75; passenger
transport, q 441. Alexandra Parade, Collingwood,
q 172. Parks and waterways projects, q 249, q 827,
q 1486. Port Phillip Bay, q 638. Industrial waste
reduction agreements, q 827. Air-monitoring
station, q 1065. Dandenong Ranges-Port Phillip
Bay park link, q 1209. (See also "Environment
Protection Authority")
General- Four-wheel-drive vehicles: levy, q 221;
education program, q 221. Solar-powered vehicle
challenge, q 663.
Water - Yarra River: sewage pollution, q 75;
passenger transport, q 441. Parks and waterways
projects, q 249, q 827, q 1486. Wimmera-Mallee
pipeline project, q 366. Rates: refunds, q 490;
pensioner concessions, 679, 680, 760. Patterson
River dredging, q 713. National Water Week,
q 1124. Urban projects, q 1486. (See also
''Melbourne Water'')
Construction Industry Development Agency, q 952.

Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, %3.
City of Melbourne Bill, 527, 533.
Credit (Administration) (Amendment) Bill, 407.
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1519.
Early childhood services, 711.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1445.
Electricity Industry Bill, 1538.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1299, 1302.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 856.
Health and Community Services (Further
Amendment) Bill, 1488.
Juries (Amendment) Bill, 1159.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 39,100.
Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 1004.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1395, 1398, 1400.
Loy Yang B (Amendment) Bill, 178.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
808,811.
Nurses Bill, 1222, 1229.
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 1423.
Premier's private interests, 562.
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 740,
741,742.
Public Holidays Bill, 1035, 1073.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill, 934.
Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1312, 1315.
Unclaimed Moneys (Amendment) Bill, 268.
Western bypass and Domain tunnel, 226.
WorkCover,439.

Consumer Affairs (See "Fair Trading")

Docklands - Safety, 355. Residential development,
q 635. High-technology park, q 1481.

Coode Island, q 75, 108, 111, q 1121, q 1370, q 1486.

Domain Tunnel (See "Roads - Roads and Highways'')

Coolaroo West Youth Housing Project, 108, 112.
Corporate Affairs Victoria - Impulse Electronics, 354.
Corrections - Report on prison system, 370.
Crime - Law Reform Committee report on restitution
for victims, 990.
Crime Prevention Committee - Reports on public
transport system, 370, 1036, 1037, 1259.
Crown Casino Lld (See "Gaming - Casino'')

D
Dairy Industry - Flood damage, 1257, 1258.
Daishowa Paper Manufacturing Company Activities of chairman, q 1068, 1113, 1114.
Daratech Ply Lld -Report for 1992-93,174.
Development (See "Regional Development'')
Divisions Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill, 17, 105.
Building Bill, 1501.

E
Eastern Freeway (See "Roads - Roads and Highways'')
Economic Development Committee - Report on
building and construction industry, 370.
Economy, The - In provincial and rural Victoria, 1039.
Education -

General - State system, 293, 310, 883. Family
literacy, q 911. School crossings, q 912. Closure of
Enterprise Migrant Hostel, q 1123. School bus
safety, q 1292. Speech therapy services, 1543, 1544.
School Education - Quality provision task forces,
40,43. Bright-Harrietville-Wandiligong cluster, 40,
44. Primary schools: Glengala Park, 109;
Eastmeadows, 182, 185, 354; Nunawading South,
409; Iona, 409; Barker's Creek, 678, 679; Preston
South, 678, 679, 816, 817; Gowerville, 678, 679, 816,
817; Niddrie, 978, 1176; Parklands, 978, 1176.
Sunshine Special Development School, 109.
Closures, 354. Schools of the Future, 409.
Tertiary Education and Training - Vocational
Orientation Centre, q 1, q 76, q 662, 1543, 1544.
Victoria University of Technology, Caloola
campus, 41, 43, 180, 184,534,536,880,881, 1543,
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1544. Course articulation, q 76. Vocational
education and training, 109, 111, q 489, q 637,
q 949. Student service fees, 233, 234. TAFE:
funding, 355, 356; Wimmera community college,
q 367; Seymour campus, q 661; in Echuca, q 715;
Loddon-Campaspe college, q 715; Dandenong
college, Cranboume campus, q 1487. Industry
training programs, q 442, q 1067. Australian
Vocational Certificate Training system, q 949.
Australian National Training Authority, q 989.
T AFE and university pathways, q 989. Common
admissions system, q 1288. University of Ballarat,
q 1483.

Electoral- Doutta Galla Province by-election, 74.

Gas and Fuel Corporation - Bottled gas accounts,
288, 290. Concessions for health benefit card holders,
760.
Geelong (See ''Local Government - Greater Geelong'')
Geelong Regional Commission - Staff, 42, 44.
Disbanding, q 1484.
Gellibrand Pier, 181, 183,287,289.
Geriatric Services (See "Aged Care")
Government Departments and Instrumentalities Building contracts, 355, 357.

H

Employment (See "Industry and Employment'')
Enterprise Migrant Hostel - Closure, q 1123.

Hansard - Report, 539.

Environment (See "Conservation and Natural
Resources")

Health - Discarded hypodermic syringes, 42. Eye
surgery in Shepparton, q 637. Multipurpose centres,
q 659. Maternal and child health service, 683, 708.
Special accommodation, 714. Services in Dandenong
Ranges, 1176. Palliative care hospice for children,
q 1205.

Environment and Natural Resources CommitteeReport on eductor dredging in Victoria, 491.
Environment Protection Authority - Proposed
national, q 4. Reappointment of chairman, q 912.
Air-monitoring station, q 1065. (See also
"Conservation and Natural Resources")

Health Computing Services - Report for 1992-93,
1336.
Helmeted Honeyeater, 1447.

F
Fair Trading - Contamination of merchandise, 1036,
1037.

Hospitals - Admission delays, 180, 185. Preston and
Northcote Community, 180, 185. Queen Victoria
women's centre, 879, 880. Palliative care hospice for
children, q 1205.

Fauna (See "Animals'')

House Committee - Report, 539.

Firearms - In national parks, q 1065.

Housing - Industry Commission report, q 5.
Whittlesea Family Services, 41, 45. Supported
accommodation assistance program, 108, 112, q 365.
Capital works budget, q 217, q 220. Home
opportunity loan scheme, q 245, q 247, 289, 291,
q 322, 353. Departmental finance schemes, q 247. For
war disability pensioners, q 323. In Monash
Province, 408, 410, q 570. Public rentals, q 441. Water
rate refunds, q 490. Redevelopment of bed-sitters,
q 639. Community resourcing program review, 760,
762. For youth, q 912. Brunswick-Coburg Rooming
House Group, q 987. Woodara estate, East Preston,
q 1069. Redevelopment of former Olympic village,
q 1373.

Floods - Response by emergency services, q 363.
Damage: roads and bridges, q 443, q 487, q 660;
tobacco industry, q 712; dairy and fruit industries,
1257, 1258. River Murray levee banks, 715.
Government assistance, q 1125, 1177, q 1290, 1318,
1322, q 1483, q 1484, 1543, 1544, 1545.
Food Processing Industry - Contamination of
merchandise, 1036, 1037. Werribee Food Research
Institute, q 1293. Nestl~ Confectionery, q 1374.
Fruit Industry - Flood damage, 1257, 1258.
Fuel Levy (See "Taxation'')

G
GamingCasino - Machines: limitation on, q 3, 180, 184;
supervision of, q 218. Returns to players, q 167.
Tender, q 169, q 250. Conflict of interest of
consortium member, q 249. Licence: fee, q 363;
finance, q 485. Construction, q 485, q 569. Cabinet
subcommittee advice to control authority, q 661,
q792.
General- Machines, q 3, q 167, 180, 184, q 218.
Community Support Fund distribution, q 250,
q 1375.

Impulse Electronics - Registration of business name,
354.
Industry and Employment -

Employment - ADI clothing plant, Bendigo, q 1122.
Nestl~ Confectionery investment in Maryborough,
q 1374.
General- Abolition of public holidays, q 169,474,
475.
Unemployment - In Mildura, q 661.
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Industry Commission - Reports: public housing, q 5;
regional industry, q 321, q 487; workers
compensation, q 364.
Institute of Public Affain, q 222.
International Year of the Family, q 911.

J

Appointment of commissioners, q 987, q 1124,
q 1209.
Port Melbourne - Restructure, 475, 476.
Preston - Industry training boards, 535, 537.
South Melbourne - Restructure, 475, 476.
Str4thfields4ye - Report on, 48.
Sunshine - Community grants program, 40, 44, 1538.
W4rm4mbool- Proud foot's boathouse, q 793.
Whittlese4 - Restructure, q 1208.

JGK Nominees Pty Ltd,539.
Joint Sittings of Parliament (See "Parliament")
Jolimont Residential Development, q 369.

Local Government Board -Compulsory competitive
tendering, q 79, q 795, 812. Independence, q 715.
Inner-metropolitan councils, q 1123. Surf Coast
councils, q 1207.

K
KNF Advertising, 539.

L
Lands (See "Conservation and Natural Resources")
Latrobe Regional Commission - Composition, q 1125.
Law Courts -Geelong, 107. Bail justices, 408, 409.
County Court, q 831.

M
Major Projects - Casino, q 3, q 167, q 169, 180, 184,
q 218, q 249, q 250, q 363, q 485, q 569, q 661, q 792,
q 1375. State Library of Victoria, q 4, q 1289. Capital
city tram network, q 170. Docklands, 355, q 635,
q 1481. Jolimont residential development, q 369.
Agenda 21, q 439. Station Pier, q 489. Museum of
Victoria, q 1068, q 1287.
Marine Discovery Centre, q 223.
Maritime Museum of Victoria, q 1207.

Law Reform Committee - Report on restitution for
victims of crime, 990.

Medical Services (See "Health")

Legislative Council, Department of the - Report for
1992-93,539.

Melbourne, City of (See "Local Government Melbourne")

Libraries (See "Local Government - Library Services")

Melbourne Foodbank, 286, 290.

Livestock - On country roads, 1256, 1257.

Melbourne International Festival of the Arts, q 324.

Local Government -

Melbourne-Osaka Yacht Race, q 910.

Bendigo - Report, 47. Amalgamations, q 914.
C4stlem4ine - Councillor, 40, 44.
Essendon - Showgrounds, q 323.
Gener41- Elections, q 2. Amalgamations and
restructures, q 6, q 168, q 246, q 323, q 368, 475,
476, q 570, q 637, q 830, q 913, q 914, q 1123, q 1208.
Audits, q 173, q 1292. Rural and provincial
Victoria, q 222, 1039. Institute of Public Affairs
report, q 222. Mutual insurance liability scheme,
q 366. Flood damage, q 443, q 487, q 660. Rating
discussion paper, 474, 475, q 948. Industry training
boards, 535, 537. Caravan park regulations, q 638.
Electoral variations, q 662. Pensioner rate
concessions, 679, 680. Special accommodation,
q 714. Borrowings, q 913. Latrobe region
municipalities, q 1125. Disbanding of Geelong
Regional Commission, q 1484.
Gre4ter Geelong - Staff, 42, 44. Election, q 248.
Transfer of assets, q 439, q 442. Planning scheme,
q 831. Transport interchange, q 990. Budget for
1993-94, q 1068.
Heidelberg - Rating discussion paper, 474, 475.
Libr4ry Services - Cooperative grants, q 488.
Incorporation, q 490, q 568. Funding, q 567.
Melbourne - Restructure, q 6, q 168, q 246, q 323.
Administrator, 289, 290. Showgrounds, q 323.

Melbourne Parks and Waterways, q 249, q 827, q 1371,
q 1486.
Melbourne Water - Privatisation, 42. (See also
"Conservation and Natural Resources - Water")
Memben-

Gener41- Resignation of Hon. J. M. Brumby, 1.
References to female, 43, 45. Swearing in of
Hon. M. M. Gould, 245.
Person41 Expl4n4tions - By Hon. R. M. Hallam,
812. By Hon. D. A. Nardella, 1302.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board - Report of Public
Bodies Review Committee, 663.
Ministerial Statements - Report of community
visitors, 906.
Ministry, The - Premier's private interests, 539.
Monier Group - Design commission, q 1373.
Motor Vehldes (See "Roads'')
Municipalities (See "Local Government'')
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Museum of Victoria - Relocation, q 1068, q 1287.

N

Rural schools, 173.
State deficit levy, 9.
State superannuation benefits, 491.

National Parks (See ''Parks'')

Petroleum Products - Fuel levy, 108, 111, 180, 185.

National Rail Corporation, 880, 1293, 1318, 1321.

Planning - Anglesea-Airey's Inlet heathland, q 911.

National Road Transport Commission - Report for
1992-93,663.

Police - Response to floods, q 363. Doveton station,
1036, 1037. Operation Iceberg report, 1125.

National Water Week, q 1124.

Pollution (See "Conservation and Natural Resources'')

Natural Resources (See "Conservation and Natural
Resources'')

Port Phillip Bay, q 638.

Nestle Confectionery, q 1374.

o
Obstetric and Paediatric Mortality and Morbidity,
Consultative Council on - Report, 609.

p
Parks - National Parks Service: establishment, 180,
182; chief rangers, q 325, q 948; fire protection, q 660,
q 1206; use of firearms, q 1065; Parks and waterways
projects, q 249, q 1486. Moorabbin parkland, q 827.
National reserve system, q 911. Dandenong
Ranges-Port Phillip Bay link, q 1209.
Parliament Business of the House - Adjournment of Bills, 173,
1039. Availability of Budget Paper, 254. Sessional
Orders, 1039.
General- Absence of Clerk, 47. Distinguished
visitors, 50S, 684, 985. Reports, 539. Televising,
539,562, 570. Unauthorised use of microphones,
542, 562, 570.
Joint Sittings - Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation, 400, 597, 6(J7.
Questions on Notice - Effect of resignation of
member,9.
Parliamentary Library - Report, 539.
PaHenon River - Dredging, q 713.
Pensioners (See "Aged Care")
Penonal Explanations (See ''Members'')
Petitions Capital punishment, 9.
Doveton police station, 1039.
Eastmeadows Primary School, 252.
Education services, 491.
Eductor dredges, 10.
Human embryos, 174, 1039.
Iona Primary School, 937.
Macleod Primary School, 251.
Maternal and child health service, 293.
Preschool funding, 9, 174.

PortsGeelong - Reorganisation of authority, q 251, q 1066.
General- Management program, q 638.
Reorganisation of authorities, q 1066.
Melbourne - HMAS Castlemaine, 41, 43. Gellibrand
and Breakwater piers, 181, 183,287,289. Station
Pier, q 489. Crib Point berthing facilities, q 794.
Authority: reorganisation, q 1066; report and
financial statements of superannuation scheme for
1992-93,1335.
Portland - Reorganisation of authority, q 1066.
Preschools (See "Community Services - Children")
Presiding Officers - Reports, 539.
Primary Industries (See "Agriculture'')
Prisons (See "Corrections")
Proud foot's Boathouse, Warmambool, q 793.
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee - Reports:
performance audit of Auditor-General, 1179; private
investment in public infrastructure, 1179; 1992-93
Budget estimates and outcomes, 1259.
Public Bodies Review Committee - Report on
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 663.
Public Holidays - Abolition, q 169,474,475.
Public Transport Bus Services - Safety, 536, 1036, )37, q 1292, q 1482.
Geelong transport interchange, q 990. Inspections,
1036,1037.
Corporation - Information technology outsourcing,
879,881.
Rail Services - CrOSSings: Footscray and Sunshine,
288; Laverton, 880, 881; Sunbury, 977, 979;
Werribee, q 1293; North Geelong, 1318, 1321.
Taxi Services - Industry report, 370, 1259. Safety,
1036, 1037. Tullamarine Freeway lane, q 1204,
1255,1257.
Tram Services -Capital city tram network, q 170.

Q
Questions on Notice (See "Parliament'')
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R
Racing (See "Sport, Recreation and Racing")
Regional Development - Geelong Regional
Commission, 42, 44, q 1484. Rural and provincial
Victoria, q 222, 1039. Industry Commission report,
q 321, q 487. Wimmera-Mallee pipeline project,
q 366. Western Port, 475, 476. Investment in rural
Victoria, q 568. Unemployment in Mildura, q 661.
Wool processing industry, q 792. Wine industry,
q 832. Geelong transport interchange, q 990. ADI
clothing plant, Bendigo, q 1122. Floods in
north-eastern Victoria, q 1125, 1177, q 1290, 1318,
1322, q 1483, q 1484, 1543, 1544, 1545. Latrobe
Regional Commission, q 1125. Nestle Confectionery
investment in Maryborough, q 1374.

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee - Alert
Digest: Nos 11 and 12, 10; No. 13, 174; No. 14,252;
No. 15,491; No. 16,883; No. 17,991; Nos 18 and 19,
1126; No. 20, 1259. Appointment of member, 490.
Reports: Victorian Equal Opportunity Act, 491, 1259;
subordinate legislation, 683; discussions with House
of Lords Committee, 683; Subordinate Legislation
Act, 832; World Conference on Human Rights, 1126;
Australasian and Pacific Conference on Delegated
Legislation and Scrutiny of Bills, 1126; Interpretation
of Legislation Act, 1126; Water (Annual Reporting)
(Amendment) Regulations 1993, 1449.
Senate Select Committee on the Functions, Powen
and Operation of the Australian Loan Council Resolution, 485.

River Murray - Levee banks, 715.
Senior Citizens (See "Aged Care")
Road Safety - Speed limits, q 324. Bullbars, q 566.
Road toll, q 829, q 951, q 1289. Buses: Wangaratta
accident, q 830; regulations, q 1482. Car headlights,
880,881. Warning signs, 978, 979. (See also "Roads")
Road Transport - National commission report, 663.
Roads-

Corporation - Purchase of land at Woodend, q 7.
Rural services, q 77. Outsourcing: information
technology,287,29O,354,357,879,881,979,1114,
1449; road marking, 1256, 1258, 1319, 1322. Strike
action, q 569. Financial management, q 713. Access
to ADI factory, Benalla, q 795. Licensing of
taxidrivers, q 914. Prosecution services, q 1207.
Transport Accident Commission sponsorships,
1256, 1258. Computerised learner permit testing,
q 1291. Bus safety regulations, q 1482.
General- Speed limits, q 324. Snow clearance, q 367.
Flood damage, q 443, q 487, q 660. Bullbars, q 566.
Tourist signs, q 638, 760, 761. Better Roads Victoria
program, q 986, q 1209. Leases for unused, <i 1066.
Livestock on country, 1256, 1257.
Roads and Highways - Western Ring-road, q 6,
q 171, q 1374. Western bypass, q 77, 187,210,224,
q 950, q 988. Domain tunnel, q 77, 187,210,224,
q 988. Calder Highway, q 171. Alexandra Parade,
Collingwood, q 172. Eastern Freeway, q 220, q 224,
q 323,409,410, q 1372. Proposed R-5 ring-road,
354,357. Tullamarine Freeway taxi lane, q 1204,
1255, 1257. Werribee overpass, q 1293. Springvale
bypass, q 1373. In south-eastern suburbs, q 1373.
Signals and Crossings - Footscray and Sunshine,
288. Laverton, 880, 881. For schools, q 912.
Sunbury, 977, 979. Werribee, q 1293. North
Geelong, 1318, 1321.
Royal Agricultural Show - Showgrounds, q 323.
People's Day, 474, 475.
Royal Botanic Gardens, q 567.
Rural Enterprise Victoria, q 913.
Rural Finance Corporation, q 1484.

Solar-powered Vehicle Challenge, q 663.
Southgate, q 441.
Sport, Recreation and Racing - Water safety
program, q 950. Albert Park Classic motor race,
q 1371.
State Deficit Levy (See ''Taxation'')
State Electricity Commission - Concessions for
health benefit card holders, 760.
State Emergency Service .- Response to floods, q 363.
State Library of Victoria - Redevelopment, q 4,
q 1289. Librarian, q 4.
Station Pier, q 489.
Superannuation -Intestacy, 40, 44.

T
Table Dancing, 761, 762.
Taxation -

Fuel Levy - Diesel, 108, 111, 180, 185. Better Roads
Victoria program, q 986, q 1209.
State Deficit Levy - Inability to pay, 288, 290.
Taxis (See "Public Transport" and "Roads")
Tobacco Industry - Alternative crops, q 443. Flood
damage, q 712.
Totalizator Agency Board - Conflict of interest of
member, q 249.
Tourism - Business plan, q 714. Road signs, 7f1J, 761.
Adventure holidays, q 988. Van Gogh exhibition,
q 1376.
Transport Accident Commission - Sponsorships,
1256,1258.

INDEX
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u
Unemployment (See '1ndustry and Employment'')
Universities (See ''Education - Tertiary EduCQtion and
Training'')

433. Buy-out provisions, q 486. Medical panels,
q 487, 534, 537, 1180. Privacy, q 567. Termination
of payments, q 639, q 828, q 949, q 1122, 1180,
1320, 1323. Notional earnings, 651, 652, 978, 979.
WorkCover advisory committee, q 951. Alleged
rorting, q 1485.

y

v
Valuers - Registration, 652, 653.

Yarra River - Sewage pollution, q 75, Transport, q 441.

Van Gogh Exhibition, q 1376.

Youth Affairs (See "Community Services" and
"Housing'')

VIC ROADS (See "Roads - Corporation'')

Youth Parliament, 217.

Victoria Police (See ''Police'')
Victorian Casino Control Authority (See "Gaming Casino'')

z
Zoos - At Werribee Park, 182, 184.

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 400,597, 6IJ7.
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences - Marine
Discovery Centre, q 223.
Vistel Ltd - Report, 765.

w
Water (See "Conservation and Natural Resources'')
Water (Annual Reporting) (Amendment) Regulations
1993,1449.
Werribee Food Research Institute, q 1293.
Werribee Park, 182, 183.
Western Bypass (See "Roads - Roads and Highways'')
Western Ring-road (See "Roads - Roads and
Highways'')

Whittlesea Family Services, 41, 45.
Wimmera West Grampians Neighbourhood House
Network,651.
Wine Industry -Great Western, q 832.
Women's Affairs - Table dancing, 761, 762. Queen
Victoria hospital women's centre, 879, 880.
Wool Processing Industry - Expansion, q 792.
WorkCover-

Authority - Media campaign, 110, 112. Reports, 491,
1039. Sale of WorkCare Rehabilitation Services,
q 659, 677, 680, 815, 817. Termination notices,
q 711, 1180, q 1372. Redemption payments, 816,
817.
Generlll- Amnesty, q 78, 677, 680. Claims:
settlement, q 171; duration, q 1485. Claimants:
Mr G. N. Collins, 181, 185; re-employment, q 247,
q 791, 1180; advice to, q 324; Mr P. Walravens, 535,
537; reclassification of, q 985, q 1122, 1180.
Premiums, q 219, q 486, 677, 680, q 712. Industry
Commission report, q 364. Implementation, 411,

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
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MEMBERS

(Hq" =question without notice)
Asher, Hon. Louise (Monash)

Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 952.

Adult, Community and Further Education
(Employment) Bill, 860.

Conservation - Volunteer programs, q 8.

Albert Park - Classic motor race, q 1371.
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 563, 571.
Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 958.

City of Melbourne Bill, 507.
Education - Schools of the Future, 409. Nunawading
South Primary School, 409.
Fair Trading -Contamination of merchandise, 1036.

Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 958.

Impulse Electronics - Business name registration, 354.

Credit (Administration) (Amendment) Bill, 402.

Local Government - Institute of Public Affairs report,
q 222. Borrowings, q 913.

Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1508.
Domain Tunnel, 194.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1439.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1268.

Local Government (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
967.

Parks - Dandenong Ranges-Port Phillip Bay link,
q 1209.

Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill, 1469.

Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 728.

Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1408.

Roads Corporation - Transport Accident Commission
sponsorship, 1256.

Housing - In Monash Province, 408, q 570. For youth,
q 912.

Road Safety -Car headlights, 880. Warning signs, 978.

Rural Finance (VEDC Abolition) Bill, 1089.

La Trobe University (Amendment) Bill, 258.
Melbourne, City of - Restructure, q 246.
Members - References to female, 43.

Biaxter, Hon W. R. (North Eastern) (Minister for Roads
and Ports)

Nurses Bill, 1168.

Agriculture - Barley growers, 1322.

Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 602.

Arts, The - Museum of Modem Art at Heide, q 638.

Petitions - Human embryos, 174.
Points of Order - Relevance of remarks, 36.
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee - Alert
Digest: Nos 11 and 12, 10.
South Melbourne, City of - Restructure, 475.
State Library of Victoria - Redevelopment, q 1289.
Station Pier, q 489.

Australian Defence Industries, Benalla, q 795.
Barley Industry - Assistance for growers, 1322.
Boating - Patterson River dredging, q 714. Water
safety program, q 950.

Castlemaine, HMAS, 43.
Cattle and Swine Compensation (Amendment) Bill,
812,836,910.

Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill, 325, 330, 674.

Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 749.

Christmas Felicitations, 1541.

Western Bypass, 194.

Corrections - Report on prison system, 370.
Daratech Pty Ltd - Report for 1992-93, 174.

Ashman, Hon. G. B. (Boronia)

Education -School bus safety, q 1292.

Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill, 672.

Floods - Response by emergency services, q 363.
Damage to roads and bridges, q 443, q 487, q 660.

Eastern Freeway, q 220.
Education - TAFE and university pathways, q 989.

Fuel Levy - Diesel, 111, 185. Better Roads Victoria
program, q 1209.

Petitions -State deficit levy, 9. Human embryos, 174.

Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1259, 1317, 1390,

Roads Corporation -Strike action, q 569. Licensing of
taxidrivers, q 914.

Livestock - On country roads, 1257.

1393, 1396, 1397, 1399, 1401.

Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1306.

Local Government - Flood damage to roads and
bridges, q 443, q 487, q 660.

Atklnson, Hon. B. N. (Koonung)

Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
Trust (Amendment) Bill, 1335, 1338, 1417.

Budget - For 1993-94, 458.
Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 952.

National Rail Corporation - Railway crossing
congestion, q 1293, 1321.

INDEX
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National Road Transport Commission - Report for
1992-93, 663.

Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 1076.

Patterson River - Dredging, q 714.
Points of Order -Statement in debate, 189.

Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations) Bill, 965, 992,
1077,1078.

Police - Response to floods, q 363. Operation Iceberg
report, 1125.

Taxation - Fuel levy: diesel, 111, 185; Better Roads
Victoria program, q 1209.

Police Regulation (Discipline)(Amendment) Bill, 1233,
1260.

Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1121, 1134, 1313,
1315,1316.

Port Phillip Bay, q 638.

Unclaimed Moneys (Amendment) Bill, 268.

State Emergency Service - Response to floods, q 363.

Ports-

Geelong - Reorganisation of authority, q 251, q 1066.
General- Management program, q 638.
Reorganisation of authorities, q 1066.

Best, Hon. R. A. (North Western)

Melbourne - HMAS Castlemlline, 43. Crib Point

Australian Defence Industries - Bendigo clothing
plant, q 1122.

berthing facilities, q 794. Reorganisation of
authority, q 1066.
Portland - Reorganisation of authority, q 1066.

Castiemaine, City of - Councillor, 40.

Budget - For 1993-94, 386.
Floods - River Murray levee banks, q 715.

Public Holidays - Show Day, 475.
Public Transport Bus Seroices -Safety, 536, 1037, q 1292, q 1482.
Inspections, 1037.
Corporation - Information technology outsourcing,
881.
Rail Seroices -Crossings: Laverton, 881; Sunbury,
979; Werribee, q 1293; North Geelong, 1321.
Taxi Seroices - Safety, 1037. Tullamarine Freeway
lane, q 1205, 1257.

Housing - Industry Commission report, q 5.
Supported accommodation assistance program,
q 365. Redevelopment of bed-sitters, q 639.
La Trobe University (Amendment) Bill, 256.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
797.
Birrell, Hon. M. A. (East Yarra) (Minister for
Conservation and Environment, and Minister for
Major Projects)

Racing (Further Amendment) Bill, 659, 669, 774.
Road Safety - Speed limits, q 325. Bullbars, q 566.
Road toll, q 829, q 951, q 1289. Buses: Wangaratta
accident, q 830; regulations, q 1482. Car headlights,
881. Warning signs, 979.
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 760, 833.
Roads-

Corporation - Purchase of land at Woodend, q 7.
Rural services, q 77. Outsourcing: information
technology,290,357,881,979, 1114, 1456; road
marking, 1258, 1322. Strike action, q 569. Financial
management, q 713. Access to ADI factory,
Benalla, q 795. Licensing of taxidrivers, q 914.
Prosecution services, q 1207. Transport Accident
Commission sponsorships, 1258. Computerised
learner permit testing, q 1291.
General - Speed limits, q 325. Snow clearance, q 367.
Flood damage, q 443, q 487, q 660. Bullbars, q 566.
Tourist signs, q 638, 761. Better Roads Victoria
program, q 986, q 1209. Livestock on country, 1257.
Roads and Highways - Western Ring-road, q 6, q 172,
q 1374. Domain tunnel, q 77, 202, q 950, q 988.
Western bypass, q 77, 202, q 950, q 988. Calder
Highway, q 172. Eastern Freeway, q 220, q 224,
q 323, 410, q 1372. Proposed R-5 ring-road, 357.
Tullamarine Freeway taxi lane, q 1205, 1257.
Werribee overpass, q 1293. Springvale bypass,
q 1373. In south-eastern suburbs, q 1373.
Signals and Crossings - Laverton, 881. For schools,
q 912. Sunbury, 979. Werribee, q 1293. North
Geelong, 1321.
Royal Agricultural Show - People's Day, 475.

Agenda 21, q 439.
Albert Park - Classic motor race, q 1371.
Budget - Availability of Budget Paper, 254.
Chemical Storage - Relocation of Coode Island
facility, q 75, 111, q 1122, q 1371, q 1487. Safety of
Docklands, 355.
Christmas Felicitations, 1539.
Conservation and Natural Resources Conservation - Volunteer programs, q 8, q 636.
National parks: management, 182; chief rangers,
q 325, q 948; fire protection, q 660, q 1206; use of
firearms, q 1065. Milanesia Creek hut, 233.
Endangered native fish species, q 443. Campus
corps, q 636. Proud foot's boathouse,
Warrnambool, q 793. Sand-belt project, q 827.
Anglesea-Airey's Inlet heathland, q 911. Marble
Gully flora, q 951.
Department - National Parks Service, 182, q 325,
q 660, q 948, q 1065, q 1206. Tourism initiatives,
q 714, q 988. Project grants program, q 793. Staff,
816, 1114. Unused roads, q 1067. Daishowa Paper
Manufacturing Company, 1114.
Environment - Proposed national authority, q 4.
Yarra River: sewage pollution, q 75; passenger
transport, q 441. Alexandra Parade, Collingwood,
q 172. Parks and waterways projects, q 249, q 827,
q 1486. Industrial waste reduction agreements,
q 827. Air-monitoring station, q 1065. Dandenong
Ranges-Port Phillip Bay link, q 1209.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
General- Four-wheel-drive vehicles: levy, q 221;
education campaign, q 221. Solar-powered vehicle
challenge, q 663.
Water - Yarra River: sewage pollution, q 75;
passenger transport, q 441. National Water Week,
q 1124. Urban projects, q 1486.
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Tourism - Initiatives, q 714, q 988.
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences, q 223.
Water - National Water Week, q 1124. Urban projects,
q 1486.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 167,227.

Coode Island, q 75, 111, q 1122, q 1371, q 1487.

Werribee Park, 183.

Daishowa Paper Manufacturing Company - Activities
of chairman, 1114.

Yarra River -Sewage pollution, q 75. Transport, q 441.

Docklands -Safety, 355. Residential development,
q 635. High-technology park, q 1481.

Bishop, Hon. B. W. (North Western)

Environment Protection Authority - Proposed
national, q 4. Reappointment of chairman, q 912.
Air-monitoring station, q 1065.

Cattle and Swine Compensation (Amendment) BilI,909.

Budget - For 1993-94, 281.

Firearms - In national parks, q 1065.

Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill, 673.

Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, q 1066.

Community Services - Multipurpose centres, q 659.

Gellibrand and Breakwater Piers, 183.

Education - Wimmera Community College of TAFE,
q367.

Jolimont Residential Development, q 369.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1, 17,32,101,102.
Major Projects -Capital city tram network, q 170.
Docklands, 355, q 635, q 1481. Jolimont residential
development, q 369. Agenda 21, q 439. Station Pier,
q 489. Museum of Victoria, q 1068, q 1288. State
Library of Victoria, q 1289.
Marine Discovery Centre, q 223.

Local Government - Audits, q 1292.
Roads Corporation - Rural services, q 77. Better Roads
Victoria program, q 986.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 1074.
Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations) Bill, 1077.
WorkCover - Premiums, q 712.

Melbourne-0saka Yacht Race, q 910.
Melbourne Parks and Waterways, q 249, q 827, q 1371,
q 1486.

Bowden, Hon. R. H. (South Eastern)
Avalon Airport, q 321.

Melbourne Water - Privatisation, 43.

Budget - For 1993-94, 332.

Ministry, The - Premier's private interests, 547.

Building Bill, 1496.

Museum of Victoria - Relocation, q 1068, q 1288.

Bus Services -Safety regulations, q 1482.

Parks - National parks: management, 182; chief
rangers, q 325, q 948; fire protection, q 660, q 1206;
use of firearms, q 1065. Parks and waterways
projects, q 249, q 827, q 1486. Moorabbin parkland,
q 827. National reserve system, q 911. Dandenong
Ranges-Port Phillip Bay link, q 1209.

Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 852.
Juries (Amendment) Bill, 1152.
Local Government (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
970.
Petitions - Education services, 491.

Points of Order - Relevance of remarks, 32.
Allegations, 111. Availability of Budget Paper, 254.
Admissibility, 369. Scope of debate, 541.

Wool Processing Industry - Expansion, q 792.

Proud foot's Boathouse, Warmambool, q 793.

WorkCover - Buy-out proviSions, q 486.

Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 651, 668,
742,743.
Public Transport -Capital city tram network, q 170.
Roads - Alexandra Parade, Collingwood, q 172.
Leases for unused, q 1067.

Racing (Further Amendment) Bill, 773.

Brideson, Hon. Andrew (Waverley)
Aged Care - Health services, q 79.

Royal Botanic Gardens, q 567.

Arts, The - Victorian Performing Arts touring
strategy, q 794.

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee - Report
on Water (Annual Reporting) (Amendment)
Regulations 1993, 1449.

Education - State system, 298. Industry training
programs, q 1067. Common tertiary admissions
system, q 1288.

Solar-powered Vehicle Challenge, q 663.

Education (Amendment) Bill, 1435.

Southgate, q 441.

Health - Services for aged, q 79.

State Library of Victoria - Redevelopment, q 1289.

Local Government - Mutual insurance liability
scheme, q 366.

Station Pier, q 489.

Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill, 872.
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INDEX
Craige, Hon. G. R. (Central Highlands)

Chairman of CommiHees, The (Evans, Hon. D. M.)

Rulings IInd StlltementsDebate - Relevance of remarks, 1391. Correct titles,
1392. Tedious repetition, 1397.
Rulings IInd Stlltements liS Deputy President Adjournment Debate - Matters raised not to seek
legal opinion, 978.
Association for the Blind (Braille and Talking Book
Library) Bill, 498.
Debate - Remarks: relevance, 36, 38, 85, 87, 343, BOO,
1267; unparliamentary, 342,1022; offensive, 402.
Interjections, 309, 422, 598, 728,1017,1018,1021,
1024. Scope, 962, 1434. Statement in, 1360. Quoting
from HanSllrd of same session, 1431. (See also
"Evans, Hon. D. M. (North Eastern),,)
Chamberlain, Hon. B. A. (Western) (See "President,
The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)")

Connard, Hon. G. P. (Higinbotham)

Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
BiIl,1107.
Housing - Water rate refunds, q 490.
Petitions - Eductor dredges, 10.
Public Holidays Bill, 1014.
Roads - Western Ring-road, q 6. Better Roads Victoria
program, q 1209.
Roads Corporation - Financial management, q 713.
Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1310.
Water - Tenant rate refunds, q 490.
Davidson, Hon. B. E. (Chelsea)
Bus Services - Regulations, 536. School bus safety,
q 1292.
Community Services - Counselling for sexual assault
victims, 652.
Education -School crossings, q 912. School bus safety,
q 1292.
Fuel Levy - Diesel, 180.

Aged Care - Auditor-General's report, q 444.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 37, 86.

Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 579.

Ministry, The - Premier's private interests, 551.

City of Melbourne Bill, 524.

Patterson River - Dredging, q 713.

Health (Amendment) Bill, 746.

Petitions - State superannuation benefits, 491.

Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill,1479.

Points of Order - Availability of Budget Paper, 254.

Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1407.
Housing - Woodara estate, East Preston, q 1069.

Police Regulation (Discipline)(Amendment) Bill, 1316.
Port Phillip Bay, q 638.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 54.

Ports - Management program, q 638. Crib Point
berthing facilities, q 794.

Nurses Bill, 1212.

Public Holidays Bill, 1033.

Parliament - Appropriation, 582.

Racing (Further Amendment) Bill, 766.

Petitions - Human embryos, 1039.
Pharmacists (Amendment) Bill, 842.

Road Safety - Buses, 536, q 1292. Bullbars, q 566. Road
toll, q 829, q 951.

Physiotherapists (Amendment) Bill, 744.

Roads-

State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1083.
Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 758.
Cox, Hon. G. H. (Nunawading)
Arts, The -Grants for 1994, q 829.

Corporation - Purchase of land at Woodend, q 7.
Prosecution services, q 1207.
General-Snow clearance, q 367. Road toll, q 829,
q 951.
Roads and Highways - Western bypass, q 77, 198.
Domain tunnel, q 77, 198. Springvale bypass,
q 1373. In south-eastern suburbs, q 1373.
Signals and Crossings - For schools, q 912.

Budget - For 1993-94, 350.
City of Melbourne Bill, 518.

Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1302, 1315, 1316.

Eastern Freeway, q 224, q 1372.
Environment Protection Authority - Air-monitoring
station, q 1065.
Library Services - State Library of Victoria, q 4.
Funding, q 567.
Yarra River, q 441.

Davis, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 609.
Boating - Water safety program, q 950.
Community Services - Early childhood services, 708.
Floods - Damage to roads and bridges, q 443, q 660.
Four-wheel-drive Vehicles - Education campaign,
q221.
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Health - Maternal and child health service, 708.
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Land Titles Validation Bill, 59.

Housing - Redevelopment of former Olympic village,
q 1373.

Latrobe Regional Commission - Composition, q 1125.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 70.

Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
802.

Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
783.

Public Holidays Bill, 1019.

Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 597.

de Fegely, Hon. R. S. (Ballarat)

Points of Order - Reading of speeches, 1287.

Calder Highway, q 171.

Public Sector Superannuation (Administration) Bill,
1245.

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill, 676.

Conservation - Campus corps, q 636.
Education - University of Ballarat, q 1483.
Petitions -Capital punishment, 9. Preschool funding,
9.
Regional Development - Investment in rural Victoria,
q 568. Nest1~ Confectionery investment in
Maryborough, q 1374.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 1074.
University of Ballarat Bill, 1144.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 266.
Werribee Food Research Institute, q 1293.
Western Ring-road, q 171.

State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1081.
Telecommunications (Interception) (State Provisions)
(Amendment) Bill, 1101.
Yarra River -Sewage pollution, q 75.

Gould, Hon. M. M. (Doutta Galla) (Elected
19 September 1993)
Budget - For 1993-94, 447.
Community Services - St Mary's School for Children
with Impaired Hearing, 474. Early childhood
services, 704.

Wine Industry - Development, q 832.

Education - Primary schools: Niddrie, 978; Parklands,
978,1176.

Evans, Hon. D. M. (North Eastern) (See also
"Chairman of Committees, The (Hon. D. M. Evans)")

Health - Maternal and child health service, 704.

Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1278, 1301.
Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 1003.
Conservation and Natural Resources, Department of Project grants program, q 793.
Education -Course articulation, q 76. Echuca TAFE,
q 715. State system, 892.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1443.
Environment and Natural Resources Committee Report on eductor dredging, 491.
Floods - Damage to roads and bridges, q 487.

Local Government - Amalgamations and restructures,
q 570. Compulsory competitive tendering, q 795.
Melbourne, City of - Appointment of commissioners,
q 1209.
.
Nurses Bill, 1201.
Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 599.
Public Holidays Bill, 1027.

Livestock - On country roads, 1256.
Parliament - Reports: Legislative Council,
Department of the, 539; Parliamentary Library, 539;
Hansard, 539; House Committee, 539; Presiding
Officers, 539.

Guest, Hon. J. V. C. (Monash)
Arts, The - Van Gogh exhibition, q 1376.

Points of Order - Reflection on member, 1368.

City of Melbourne Bill, 520.

Road Safety - Wangaratta bus accident, q 830.

Law Reform Committee - Report on restitution for
victims of crime, 990.

Roads - Livestock movement, 1256.
Summary Offences (Stolen Cattle) Bill, 270.

Forwood, Hon. Bill (Templestowe)
Aboriginal Affairs - Needs of Koori elders, q 1124.
Arts, The - Museum of Modern Art at Heide, q 638.
Budget - For 1993-94, 450.
Eastern Freeway, q 323.
Environment Protection Authority - Reappointment
of chairman, q 912.

Petitions - Human embryos, 174.
Public Sector Superannuation (Administration) Bill,
1248.
Royal Botanic Gardens, q 567.
Tourism - Adventure holidays, q 988.

Rulings Ilnd Statements liS Acting P,eside~t Debate - Identification of quoted material, 1388.
Relevance of remarks, 1389.
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Hall, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)

Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 812, 835, 1004.

Adult, Community and Further Education
(Employment) Bill, 858.

Library Services - Incorporation, q 490, q 568.
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill, 812, 838, 1006.

Budget - For 1993-94, 277.

Local Government Bendigo - Report, 47. Amalgamations, q 914.
Castlemaine - Councillor, 44.
Essendon - Show grounds, q 323.
General - Elections, q 2. Amalgamations and
restructures, q 6, q 168, q 246, q 323, q 368,476,

Education - State system, 310. Industry training
programs, q 442. Vocational education and training,
q637.

Education (Amendment) Bill, 1428.
Electricity Industry Bill, 1536.
Gaming - Machines, q 218.
Local Government - Electoral variations, q 662.
Loy Yang B (Amendment) Bill, 177.
Maritime Museum of Victoria, q 1207.
Petitions - Rural schools, 173.
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee - Reports:
performance audit of Auditor-General, 1179; private
investment in public infrastructure, 1179; 1992-93
Budget estimates and outcomes, 1259.
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 732.

Rulings and Statements as Acting PresidentDebate - Interjections, 376, 629. Statement in, 630.
Hallam, Hon. R. M. (Western) (Minister for Regional
Development, and Minister for Local Government)
Aerospace Technologies of Australia, q 321.
Air Services - Avalon airport, q 321.
Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill, I, IS, 105.
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 485, 493.
Appropriation (Parliament 1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 485, 495.
Australian Defence Industries - Bendigo clothing
plant, q 1122.
.
Beave Ltd - Financial statements for 1990-92, 1125.
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Amendment) Bill,
812,837, 1005.

Budget - For 1993-94, 174, 277.
Choice of Law (Limitation Periods) Bill, 935, 1007.
City of Melbourne Bill, 326, 526, 527, 530, 5:31, 532, 533,
534.
Economy, The - In provincial and rural Victoria, 1051.

q 570, q 637, q 830, q 913, q 914, q 1123, q 1208.
Audits, q 173, q 1292. Rural and provincial
Victoria, q 222, 1039. Institute of Public Affairs

report, q 222. Mutual insurance liability scheme,
q 366. Rating discussion paper, 475, q 948.
Industry training boards, 537. Caravan park

regulations, q 638. Electoral variations, q 662.
Special accommodation, q 714. Borrowings, q 913.
Latrobe region municipalities, q 1125. Disbanding
of Geelong Regional Commission, q 1484.
Greater Geelong - Staff, 44. Election, q 249. Transfer
of assets, q 440, q 442. Planning scheme, q 831.
Transport interchange, q 990. Budget for 1993-94,
q 1068.
Heidelberg - Rating discussion paper, 475.
Library Services - Incorporation, q 490, q 568.
Melbourne - Restructure, q 6, q 168, q 246, q 323.
Administrator, 290. Appointment of
commissioners, q 987, q 1124, q 1209.
Port Melbourne - Restructure, 476.
Preston - Industry training boards, 537.
South Melbourne - Restructure, 476.
Strathfieldsaye - Report on, 48.
Sunshine - Community grants program, 44, 1538.
Whittlesea - Restructure, q 1208.
Local Government Board - Compulsory competitive
tendering, q 79, 795, 812. Independence, q 715.
Inner-metropolitan councils, q 1123. Surf Coast
councils, q 1207.
Local Government (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
716,812,994,995,996,997,1403.

Loy Yang B (Amendment) Bill, I, 105.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
588,665,808,809,810,811.
NestI~

Confectionary, q 1374.

Electricity Industry Bill, 1335, 1461, 1538.

Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 363,445, 606, 724.

Employment - Nestl~ Confectionery investment in
Maryborough, q 1374.

Personal Explanations, 812.

Floods - Damage to tobacco industry, q 712.
Government assistance, q 1125,1177, q 1290, 1322,
q 1483, q 1484, 1544, 1545.

Gas and Fuel Corporation - Bottled gas accounts, 290.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 683, 722,
856.

Geelong Regional Commission - Staff, 44.
Disbanding, q 1484.
Health -Special accommodation, q 714.
Land (Further Amendment) Bill, 485, 495, 671.

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill, 363,
444,677.

Port of Melbourne Authority - Report and financial
statements of superannuation scheme for 1992-93,
1335.

Probate Duty (Amendment) Bill, 485, 496.
Public Holidays - Abolition, q 169.
Public Holidays Bill, 971, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1070,
1071, 1072, 1073.

Public Sector Superannuation (Administration) Bill,
1121, 1233, 1255.

LEGISLA TIVE COUNCIL
Regional Development - Geelong Regional
Commission, 44, q 1484. Rural and provincial
Victoria, q 222,1051. Industry Commission report,
q 321, q 487. Wimmera-Mallee pipeline project,
q 366. Western Port, 476. Investment in rural
Victoria, q 569. Unemployment in Mildura, q 662.
Wool processing industry, q 792. Wine industry,
q 832. Geelong transport interchange, q 990. ADI
clothing plant, Bendigo, q 1122. Latrobe Regional
Commission, q 1125. Floods in north-eastern
Victoria, q 1125, 1177, q 1290, 1322, q 1483, q 1484,
1544, 1545. Nestle Confectionery investment in
Maryborough, q 1374.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 64.

Rural Finance (VEOC Abolition) Bill, 659, 716, 1099.

Regional Development - Geelong transport
interchange, q 990.

Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 965, 992.
State Deficit Levy, 290.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill, 743, 765,
934.

State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 937, 975.
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Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1394.
Local Government - Audits, q 173. Surf Coast
councils, q 1207.
Petitions - Preschool funding, 174.
Points of Order - Statement in debate, 630. Relevance
of remarks, 1391.
Port of Geelong Authority, q 251.
Public Bodies Review Committee - Report on
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 663.

Solar-powered Vehicle Challenge, q 663.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill, 931.
Western Bypass, 208.
WorkCover - Amnesty, q 78. Implementation, 435.

Sunday Entertainment (Repeal) Bill, 363, 445.
Superannuation - Intestacy, 44.

Henshaw, Hon. D. E. (Geelong)

Tattersall Consultations (Further Amendment) Bill,

Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 645.

485,496.

Tobacco Industry - Alternative crops, q 443. Flood
damage, q 712.

Budget - For 1993-94, 393.
City of Melbourne Bill, 516.

Unclaimed Moneys (Amendment) Bill, 167,229.

Conservation - Milanesia Creek hut, 232.
Anglesea-Airey's Inlet heathland, q 911.

Valuers - Registration, 653.
Vistel Ltd - Report, 765.
Water - Wimmera-Mallee pipeline project, q 366.
Wine Industry - Great Western, q 832.
Wool Processing Industry - Expansion, q 792.
WorkCoverAuthority - Media campaign, 112. Reports, 491,
1039. Sale of WorkCare Rehabilitation Services,
q 659, 680, 817. Termination notices, q 711, 1188,
q 1372. Redemption payments, 817.
Genera/- Amnesty, q 78, 680. Claims: settlement,
q 171; duration, q 1485. Claimants: MrG. N.
ColIins, 186; re-employment, q 247, q 791, 1188;
advice to, q 324; Mr P. Walravens, 537;
reclassification of, q 985, q 1122, 1188. Premiums,
q 219, q 486, 680, q 712. Industry Commission
report, q 364. Implementation, 420. Buy-out
provisions, q 486. Medical panels, q 488, 537, 1188.
Privacy, q 567. Termination of payments, q 639,
q 828, q 949, q 1122, 1188, 1323. Notional earnings,
652,979. WorkCover Advisory Committee, q 951.
Alleged rorting, q 1485.

Education (Amendment) Bill, 1440, 1446.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1286.
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, q 1066.
Geelong, City of Greater - Staff, 42. Election, q 248.
Transfer of assets, q 442. Planning scheme, q 831.
Geelong Regionill Commission - Staff, 42.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 82, 102.
Law Courts -Geelong, 107.
Library Services - Incorporation, q 490.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1389.
Marine Discovery Centre, q 223.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
801.

National Rail Corporation - Railway crossing
congestion, 1318.
Nurses Bill, 1221, 1228.
Roads - Railway crossings in North Geelong, 1318.
Valuers - Registration of, 652.
WorkCover - Advice to claimants, q 324.

Hartigan, Hon. W. A. N. (Gee long)
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 648.
Budget - For 1993-94, 397.
Domain Tunnel, 208.

Hogg, Hon. C. J. (Melbourne North)
Aged Care - Continence aids, 232. Older Persons
Consultative Council, 534.

Education - State system, 887.

Arts, The - Somebody's Daughter Theatre Inc., 408.

Geelong, City of Greater - Transfer of assets, q 439.
Budget for 1993-94, q 1068.

Association for the Blind (Braille and Talking Book
Library) Bill, 498.

Geelong Regional Commission - Disbanding, q 1484.

Barley Industry - Assistance for growers, 1319.
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Budget - For 1993-94, 454.
Cattle and Swine Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 908.

Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
Trust (Amendment) Bill, 1413.

Community Services - Supported accommodation
assistance program, 108. Melbourne Foodbank, 286.
Second kindergarten year, 473. Early childhood
services, 683. Preschool funding, 683. Speech
pathology services in Broadmeadows, 1175. Beech
Forest Preschool Play Centre, 1447.

National Parks Service, 180.
Nurses Bill, 1218.

Coolaroo West Youth Housing Project, 108.

Public Holidays Bill, 1031.

Domain Tunnel, 205.

Regional Development - Western Port, 475.

Education - Vocational Orientation Centre, q 1, q 76,
q 662,1543. Primary schools: Eastmeadows, 182,
354; Barker's Creek, 678. State system, 293. School
closures, 354. Vocational education and training,

Road Safety - Road toll, q 1289.

q489.

Education (Amendment) Bill, 1424, 1445, 1446.
Health - Maternal and child health service, 683.
Health (Amendment) Bill, 744.
Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill, 1463, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493.
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1404.
Housing - Whittlesea Family Services, 41. Supported
accommodation assistance program, 108.

Petitions - Iona Primary School, 937. Doveton police
station, 1039.
Police - Doveton station, 1036.

Roads Corporation - Outsourcing: information
technology 287, 354, 879, 979, 1114, 1449; road
marking, 1256, 1319.
Summary Offences (Stolen Cattle) Bill, 275.
Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill, 876.
Western Bypass, 205.
Knowles, Hon. R. I. (Ballarat) (Minister for Housing,
and Minister for Aged Care)
Aboriginal Affairs - Needs of Koori elders, q 1124.

Petitions - Eastmeadows Primary School, 252.

Aged Care - Home and community care programs,
q 78, q 168, q 990, q 1124. Health services, q 79.
Continence aids, 234. Pensioners: housing for war
disability, q 323; rate concessions, 680.
Auditor-General's report, q 444. Older Persons
Consultative Council, 537. Eye surgery in
Shepparton, q 637. Multipurpose centres, q 659.
Palliative care, q 795. Podiatry services, q 990. Needs
of Koori elders, q 1124.

Pharmacists (Amendment) Bill, 841.

Agriculture - Werribee Food Research Institute,

Physiotherapists (Amendment) Bill, 743.
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1082.

Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill, 16.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 57.
Melbourne Foodbank, 286.
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
Trust (Amendment) Bill, 1410.
Nurses Bill, 1163, 1224, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232.

Stock (Seller Liability and Declarations) Bill, 1076.
Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill, 868.
Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 747.
Whittlesea Family Services, 41.
Ives, Hon. R. S. (Eumemmerring)
Animals - Helmeted honeyeater, 1447.
Budget - For 1993-94, 466.
Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 956.
Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 956.
Community Services - In Dandenong Ranges, 1176.
Education - Vocational education and training, 109.
State system, 314, 883. Iona Primary School, 409.
Speech therapy services, 1543.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1436.

q 1293.

Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 563.
Brunswick-Coburg Rooming House Group Management, q 987.
Budget - For 1993-94, 563.
Building and Construction Industry -Government
contracts, 357. Construction Industry Development
Agency criteria, q 952.
Building Bill, 1335, 1346, 1502.
Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
Bill, 973.
Community Services Children - St Mary's School for Children with
Impaired Hearing, 476. Early childhood services,
702. Preschool funding, 702.
General - Supported accommodation assistance
program, 112, q 365. Melbourne Foodbank, 290.
Counselling for sexual assault victims, 653.
Multipurpose centres, q 659.

Health - Discarded hypodermic syringes, 42. Services
in Dandenong Ranges, 1176.

Community Visitors - Ministerial statement on report,

Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill, 1471, 1489, 1490, 1491.

Coolaroo West Youth Housing Project, 112.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 29.

906.

Floods - River Murray levee banks, q 715.

LEGISLA TIVE COUNCIL
Food Processing Industry - Werribee Food Research
Institute, q 1293.
Government Departments and Instrumentalities Building contracts, 357.
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Senate Select Committee on the Functions, Powers and
Operation of the Australian Loan CouncilResolution, 485.
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1086.

Health - Eye surgery in Shepparton, q 637.
Multipurpose centres, q 659. Maternal and child
health service, 702. Palliative care hospice for
children, q 1205.

Table Dancing, 762.

Health (Amendment) Bill, 659, 667, 747.

Water - Pensioner rate concessions, 680.

Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill, 1335, 1344, 1479, 1487, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492.

Werribee Food Research Institute, q 1293.

Health Computing Services - Report for 1992-93,1336.

Women's Affairs - Table Dancing, 762.

Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1335, 1336, 1410.

Youth Affairs - Housing, q 912.

Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 651, 664, 759.
University of Ballarat Bill, 1141.

Whittlesea Family Services, 45.

Historic Shipwrecks (Amendment) Bill, I, 106, 179.
Hospitals - Admission delays, 185. Palliative care
hospice for children, q 1205.
Housing - Industry Commission report, q 5.
Whittlesea Family Services, 45. Supported
accommodation assistance program, 112, q 365.
Capital works budget, q 217, q 221. Home
opportunity loan scheme, q 245, q 247, 291, q 322.
Departmental finance schemes, q 247. War disability
pensioners, q 323. In Monash Province, 410, q 570.
Public rentals, q 441. Water rate refunds, q 490.
Redevelopment of bed-sitters, q 639. Community
resourcing program review, 762. For youth, q 912.
Brunswick-Coburg Rooming House Group, q 987.
Woodara estate, East Preston, q 1069.
Redevelopment of former Olympic village, q 1373.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 27.
Law Courts - County Court, q 831.
Local Government - Pensioner rate concessions, 680.
Ministerial Statements - Community visitors report,
906.

Monier Group - Design commission, q 1373.
Nurses Bill, 1121, 1161, 1223, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228,
1229, 1230, 1231, 1232.
Obstetric and Paediatric Mortality and Morbidity,
Consultative Council on - Report, 609.
parliamentBusiness of the House - Adjournment of Bills, 173,
1039. Sessional Orders, 1039.
General- Absence of Clerk, 47. Unauthorised use of
microphones,562.
Joint Sittings - Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation, 401.

Kokocinski, Hon. Licia (Melbourne West)
Aged Care - Home and community care programs,
q 78. Eye surgery in Shepparton, q 637.
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 614.
Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
BiIl,l109.
Community Services - Community Support Fund,
q 250. Early childhood services, 696.
Conservation - Black gum eucalyptus, 1113.
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1515.
Education - Glengala Park Primary School, 109.
Sunshine Special Development School, 109.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1282.
Health - Eye surgery in Shepparton, q 637. Maternal
and child health service, 696. Special
accommodation, q 714.
Local Government - Restructures, q 1123.
Nurses Bill, 1195, 1225, 1228.
Points of Order - Offensive remarks, 1271.
Public Holidays Bill, 1023, 1069.
Railway crossings - Footscray and Sunshine, 288.
Laverton, 880. Werribee overpass, q 1293.
Sunshine - Community grants program, 40.
Werribee Park, 182.
McLean, Hon. Jean (Melbourne West)
Aged Care - Podiatry services, q 989.

Pharmacists (Amendment) Bill, 683, 718, 843.

Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 584.

Physiotherapists (Amendment) Bill, 659, 667, 744.

Breakwater Pier, 181,287.

Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 1335,
1339,1423.

Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
BiII,1105.

Points of Order - Reflection on Premier, 540.
Relevance of remarks, 785. Matters raised during
adjournment debate to relate to government
administration, 1321.

Coode Island, q 1370, q 1486.
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1511.

Questions on Notice - Answers, 9.

Education - State system, 889.

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations CommitteeAppointment of member, 490.

Gellibrand Pier, 181,287.

Community Services - Early childhood services, 709.

Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1275.
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Health - Maternal and child health service, 709.

Floods -Government assistance, q 1484.

Hospitals - Queen Victoria women's centre, 879.

Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 854.

Juries (Amendment) Bill, 1154.

Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill,1477.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 94.

Housing -Capital works budget, q 217.

Local Government - Amalgamations and restructures,
q 368, q 914. Local Government Board
independence, q 715.

Juries (Amendment) Bill, 1157.

Petitions - Maternal and child health service, 293.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 35, 85.

Telecommunications (Interception) (State Provisions)
(Amendment) Bill, 1100.

Law Courts - Bail justices, 408.

Women's Affairs - Queen Victoria women's centre,
879.

Mier, Hon. B. W. (Waverley)
Appropriation (1993-94, No.l) Bill, 577.

Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 1001, 1003.

Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1394.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
806.
Ministry, The - Premier's private interests, 555.
Nurses Bill, 1204, 1210, 1226, 1231.

Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 945.

Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 595.

Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 945.

Personal Explanations, 1302.

Castiemaine, HMAS, 41.

Points of Order - Relevance of remarks, 32.

Chemical Storage - Safety of Docklands, 355.

Public Holidays Bill, 1016.

Daishowa Paper Manufacturing Company - Activities
of chairman, q 1068, 1113.
Domain Tunnel, 210.
Education - Australian National Training Authority,
q989.
Gaming Machine Control (General Amendment) Bill,
1238.
Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 1000, 1003.

Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 738, 742.
Public Sector Superannuation (Administration) Bill,
1248.
Public Transport - Taxi and bus safety, 1036.
Regional Development - Floods in north-eastern
Victoria, q 1484.
Road Safety - Speed limits, q 324.
Roads Corporation - Sunbury railway crossing, 977.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 38, 62,101.

Rural Finance (VEDC Abolition) Bill, 1094.

Nurses Bill, 1222, 1226.

Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 1075.

Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 604.

State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill,934.

Points of Order - Statement in debate, 933.
Western Bypass, 210.
WorkCover - Premiums, q 219. Amnesty, 677.

State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1085.
Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 757.
University of Ballarat Bill, 1143.
Water - Pensioner concessions, 679.
Western Bypass, 216, 224.

Nardella, Hon. D. A. (Melbourne North)
Aged Care - Pensioner rate concessions, 679.
Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill, 104.

Western Ring-road, q 1374.
WorkCover - Re-employment of claimants, q 247.
Implementation, 433. Redemption payments, 816.

Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 641.
Building Bill, 1SOO.

Power, Hon. Pat Gika Jika)

City of Melbourne Bill, 522.

Budget - For 1993-94, 382.

Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
Bill,1112.

City of Melbourne Bill, SOO, 505, 530, 533.

Community Services - Energy concessions for health
benefit card holders, 760.

Community Services - Wimmera West Grampians
Neighbourhood House Network, 651.

Credit (Administration) (Amendment) Bill, 406.

Economic Development Committee - Report on
building and construction industry, 370.

Domain Tunnel, 216, 224.

Economy, The - In provincial and rural Victoria, 1039.

Education - Victoria University of Technology,
Caloola campus, 41, 180, 534, 880, 1543. Tertiary
student services fees, 233. State system, 899.

Education - Quality provision task forces, 40.
Bright-Harrietville-Wandiligong cluster, 40. State
system, 304. Primary schools: Preston South, 678,
816; Gowerville, 678, 816.

Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1294, 1302.
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Education (Amendment) Bill, 1432.
Electricity Industry Bill, 1535.
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1113, 1321. Veracity of newspaper article, 287.
Quoting from Hansard of same session, 1320.
Statement in, 1324.

Floods - Damage: tobacco industry, q 712; dairy and
fruit industries, 1257. Government assistance,
q 1125, 1177, q 1290, 1318, q 1483, 1543.

Budget Paper - Availability, 255.

Gas and Fuel Corporation - Bottled gas accounts, 288.

Christmas Felicitations, 1542.

Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 850.

Clerk - Absence, 47.

Hospitals - Admission delays, 180.

Debate - Statement in, 27, 190, 336, 560. Interjections,
29,56,197,215,245,278,279,372,400,424,540,543,
547,554,556,561,593,601,708,986,988,1016,1030,
1048,1192,1513,1533.Scope,29,31,541,552,59O,
592,605,748,869. Remarks: relevance, 32, 552, 561,
582,633,758,785,921, 1030; unparliamentary, 188;
offensive, 254, 554, 1271. Allegations, 111.
Admissibility of point of order, 369. References to
gallery, 418, 422. Quoting from Hansard of same
session, 468. Correct titles, 540. Reflection on
Premier, 541. Unauthorised use of microphones, 542,
562,572. Quotations, 782, 1379. Reading of speeches,
1287,1461. Reflection on member, 1369. Conduct,
1534.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 66.
Library Services - Incorporation, q 568.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1383, 1394.
Local Government - Melbourne council restructure,
q 6. Amalgamations and restructures, q 6, q 637,
q 830, q 913, q 1208. Industry training boards, 535.
Rating discussion paper, q 948. Whittlesea council
restructure, q 1208.
Local Government (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
965, 996, 997.
Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
787, 796, 810.

Auditor-General - Independence, 369.

Distinguished Visitors, 505, 684, 985.

Nurses Bill, 1216, 1228.

Electoral - Doutta Galla Province by-election, 74.

Petitions - Macleod Primary School, 251.

Members - Resignation of Hon. J. M. Brumby, 1.
References to female, 45. Swearing in of Hon. M. M.
Gould,245.

Proud foot's Boathouse, Warrnambool, q 793.
Public Holidays - Abolition, q 169,474.
Public Holidays Bill, 1026.
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 731.
Regional Development - Rural and provincial
Victoria, q 222, 1039. Industry Commission report,
q 321, q 487. Wimmera-Mallee pipeline project,
q 366. Unemployment in Mildura, q 661. Flood
damage in north-eastern Victoria, q 1125, 1177,
q 1290, 1318, q 1483, 1543.
Roads - Proposed R-5 ring-road, 354. Leases for
unused, q 1066.
Royal Agricultural Show - People's Day, 474.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill, 930.
Table Dancing, 761.
Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill, 875.

ParliamentGeneral- TeleviSing, 539, 562, 570. Unauthorised use
of microphones, 542, 562, 572.
Joint Sittings - Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation, 400, 597.
Questions on Notice - Effect of resignation of
member, 9.
Questions without Notice - Not to be debated, 248,
486. Interjections, 365, 439, 1123, 1206, 1288, 1291,
1481, 1482, 1483. Not to be repeated, 568. Not to seek
opinion, 569, 828, 1208. To relate to government
administration, 1069.
Senate Select Committee on the Functions, Powers and
Operation of the Australian Loan Council Resolution, 485.
Youth Parliament, 217.

Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 753.
Tobacco Industry - Alternative crops, q 443. Flood
damage, q 712.
Transport (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1308.
Unemployment - In Mildura, q 661.

Pullen, Hon. B. T. (Melbourne)
Adult, Community and Further Education
(Employment) Bill, 856.

Water - Wimmera-Mallee pipeline project, q 366.

Alexandra Parade, Collingwood, q 172.

Wimmera West Grampians Neighbourhood House
Network, 651.

Building Bill, 1493.

Women's Affairs - Table dancing, 761.

President, The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)

Rulings "nd SttJtements Adjournment Debate - Matters raised: to make
complaint or request, 110; not to be repeated, 353,
535; to relate to government administration, 536,

Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
Bill, 1102.
Conservation and Natural Resources Conservation - Endangered native fish species, q 442.
Marble Gully flora, q 950. National parks: use of
firearms, q 1065; fire protection, q 1206.
Department - Staff, 816, 1113.
Environment - Proposed national authority, q 4.
Alexandra Parade, Collingwood, q 172.
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Credit (Administration) (Amendment) Bill, 4Ol.
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1503.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1260, 1300, 13Ol.
Evidence (Proof of Offences) Bill, 276.
Firearms - In national parks, q 1065.
Fuel Levy - Diesel, 108.
Historic Shipwrecks (Amendment) Bill, 178, 179.

Smith, Hon. K. M. (South Eastern)
Appropriation (1993-94, No.1) Bill, 619.
Building and Construction Industry - Government
contracts, 355.
Crime Prevention Committee - Reports on public
transport system, 370, 1259.

Interpretation of Legislation (Amendment) Bill, 839.

Domain Tunnel, 212.

Juries (Amendment) Bill, 1149.

Education - Dandenong College of T AFE,
Cranbourne campus, q 1487.

La Trobe University (Amendment) Bill, 255.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 33, SO.

Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 855.

Melbourne Water - Privatisation, 42.

Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1369, 1377, 1392,
1396,1399.

Mineral Resources Development (Amendment) Bill,
775,809,810,811.

National Parks - Management, q 325.

Parks - National: fire protection, q 660, q 1206; use of
firearms, q 1065. Moorabbin parkland, q 827.

Points of Order - Remarks: unparliamentary, 188;
offensive, 402; relevance, 1389. Statement in debate
190,560, 1359. Identification of quoted material, '

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Amendment) Bill, 675.
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 1418.
Points of Order - Relevance of remarks, 785.
Questions on Notice - Adoption of, 9.
Summary Offences (Stolen Cattle) Bill, 269.
Telecommunications (Interception) (State Provisions)
(Amendment) Bill, 1100.
Unclaimed Moneys (Amendment) Bill, 267.

1388.
Public Transport - Capital city tram network, q 170.
Report on taxi industry, 370.
Racing (Further Amendment) Bill, 771.
Roads Corporation - Computerised learner permit
testing, q 1291.
Rural Finance (VEOC Abolition) Bill, 1095.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill, 927.

University of Ballarat Bill, 1140.

Tourism - Business plan, q 714.

Water (Amendment) Bill, 265.

Western Bypass, 212.

Skeggs, Hon. B. A. E. (Templestowe)

Stoney, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)

Budget - For 1993-94, 340.

Australian Defence Industries, Benalla, q 795.

Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 943.

Education - Seymour T AFE campus, q 661.

Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 943.
Environment - Industrial waste reduction
agreements, q 827.
Gaming -Casino tender, q 169.
Gaming Machine Control (General Amendment) Bill,
1237.
Housing - For war disability pensioners, q 323.
Library Services - Cooperative grant, q 488.
Local Government - Rating discussion paper, 474.
National Water Week, q 1124.
Racing (Further Amendment) Bill, 768.
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee - Alert
Digest: No. 13, 174; No. 14,252; No. 15,491; No. 16,
883; No. 17,991; Nos 18 and 19, 1126; No. 20, 1259.
Reports: Equal Opportunity Act, 491, 1259;
subordinate legislation, 683; discussions with House
of Lords Select Committee, 683; Subordinate
Legislation Act, 832; World Conference on Human
Rights, 1126; Australasian and Pacific Conference on
Delegated Legislation and Scrutiny of Bills, 1126;
Interpretation of Legislation Act, 1126.

Floods - Response by emergency services, q 363.
Gaming --...,; Casino tender, q 250.
National Parks - Chief rangers, q 948.
Tourism - Road signs, 760.

Storey, Hon. Haddon (East Yarra) (Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training, Minister for the
Arts, and Minister for Gaming)
Adult, Community and Further Education
(Employment) Bill, 683, 719, 868.
Arts, The - Melbourne international festival, q 324.
Somebody's Daughter Theatre Inc., 409. Victorian
Performing Arts touring strategy, q 794. Grants for
1994, q 829. Maritime Museum of Victoria, q 1207.
Van Gogh exhibition, q 1376.
Association for the Blind (Braille and Talking Book
Library) Bill, 444, 446, 498, 499.
BLF Custodian - Reports: No. 23, 10; No. 24, 174;
No. 25, 1449.
Breakwater Pier, 289.
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Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 879, 916,
940,962,963.
Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 935, 937, 940,
962,963.
Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
Bill,1113.
Community Support Fund - Distribution, q 251.
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La Trobe University (Amendment) Bill, 167, 226, 264.
Library Services - State Library of Victoria, q 4.
Cooperative grants, q 488. Funding, q 567.
Melbourne International Festival of the Arts, q 324.
Ministry, The - Premier's private interests, 558.
Points of Order - Reflection on Premier, 541.
Ports -Gellibrand and Breakwater piers, 289.

Credit (Administration) (Amendment) Bill, 245, 329,
407.

Summary Offences (Stolen Cattle) Bill, 167,230, 275.

Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1335, 1352, 1520.

Teaching Service (Amendment) Bill, 683, 721.

Education -

Telecommunications (Interception) (State Provisions)
(Amendment) Bill, 975, 1102.

General- Family literacy, q 911. Closure of
Enterprise Migrant Hostel, q 1123. Speech therapy
services, 1544.
School Education - Quality provision task forces, 43.
Bright-Harrietville-Wandiligong cluster, 43.
Primary schools: Eastmeadows, 185; Barker's
Creek, 679; Preston South, 679, 817; Gowerville,
679,817.
Tertiary Education and Training - Vocational
Orientation Centre, q 1, q 76, q 662, 1544. Victoria
University of Technology, Caloola campus, 43,
184,536, 881, 1544. Course articulation, q 76.
Vocational education and training, 111, q 489,
q 637, q 949. Student service fees, 234. TAFE:
funding, 356; Wimmera community college, q 367;
Seymour campus, q 661; in Echuca, q 715;
Loddon-Campaspe college, q 715; Dandenong
college, Cranbourne campus, q 1487. Industry
training programs, q 442, q 1067. Australian
Vocational Certificate Training system, q 949.
Australian National Training Authority, q 989.
TAFE and university pathways, q 989. Common
admissions system, q 1288. University of Ballarat,
q 1483.

Totalizator Agency Board - Conflict of interest of
member, q 250.
TT-Line Gaming Bill, 908, 915, 998.
University of Ballarat Bill, 1121, 1130, 1149.
Van Gogh Exhibition, q 1376.

Strong, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)
Budget - For 1993-94, 378.
Building and Construction Industry -Construction
Industry Development Agency criteria, q 952.
City of Melbourne Bill, 514.
Electricity Industry Bill, 1529.
Environment - Parks and waterways projects, q 249.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 849.
Law Courts - County Court, q 831.
Ports - Reorganisation of authorities, q 1066.

Education (Amendment) Bill, 1335, 1401, 1445, 1446.
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1335, 1351, 1521.
Enterprise Migrant Hostel - Closure, q 1123.
Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1121, 1138, 1299,
1300,1301.
Evidence (Proof of Offences) Bill, 167,229,276,277.
Gaming-

Casino - Machines: limitation on, q 3, 184;
supervision of q 218. Returns to players, q 167.
Tender, q 169, q 250. Conflict of interest of
consortium member, q 250. Licence: fee, q 363;
finance, q 486. Construction, q 486, q 569. Cabinet
subcommittee advice to control authority, q 661,
q792.
General- Machines, q 3, q 167, 184, q 218.
Community Support Fund distribution, q 251,
q 1375.
Gaming Machine Control (General Amendment) Bill,
1121, 1136, 1236, 1239.
Gellibrand Pier, 289.
International Year of the Family, q 911.
Interpretation of Legislation (Amendment) Bill, 840,
841.
Juries (Amendment) Bill, 1121, 1133, 1160.

Theophanou., Hon. T. C. Oika Jika)
Budget - For 1993-94, 371.
Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill, 672.
City of Melbourne Bill, 519.
Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
Bill, 1110.
Electricity Industry Bill, 1521.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Heatane Gas) Bill, 843.
Housing - Capital works budget, q 220. Home
opportunity loan scheme, q 245, 289, q 322, 353.
Public rentals, q 441. Community resourcing
program review, 760.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 90.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 1356, 1391, 1394,
1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400.
Points of Order - Questions without notice not to be
debated, 248, 486. Quoting from Hansord of same
session, 1320. Matters raised during adjournment
debate to relate to government administration, 1321.
Statement in debate, 1324. Reflection on member,
1369. Relevance of remarks, 1391. Tedious
repetition, 1397.
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Public Holidays Bill, 1007, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1069,
1071,1072.
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 735.
State Owned Enterprises (Amendment) Bill, 918.
WorkCoverAuthority - Media campaign, 110. Sale of WorkCare
Rehabilitation Services, q 659, 677, 815.
Termination notices, q 711, 1180, q 1372.
General-Claims: settlement, q 171; duration, q 1485.
Claimants: Mr G. N. Collins, 181; re-employment,
q 791, 1180; reclassification of, q 985, q 1122, 1180.
Industry Commission report, q 364.
Implementation, 411, 437. Medical panels, q 487,
534, 1180. Termination of payments, q 639, q 828,
q 949, q 1122, 1180, 1320. Notional earnings, 651,
978. Alleged rorting, q 1485.
Varty, Hon. Rosemary (Silvan)
Aged Care - Home and community care services,
q 167. Palliative care, q 795.
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 633, 640.
Brunswick-Coburg Rooming House Group, q 987.
Hospitals - Palliative care hospice for children, q 1205.

Wells, Hon. R. J. H. (Eumemmerring)
Adult, Community and Further Education
(Employment) Bill, 864.
Arts, The - Melbourne international festival, q 324.
Budget - For 1993-94, 344.
Education - Australian Vocational Certificate Training
system, q 949.
La Trobe University (Amendment) Bill, 260.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 97.
Tobacco (Amendment) Bill, 754.
University of Ballarat Bill, 1145.
White, Hon. D. R. (Doutta Galla)
Agenda 21, q 439.
Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill, 16, 17, 103.
Appropriation (1993-94, No. 1) Bill, 627.
Auditor-General- Independence, q 369.
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Amendment) Bill,
1004.

Jolimont Residential Development, q 369.

Budget - Availability of Budget Paper, 254. For
1993-94,627.

Local Government - Elections, q 2.

Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 940.

Points of Order - Relevance of remarks, 37.
Unauthorised use of microphones, 542. Reflection
on Premier, 554. Quoting from Hansard of same
session, 1320. Tedious repetition, 1397.

Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 940.

WorkCover AdViSOry Committee, q 951.
Walpole, Hon. D. T. (Melbourne)

Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill, 325.
Chemical Storage - Relocation of Coode Island
facility, q 75, 108, q 1121.
Choice of Law (Limitation Periods) Bill, 1007.
Christmas Felicitations, 1541.
City of Melbourne Bill, 512.

Annual Leave Payments (Amendment) Bill, 103.

Coode Island, q 75, 108, q 1121.

Casino Control (Further Amendment) Bill, 961.
Casino (Management Agreement) Bill, 961.

Docklands - Residential development, q 635.
High-technology park, q 1481.

Equal Opportunity (Amendment) Bill, 1286, 1294.

Education - TAFE funding, 355.

Floods - Government assistance, 1543.

Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1520.

Land Titles Validation Bill, 89.

Gaming-

Local Government - Compulsory competitive
tendering, q 79.
Melbourne, City of - Restructure, q 168.
Showgrounds, q 323. Appointment of
commissioners, q 987, q 1124.
Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 588.

Casino - Machines: limitation on q 3, 180. Returns to
players, q 167. Conflict of interest of consortium
member, q 249. Licence: fee, q 363; finance, q 485.
Construction, q 485, q 569. Cabinet subcommittee
advice to control authority, q 661, q 792.
General - Machines, q 3, q 167, 180. Community
Support Fund distribution, q 1375.

Public Holidays Bill, 1029, 1070, 1071, 1072.

Gaming Machine Control (General Amendment) Bill,
1235.

Regional Development - Floods in north-eastern
Victoria, 1543.

JGK Nominees Pty Ltd, 539, 559.

State Deficit Levy, 288.
WorkCover - Mr P. Walravens, 535. Privacy, q 567.

KNF Advertising, 539, 559.
Land (Further Amendment) Bill, 671.
Land Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 998, 1002.
Land Titles Validation Bill, 23, 49, 101.
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill, 1006.
Loy Yang B (Amendment) Bill, 176.
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Major Projects - Agenda 21, q 439. Docklands, q 635.
Museum of Victoria, q 1068, q 1287.
Melbourne, City of - Council administrator, 289.
Melbourne-Osaka Yacht Race, q 910.
Ministry, The - Premier's private interests, 539, 559.
Museum of Victoria - Relocation, q 1068, q 1287.
Occupational Health and Safety (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill, 606.
Points of Order - Remarks: unparliamentary, 188;
offensive, 254. Availability of Budget Paper, 254.
Interjections, 309. Statement in debate, 336, 630.
Reflections on Premier, 540. Admissibility of
question without notice, 568.
Probate Duty (Amendment) Bill, 674.
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 724, 741,
742.
Public Sector Superannuation (Administration) Bill,
1239.
Roads - Western bypass, 187,224, q 950, q 988.
Domain tunnel, 187,224, q 988. Eastern Freeway,
409. Tullamarine Freeway taxi lane, q 1204, 1255.
Rural Finance (VEDC Abolition) Bill, 1087.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 1073.
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1078.
Sunday Entertainment (Repeal) Bill, 675.
Superannuation - Intestacy, 40.
Tattersall Consultations (Further Amendment) Bill, 562.
Totalizator Agency Board - Conflict of interest of
member, q 249.
TT-Line Gaming Bill, 998.
Wilding, Hon. S. de C. (Chelsea)
Budget - For 1993-94, 284.
Caravan Parks - Regulations, q 638.
Classification of Films and Publications (Amendment)
Bill,1104.
Community Services - Early childhood services, 691.
Enterprise Migrant Hostel - Closure, q 1123.
Environment - Parks and waterways projects, q 1486.
Health - Maternal and child health service, 691.
Health and Community Services (Further Amendment)
Bill,1475.
International Year of the Family, q 911.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

List in numerical order of questions on notice answered during period covered by this
index.

Ministerial portfolios and abbreviations
AC
Arts
C&E
Gam
Hsg
LocGov
MajProj
Reg Dev
R&P
TE&T

Aged Care
Arts
Conservation and Environment
Gaming
Housing
Local Government
Major Projects
Regional Development
Roads and Ports
Tertiary Education and Training

Date
Answered

Page

Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93

113

Mr Punen

Mr Storey (Arts)

5.10.93

479

Mr Pullen

Mr Birren (C & E)

11.8.93

119

Mr Pullen
Mr Birrell (C & E)
Mr Punen
Mr Storey (Arts)
Mr Pullen
Mr Birrell (C & E)
Mr Punen
Mr Birrell (C & E)
Mr Theophanous Mr Hallam (Loc Gov)
Mr Theophanous Mr Knowles (Hsg)
Mr Theophanous Mr Knowles (Hsg)
Mr Theophanous Mr Knowles (Hsg)

11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93

120
120
127
127
127
129
129
131

Mr Theophanous Mr Knowles (Hsg)

11.8.93

131

MrsHogg

Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93

131

Mrs Hogg
MrsHogg
Mrs Hogg

Mr Storey (Arts)
Mr Storey (Arts)
Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93
11.8.93
11.8.93

131
132
132

MrsHogg

Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93

133

MrsHogg
MrsHogg

Mr Storey (Arts)
Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93
11.8.93

133
133

MrsHogg

Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93

133

MrsHogg
MrsHogg

Mr Storey (Arts)
Mr Storey (Arts)

11.8.93
11.8.93

136
237

Mr Pullen

Mr Storey (T E & T)

11.8.93

136

Mr Pullen

Mr Birrell (C & E)

11.8.93

139

Qn
No.

9
10
11

12
15
16
19
23
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40

41
42
43

Subject matter
Education - Contract/Consultancy
Employees
Attorney-General - Contract/
Consultancy Employees
Premier - Contract/Consultancy
Employees
Natural Resources - Contract/
Consultancy Employees
School Statistics in Melbourne Province
Community Tracking Study
Natural Resources - Staff Levels
WorkCover
Housing - Mortgage Relief Schemes
Housing - Revenue and Expenditure
Housing - Rental Stock
Housing - Funding of State Deficit
Levy
Pupil: Teacher Ratios in Government
Schools
Education - Effect of Cuts in
Expenditure
Education - Emergency Teachers
Education - Excess Teacher Pool
Education - Teacher Redundancy
Packages
Education - Reduction in Teacher
Numbers
Education - Consultative Mechanisms
Education - Appointment of
Consultative Bodies
Students - Enrolments from Closed
Schools
Students - Enrolments for 1993
Tertiary Education and TrainingContract/Consultancy Employees
Conservation and Natural Resources Office Locations and Staff Numbers

Asked by

Answered by

Mr Pullen

No.
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49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

61
63
64

65
66
67
68

69
70
71
85
86

87
88
89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98

Compliance with Victorian Planning
Processes
Mr Mier
Local Government - Public Relations
Mr Nardella
Contracts/Consultancies
Treasury - Public Relations Contracts/
Consultancies
Mr Nardella
Finance - Public Relations Contracts/
Mr Nardella
Consultancies
Housing - Public Relations Contracts/
Mr Nardella
Consultancies
Aged Care - Public Relations
Contracts/Consultancies
Mr Nardella
Aboriginal Affairs - Public Relations
Contracts/Consultancies
Mr Nardella
Community Services - Public
Mr Nardella
Relations Contracts/ Consultancies
Health - Public Relations Contracts/
Mr Nardella
Consultancies
Planning - Public Relations
Contracts/ Consultancies
Mr Nardella
Energy and Minerals - Public
Mr Ives
Relations Contracts/ Consultancies
Regional Development - Public
Mr Ives
Relations Contracts/Consultancies
Local Government - Public Relations
Mr Ives
Contracts/ Consultancies
Small Business - Public Relations
Mr Ives
Contracts/Consultancies
Public Transport - Public Relations
Contracts/Consultancies
Mr Ives
Police and Emergency Services - Public
Mr Ives
Relations Contracts/Consultancies
Corrections - Public Relations
Mr Ives
Contracts/Consultancies
Agriculture - Public Relations
Mr Ives
Contracts/Consultancies
Roads and Ports - Public Relations
Mr Ives
Contracts/ Consultancies
Women's Affairs - Public Relations
Contracts/Consultancies
Mr Ives
Tourism - Public Relations
Contracts/Consultancies
Mr Ives
Industry and Employment - Public
Relations Contracts/Consultancies
Mr Ives
Landcare - Assistance to Groups
Mr Pullen
National, State and Regional Parks Mr Pullen
Location and Staff Employed
Forests - Logging Coupes
Mr Pullen
Port Phillip Bay - Scallop Fishing
Mr Pullen
Port Phillip Bay - Fish Harvesting
Mr Pullen
Victorian Waterways - Algal Blooms Mr Pullen
Education - Vocational Orientation
Centre
Mr Pullen
Housing - Property Services
Mr Pullen
Housing - Maintenance Expenditure MrPullen
Environment Protection Authority Standards
Mr Pullen
Environment - Contaminated Sites
Mr Pullen
Education - Expenditure on Closed
Mr Pullen
Schools
Mr Pullen
Education News
Sale of Heatane Gas to Elgas
Mr Pullen

Mr Birrell (Maj Proj)

11.8.93

139

Mr Hallam (Loc Gov)

11.8.93

139

Mr Hallam (Loc Gov)

11.8.93

139

Mr Hallam (Loc Gov)

11.8.93

140

Mr Knowles (Hsg)

11.8.93

140

Mr Knowles (A C)

11.8.93

141

Mr Knowles (Hsg)

11.8.93
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